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Preface
I first integrated 4D and the Web in 1995 when I was managing MIS at 4D, Inc. After spending a week struggling to learn and use this thing called the Web, my reaction was “Wow!”
After more than six years of using nearly every 4D-Web integration tool ever produced, my
reaction is still “Wow!” 4D integrates a database with a powerful compilable language. The
Web provides a flexible and dynamic user interface available on virtually every computer
sold in the past several years. Together, the possibilities are endless.
I’ve written four 4D-Web trainings and delivered them on four continents. I’ve had the
opportunity to talk to and work with hundreds of developers, some with extensive Web
integration experience, many with none at all. What I’ve seen is that 4D developers are
wonderfully creative people. If you know 4D, you can learn to integrate 4D and the Web.
The purpose of this book is to help 4D developers with a comprehensive guide to 4D’s
Web features, explanations of necessary background information, and detailed discussions
of the principles and techniques that make Web-database integration work.
David Adams
Kailua, HI
August 2001
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Introduction
An undeniable truth about technology is the way it fosters the growth of knowledge,
speed, and efficiency. In my mind, nothing could characterize the mission of 4D, Inc. better. Similarly, the valuable publications of David Adams consistently strengthen and
educate the growing 4D community by being the most authoritative and reliable guides
around. With this spirit of technology in mind, it gives me great pleasure to welcome the
newest guide for the 4D world—the 4D Web Companion.
One of the many appealing qualities of this book lies in its ability to navigate through the
4D Web development environment with an understanding that all of 4D’s Web capabilities
can be accomplished with the utmost efficiency. The useful tips and tricks located throughout the book enlighten both beginners and veteran 4D developers alike. This book will
undoubtedly prove to be an indispensable guide for anyone who develops 4D applications for the Web.
I can say with pride and certainty that the 4D Web Companion is the key to all of the possibilities that lie within the 4D Web world. My thanks to David for his latest contribution
to the continued strength, knowledge, and power of the 4D community!
Brendan Coveney
President/CEO
4D, Inc.
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Welcome
Chapters at a Glance
■

About this Book
4D Web development is a vast subject drawing on several different areas, including
database design, programming, Web design, HTML, and usability. This chapter provides an overview of this book’s coverage of the subjects related to 4D Web development. It also describes the conventions used throughout the book and in the sample
4D and HTML code.

■

The One-Minute Guide to 4D Web Development
Developers new to 4D Web integration sometimes find the wide range of options and
possibilities overwhelming. This chapter quickly summarizes key recommendations for
anyone who wants to start developing 4D Web systems immediately. Chapters with
more detailed discussions are indicated.
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CHAPTER

About this Book

1

Overview
Introduction
4D and the Web are each great. Putting the two together can be greater still. 4D can help
Web sites integrate dynamic content, manage commonly used text, and add interactivity.
The Web can simplify integrating 4D with other systems and languages, and make 4D
accessible to a wider range of users. To learn how to integrate 4D and the Web, it is necessary to understand several different aspects of 4D and Web development:

4D Web
Features

Web
Development
Techniques

HTTP
HTML

Web
Database
Architecture

Web
Design

With so many subjects to master, it is difficult to know where to start, what is important,
and how all the pieces fit together. Fortunately, there is no need to learn everything at
once. This book explains the core information needed from each area to build excellent
4D Web systems. Some areas—like 4D’s Web features—are covered comprehensively.
Other areas, like HTML authoring, are only touched on as they relate specifically to 4D
Web development. Where it is relevant I also include recommendations of the best available resources in each subject area.
How to Read this Book
This book doesn’t tell a single story, so there is no need to read it in order—or even to
read every chapter. Feel free to read this book from front to back, from back to front, or
in bits and pieces. Extensive cross-references link related discussions and chapters.
4D versus Other Systems
While this book is specifically about 4D Web integration, the basic principles, background,
and concepts apply to any dynamic Web system. If you are already familiar with another
environment, learning 4D’s approach to the Web is not hard. If you know 4D and are unfamiliar with Web development, the lessons you can learn from this book can be applied to
virtually any other Web development environment later.
Section Summary
This book that assumes you are familiar with 4D’s language and features, and that you
understand basic HTML. You don’t have to have built a dynamic, database-driven Web site
before or know HTTP in detail. The majority of this book explains 4D Web features, techniques, and development strategies. The following table summarizes the emphasis in each
section of the book.
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4D Web Features
This book is a comprehensive guide to 4D’s built-in Web features. While 4D shares many
traits in common with other Web-database integration systems, it also has some unique
features and terminology. In this book I explain 4D’s terms, behaviors, and features, like
contextual mode, semi-dynamic pages, and non-contextual mode. Besides documenting
how 4D works, the book also explains how to work with 4D. The 4D Web Techniques section of the book is full of 4D-specific strategies and techniques.
Web Development Techniques
4D’s Web features are described to provide a foundation for the more interesting subject,
4D Web development. It also offers basic development and debugging techniques, like
tracing HTTP, managing state, and reusing common HTML.
HTTP and HTML
Web browsers and Web servers use the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to communicate. Understanding the underlying details of HTTP is helpful for writing more efficient
Web systems, processing forms, and taking control of Web security. This book and the
sample code include all the information about HTTP most developers need. See the HTTP
Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, for a concise summary of HTTP. While
this book is not an HTML reference, it explains the behavior, features, limitations, tricks,
and traps 4D Web developers will encounter most often. See the HTML and Web Resources
chapter, which starts on page 279, for recommendations on good HTML reference guides.
Web-Database Architecture
Web-database systems are quite different from client-server applications. Designing Web
systems is more complicated than designing traditional 4D systems. The strengths and
weaknesses of Web-based systems differ from those of 4D-based systems. Learning the
fundamental nature of Web-based applications is the most important—and difficult—part
of mastering Web-database development.
4
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Terminology
Web Design
You may remember what happened when GUI interfaces first became popular. Talented
and experienced character-oriented programmers created some truly horrible GUI applications. The rules had changed. The same situation can apply when developers move from
a rich client-server GUI toolkit like 4D’s to the relatively impoverished interface of a Web
browser. The rules have changed again. Fortunately, enough people have struggled with
the most common Web design mistakes to save us some time and trouble now. This book
explains how to avoid many of the mistakes developers can make with their first Webdatabase projects, and there you will also find recommendations for where to look for the
best thinking and research on Web system design available.

Terminology
Originally, the term “Web” referred strictly to documents by Web servers which used the
HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) over the Internet. Today, this term is commonly
used, less restrictively, to refer to any number of networked systems, including Web sites,
email, Napster, and chat programs. This book uses the word Web in the more generous
contemporary sense.

Special Symbols Used in this Book
These icons are used throughout the book to highlight important information:
Cross-reference to another section of the book.

Note with special information or details.

See the example code.

Warning!

Tip.

Recommended reading.

Web link.

Versions Covered
This book covers 4D 6.5 and 4D 6.7. The major difference between these versions is the
greatly enhanced Web features found in 4D 6.7. Accordingly, I strongly recommend
upgrading legacy 4D 6.5 Web systems to 4D 6.7.2 or later. Visit the
www.4dcompanion.com Web site to check for updated information:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/products/webcompanion/
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About the Demonstrations
Overview
The 4D Web Companion includes example 4D database and related Web pages. The exam-

ples are available from the www.4dcompanion.com Web site:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/products/webcompanion/

The password for the archives is merops. Some of the examples illustrate how particular
commands and features work. Many routines are generic and ready for cut and paste into
any project. Comments in individual chapters mention relevant routines and examples.
Here is a short overview of the demonstrations for quick reference.
Web Core
This database includes the code for most of the techniques and tips described in this book,
including:
❖ Implementing magic URLs.
❖ Handling virtual paths.
❖ Managing request initialization and deinitialization.
❖ Building custom password challenges and error pages.
❖ Parsing incoming HTTP and method callbacks.
❖ Managing On Web Connection.
❖ Accepting uploaded documents.
❖ Replacing 4DINCLUDE with a more flexible native alternative.
❖ Picture handling code.
❖ Setting the Host tag value automatically.

Semi-Dynamic Pages
This sample database demonstrates the mechanics of each of 4D’s semi-dynamic tags.
Contextual Mode
This sample database demonstrates 4D’s contextual mode’s main features and includes
code that shows how to work with contextual mode:
❖ Translating fields and form objects.
❖ Inserting HTML tables to display related records.
❖ Starting and stopping contexts through code.
❖ Modifying contextual display with SET WEB DISPLAY LIMITS.

6
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About the 4D Code
Introduction
The 4D code in the example databases follows certain conventions, patterns, and programming principles summarized below.
Code Formatting
The 4D code is formatted to look like it does in the 4D Method Editor:
If (Code or Pseudo-code)
Styled like the 4D Method Editor
Plug-in
4D command
Custom_method_call
Constant
End if

Basic Principles
The following guidelines underlie the code’s design:
❖ A routine should do one thing which is clearly and fully expressed in its name.
❖ Code should be testable and should be tested.
❖ All variables and arrays must belong to a module. Only routines in the module may

touch the variables and arrays directly.
See Code Complete by Steve McConnell for detailed discussions of solid code construction techniques.

Modules
Every method and variable in the example belongs to a module. Modules are conceptual
groupings of methods and their data. Prefixes on method and variable names show which
items belong in a specific module. For example, here are the names of some of the arrays,
methods, and variables belonging to the WebRequest module in the Web Core database:
WebRequestParseAll
WebRequestParseHeader
WebRequestParseForm
WebRequestParseCookies
WebRequestParsePassword
WebRequest_HTTPFieldNames_at
WebRequest_HTTPFieldValues_at
WebRequest_IsInitialized_b

The WebRequest prefix simplifies the process of reviewing a module’s contents with
4D Insider, 4D, or SanityCheck. Each module includes a routine named ModuleName Read Me
which lists the methods in the module.
Compilation
The 4D code in the examples is designed to compile and work correctly on Mac OS and
Windows. Every variable and parameter is explicitly declared so that 4D Compiler’s “all
variables are typed” compiler option can be used. Each module includes up to three compiler methods:
Compiler_ModuleName_Arrays
Compiler_ModuleName_Parameters
Compiler_ModuleName_Variables

See Programming 4th Dimension: The Ultimate Guide for complete information about 4D compilation options.
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Method Comments
The methods in the example databases start with a block of comments set within an
impossible If statement, like this:
If (False)
` WebErrorCreateLog
`
` Save Web error to a record and return the record ID number.
`
` Called by
WebErrorHandleError
`
End if

Some 4D developers like seeing comments in an impossible If statement, others don’t.
These examples use the impossible If structure because:
❖ It makes it possible to include cross-reference information, as shown in

the example.
❖ I like how the comments are clearly set apart from the rest of the code
by the If structure.
❖ This is my habit.

About the HTML
Simple HTML
The HTML in the examples is deliberately simple to make it easy to read and modify. For
more information on writing HTML or how to create more beautiful pages, review the recommendations in the HTML and Web Resources chapter, which starts on page 279.
HTML Formatting
HTML and HTTP listings look like this:
<html>
<head>
<title>Inserting Data from the Database</title>
</head>
<body>
4D can combine static HTML with dynamic database content.
</body>
</html>

About the Web Site
The www.4dcompanion.com site serves as a companion to this book. The site includes:
❖ Up-to-date versions of the books, sites, examples, and products recommended in

this book.
❖ The example databases mentioned in this book.
❖ Errata, updates, and news.

For more details, visit this URL:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/products/webcompanion/
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Contact Information
If you have questions, comments, suggestions, or problems regarding this book or the
accompanying code, please let me know. I would love to hear what you like, what you
want to know more about, and any problems or errors that you may have found in these
materials. Also, feel free to get in touch with me regarding my other products, services, and
trainings. You can reach me at:
David Adams
P.O. Box 12148
Honolulu, HI 96828
dpadams@island-data.com
http://www.island-data.com/
http://www.4dcompanion.com/
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CHAPTER

The One-Minute Guide to
4D Web Development

2

Introduction
Developers new to 4D Web integration sometimes find the wide range of options and possibilities overwhelming. This chapter provides an overview of the subjects related to 4D
Web development covered in this book. The starting page number of key related chapters
are indicated if you want to use this chapter as a road map to the remainder of the book.

Tips for All Developers
These recommendations apply to all developers who are using the native Web server:
❖ Use 4D 6.7.2 or later.
❖ Avoid contextual mode for the reasons outlined in the The Native 4D Web Server

chapter, which starts on page 33.
❖ Use the techniques described in the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355.
❖ Use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION, as explained in the 4D Request Keywords

Compared chapter, which starts on page 107.
❖ Turn the Include 4D Passwords security option off, as explained in the 4D Web

Security Options chapter, which starts on page 227
❖ Build HTML in semi-dynamic templates, not in 4D methods.
❖ Obtain and learn how to use one of the HTTP tracing utilities described in the

Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on page 347.

Advice for 4D Developers New to Web Development
If you know 4D but are new to Web development, give yourself some time to adjust to the
limitations and norms of the Web:
❖ Learn to read and write basic HTML by hand.
❖ Obtain at least one of the books recommend in the HTML and Web Resources

chapter, which starts on page 279, for recommended reading.
❖ Learn to read and understand basic HTTP requests and responses, as documented

in the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319.
❖ Pay close attention to what you like and dislike on Web sites you visit.
❖ Familiarize yourself with the suggestions made in the HTML Tips and Suggestions

chapter, which starts on page 295.
❖ Memorize the information in the HTML Form Tricks and Traps chapter, which starts

on page 301.
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Advice for Developers New to 4D
If you are new to 4D development, spend some time mastering 4D’s basic concepts and
commands directly in the 4D environment. There is a wide variety of resources available
to accelerate and simplify the process of learning 4D development:
❖ Training courses offered by 4D and third-party companies.
❖ Technical notes from 4D, the Dimensions (www.dimensionsmag.com) journal in
English, and the Planète 4D (www.planete4d.com) Journal in French.
❖ Mailing lists, including the 4D NUG (www.4dnetizens.com) in English.
❖ Books, including Programming 4th Dimension and The 4D 6.5 Companion

(www.4dcompanion.com/products).

Advice for WebSTAR Users
The Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, explains the five ways
to combine these two programs. If you work with WebSTAR:
❖ Use the Welcome plug-in instead of 4D Link or 4D Connect when forwarding

requests to 4D for handling.
❖ Use the WEBINCLUDE SSI tag when embedding 4D content within WebSTAR pages.

Advice for IIS Users
The Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, explains
how to combine 4D with IIS and other Windows Web servers. If you work with IIS:
❖ Use the ISAPI DLL, not the NPH-CGI4D program, when forwarding requests to 4D

for handling.
❖ Use a component like AspTear or MSXML when embedding 4D content within ASP

pages.
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4D Web System Architecture
and Tools
Section Summary
Web systems can tie together content and processing from any number of servers and
machines. 4D, for example, can act as a Web client, a Web server, or a support tool for
other Web servers. With so many possibilities, it is important to determine what 4D’s
strengths are and what role 4D should play in a complete Web system. The chapters in this
section describe the main tools and strategies to consider when building a 4D Web system.

Chapters at a Glance
■

4D Web System Architecture
Pure 4D systems seamlessly integrate data, application logic, programming language,
and user interface. The architecture is invisible. This tight integration is one of 4D’s
greatest strengths. While Web applications are more complex to develop and maintain
than pure 4D systems, Web applications provide enormous power and flexibility. A single application can tie together machines and software from all over the world. 4D is
an excellent tool for tying systems together since it can be an Internet client, an Internet
server, a database server, or a database client. This chapter summarizes how 4D fits
into these different roles; it also identifies the key questions a 4D Web system architecture must address.

■

4D Web Tools
This chapter describes how different 4D Web tools and strategies answer the basic architectural questions raised in the 4D Web System Architecture chapter. The discussion
analyzes how 4D Web tools address the basic questions. At the same time, the chapter
provides a summary of their advantages, disadvantages, and best uses. Several of the
tools are discussed in more detail in other chapters in the book, as indicated by crossreferences throughout the chapter.

■

The Native 4D Web Server
This chapter provides an overview of the native 4D Web server’s modes and major features. It highlights the disadvantages of contextual mode and the benefits of semi-dynamic pages.

■

The 4D Web Assistant
The 4D Web Assistant component included with 4D 6.7 and later automatically publishes data as HTML in non-contextual mode without custom programming. The
4D Web Assistant can be installed, configured, and used for publishing data over the
Web in minutes. This chapter provides a quick tour of the 4D Web Assistant.
The 4D Web Companion
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■

Active4D
Active4D implements a 4D language interpreter in a plug-in to enable Web pages to
embed 4D code directly. These embedded scripts are processed on the server machine
before being sent over the network to a browser. This chapter provides an overview
of Active4D and its advantages.

■

4D and CGI
Originally, Web servers weren’t very smart. They couldn’t search pages, create pictures
on the fly, or update documents dynamically. Developers quickly found these limits
frustrating and built a way for Web servers and other code to interact called the Common Gateway Interface (CGI). The 4D Web server can call CGI programs and 4D itself
can be called by other Web servers as a CGI program. This combination of features
gives 4D developers great flexibility, but can be confusing. This chapter describes CGI,
and explains the process of calling CGI programs from the 4D Web server and calling
4D as a CGI from another Web server.

■

Integrating 4D with WebSTAR
4D, Inc. produces two Web servers capable of being hosted on the Mac OS: the builtin 4D Web server and WebSTAR. WebSTAR’s long history and extensive feature set
make it the most popular Web server on the Mac OS. A system integrating 4D and
WebSTAR can combine the best features of each program. This chapter looks at five
different tools for integrating 4D with WebSTAR systems.

■

Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers
There are several excellent Web servers for Windows, including Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS) and Apache. IIS is particularly popular because it is included
with server versions of the Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Windows XP operating
systems. These servers offer many advantages over the built-in 4D Web server. This
chapter looks at tools for integrating 4D with Windows Web servers.

■

Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP
Not every organization is interested in a 4D-only Web solution. Other Web servers, like
IIS, Apache, and WebSTAR have more features, better security options, and greater
name recognition. Fortunately, it is possible to include 4D as part of a solution which
uses virtually any Web server and platform. This chapter explains how to integrate 4D
with any Web server or Web development environment, including Apache, ColdFusion, and Active Server Pages, using custom HTTP calls.
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CHAPTER

4D Web System Architecture

3

Introduction
No ethical civil engineer would build a high rise without first having a solid architecture
in place. Strangely enough, many organizations undertake morphing their Web sites
into Web applications with little thought for architecture. In my experience, the presence
(or absence) of a meaningful architecture is an essential predictor to the success (or
failure) of a project.
Grady Booch
http://www.developer.ibm.com/library/articles/booch_web.html

When we design or evaluate the architecture of a 4D Web application, there are five questions to address:
✓ Where is the data?
✓ Where is the application code?
✓ How is the HTML built?
✓ Where is the HTML stored?
✓ How is the Web server integrated?
What the answers to these questions are, and how they fit together, determines the system’s architecture. Pure 4D and 4D Server systems seamlessly integrate data, application
logic, programming language, and user interface. The architecture is invisible. This tight
integration is one of 4D’s greatest strengths, and it simplifies building, installing, and maintaining applications. While Web applications are more complex to develop and maintain
than pure 4D systems, Web applications provide enormous power and flexibility. A single
application can tie together machines and software from all over the world. 4D is an excellent tool for tying systems together since it can be an Internet client, an Internet server, a
database server, or a database client. This chapter summarizes how 4D fits into these different roles and answers the questions listed earlier. The 4D Web Tools chapter, which
starts on page 23, summarizes and compares how several different 4D Web tools and strategies work.

Where Is the Data?
Introduction
Web-database applications are, by nature, networked. Therefore, the overall system can
read and store data anywhere on the network. Using various plug-ins and native features,
4D Web systems can work with data stored in 4D or 4D Server, SQL databases, other Internet servers, and on the Web browser machine.

The 4D Web Companion
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4D Open

TCP/IP

SQL

HTTP

4D Web applications can work with data from many locations.

4D and 4D Server
4D and 4D Server are the easiest and most obvious places for a 4D Web application to
store data. If the system uses the native 4D Web server, local data is directly accessible to
pages and code with very little work. Using 4D Open, a single Web application can use
data from any number of 4D Server databases.
Other Internet Servers
With the 4D Internet Commands or ITK, a 4D program can act as an Internet client. Using
one of these plug-ins, 4D can interact with any server that communicates over TCP/IP.
Data can be stored remotely rather than in 4D.
See the Using 4D as an Internet Client chapter, which starts on page 415, for more information on programming
4D to act as a Web client.

SQL Data Sources
The 4D for Oracle, 4D SQL Server, and 4D ODBC plug-ins enable a 4D program to act as
a client to a wide range of SQL databases. A 4D Web application can read some or all of
its data from one or more SQL sources. While many other Web integration tools offer SQL
connectivity, the overall 4D environment has something special to offer. Instead of requiring all data to be stored in one or more SQL databases, a 4D system can store some data
locally in 4D, and other data remotely in SQL databases. The application can, for example,
store system configuration and user preferences locally for quick and constant access,
while still using data—like a large catalog or document index—from an Oracle system.
Web Browser Machine
Web applications can store data locally on the Web browser machine in cookies. Cookies
are a convenient place to store default user identification information and preferences. 4D
Web systems, however, should not rely on cookies implicitly as many users mistrust them.
The system should not break if the user—or the network administrator—has chosen to disable cookies.
See “Storing State Information in Cookies”, starting on page 407 of the Managing State chapter, for more
information on storing data on the Web client machine.
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Where Is the Application Code?
Introduction
In a native 4D system, the application code is all in 4D. In a 4D Web application, code can
be stored in 4D methods, called from server-side tags, built into server-side scripts, application server scripts, remote server scripts, or browser scripts.

Application Server
Scripts

Server-Side Tags

Remote Server
Scripts

Internal Methods

Server-Side Scripts

Browser Scripts

A Web application may store application code in many places.

A single system can store and execute code in more than one place. Therefore, this kind
of application is more complex to design, debug, and maintain than a single, unified 4D
application. On the other hand, this approach also makes it possible to reuse code in a
wide variety of settings. For example, a single 4D database can be part of any number of
applications based on application servers or remote servers. Next, we review the different
places to store code.
Internal Methods
Application code can be stored and executed directly in 4D methods, which is a natural
location for an existing 4D application. Code stored in methods is readily protected and
can be compiled.
Beware of building HTML directly in 4D methods. We look at this topic in “How Is the HTML Built?”, starting on
page 19 of this chapter.

Server-Side Tags
Server-side tags call methods inside the database. It is better to use tags to call methods
than calling methods to build HTML. Tags embed method callbacks within HTML templates but leave the logic of the application inside 4D. This is the philosophy of 4D’s semidynamic tags, as in the example 4DSCRIPT tag below:
<!--4dscript/LoadTopCustomers-->

4D’s semi-dynamic tags are similar to Server Side Include (SSI) tags in other Web servers.
The Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, includes several chapters that discuss all aspects of
working with semi-dynamic tags and pages.

The 4D Web Companion
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Server-Side Scripts
Server-side scripts move code out of the database application and into Web page templates. Server-side scripts provide enormous power and flexibility. A Web site can change
how it acts and interacts with 4D, and there is no need to edit methods in the Design environment or to recompile. The trap to avoid is reproducing, in server-side scripts, existing
functionality. Active4D is a server-side scripting solution for 4D. This sample script should
be readable by any 4D programmer:
<% ` Search for a customer by city, state, and ZIP Code.
If ($name_s+$city_s+$ZipCode_s="")
reduce selection([Customer];0)
Else `
all records([Customer])
If ($name_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]Last Name=$name_s+"@")
End if
If ($city_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]City=$city_s+"@")
End if
If ($ZipCode_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]Zip=$ZipCode_s)
End if
End if `
%>

Active Server Pages (ASP) and Java Server Pages (JSP) are well-known examples of serverside scripting solutions.
See the Active4D chapter, which starts on page 43, for a more detailed look at this product.

Application Server Scripts
Application servers move the application logic out of a database or a Web server. An application server environment is a development platform that uses databases and Web servers
as tools. Lasso is an application server environment which supports 4D Server directly
through custom 4D Open-based plug-ins. ColdFusion is another well-known application
server environment.
Browser Scripts
The user interface for a Web application is a page in a browser. The HTML markup language doesn’t have the capability to run code. JavaScript is the best-known and most
widely used browser scripting language. While JavaScript is not consistently supported by
all browsers—or necessarily supported at all—it has a number of appropriate uses. For
example, it provides an excellent way to check that fields have the correct data before the
user submits the form. Otherwise, the entire form has to be sent to the server for validation. It is frustrating to fill in a form, only to get back an error message that a required field
is missing. With JavaScript, the user can be prevented from submitting the form until all
fields are entered correctly. This more immediate feedback makes it easier for the user to
complete the form and reduces the work required of the server machine. If users can’t be
relied on to have a JavaScript-enabled browser, the server should validate incoming form
entries redundantly. This is one of the disadvantages of Web applications: it is difficult to
avoid duplicating code. In this respect, 4D triggers are an ideal place to centralize critical
record validation code.
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How Is the HTML Built?
Introduction
4D Web applications can build HTML directly from within methods, through semi-dynamic
tags, or server-side scripts. How a dynamic Web application builds HTML pages can have
a greater effect on overall maintenance costs than any other single factor. If the HTML is
awkward to edit, or can’t be edited by standard tools, the system becomes far harder to
build and more expensive to maintain. A good system design should minimize effort, reuse
HTML intelligently, and use the most effective tools for HTML production.
See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for a more detailed discussion of saving and
reusing HTML.

Methods
4D methods can build HTML directly, as in this example:
If ([Customer]Is_on_credit_hold)
$html_t:="<strong>Warning:</strong> Customer is on credit hold!"
Else
$html_t:="Customer is not on credit hold."
End if

This is a terrible practice in almost every case:
❖ The 4D Method Editor is poorly suited to building HTML.
❖ Changing a Web page requires changing a method, a particular nuisance in a

compiled application.
❖ The HTML can’t be edited, spell-checked, localized, or validated easily.
Avoid burying HTML directly in 4D methods. It doesn’t belong there.

Semi-Dynamic Pages
Semi-dynamic pages are a great way to build dynamic HTML. Static HTML content can be
built in any text or HTML editor. Dynamic content and formatting is inserted and applied
just before the page is served. For example, these native 4D semi-dynamic tags insert different text depending on the current customer record:
<!--4dif [Customer]Is_on_credit_hold-->
<strong>Warning:</strong> Customer is on credit hold!
<!--4delse-->
Customer is not on credit hold.
<!--4dendif-->

Since this dynamic content is built into an HTML template, it is easy to reach and modify.
Serve Side Include (SSI) tags in other Web servers fill the same role as semi-dynamic tags
in the 4D Web server.
Prior to 4D 6.7, it was difficult to embed formatting logic into semi-dynamic templates.

Server-Side Scripts
Server-side scripts offer all the advantages of semi-dynamic tags as well as additional
power and flexibility. For example, Active4D adds new operators and commands to the
4D language, automatically parses Web requests, and identifies problems within scripts
more exactly than 4D’s native semi-dynamic tags. Another advantage of Active4D is that
scripts look almost exactly like 4D methods, as in this fragment:
The 4D Web Companion
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<%
If ([Customer]Is_on_credit_hold)
write("<strong>Warning:</strong> Customer is on credit hold!")
Else
write("Customer is not on credit hold.")
End if
%>
See the Active4D chapter, which starts on page 43, for a more detailed look at this product.

Where Is the HTML Stored?
Introduction
HTML can be stored in hard-coded methods, records, templates, or some combination of
these locations. In most cases, external templates are preferable as they expose the
HTML—and site maintenance—to standard HTML editors.
See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for a more detailed discussion of saving and
reusing HTML.

Methods
As mentioned already, the 4D Method Editor is a terrible place to write and store HTML.
The HTML becomes difficult to edit, verify, validate, localize, and modify. I only mention
this obvious point because historically many 4D databases have built dynamic Web pages
through hand-code methods. Resist this temptation.
Records
Records are the natural place to store data in a database. It is much better to put commonly
used HTML in records than in hard-coded methods. Ideally, however, the HTML should be
in the control of HTML authors, not database programmers. It can be convenient and efficient to store HTML chunks in records, but don’t do so at the cost of making pages difficult
to maintain.
Templates
External templates are generally the best location to store HTML. Leave the database to
store structured data, and HTML templates to define how the data is presented. Modern
HTML and site management tools provide powerful templating and file include systems
that simplify maintenance and reduce redundancy and rework. See the Integrating 4D with
Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for information on using
these editors to build dynamic 4D sites.
A Possible Exception: Using 4D to Generate Static Sites
Not all sites need to be built on the fly. For example, a publisher may have a database with
5,000 book descriptions that need to be included on a Web site. In this case, it isn’t necessary to build a dynamic system; rather, the 5,000 titles can be exported as related HTML
pages and uploaded to an inexpensive hosting service. The entire site can be regenerated
and uploaded again periodically. Pages load more quickly because there is no extra work
required to build them. Internal site links and indexes can be generated automatically—
and perfectly—according to the records in the database. 4D is a great tool for building
complex sites of this kind. In these cases, the HTML templates, fragments, and original
record data may well all be stored in the database. These elements are part of the data that
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drives the production of the eventual site. In this case, the HTML pages are really a specialized kind of export. A well-designed 4D Web publishing database should be able to
export the same data in a number of formats. For example, it is increasingly important for
developers to be able to export data as XML documents.
See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for more information on storing and reusing
common page elements.

How Is the Web Server Integrated?
Introduction
How tightly the Web server and 4D are connected determines how portable and scalable
a 4D Web application is. Depending on the overall system strategy, a 4D Web application
can use the native 4D Web server, a custom integrated Web server, or an external Web
server connected through CGI, a native module, or HTTP.
The 4D Native Web Server
The native 4D Web server is easy to integrate into a 4D application since it is already integrated into 4D. This convenience is the tool’s greatest appeal. Instead of having to install,
configure, and connect two applications, you can install a single 4D application, and it will
be up and running in a few minutes. The disadvantage of using the native 4D Web server
is that there is no way to change Web servers easily.
A Custom Internal Web Server
A custom Web server can be written with a TCP/IP plug-in. The TCP Server Deux component from Deep Sky Technologies, for example, provides a custom Web server that works
with 4D Internet Commands, ITK 2.0, or ITK 2.5. A custom Web server can be tightly integrated with a 4D Web application, like the native Web server, while supporting a wider
range of Web server features. A major benefit of a custom Web server is that it can be run
on 4D Client. The native 4D Web server currently only runs on 4D or 4D Server. However,
4D Server is a poor place to run a Web server. The majority of Web serving consists of file
serving and text processing. There is no reason to burden the server machine with these
tasks.
See the “A Web Server Built with ITK”, starting on page 28 of the 4D Web Tools chapter, for a more detailed look
at this product.
4D,Inc. has announced that they will support running the native Web server on 4D Client in the future.

An External Web Server Connected through CGI
CGI is a basic and relatively inefficient way of integrating Web servers and external helper
applications. 4D can act as a CGI to WebSTAR, and any CGI-compliant Windows Web
server. Some CGI configurations require 4D or 4D Server to run on the same machine as
the external Web server. Whenever possible, use a Web server that supports a native 4D
connection module instead of using CGI.
See the 4D and CGI chapter, which starts on page 49, for an overview of calling 4D as a CGI or calling CGI
programs from 4D. See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for information on
calling 4D as a CGI from WebSTAR. See the Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts
on page 71, for information on calling 4D as a CGI for IIS and other Windows Web servers.
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An External Web Server Connected through a Native Module
4D provides native connection modules for WebSTAR, and ISAPI-compliant Windows Web
server. These tools run directly inside the external Web server far more efficiently than
external CGI calls. They simplify including 4D in network environments already dominated by other Web servers and tools.
See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for information on calling 4D with
native WebSTAR plug-ins. See the Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71,
for information on calling 4D with an ISAPI DLL.

An External Web Server Connected through HTTP
CGI and native plug-ins that integrate with 4D are only available for Mac OS and Windows
Web servers. They are not available for common tools and environments like the Apache
Web server under *nix, the PHP language, the ColdFusion application server, or the
Microsoft Active Server Page (ASP) environment. Fortunately, it is possible to integrate 4D
with any of these tools by embedding HTTP calls. An ASP system can, for example, act like
a Web browser and request a page from 4D. The 4D response can be formatted and
inserted into the ASP page. Once the page reaches the browser, there is no way to know
that 4D was even involved.
See the Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79, for information
on calling 4D from other Web servers through HTTP.
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Introduction
The previous chapter, 4D Web System Architecture, identifies five questions which Webdatabase application designers must address:
✓ Where is the data?
✓ Where is the application code?
✓ How is the HTML built?
✓ Where is the HTML stored?
✓ How is the Web server integrated?
This chapter compares how different 4D Web tools and strategies answer these questions.
As for the first question, the data is assumed to be in 4D in every case. Following is a list
of the 4D Web tools and techniques reviewed in this chapter:
❖ 4D’s contextual Web server
❖ Semi-dynamic pages
❖ 4D Web Assistant
❖ Active4D
❖ Integrated Web server built with ITK
❖ Lasso-4D
❖ Web system calling 4D through CGI, a custom API, or HTTP

The discussion summarizes how these tools address the basic questions and describes
their advantages, disadvantages, and best uses. Some tools are discussed in more detail in
other chapters, as indicated by cross-references throughout the chapter.

4D’s Contextual Mode
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D.

How is the HTML built?

4D automatically converts menu bars, dialogs, records, and forms.

Where is the HTML stored?

It isn’t. 4D builds the HTML on the fly.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using the contextual Web server in 4D.
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Overview
4D’s contextual mode attempts to recreate the tight integration of code, user interface, and
data found in pure 4D applications. A contextual mode application puts 4D at the center
and the browser at the periphery. This scheme works, but at the cost of breaking normal
Web conventions. In practice, successful Web systems make the browser—and the user—
the center of the system.
The Contextual Mode section, which starts on page 193, includes several chapters with more information about
contextual mode concepts, features, and techniques.

Advantages
The contextual Web system provides three advantages:
❖ Existing application logic and forms can be reused with little rework.
❖ Screens can be built for the Web very quickly.
❖ State, like record locks and current selections, is managed automatically.

A 4D developer can add contextual Web support with little or no knowledge of HTML.
Web clients invoke the same methods as regular 4D clients, so code redundancy is
avoided.
Disadvantages
There are severe disadvantages associated with the contextual Web server for both system
developers and users. These are the main disadvantages for developers:
❖ All work is done in the 4D Design environment. Therefore, a compiled application

needs to be edited, recompiled, and restarted to implement a change.
❖ The 4D Design environment was not built with HTML or Web sites in mind. It is not

the most productive HTML tool available.
❖ Common HTML tools, like Dreamweaver and GoLive, can’t be used to edit pages

generated by 4D.
❖ Contextual mode offers little control over how objects are translated.
❖ Each contextual session requires a full 4D or 4D Server process.

The main disadvantage for users is that the 4D contextual Web server forces them to navigate through the Web application in a specific sequence rather than letting them browse
throughout the site in any manner they choose. Users must carefully follow the links built
into the system and ignore their normal navigation controls, including the back button in
their browser. Breaking the back button is an unacceptable user interface deviation for the
general public.
For more details, see “Problems with Contextual Mode”, starting on page 197 of the Contextual Mode Overview
chapter.

Best Uses
Contextual mode is a quick and easy way to add administrative functions to a system. It
only takes a few minutes to build a contextual mode system for viewing, editing, and adding administrative data. While the irregular browsing style frustrates and annoys end-users,
this novel interface can be tolerable for a system designer, administrator, or programmer
familiar with 4D.
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The 4D Web Assistant
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D.

How is the HTML built?

The 4D Web Assistant automatically builds the HTML. Special hooks are
provided that enable the database to customize the results.

Where is the HTML stored?

In a combination of locations: 4D Web Assistant methods, external templates, and editable dialogs within 4D.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using the non-contextual Web server in 4D.

Overview
The 4D Web Assistant is a component included with 4D 6.7 and later. It automatically publishes data as HTML in non-contextual mode. The 4D Web Assistant provides configuration
screens for a custom users and groups system, search screens, list views, detail views, and
shared HTML elements.
See the The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for more information on this product.

Advantages
The 4D Web Assistant is easy to use, requires no custom programming, and produces reasonably good looking pages. The built-in security system enables the database to restrict
access to fields and tables by user or group. Much of the HTML produced by the system
can be modified in a custom dialog or an external template document. The 4D Web Assistant
also includes hooks to allow developers to add custom code before or after specific events
like, for example, loading a record for display on the Web.
Disadvantages
The 4D Web Assistant does an excellent job of publishing database records, but does not
readily support any other style of interaction. Since not all sites should look and act like a
database, the 4D Web Assistant is not a good match for sites that need the database aspect
of the system to be unobtrusive.
Best Uses
The 4D Web Assistant is a quick and easy way to add read and write Web access to a database. While it is not as easily customized as a hand-coded solution, it only takes a few
minutes to install and test the 4D Web Assistant in a database. I strongly encourage anyone
deciding how to Web-enable an existing 4D database to experiment with the 4D Web
Assistant’s feature.
Since the 4D Web Assistant is a component, not all of its contents can be seen or removed once installed. Therefore,
experiment with a copy of an existing database, not the master copy.
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4D Semi-Dynamic Tags
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D.

How is the HTML built?

The semi-dynamic page system converts HTML templates into static
HTML for the user. Formatting instructions can be embedded in the
HTML template.

Where is the HTML stored?

In HTML templates. These can, in turn, be stored in documents or 4D
records.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using the non-contextual Web server in 4D.

Overview
4D’s semi-dynamic pages combine static HTML with dynamic results from the database.
Semi-dynamic tags can run methods, insert data, and format results, depending on the version of 4D. Semi-dynamic tags are an example of a server-side embedded tag system. The
entire task of processing the page is performed on the Web or application server machine
before the results are sent to the browser. The majority of the code stays within 4D, not in
the Web page templates. In this respect, semi-dynamic tags are comparable to Server Side
Include (SSI) tags in Apache, IIS, WebSTAR, and other Web servers.
The Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, includes several chapters with more information
about semi-dynamic page concepts, features, and techniques.

Advantages
Semi-dynamic pages are the best feature of the native 4D Web system. The application’s
logic remains in 4D, but the HTML and page formatting logic are in HTML templates. A 4D
developer can retain control of how the program works internally while leaving the
appearance and design of much of the Web interface to Web designers. Web authors with
little or no knowledge of 4D can use standard tools, like GoLive or Dreamweaver, to build
4D Web sites.
See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for more information
on building 4D Web sites using standard Web editors.

Disadvantages
The main disadvantages of semi-dynamic tags are:
❖ Semi-dynamic tags, like 4DLOOP and 4DIF, are run at interpreted speed. (In a

compiled database, method callbacks are executed at compiled speed).
❖ The semi-dynamic tags provide a fairly limited vocabulary. They are not nearly as

extensive as, for example, the tags available with ColdFusion or Lasso. Fortunately,
4D semi-dynamic tags can call 4D methods. Therefore, the tag system can be easily
extended by a 4D programmer. Another strategy is to use Active4D, an embedded
server-side scripting solution.
❖ 4D’s tags have special limits and rules that must be learned, memorized, and

followed.
Best Uses
Semi-dynamic tags are ideal for adding Web features to existing 4D applications. With
semi-dynamic callbacks, existing code and logic can often be reused instead of being
implemented redundantly. Because semi-dynamic pages move the HTML out of 4D and
into Web templates, site maintenance is simplified.
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Active4D
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D and/or in Active4D scripts and libraries.

How is the HTML built?

Active4D converts HTML templates into static HTML for the user. Formatting instructions can be embedded in the HTML template.

Where is the HTML stored?

In HTML templates. These can be stored in documents or 4D records.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using the non-contextual 4D Web server or a custom Web server built
with ITK.

Overview
Active4D is distributed by Aparajita Fishman (www.aparajitaworld.com) and integrates
databases and the Web by embedding the 4D language in HTML pages. Active4D is an
example of a server-side scripting system. Server-side scripts are more powerful than
server-side tags because server-side scripts can embed new routines, not just callbacks to
existing routines. With Active4D, the work of producing the pages, and even the logic of
the application itself, can be moved into HTML templates and scripts. Microsoft’s Active
Server Pages (ASP) work in a comparable way.
See the Active4D chapter, which starts on page 43, for more information on this product.

Advantages
Active4D offers several advantages:
❖ It can work with any 4D-based Web server, including 4D’s built-in Web server, or a

custom Web server built with ITK.
❖ It extends the 4D language with helpful new operators, control statements, and

commands.
❖ It supports 4D code libraries, so it becomes practical to share code amongst

projects.
❖ It supports recursive execution, letting Web applications partition code and HTML

efficiently.
❖ 4D developers can build complex and powerful Web applications without learning

a new language.
Disadvantages
The disadvantages to consider are:
❖ Code is run at interpreted speed instead of compiled speed (also true of the native

4D semi-dynamic tags).
❖ It is hard for many 4D programmers to write code in a text editor.
❖ Active4D requires additional development and deployment licenses, increasing

overall project costs.
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Active4D systems can move the application logic out of 4D and into the HTML templates
and scripts. This approach can be an advantage in a new system and a disadvantage in an
existing system. If Active4D is used in an existing application, it is better to call existing
methods than reproduce them as Active4D scripts. Active4D supports this approach
directly through method callbacks.
Reusing existing methods is easier with Active4D than with semi-dynamic tags. See the Reusing Existing Code
on the Web chapter, which starts on page 393, for details on the limitations on calling existing code from 4D
HTML tags.

Best Uses
Active4D is the most flexible and convenient system for building 4D Web applications, and
it is the ideal tool for building a new 4D Web application from scratch. When you enable
an existing application for the Web, be sure to reuse as much existing logic as possible.

A Web Server Built with ITK
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D.

How is the HTML built?

By custom 4D code or Active4D templates.

Where is the HTML stored?

In custom 4D methods, records, documents, or Active4D templates.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using a custom Web server running inside of 4D.

Overview
A Web server can be embedded directly within 4D using the Internet ToolKit (ITK) plugin. With this approach, the system has better control of the Web server’s behavior than with
the native 4D Web server.
For more information on ITK, visit htp://www.deepskytech.com/prod_plugins/prod_itk.html or
http://www.internet-toolkit.com/.

Advantages
There are two advantages to embedding a Web server directly in 4D with ITK:
❖ The Web server can be optimized and modified directly, unlike the native 4D Web

server. For example, support for HTTP 1.1 or custom features can be implemented
directly.
❖ The Web server can run on 4D, 4D Server, or 4D Client. The native 4D Web server

cannot currently run on 4D Client. (4D has promised to deliver a version of 4D that
can run the Web server on 4D Client.)
Disadvantages
The cost and effort of writing and maintaining a custom Web server is the worst disadvantage of embedding a Web server directly with ITK. It is cheaper and easier to buy or
integrate a Web server written by someone else than to build one from scratch. Fortunately, there is a simple solution to this problem. Deep Sky Technologies produces a series
of 4D components that, once installed, embed a custom HTTP server directly within 4D.
This diagram shows how the components, plug-ins, and custom code are organized:
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Lasso-4D
Custom Code
HTTP Server Deux
TCP Deux
TCP Plug-In
4DIC

ITK 2.0

ITK 2.5

BASh
4D

With this system, a 4D application puts its Web handling code in the custom code layer.
The underlying components and plug-ins take care of receiving and sending Web requests
and responses. An advantage of using HTTP Server Deux is that the plug-in layer is flexible, and supports the 4D Internet Commands, ITK 2.0, or ITK 2.5.
For more information on ITK, visit http://www.deepskytech.com/.

Best Uses
ITK is ideal when the system needs tight control over the Web server or needs to run on
4D Client.
ITK versus 4D Internet Commands
I recommend using ITK instead of the 4D Internet Commands included with 4D for custom Web server programming. ITK 2.5 and later support SSL; 4D Internet Commands does
not. Also, 4D Internet Commands operate synchronously, an undesirable feature in a Web
server. See the “4D Internet Commands and ITK”, starting on page 415 of the Using 4D as
an Internet Client chapter, for a more detailed comparison of these two TCP/IP utility
plug-ins.

Lasso-4D
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In Lasso templates.

How is the HTML built?

Lasso converts HTML templates into static HTML for the user. The formatting instructions are embedded in the HTML template.

Where is the HTML stored?

In Lasso templates.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using the Lasso Web server, IIS, Apache, WebSTAR or any other popular
Web server. Lasso connects with 4D using 4D Open, not through the 4D
Web server.

Overview
Lasso, distributed by Blue World (www.blueworld.com), integrates databases and the Web
through a proprietary language and collection of tags. Lasso scripts are embedded in templates that are processed by Lasso before being served to a user. Lasso is an example of
an application server. ColdFusion is a popular and architecturally similar competitor. Application servers are more flexible than server-side scripting systems because the Web server
The 4D Web Companion
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and database can be switched more easily. Lasso applications can use FileMaker,
4D Server, or any ODBC data source for the database. Lasso can use virtually any Web
server.
For more information on Lasso, visit http://www.blueworld.com/.

Advantages
The Lasso-4D approach offers several advantages:
❖ Lasso splits the database, Web server, and application logic into different tiers, each

capable of being run on different machines. In this manner, performance and
scalability can be increased.
❖ Lasso systems can switch backends easily. With minor rework, existing Lasso-

FileMaker systems can be converted to use 4D Server as a backend.
❖ Lasso includes a powerful user access control system.
❖ Lasso communicates with 4D Server using 4D Open. A Lasso system can integrate

data from multiple instances of 4D Server and may require fewer overall client
licenses than a pure 4D Client solution.
❖ Lasso doesn’t use the 4D Web server interface. Therefore, the 4D Server system

doesn’t need to run—or license—the native 4D Web server.
❖ Lasso can work with virtually any Web server.

Disadvantages
Many of Lasso’s advantages don’t apply when existing 4D applications are moved to the
Web:
❖ The application logic must be reimplemented in the Lasso language. Duplicating

application logic is a dangerous and inefficient process.
❖ It takes time and effort to learn the Lasso language and tag system.
❖ Lasso uses 4D Open, so it can only communicate with 4D Server. 4D cannot be

used as the data source.
❖ Lasso and 4D Server must be run on different machines. (This requirement can also

be an advantage.)
❖ Lasso’s language and tags are embedded in HTML, so they are executed at

interpreted speed. For this reason, performance problems can occur in complex
applications. Active4D and 4D semi-dynamic tags, on the other hand, can call
compiled 4D methods.
Best Uses
Lasso-4D is ideal for Lasso-FileMaker developers who need a higher-performance database. With minimal rework, these systems can often increase performance by several
times.
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Integrating 4D with Another Web Server or System
Summary
Question

Answer

Where is the application code?

In 4D or in the external Web system.

How is the HTML built?

By custom 4D methods, records, documents, semi-dynamic pages, or
Active4D templates.

Where is the HTML stored?

In 4D methods or in HTML templates.

How is the Web server integrated?

Using virtually any Web server or Web development environment.

Overview
4D can be integrated with other Web servers, languages, and Web development environments using any of these mechanisms:
❖ Calling 4D as a CGI.
❖ Calling 4D with a native plug-in or module.
❖ Calling 4D with embedded HTTP calls.

Architecturally, these approaches are similar: the Web server and 4D are separated. 4D is
part of the solution, not the whole solution. With this approach 4D can be integrated in
systems managed by organizations that would never use 4D alone. Several other chapters
include more details on integrating 4D with various servers:
4D and CGI, which starts on page 49.
Integrating 4D with WebSTAR, which starts on page 55.
Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers, which starts on page 71.
Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP, which starts on page 79.
Advantages
External Web serving solutions offer several advantages:
❖ Performance may increase because the Web server and the database can be run on

different machines.
❖ The Web server can be changed with little or no rework in 4D.
❖ 4D can often be introduced as a part of a solution rather than the entire solution.
❖ 4D can be integrated with any popular Web server, including WebSTAR on Mac OS,

IIS on Windows, and Apache on *nix.
❖ 4D or 4D Server are not burdened by static Web page and image requests.

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of using an external Web server is that HTTP is not an efficient communication protocol. On a busy database-driven site, performance may suffer from the
overhead of making extra Web requests from the Web server to 4D. Before assuming performance will be a problem, test the system with sample data and operations. Many times,
the overhead of calling between two servers is slight, particularly if they are on the same
high-speed network.
Best Uses
External Web server solutions are ideal when an organization is already comfortable with
its Web servers. It is often far easier to integrate 4D than to convince the organization to
change Web-serving platforms completely.
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CHAPTER

The Native 4D Web Server

5

Introduction
4D’s native Web server includes two different Web-serving modes, contextual and noncontextual. Within non-contextual mode, responses may be sent as static documents or
semi-dynamic pages that interact with 4D variables, methods, and tables. With so many
options, it can be difficult to determine which features to use and which ones work
together. This chapter compares the three main native 4D Web-serving approaches:
✓ In contextual mode 4D translates forms, menu bars, and routines for use on the
Web. In this mode, 4D does not act like other Web servers.
✓ In non-contextual mode 4D acts like a regular Web server. It can serve Web pages,
PDF files, and other documents.
✓ In non-contextual mode, semi-dynamic pages can combine HTML with embedded
callbacks to 4D. Before serving a semi-dynamic page, 4D inserts request-specific
information, like field and variable values, into the page. Semi-dynamic pages are
equivalent to Server Side Include (SSI) pages on other Web servers.
This chapter provides an overview of the native 4D Web server’s modes and features. My
recommendation is to use non-contextual mode and semi-dynamic pages.

Contextual Mode
Overview
In contextual mode, 4D’s Web server differs from other Web servers. To make sense of
contextual mode, it is necessary to understand which problem it is trying to solve. Contextual mode is trying to compensate for the statelessness of the Web. Web servers, by nature,
don’t remember users from one request to the next. They don’t store any state information—like records, selections, variables, and user names—at all. Working with a Web
server is very different from working inside a process in 4D or 4D Client. 4D’s contextual
Web server automatically manages a user’s session and tracks the state information maintained in a regular 4D/4D Client process, including current selections and current records.
Contextual mode also automatically translates 4D forms into HTML, sparing the 4D developer from having to learn HTML. Unfortunately, contextual mode’s conveniences come at
a price. 4D’s contextual system breaks the user’s normal navigation tools and doesn’t give
the developer much control. With a few exceptions, contextual mode should be avoided.
This conclusion is explained in detail in the Contextual Mode Overview chapter, which
starts on page 195. This chapter includes a short summary of the main advantages and disadvantages of contextual mode.
The Contextual Mode section, which starts on page 193, includes several chapters that explain how contextual
mode works in detail.
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Problems with Contextual Mode
Here is a short summary of the main difficulties with contextual mode:
❖ Contextual mode breaks standard navigation conventions

The two most-used objects in a Web browser are the address bar and the back
button. In contextual mode, the user can’t use either freely. This restriction is
unacceptable on sites that serve the general public.
❖ Contextual mode is resource-intensive

Each contextual connection requires a full process on the 4D or 4D Server machine.
Contextual Web processes can quickly use up memory and processor time.
❖ Contextual mode is database-centered, not Web-centered

To use contextual mode systems correctly, users must understand that they are
interacting with a remote application through a Web browser. Unfortunately, they
won’t.
❖ Mixed-mode systems are bewildering

4D systems can interweave contextual and non-contextual features within a single
site. This situation is even more bewildering and frustrating for users than a pure
contextual mode system.
❖ Contextual mode provides little control

In contextual mode, 4D automatically translates forms into HTML. Several different
automatic translation schemes are supported, but it is difficult to substitute custom
HTML. HTML is simple enough to learn and write, so the automatic translation
feature is not a substantial convenience.
❖ Contextual mode keeps everything within 4D

Standard HTML editors, like GoLive and Dreamweaver, are of little use with
contextual mode systems.
Appropriate Uses for Contextual Mode
Contextual mode breaks the back button, an unacceptable behavior for a site used by the
general public. On the other hand, it provides a quick way to add Web functionality to an
existing 4D database. A 4D developer can add Web pages for searching, sorting, adding,
modifying, and deleting records in a few hours, with no knowledge of HTML. These are
times when the benefits of contextual mode outweigh its drawbacks. For example, when:
❖ There isn’t time to build a non-contextual system, and the value of database access

outweighs the drawbacks of a non-standard Web navigation style.
❖ The customer can’t afford to build a non-contextual system, and the value of the

Web features outweighs the costs of a non-standard Web navigation style.
❖ The system is for a specific group of users who are willing to learn how to work

with a context-based system. Examples of this kind of use include: providing an
order-checking system for distributors, a lead tracking system for remote sales
representatives, and administrative functions for the database designers and
administrators.
In all of these cases, consider using the 4D Web Assistant instead. This component,
included free with 4D 6.7, is an automatic, non-contextual 4D Web publishing system. See
The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for more details.
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Non-Contextual Mode
Overview
4D includes what it calls a non-contextual Web server. Other Web servers call non-contextual mode “Web-serving.” 4D uses a novel term for traditional Web-serving to distinguish
it from 4D’s unique contextual mode. Web browsers request pages and other documents,
and 4D sends the document to the Web browser. In non-contextual mode 4D doesn’t
maintain a unique process for each Web connection, doesn’t translate forms, and doesn’t
maintain any state information.
The Non-Contextual Mode section, which starts on page 115, includes chapters that explain non-contextual
specific features in detail.

Uses for Non-Contextual Mode
In non-contextual mode 4D works like a regular Web server. The built-in non-contextual
mode Web server is fast and easy to use. Here are some applications for this system:
❖ Supplying an integrated HTML-based help system with custom software. Users

don’t need to purchase, install, configure, or maintain a separate Web server.
❖ Serving Web pages for a department or company, just like with any other

commercial Web server.
❖ Combining static and dynamic content through semi-dynamic pages.
❖ Providing an interface for remote Web systems to call 4D. This idea is explored in

more detail in the Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which
starts on page 79.
Starting in Non-Contextual Mode
By default, the 4D Web server handles new connections in contextual mode. To change
this behavior, turn on the Start without Context check-box in the Web Server I tab of the Database Properties dialog. Specific sections of the site can still use contexts by calling 4D with
the contextual mode 4DMETHOD request keyword.

Semi-Dynamic Pages
Overview
Semi-dynamic pages—called SSI on other Web servers—are by far the most useful feature
in the 4D native Web server. Semi-dynamic pages can embed 4D arrays, variables, method
callbacks, and fields directly in HTML templates. The 4DIF and 4DLOOP semi-dynamic
tags simplify constructing and formatting dynamic content. Semi-dynamic pages cleanly
separate the database data, database logic, and HTML presentation. This approach automatically delivers several benefits:
❖ HTML authors can use standard Web editors and tools for their work.
❖ HTML authors can build and maintain 4D Web sites with little or no knowledge of

4D.
❖ The appearance of a 4D Web site can be changed entirely in HTML. There is no

need to open 4D, edit forms or methods, or recompile.
The Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, includes several chapters that explain semi-dynamic
page processing and each of the semi-dynamic tags.
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CHAPTER

The 4D Web Assistant

6

Introduction
The 4D Web Assistant component included with 4D 6.7 and later automatically publishes
data as HTML in non-contextual mode without custom programming. Based on a product
previously named DataWave, the 4D Web Assistant enables an existing 4D database to add
Web browser support in a few minutes. The 4D Web Assistant can be installed automatically when a new database is built, or installed in any existing database using 4D Insider.
Because the 4D Web Assistant is a component, it requires 4D 6.7 or higher. It is possible
to install the 4D Web Assistant, compile, and configure a database for Web publishing in
under five minutes.
Components may contain methods, tables, forms, and other objects. Components may hide and protect their
contents or portions of their contents.

A Quick Tour
When database administrators configure the 4D Web Assistant, they need to set the search,
list, and detail fields available to each user in each table. Here, for example, the [Customer]
search fields are being set for the Guest user:
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When users connect with the database, the 4D Web Assistant automatically generates a
home page with links to the available tables:

Pressing on a table name link calls the 4D Web Assistant, which then builds a search
screen for the requested table:
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A Quick Tour
A search results in a new page that provides links to matching records and additional
pages of results:

The list page automatically formats one field as a clickable link. Pressing this link leads to
the detail page for that record:

Users are free to use the back button, press links for different tables, or perform any other
navigation action they wish.
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Configuration
The 4D Web Assistant’s features are accessible through a palette that can be displayed by
calling the wbaPalette method:

The 4D Web Assistant palette.

The 4D Web Assistant includes screens that enable a database administrator to control
which data is published and how it is formatted:
❖ User Access Privileges

There are five increasingly liberal levels of user access: (1) no access, (2) read only,
(3) read and add records, (4) read, add, and modify records, and (5) read, add,
modify, and delete records. These access settings control the links and pages built
by the 4D Web Assistant.
❖ Search Fields

The fields included in the search screen are configurable on a user-by-user basis for
each table.
❖ List Fields

The fields included in the record listing are configurable on a user-by-user basis for
each table
❖ Detail Fields

The fields included in the detail display are configurable on a user-by-user basis for
each table.
❖ Field Formats

Field data can automatically be converted and formatted. The available formatting
options depend on the 4D data type of the field.
❖ Page Headers and Footers

The pages generated by the 4D Web Assistant include special HTML tags at the top
and the bottom. This HTML can be edited within the 4D Web Assistant screens. This
default HTML is also stored in templates that can be edited with any HTML or text
editor.
The 4D Web Assistant stores configuration information in the 4D preferences folder. Make sure to copy these
preferences manually when moving a 4D Web Assistant database between machines.

Advantages
The 4D Web Assistant offers many advantages, and I highly recommend learning its features and limitations. Building a custom system is considerably more time-consuming that
using the freely available 4D Web Assistant. Here are some of its advantages:
❖ It is a component

Because the 4D Web Assistant is a 4D component, it doesn’t add a lot of complexity
to the database. There are only a handful of visible methods to work with.
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Disadvantages and Limits
❖ It is easy

In just a few minutes, users can be enabled to search and modify records with
almost no additional effort by the database administrator.
❖ It is configurable

The built-in configuration screens enable a database administrator to control what
data is visible and how it is presented. The configuration system can be used in a
running application, even in compiled mode.
❖ It is low-risk

The 4D Web Assistant is included with 4D 6.7. It takes very little time and costs
nothing to install it in a copy of a 4D database.
❖ It is a great proof-of-concept

If the 4D Web Assistant isn’t appropriate for a project, it can still be a useful design
aid. It provides a quick proof-of-concept that users can experiment with, and a
good starting point for a customized design.
❖ It is extensible

The 4D Web Assistant includes method hooks that give 4D systems a place to run
code before the 4D Web Assistant performs important actions, like displaying or
deleting a records.
❖ It is non-contextual

4D’s contextual Web system offers seemingly similar features as the
4D Web Assistant. 4D search screens, list forms, and detail forms can all be
translated and displayed on the Web automatically in contextual mode.
Unfortunately, the contextual Web system breaks the back button, a fundamental
usability flaw; therefore, the 4D Web Assistant is preferable.
See “Problems with Contextual Mode”, starting on page 197 of the Contextual Mode Overview chapter, for a
detailed discussion of the usability problems in contextual mode.

Disadvantages and Limits
The 4D Web Assistant has a few disadvantages and limitations developers need to consider before adopting it as a final Web-publishing solution. Some are listed below, but they
should not discourage anyone from learning the product for the reasons discussed above.
❖ It is a component

Because the 4D Web Assistant is a 4D component, only some of its source code is
visible or editable. If there is a bug or limitation, there may not be any way to make
modifications.
❖ It runs interpreted during development

Because the 4D Web Assistant is a 4D component, it is based on 4D code.
Therefore, it runs at interpreted speed unless the database is compiled.
❖ Not all of the HTML is configurable

Most of the basic HTML generated by the 4D Web Assistant is configurable through
the built-in editors. This HTML is also stored in external documents so that Web
designers may use any HTML editor they wish to reconfigure the basic HTML.
Unfortunately, not all of the HTML is editable. The 4D Web Assistant, for example,
automatically uses frames when displaying related records in a detail view. The
framesets are not available for replacement or modification.
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Active4D

7

Introduction
Active4D implements a 4D language interpreter in a plug-in to enable Web pages to
embed 4D code directly. These embedded scripts are processed on the server machine
before being sent over the network to a browser. Active4D’s server-side scripts are similar
to semi-dynamic tags but have far greater power and flexibility. Active4D provides several
advantages:
✓ Complex Web applications can be built without complex modifications to a 4D
database.
✓ True libraries make code portable and easier to maintain.
✓ Built-in session support simplifies building sophisticated systems.
✓ The Active4D language is already familiar to any 4D programmer: it’s the 4D
language.
✓ Active4D adds helpful new operators and commands to the traditional 4D language.
Visit http://www.aparajitaworld.com/to download Active4D or learn more about it.

Active4D Code
Any 4D programmer can easily become an Active4D programmer. The following Active4D
code fragment searches for a customer record:
<% ` Search for a customer by city, state, and ZIP Code.
If ($name_s+$city_s+$ZipCode_s="")
reduce selection([Customer];0)
Else
all records([Customer])
If ($name_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]Last Name=$name_s+"@")
End if
If ($city_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]City=$city_s+"@")
End if
If ($ZipCode_s#"")
query selection([Customer];[Customer]Zip=$ZipCode_s)
End if
End if
%>

Apart from the <% and %> tags, this code is identical to code written in the 4D Method Editor, is embedded in a Web page, and is executed before the page is served.
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Flow of Control
When a browser requests a page from a system based on Active4D, here is what happens:
❖ The browser requests a page with a fictitious URL, which forces the On Web
Connection database method to run to handle the missing file. This process is

discussed in detail in the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355.
❖ On Web Connection passes the request to Active4D, which parses the HTTP header—

including query string parameters, form variables, and cookies—and opens the
requested document. Alternately, a block of text can be passed to Active4D to
process. The document or text can contain any mixture of Active4D code and
HTML.
❖ Active4D parses the document or text. All commands within the Active4D

processing tags are executed and removed from the results. The final result is a
BLOB which contains either pure HTML, or a GIF or JPEG graphic.
❖ On Web Connection sends the results to the browser with SEND HTML BLOB.

With Active4D, the On Web Connection database method handles receiving and responding
to requests. The code for the Web application—searching, sorting, showing records,
changing data, and so on—is stored in Active4D pages. Alternatively, Active4D can call 4D
methods instead of embedding code in Active4D scripts. The two approaches can be combined within a single page.

Advantages of Active4D
Introduction
If you are working on a 4D-based Web application, Active4D deserves serious consideration. Instead of forcing you to learn a collection of 4D-specific HTML tags to implement
dynamic Web systems, the Web pages allow you to include regular 4D code.
Architecture
The Active4D architecture is highly appealing. It neatly segments data storage, program
logic, presentation logic, and HTML, as illustrated here:
Data

4D or 4D Server

Program Logic

4D methods, Active4D scripts, and libraries

Presentation Logic

Active 4D scripts

HTML

HTML templates

Used properly, this architecture enables Web authors, database programmers, and database designers to work together efficiently.
Flexibility
Active4D can work with the built-in 4D Web server or with a custom Web server built with
ITK. 4D’s semi-dynamic Web pages only function with 4D’s built-in non-contextual Web
server. See “A Web Server Built with ITK”, starting on page 28 of the 4D Web Tools chapter,
for information on integrating a custom Web server in a 4D project.
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Advantages of Active4D
Familiar Language
Active4D uses 4D commands rather than an entirely new language. Therefore, Active4D is
easier for 4D developers to master than, for example, 4D’s semi-dynamic tags, Lasso, ColdFusion, or ASP. If you already know how to program 4D, you know virtually everything
you need to program in Active4D.
Language Improvements
Active4D implements a complete 4D language interpreter; therefore, it is free to extend the
4D language in useful and interesting ways. Many of these features are familiar to programmers experienced with C, C++, or Java. Some of the extensions include:
❖ A richer set of operators for concatenation and comparison, including ++ and +=.
❖ A richer set of control statements, including break, return, continue, and

exit.
❖ Custom constants defined through the Active4D language instead of 4DK# resources.
❖ New and long wished-for commands like APPEND ARRAY.

Recursive Execution
Active4D supports recursive execution of Active4D code. For example, an Active4D page
can include another document with Active4D code. Included files can be nested up to the
limits of available memory. 4D 6.7’s native 4DINCLUDE semi-dynamic keyword doesn’t
support nesting. A document included with 4DINCLUDE may not contain another call to
4DINCLUDE.
Nesting included files makes a system considerably easier to build and maintain. Including
allows you to structure your web pages much as you would structure a 4D method by
breaking it up into several chunks of logically-related functionality. For example, a common page element, such as a header or footer, can be moved into a separate file and then
included. When the header or footer files are edited, the change is automatically propagated to all pages that include those files.
See the 4DINCLUDE chapter, which starts on page 187, for more information on 4DINCLUDE and a native
replacement that supports nesting.

Debugging
While Active4D currently doesn’t have a line-by-line debugger like 4D, in practice errors
are very easy to track down. When an error occurs, Active4D displays an error page which
pinpoints exactly where the error occurred. The error description identifies the file, line,
and specific part of the line where the error occurred. If it is necessary to capture information during the execution of a page, Active4D includes a debugging console to which text
can be written at runtime. Together, these two tools make debugging Active4D very efficient. In fact, debugging Active4D pages is much simpler than debugging 4D semidynamic pages.
The Debugging and Error Handling section, which starts on page 329, includes chapters that describe tools,
techniques, and tricks to help debug and trouble-shoot 4D Web systems.
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Libraries
Active4D supports true libraries. These are text files which define one or more Active4D
methods and constants. Once loaded, the methods and constants defined in a library are
kept in memory until 4D quits. Libraries can be shared amongst multiple projects and
updated centrally. They simplify reusing and maintaining code, and hiding (encapsulating)
special logic and details about the underlying database.
Readable Results
Active4D enables a 4D method to execute Active4D code and read the resulting HTML.
4D’s semi-dynamic page system doesn’t support this feature. There are several practical
applications for retrieving the results of an Active4D page or page fragment:
❖ Generating a static version of a dynamic page for archiving.
❖ Generating a static version of a dynamic page for posting to a hosting service or for

distribution with a product.
❖ Building a page from a series of individual blocks.
❖ Pre-rendering dynamic elements that only change periodically. This feature can

improve system performance by reducing repetitive code execution.
Session Support
Active4D 1.5 and later provides a state management system that stores information across
multiple page requests in a single session object. Session IDs are automatically generated
by Active4D for each web page request. When data is actually stored in a session through
one of Active4D’s session commands, the session ID is stored in a cookie on the user’s
machine. The next time that user requests a page, Active4D retrieves the session ID from
the cookie and makes that session available to any Active4D code that executes. If cookies
are unavailable or unwanted, Active4D can also be configured to look for a special query
string parameter or form variable which contains the session ID.
See the Managing State chapter, which starts on page 405, for more information about alternative state
management strategies.

Disadvantages of Active4D
Third-Party Product
Active4D is a third-party product; in other words, the long-term success of the project
depends on multiple vendors. This risk may well be worth taking in this case, given the
superior system architecture, flexibility, and programming efficiency Active4D provides.
Writing Code
Active4D code is text written in a text editor, which can be a less efficient tool for writing
code than the 4D Method Editor. It can take more time to write code because the many
conveniences provided by the Method Editor are missing. In many cases, it is possible to
write code in the 4D Method Editor and then paste it into a text editor for reformatting into
Active4D code. On the other hand, a good text editor, like BBEdit on Mac OS or UltraEdit
on Windows, provides many features that the 4D Method Editor lacks, like global search
and replace. Some developers find they prefer to do all of their Web system development
in a text editor since the Web pages themselves are text; others find that they miss the
Method Editor.
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Security and Configuration Concerns
Introduction
I find Active4D the most exciting, flexible, and powerful tool for building dynamic Web
sites with 4D, but I have spoken with developers that are reluctant to try Active4D even
when it is an ideal match for a project’s requirements. I have heard enough developers
raise concerns about security and configuration maintenance, so I would like to address
these issues directly. The problems discussed in this section are not unique to Active4D.
They are shared by all dynamic Web systems on all platforms.
Security Concerns
By default, Active4D solutions embed 4D code in HTML pages. The 4D code is not visible
to end users because it is processed on the server before it is sent over the network. The
script pages are, however, visible to anyone with access to the server machine. This feature
is particularly worrisome to developers who provide solutions to remote clients. It is costly
and frustrating to troubleshoot problems that turn out to have been caused by a curious
system administrator modifying, renaming, or moving important files. This concern is
absolutely valid and should be addressed when any Web system is designed. Note that the
problem is common to any solution that combines HTML with code, including 4D semidynamic pages, ASP, Active4D, ColdFusion, Lasso, and JSP.
Arbitrary Active4D scripts cannot be sent over the network for execution. Therefore, the only way to run
unauthorized Active4D code is by gaining unauthorized access to the server machine. The same is not true of 4D
semi-dynamic pages. Without special safeguards, semi-dynamic code can be sent over the network through the
internal 4DSSI request system. See “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the Integrating 4D with
WebSTAR chapter, for more information.

Configuration Maintenance Concerns
The complexity of configuring systems with dozens, hundreds, or thousands of external
text documents is another concern frequently raised by developers considering an
Active4D solution. Again, this is a valid concern that should be addressed during the
design of the Web system. The same issue affects any template or embedded script-based
system, including 4D semi-dynamic pages, ASP, Active4D, ColdFusion, and JSP.
Solutions
There are a few ways to handle the security and configuration problems that can arise from
storing code and text in external documents:
❖ Encrypt the documents.
The system can use the ENCRYPT BLOB and DECRYPT BLOB commands introduced in

4D 6.7 to protect the page data and code.
❖ Store the data in records instead of external files.

If the system uses the virtual paths technique explained in the Virtual Paths chapter,
which starts on page 355, On Web Connection runs before each page is served. It is
just as easy to load the page data from a record as from the file system. There are
no external files to configure (or misconfigure), and access to the page templates is
easily controlled with 4D’s native record management tools. This strategy is
particularly appealing to developers selling vertical market solutions.
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❖ Store the data in records and external files.

Storing Web pages and page fragments inside records makes them more awkward
to edit. On the other hand, storing them in external documents raises security and
configuration management concerns. A single 4D system can combine the two
approaches. For example, during system development, use external documents.
The entire site can then be edited with GoLive, Dreamweaver, or any other editor.
Before deployment, code can pull all the pages into records inside the database and
serve them from there.
❖ Stop worrying about it!

By default, all Web solutions depend on external documents. If access to the server
is controlled, there is no reason to worry. In fact, using external text documents
offers many advantages. Web designers can then create the look and feel of the site
with any tool they wish. It is easier to build and maintain Web pages in
Dreamweaver, GoLive, HomeSite, UltraEdit, or BBEdit than in 4D.

Tips
Here are some tips to make Active4D development smoother and easier:
❖ Use libraries

Libraries are one of Active4D’s best features. Learn how to use them as quickly as
possible, and use them consistently.
❖ Use the built-in error system

Active4D provides a configurable error reporting system. Whenever a coding error
is encountered, an error page describing the problem in detail can be sent. Install
an error-reporting page that supplies as much information as possible. Active4D can
identify the precise part of a line of code that failed. In those cases where the actual
programming error occurred farther up the call chain, use the write to console
command to write debugging information to the Active4D console before the error
occurs.
❖ Test often

Trying out new code immediately and retesting frequently is a good way to create
high-quality code quickly in any environment.
❖ Flush caches

4D and Web browsers maintain page caches. Turn them off or flush them frequently
while developing. Few things are more frustrating than making changes that don’t
work only to find out it’s because the system is using an old copy of a page.
❖ Take breaks

Active4D uses familiar 4D commands in an unfamiliar context. If scripts don’t work
or you become frustrated, take a break. It is natural to find a modified environment
at least slightly disorienting at first. Once everything is working correctly, Active4D
is easy to use.
❖ Use a compatible version of 4D

If you are using 4D 6.5.x, make sure to use version 6.5.8 or later. If you are using
4D 6.7.x, make sure to use version 6.7.2 or later.
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Introduction
Originally, Web servers weren’t very smart. They couldn’t search pages, create pictures on
the fly, or update documents dynamically. Developers quickly found these limits frustrating and built a way for Web servers and other code to interact called the Common
Gateway Interface (CGI). Through CGI, developers can add functionality through external
programs called by the Web server. Today’s Web servers use native plug-ins or modules to
avoid the inefficiencies of calling external programs, but CGI is still widely supported and
popular. PERL scripts, for example, are often run as CGI programs. The 4D Web server can
call CGI programs, and 4D itself can be called by other Web servers as a CGI program.
This chapter explains CGI, calling CGI programs from the 4D Web server, and calling 4D
as a CGI from another Web server.
The 4DCGI non-contextual request keyword has nothing to do with CGI. See the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on
page 123, for complete information on this request keyword.

Understanding CGI
CGI Is a Confusing Term in General
Many developers find the term CGI confusing for several reasons:
❖ The acronym itself is meaningless

Even knowing what the letters stand for doesn’t improve the situation. Common
Gateway Interface, of course! (Chances are, the acronym was selected by running
down a list of three letter combinations and picking the first one that wasn’t already
in wide use.)
❖ CGI is not a standard

The original CGI system defines a series of environmental variables set and read by
Web servers and CGI programs under *nix. Originally, the data was exchanged
using stdin and stdout. These *nix-specific implementation details have been
reinterpreted on each platform and often by each Web server.
❖ CGI is an ambiguous term

CGI systems pass messages from a Web server to an external program and back.
The term CGI can be used to talk about the external program, the message
exchange process, or the contents of the messages. It is not always clear from
context how the term is being used.
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CGI Is a Confusing Term in 4D
Many developers who understand CGI find it confusing in 4D for the following reasons:
❖ 4D can serve two entirely different roles: as a Web server calling a CGI program or

as a helper application called as a CGI by another Web server.
❖ The 4DCGI HTML keyword has nothing to do with CGI. Nothing. It has nothing to

do with sending requests to a CGI program or receiving requests from a Web server
as a CGI program. 4DCGI calls the 4D Web server and prompts it to run On Web
Connection. It is unfortunate that this keyword is named 4DCGI since this leads to
the mistaken impression that it somehow involves CGI. A better name for this
keyword would be CALL4D, 4DREQUEST, or something similar.
See the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on page 123, for complete information on this request keyword that has
nothing to do with CGI. At all. Ever.

CGI Is Simple to Understand
Despite the sometimes confusing terminology, CGI is easy to understand conceptually.
The main point to remember is that, in a CGI system, a CGI program fills a specific role:
as a helper application for a Web server. Let’s look at this role graphically:
Browser

Web Server

CGI Program

The Web server acts as a communication broker between the Web browser and the CGI
program. When working with 4D and CGI, always keep in mind what role 4D plays in the
current exchange:
❖ The 4D Web server is a communication broker when it calls a CGI.
❖ 4D is a helper application when it is called by another Web server.

We’ll look at how 4D works in each of these roles in the rest of this chapter.
The acronym ACGI stands for Asynchronous CGI. This is a CGI program than can handle multiple simultaneous
requests.

Calling CGI Programs through 4D
Introduction
There are thousands of CGI programs available. CGI programs are installed on the same
machine as the Web server; therefore, the 4D Web server can call CGIs compatible with
the host platform.
Installation and Paths
4D requires CGI programs to be stored at the root of a folder/directory named cgi-bin,
as in this example:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/maper.exe

The cgi-bin folder/directory doesn’t need to be at the Web server root, as in the following example, which places a cgi-bin directory within the news directory:
http://www.example.com/news/cgi-bin/rewrite.pl
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However, the CGI program must be at the root of a cgi-bin folder/directory. The following URL will fail because the program is not directly with a cgi-bin directory:
http://www.example.com/news/cgi-bin/counter/cnt.exe

To run this program correctly, move it so that it resides directly within the cgi-bin
directory:
http://www.example.com/news/cgi-bin/cnt.exe

CGI Calls and the 4D Web Server
Conceptually, the 4D Web server handles requests on two different layers: the custom
code layer and the automatic response layer. This diagram illustrates the types of requests
handled by each layer:
Custom Web Code
Bad URL

Automatic Web Server
Good URL
Magic URL
call

The 4D Web server’s request handling layers.

CGI program requests are handled by the automatic Web server layer. When a request is
received on the automatic Web server level, the 4D Web server responds without running
On Web Authentication, On Web Connection, or any project methods.
Custom Web Code
Browser

Automatic Web Server

CGI Program

CGI calls sent to 4D are handled completely by the automatic Web server layer.

Bad CGI Calls and On Web Connection
Normally, when the 4D automatic Web server layer receives a bad request, it runs On Web
Connection in response to handle the error. CGI program calls are an exception to this rule.
Instead of calling On Web Connection, the automatic Web server layer returns a default error
page:

See “Customizing 4D’s Default Response”, starting on page 334 of the Custom Error Pages chapter, for
instructions on how to customize 4D’s default HTML responses.
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Special Note: Calling CGIs from 4D Code
The 4D Web server and 4D language don’t provide a method for calling CGI programs
from 4D methods. A method called by 4DACTION, for example, can’t call a CGI program
directly. This limitation can be overcome by writing custom Web client code using the
4D Internet Commands or ITK plug-ins. With either of these tools, a 4D method can act
like a Web client. This diagram shows the chain of requests and responses involved in calling a CGI from a method called from a browser:
1

Browser

Custom Web Code

5

6

Automatic Web Server

2
3

CGI Program

4

The steps are described in this table using the numbers shown in the diagram:
Step

From

To

Description

1

Browser

4D custom
Web server code

Any request that calls custom code. For example,
4DCGI, 4DACTION, or a fictitious URL.

2

4D method

4D automatic
Web server

Use 4D Internet Commands or ITK to behave as a
Web client.

3

4D automatic Web server

CGI program

Call the requested CGI program.

4

CGI program

4D automatic
Web server

The CGI program responds or times out.

5

4D automatic Web server

4D method

Return CGI response or default error text.

6

4D method

Browser

Respond to initial request.

This table and the preceding diagram should highlight two points about calling CGI programs from within 4D methods using the native features:
❖ It is possible.
❖ It is complicated.
While a 4D Internet Commands routine is running, all other 4D processes wait. This delay is not desirable on a
machine that serves a 4D database or Web site. ITK is better suited to implementing Web client code than
4D Internet Commands. See the Using 4D as an Internet Client chapter, which starts on page 415, for more
information about these tools.

Calling 4D as a CGI
Calling 4D as a CGI Program on Windows
4D can be called as a CGI program from any Windows Web server that supports CGI. In
practice, all popular free and commercial Web servers support CGI, the lowest common
denominator approach to Web server-application integration. The NPH-CGI4D program
provided by 4D accepts CGI requests and forwards them to the 4D Web server. The NPHNPH-CGI4D program waits for the response from 4D and returns it to the Web server.
Internally, NPH-4DCGI4D CGI requests appear like regular HTTP browser requests.
Browser
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Windows Web Server

NPH-4DCGI.EXE

4D

Calling 4D as a CGI
The Windows ISAPI DLL, also provided by 4D, is a higher-performance alternative to the
NPH-CGI4D program. This module works with any Windows Web server that supports the
Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) system originally designed for
Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS). If a site uses a Windows Web server that
doesn’t support ISAPI, consider changing Web servers. See the Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, for an in-depth discussion of these two
tools.
Calling 4D as a CGI Program from WebSTAR
4D can be called as a CGI program from WebSTAR. In this configuration, WebSTAR is the
Web server, and 4D is a helper application. The WebSTAR CGI interface is built into 4D 6.7
and later. No special plug-ins or configuration files are needed. Internally, WebSTAR CGI
requests appear like regular HTTP browser requests.
Browser

WebSTAR

4D

The 4D Link and 4D Connect WebSTAR plug-ins are more flexible alternatives to the WebSTAR CGI interface. With these plug-ins it is possible, for example, to communicate with
copies of 4D running on different machines over the network. See the Integrating 4D with
WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for an in-depth discussion of integrating WebSTAR and 4D.
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Introduction
4D, Inc. produces two Web servers that can run on the Mac OS: the built-in 4D Web server
and WebSTAR. WebSTAR’s long history and extensive feature set make it the most popular
Web server on the Mac OS. WebSTAR’s features include multi-homing, server-side Java
support, traditional server-side includes, site indexing and searching, SSL, virtual hosting,
and security realms. Compared feature-for-feature, WebSTAR is competitive with Apache
and Microsoft’s IIS, the most popular Web servers on *nix and Windows respectively. A
system integrating 4D and WebSTAR can combine the best features of each program:
✓ Using WebSTAR as a high-performance Web server.
✓ Managing security from WebSTAR.
✓ Implementing virtual hosting, multi-homing, and other advanced WebSTAR options.
✓ Building dynamic database-driven pages selectively from 4D.
This chapter discusses five popular tools for integrating 4D with WebSTAR:
❖ 4D Link

This WebSTAR plug-in forwards requests to the 4D Web server for processing.
❖ 4D Connect

This WebSTAR plug-in forwards requests and semi-dynamic response templates to
the 4D Web server for processing.
❖ Welcome

This WebSTAR plug-in rewrites and forward requests to WebSTAR, 4D Link,
4D Connect, or the 4D Web server for processing.
❖ WEBINCLUDE

This WebSTAR Server Side Include (SSI) tag embeds content retrieved from any Web
server, including 4D.
❖ Calling 4D as a CGI

WebSTAR can call the 4D Web server directly as a CGI program.
This chapter compares the tools, explains how they work internally, and describes undocumented features, tricks, and limits. It also looks at the security risks involved in working
with these tools and discusses how to debug systems that integrate 4D and WebSTAR.
Complete details on installing, configuring, and using these tools are included in their
documentation:
4D Link

WebSTAR 4D Link Guide

4D Connect

WebSTAR 4D Connect Guide

Welcome

Welcome Reference

WEBINCLUDE

WebSTAR Server Suite Reference

Calling 4D as a CGI

4D 6.7 Upgrade Manual
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Feature Overview
If anything, there are too many ways to connect 4D and WebSTAR. Fortunately, there is
very little risk in selecting one tool over another. Despite the differences, each tool generates a request to the 4D Web server. With the exception of 4D Connect, each tool generates
a standard HTTP request. Consequently, a system can switch integration tools with little or
no rework in 4D. This section quickly compares the tools.

WebSTAR plug-in

✓

Welcome

WebSTAR plug-in

✓

WEBINCLUDE

WebSTAR SSI tag

✓

Calling 4D as a CGI

AppleEvent ACGI call

✓

Can Call Fictitious URL

4D Connect

✓

Can Call 4DCGI

✓

Can Call 4DACTION

WebSTAR plug-in

Can Convert Static URLs
into Dynamic Requests

4D Link

Requires a Specific
Phrase or Extension

Type

Can Send Semi-Dynamic
Code for Processing

Can Connect With
4D over Network

Tool

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

The differences summarized in this table are explained in more detail in the rest of this
chapter. The first topic to be discussed is the mechanics of calling 4D through WebSTAR.

Calling 4D from WebSTAR: Tools Overview
Introduction
All of the integration tools except WEBINCLUDE can forward requests from WebSTAR to
4D. WebSTAR, or one of the tools, recognizes special words, file extensions, or patterns in
the request URL to distinguish requests that should be forwarded to 4D. However, each
tool uses a different approach, so it is possible to use all of them for different tasks on the
same site. In practice, it is generally simpler to pick one tool and use it exclusively.
WEBINCLUDE embeds URLs directly in pages on WebSTAR. These URLs are not forwarded
from a browser; rather, the request to the 4D Web server is made through WebSTAR, just
as with the other tools. This section summarizes how requests are made with each tool.
4D Link
When WebSTAR receives a request that starts with 4DLINK, it passes the request to
4D Link for handling.
http://www.example.com/4dlink/salesChart

4D Link can be configured to pass requests to different copies of 4D using the magic
phrases 4DLINK1, 4DLINK2, 4DLINK3, and so on. These configuration settings apply to
all hosts served by WebSTAR.
Welcome can rewrite any incoming URL and pass it to 4D Link.

4D Link is equivalent to the Windows-only 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D tools. See the Integrating 4D with Windows
Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, for more information on these Windows tools.
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WEBINCLUDE
4D Connect
When WebSTAR receives a request for a document with the extension .4D, it passes the
request to 4D Connect for handling:
http://www.example.com/saleschart.4d

4D Connect forwards the request according to the requested host name. Unlike the other
tools, 4D Connect can also forward a semi-dynamic response page template for processing. Therefore, all the Web pages for a site can be stored on the WebSTAR machine.
4D Connect ties a single host, like www.example.com to one copy of 4D. A second host
name, like www2.example.com, is needed to communicate with a different copy of 4D.
There is currently no way to configure 4D Connect to pass requests to different copies of
4D from the same host or to change the file extension.
The .4D file extension is locked in the WebSTAR Admin program and can’t be changed. The extension is stored in
STR resource ID 10202 in the 4D Connect plug-in. Modifying this resource changes the file extension 4D Connect
uses, but it is against the licensing agreement included with the software. An easier solution is to use Welcome to
rewrite incoming URLs.

Welcome
The Welcome WebSTAR plug-in can forward requests to 4D, just like 4D Link. Unlike 4D
Link, 4D Connect, and the CGI interface, however, Welcome doesn’t require any specific
phrase or file extension in request URLs. It checks incoming URLs using regular expression
pattern matching. If a URL matches a pattern, Welcome can forward the request to 4D or
rewrite the request and then forward it. For example, a simple Welcome rule can transform
this URL:
http://www.example.com/kailua/saleschart

into this URL:
http://4D.example.com/4dcgi/saleschart

A slightly more complex Welcome rule can transform a static-looking URL into a dynamic
query URL, as in this example:
http://www.example.com/archives/News_06_01.html
http://4d.example.com/4dcgi/GetArchives/topic=News&month=06&year=01

In all cases, the URL transformation occurs within WebSTAR and doesn’t need to be shown
in the browser. See “The Welcome Plug-in”, starting on page 65 of this chapter, for detailed
examples of Welcome rules.

WEBINCLUDE
WebSTAR uses a server side include (SSI) system similar to the ones found in Apache and
IIS. 4D’s semi-dynamic tags are a different name for an SSI system. WebSTAR supports a
custom SSI tag called WEBINCLUDE that inserts the results of a URL call directly within a
page. There are no special requirements on the contents of the URL. End users never see
WEBINCLUDE tags because they are processed and removed before the page is served.
This HTML fragment combines static text with a document stored on a remote Web server:
Latest news:
<WEBINCLUDE URL="http://www.example.com/latestNews">
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Before serving the page with this HTML, WebSTAR follows these steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Scans the page for included tags.
Finds the WEBINCLUDE tag.
Requests the page latestNews from the server www.example.com.
Inserts the contents of latestNews into the page being processed. WEBINCLUDE can also insert a section of the document, like the body, from the remote Web server instead of the full document.

When the final page reaches the browser, there is no way to tell if some of the content was
extracted from a different Web server. The WEBINCLUDE tag can be used to embed content from 4D or any other Web server. WEBINCLUDE is discussed in more detail in
“WebSTAR SSI and 4D”, starting on page 87 of the Integrating 4D with Other Systems
through HTTP chapter, and in the WebSTAR Server Suite documentation.
Calling 4D as a CGI from WebSTAR
When WebSTAR receives a request for a copy of 4D stored in the WebSTAR cgi-bin
folder, it passes it to 4D as a CGI call using AppleEvents:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4D.acgi$/saleschart

WebSTAR forwards the request according to the exact application name. 4D.acgi, in the
URL listed above, is a copy of, or alias to, 4D or 4D Server. Unlike when using the other
solutions, 4D must run on the same machine as WebSTAR. Multiple copies of 4D can be
run on the same machine, if memory allows. With multiple aliases, you can reuse the same
4D system with different names.
CGI is a simple idea with sometimes confusing terminology. See the 4D and CGI chapter, which starts on page 49,
for an overview.

Avoid Port Conflicts
If WebSTAR and 4D are running on the same machine, they must be configured to use different ports for Web-serving. By default, both products serve Web pages on port 80, like
all Web servers. If WebSTAR and 4D are running on different machines, they may both run
on port 80 of their respective machines. 4D’s Web port can be configured in the Database
Properties dialog, with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command, or with Customizer Plus.
See “TCP Port”, starting on page 432 of the Web Settings chapter, for more details.

4D Web Server Request Handling
Introduction
All of the 4D WebSTAR integration tools make requests to 4D from WebSTAR. WEBINCLUDE initiates the request using a URL embedded in a document requested by a browser,
and the other tools forward requests according to URLs requested by a browser. In all
cases, 4D returns the response to WebSTAR which then passes the results without change
to the browser that made the initial request. This diagram outlines the overall process:
Request

Browser

WebSTAR
Response
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Request

4D
Response

4D Web Server Request Handling
The browser communicates directly with WebSTAR, not with the 4D Web server. WebSTAR’s role is as a communications broker between the browser and 4D. The integration
tool’s role is to recognize and rewrite the request for forwarding, if needed. 4D Link,
4D Connect, Welcome, and WEBINCLUDE send HTTP requests and the WebSTAR CGI
interface sends AppleEvents that 4D converts into pseudo-HTTP requests.
4D’s Web Server: A Consistent Interface
AppleEvents is the inter-application communications system for the Macintosh. When
WebSTAR calls 4D as a CGI, it sends an AppleEvent and waits for a response. 4D, in turn,
processes the request and replies with an AppleEvent. Internally, 4D hides the
AppleEvents and treats incoming requests and outgoing responses as though they used
HTTP:
AppleEvent

WebSTAR

AppleEvent

HTTP

HTTP

4D

The virtual HTTP layer used by the WebSTAR CGI connection in 4D is an excellent feature.
A 4D Web system can handle requests from a wide variety of sources without changing a
line of code. For example, the same 4D Web server code can respond to requests from a
Web browser, 4D Link, a WebSTAR CGI call, Welcome, a WEBINCLUDE request, the ISAPI
DLL, or the NPH-4DCGI program. Since all of these tools communicate with the 4D Web
server, 4D must be licensed and configured to serve Web pages.
4D Web Server Request Handling Layers
Conceptually, the 4D Web server receives requests on one of two different layers:
Custom Web Code
Bad URL

Automatic Web Server
Good URL
Magic URL
call

When the custom Web code layer receives a request, it always runs On Web Authentication
and then runs On Web Connection or a specific method, depending on the request keyword
used. When the automatic Web server layer receives a request, it doesn’t run On Web
Authentication, On Web Connection, or any other custom code. 4D Connect always sends
requests to the automatic Web server layer through the 4DSSI request type:
4D Link
WebSTAR CGI
Welcome

Custom Web Code
Bad URL

Automatic Web Server
Good URL
Magic URL
call

4D Connect
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4DSSI is an undocumented 4D Web request keyword built into 4D itself. Its purpose is to
enable a remote client—the 4D Connect WebSTAR plug-in—to attach a semi-dynamic
response page to a browser request. This approach moves all the templates in a 4D WebSTAR system onto the WebSTAR machine. See “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page
61 of this chapter, for more details on 4DSSI.
See the 4D Request Keywords Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for a comparison of these 4D HTML
keywords. See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for an overview of how
requests are handled.

Responses and Semi-Dynamic Processing
Semi-dynamic tags are part of a Web response. The 4D Web server always processes semidynamic tags after setting the HTTP response code and page. Therefore, semi-dynamic
tags cannot change the response code or response page name. These values must be set
before the page is sent. Requests received by the automatic Web server layer don’t run any
code before the response is sent, therefore pages served by the automatic Web server layer
can’t reset the page or response type. Requests received by the custom code layer may set
the response code and page freely. Regardless of how a page is sent, semi-dynamic
responses may call custom 4D methods through the 4DSCRIPT callback. Because the
semi-dynamic tags are processed after the page is sent, 4D commands that redirect or
modify the response itself are ignored, as summarized here:
Undocumented command restrictions in callbacks in semi-dynamic responses

Command

Behavior in Semi-Dynamic Callback from 4D Connect Template

SEND HTML BLOB

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTML FILE

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTML TEXT

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SET HTTP HEADER

The page status line cannot be reset.

Callbacks made from a request sent by 4D Connect may use SET HTTP HEADER, but the command is ignored. Therefore, 4D Connect requests can’t include cookies or custom HTTP
headers.
See the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, for more information about HTTP requests and
responses. See the Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter, which starts on page 145, for more information
about semi-dynamic page processing.

Response Page Templates
Every Web request receives a response. In an integrated 4D WebSTAR system, the template
can be stored and processed by 4D or WebSTAR, depending on the tool:
Tool

Template Stored By

Template Processed By

4D Link

4D

4D

4D Connect

WebSTA R

4D

Welcome

4D or WebSTA R

4D or WebSTA R

WEBINCLUDE

WebSTAR

WebSTAR

Call 4D as a CGI

4D

4D

Welcome itself doesn’t store or forward templates, but it can rewrite incoming URLs to call 4D Connect.
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4D Connect and 4DSSI
The way 4D Connect handles templates is unique. The template is stored by WebSTAR but
then forwarded to 4D for processing. By comparison, the other solutions call 4D as a regular Web server. When 4D Link, the 4D WebSTAR CGI interface, or Welcome forward a
URL from a browser, the URL may be modified, but the original HTTP request reaches 4D
otherwise unchanged. It is then up to 4D to load or create a response page.

Template
Request

Browser

Request

WebSTAR

4D

Response

Response

A regular request passed through WebSTAR to 4D. The response template must be stored on the 4D machine.

Storing the template on the 4D machine keeps 4D in control of the entire process.
4D Connect, on the other hand, runs when WebSTAR receives a request for a document
ending with .4D. 4D Connect attaches the requested .4D document to the original
request from the browser and sends them both to 4D for processing:

Template
Request

Browser

Request

WebSTAR
Response

4D
Response

4D Connect adds a response template to the browser request.

The 4D Connect approach of storing the response template on the WebSTAR machine is
appealing to WebSTAR administrators. Instead of having to coordinate and track pages on
two Web servers—possibly running on different machines—they can store everything on
one server. To support the forwarding of the page template to 4D on a different machine,
4D Connect uses a custom HTTP request that combines 4D-specific instructions, the original request from the browser, and the template page from WebSTAR. In this example, the
message invokes the 4DSSI request keyword in the 4D automatic Web server. The message’s format, and 4DSSI, are discussed in detail in the next section.
Before using 4D Connect, determine if the native WebSTAR WEBINCLUDE tag can handle the job. WEBINCLUDE
is simple to use, test, configure, and understand.

4D Connect and 4DSSI
Introduction
4D Connect modifies the original browser request received by WebSTAR and attaches a
semi-dynamic page. The example below compares a browser request for a .4D document
received by WebSTAR with the request forwarded to 4D by 4D Connect. The additional
content is highlighted in bold.
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Request Received by WebSTAR

Request Received by 4D

GET /search.4d HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.153
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
Referer: http://150.100.192.153/connect.html
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE
5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
UA-OS: MacOS
UA-CPU: PPC
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase

POST /4DSSI HTTP/1.0
Content-Length: 456
282 0 165 GET /search.4d HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.153
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
Referer: http://150.100.192.153/connect.html
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE
5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
UA-OS: MacOS
UA-CPU: PPC
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
<html>
<head>
<title>4D Connect</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
This is the .4D template file stored on
WebSTAR.
<!--4dvar current time-->
</body>
</html>

For more information on HTTP requests, see the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319.

Conceptually, the 4D Connect 4DSSI request has three parts, as highlighted in the example above and diagrammed below:
4DSSI header

4DSSI request and length data.

Original request

Unaltered request from browser.

.4D template

Unaltered template from WebSTAR.

The original request is a standard HTTP browser request and is not changed by
4D Connect. The .4D template is a regular page or semi-dynamic page stored on the WebSTAR machine and forwarded to 4D unaltered. The 4DSSI header, however, requires
further explanation. Each 4D Connect request header has three parts, diagrammed here:
4DSSI request
4DSSI length
Embedded lengths

The first part of the 4DSSI request is the same for every 4D Connect request:
POST /4DSSI HTTP/1.0

The second part of the 4DSSI request specifies the length of the remainder of the message, including the forwarded browser request and template document:
Content-Length: 456

The third part of the 4DSSI request specifies the lengths of the contents embedded in the
message: the original request header, data sent with POST, and the attached template.
282 0 165
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Security
Reasons to Know the 4DSSI Message Format
It is not necessary to understand the format of a 4DSSI request—or to even know that
such a thing exists—to use 4D Connect. However, being familiar with the message format
can help:
❖ Understanding what 4D Connect does and how it works.
❖ Filtering 4DSCRIPT method callbacks in On Web Authentication.
❖ Programming a custom Web client that makes 4DSSI requests.

This last use is quite powerful. Since 4DSSI accepts complete semi-dynamic pages for
processing, any program that can build custom HTTP requests can submit complex jobs to
4D.
4DSSI is an inherent security risk since semi-dynamic code can be sent over the network for execution. See
“Security” below for suggestions on how to control this risk.
See the Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79, and the Using 4D
as an Internet Client chapter, which starts on page 415, for more information on custom HTTP programming.

Security
4D Connect and 4DSCRIPT
The 4DSSI system employed by 4D Connect is an inherent security risk. Usually, semidynamic code can only be introduced by adding or modifying a page on the 4D Web
server machine. Only users with access to the server machine can add semi-dynamic code.
4DSSI changes this. Anyone with the ability to write custom browser code, who knows
the address of a 4D Web server, can submit semi-dynamic pages for processing. Because
4DSSI responds to requests at the automatic Web server level, no custom database code
runs in response to the request itself. However, semi-dynamic tags without method callbacks are of virtually no use to a hacker or hostile user. Each 4DSCRIPT method callback
provokes the On Web Authentication database method, even when the page is submitted
through 4DSSI. I encourage you to write code that filters out unwanted 4DSSI requests
as a reliable method of preventing unauthorized execution of semi-dynamic code. This
code fragment shows how to detect and reject 4DSSI requests within On Web
Authentication:
Case of
: ($2="POST /4DSSI@") ` Reject 4D Connect requests.
$acceptRequest_b:=False

When On Web Authentication returns False in response to a 4DSCRIPT request, 4D returns
text like this to the browser:
<!--4dscript/deleteAllData--> : Privilege Error.

No password dialog is displayed in the browser.
See the On Web Authentication chapter, which starts on page 235, for complete details on this database method.

4D 6.7.2 and later should include additional security features to limit and control 4D Connect requests.
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No Server-to-Server SSL Support
When one of the 4D WebSTAR integration tools connects with 4D through HTTP, it acts
like a Web client. Even though WebSTAR is a Web server, requests from the integration
tools change its role into a client temporarily. However, WebSTAR’s SSL-serving mode
doesn’t apply to Web client requests originating from WebSTAR. Even if WebSTAR and the
4D Web server are each configured for SSL connections, 4D Link, 4D Connect, Welcome,
and WEBINCLUDE do not make SSL connections. Future versions of some of these tools
may add SSL support.
See the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245, for more information about SSL and 4D.

Clear Security Policies
It is a truism that a security system is only as strong as its weakest link. Therefore, a 4D
WebSTAR system cannot be more secure than a regular HTTP connection. Unfortunately,
this security weakness is invisible to end users. A user can connect with WebSTAR using
SSL, but any subsequent WebSTAR-based connection to 4D doesn’t use SSL:
Request

Browser

Request

WebSTAR
Response

4D
Response

Regardless of how a browser connects with WebSTAR, requests passed to 4D do not use SSL.

Users can supply credit card numbers, personal information, and other sensitive information in good faith. According to their browser, the connection is secure. Passing the
request—and the user’s information—to 4D over an unprotected connection exposes user
information and violates their trust. It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of
avoiding this deceptive situation. There are several ways to overcome this problem:
❖ Perform all necessary actions in WebSTAR without 4D’s help.
❖ Use Welcome to redirect SSL connections to 4D. The browser then switches its

connection from WebSTAR to 4D directly. This direct connection can be run over
SSL, if 4D is configured for SSL.
❖ Use the WebSTAR 4D CGI interface, which requires 4D or 4D Server and WebSTAR

to run on the same machine. All the sensitive information remains on a single
machine, so SSL is not an issue.
❖ Use a custom Web server built with ITK, that runs on a copy of 4D or 4D Client on

the same machine as WebSTAR. The reason to use ITK for this task is that 4D
currently does not support running the native Web server on 4D Client machines.
❖ Write a custom ACGI program in 4D that runs on the WebSTAR machine. Using ITK

version 2.5 or later, this program can connect with the 4D Web Server using SSL.
None of these alternatives is particularly attractive. Hopefully, 4D will add SSL support to
at least one of the available tools.
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The Welcome Plug-in
Introduction
Welcome is a WebSTAR plug-in with many features, including virtual hosting, advanced
logging, real time statistics, virtual multihoming, and URL rewriting. The URL rewriting feature, called “rules”, transforms an incoming URL and then takes action on the modified
URL.
Original URL

Rule

Modified URL

Welcome rules can perform simple tasks, like changing the machine name or a file extension in a URL, as well as more complex tasks, like translating simple static URLs into
complex dynamic queries. Rules can be combined to achieve nearly any effect.
Welcome rules provide roughly the same features—and complexity—as the Apache mod_rewrite module.

Using Welcome
The Welcome documentation includes complete instructions for installing, configuring,
and using the plug-in. Rules are edited and managed through a Web-based interface built
into the plug-in. The plug-in also includes a rule-testing screen that simplifies the process
of developing and debugging rules. Since these administration screens are served by WebSTAR, Welcome rules can be edited and configured remotely from any machine.
Simple Example: Forwarding Requests
A Welcome rule can automatically forward requests from WebSTAR to 4D, just like 4D Link.
However, unlike with 4D Link, there is no need to include 4DLINK or any other specific
keywords. Welcome rules use regular expression pattern matching, which is almost infinitely flexible. The simple example below automatically forwards requests that include the
string /kailua/ to a copy of 4D running on a different machine. This is an example of a
URL before and after it is processed by the rule:
http://www.example.com/kailua/saleschart
http://4D.example.com/4dcgi/saleschart

Below is a summary of the Welcome rule definition:
Field

Value

Notes

Path

*/kailua/*

Match any incoming rule that contains
the string /kailua/.

Host

www.example.com

The WebSTAR machine.

Action

Proxy

Send a request from WebSTAR to 4D and
then return 4D’s response to the browser.

Execute Condition

<p0>&<h0>

Only apply this rule when the path and
host match.

Rule Result

http://4D.example.com/4dcgi/<p2>

Rewrite the URL.

See the Regular Expressions chapter, which starts on page 391, for a short introduction to regular expressions
in 4D.
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Welcome Symbols and Variables
Some of the special characters in the sample Welcome rules in this section deserve explanation. The * symbol is a wildcard for any number of characters. Welcome copies the text
matched by each wildcard in a path into variables named P1, P2, and so on. For example,
here are the variable values when the path pattern */kailua/* is applied to the URL
www.example.com/kailua/saleschart:
P1
P2

saleschart

The replacement rule uses the variable <P2> to add the value saleschart to the final
URL:
http://4D.example.com/4dcgi/<p2>
http://4D.example.com/4dcgi/saleschart

The variables <P0> and <H0> in the execute condition refer to values in the rule itself.
They stand for the path and the host respectively.
Welcome supports a variety of wildcard characters and pattern matching controls. See the Welcome
documentation for more details.

Rule Actions
The action field in a Welcome rule definition controls what happens to the modified URL.
This table summarizes the available options:
Summary of the Welcome WebSTAR plug-in rule actions

Action

Explanation

Modify

Change the URL before it is received by WebSTAR.

Redirect temporary

Redirect browser to a temporary new location.

Redirect permanent

Redirect browser to a permanent new location. Browsers and proxies are supposed to store
and reuse this type of redirection for future requests.

Authorization

Send password challenge.

Deny

Refuse connection.

Proxy

Forward request to another Web server, wait for the response, and then return the
response to the browser.

AppleScript Rule

Call an AppleScript that processes some of the rule’s contents. After the AppleScript is finished, Welcome runs the rule again with the modified content.

AppleScript CGI

Call an AppleScript as an ACGI and return the result to the browser.

Set Tag Value

Add and modify HTTP header field values. For example, add a custom tag that 4D can
read to distinguish requests forwarded by Welcome.

Modify and Proxy Actions
The differences between the modify and proxy actions are important in the course of
developing 4D WebSTAR systems. The proxy action behaves like 4D Link. Welcome
rewrites the URL as needed, forwards the request to 4D, waits for a response, and sends
the results to the browser. Modify, on the other hand, rewrites the URL before it reaches
WebSTAR. So, for example, it becomes possible to rewrite URLs to be handled by 4D Link
or 4D Connect. The sample rule summarized below modifies incoming URLs so that they
are handled by 4D Link:
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Field

Value

Notes

Path

*/updates/*

Match any incoming rule that contains
the string /updates/.

Host

www.example.com

The WebSTAR machine.

Action

Modify

Rewrite the URL and pass it on to WebSTAR for handling.

Execute Condition

<p0>&<h0>

Only apply this rule when the path and
host match.

Rule Result

/4dlink/4dcgi/<p2>

Rewrite the URL.

Here is an example of a URL before and after it is processed by the rule:
http://www.example.com/updates/saleschart
http://www.example.com/4dlink/4dcgi/saleschart

Avoid Redirection
Typically, the redirection action should be avoided. Redirection rewrites a URL and sends
the result to the browser. The browser then issues a new request for the rewritten URL.
This is an appropriate action when users are redirected to regular documents that have
moved, but it isn’t usually the right approach to 4D integration. With redirection, end users
see the rewritten URL, including the 4D Web server machine name or address. A better
approach is to use the proxy action. With a proxy action, end users don’t see the 4D
machine name or address.
More Complex Transformations
URLs are part of the user interface of a Web site. Short, simple, self-explanatory URLs are
easier to work with. Welcome’s real power is in transforming URLs through regular expressions. Imagine, for example, a site that archives past press releases, news stories, and other
announcements in a 4D database. This URL includes the search parameters needed to find
news articles from June, 2001:
http://4d.example.com/4dcgi/GetArchives/topic=News&month=06&year=01

It’s obvious from the URL that this is a database-generated page. This URL is unattractive,
difficult to type, and likely to be ignored by search engine spiders. The URL below is a better alternative:
http://www.example.com/archives/News_06_01.html

The second URL looks like the address of a static page, not a set of cryptic program
instructions. The following Welcome rule transforms the simple URL back into a URL with
explicit search arguments:
Field

Value

Notes

Path

/archives/*_*_*.html

Match any incoming rule that matches
the pattern /archives/*_*_*.html.

Host

www.example.com

The WebSTAR machine.

Action

Proxy

Send a request from WebSTAR to 4D and
then return 4D’s response to the browser.

Execute Condition

<p0>&<h0>

Only apply this rule when the path and
host match.

Rule Result

http://4d.example.com/4dcgi/
GetArchives/topic=<p1>
&month=<p2>&year=<p3>

Rewrite the URL.

The transformed URL is not sent to the browser, and the underlying complexity of the system remains hidden.
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Monitoring and Debugging WebSTAR 4D Systems
Introduction
Debugging multiple-applications systems can be frustrating. Which program needs to be
debugged and how? Is the problem in one of the programs? The operating system? The
network? The Debugging Network Problems chapter, which starts on page 343, describes
utilities to diagnose and eliminate common network connectivity problems. The Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on page 347, discusses stream and packet capture tools
that record and analyze TCP/IP or HTTP sessions. This section discusses an AppleEvents
debugging utility and debugging features available in 4D and WebSTAR.
Verifying that 4D’s Web Server Is Responding
A quick way to verify that 4D is responding to WebSTAR calls is through 4D’s magic URLs,
like in these examples:
http://www.example.com/4dlink/4dstats
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4d.acgi$/4dstats
See the Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 139, for descriptions of each of 4D’s magic URLs.

WebSTAR’s Verbose Message Mode
WebSTAR itself offers a debugging option called verbose mode. With this option activated,
requests and responses are captured and displayed in the WebSTAR status window.

Activating Verbose Messages.

Here is an example of what WebSTAR records in response to a CGI call to 4D for a magic
URL:
### Received (12):
GET /cgi-bin/4d.acgi$/4dstats HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.153
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
File size: 5686685
MIME type is text/html
Successfully cached item info.
File Found = 1
KEEP-ALIVE on thread 138, connection 12
(ACGI Application) AESend for process 12, err code = 0
***Mem: 10871248
Getting ACGI reply string from HandleReply
Push...
Push...
04/20/0113:28:22OK -150.100.192.137Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
“150.100.192.153”:cgi-bin:4d.acgi348
Con 12: St: Established, Evt: No ASR event, unread 0, Closing
Close took 1 seconds.
CLOSING thread 138, connection 12
Con 12: St: Closed, Evt: No ASR event, unread 0, Closed
Stream 12, File closed already.
***Mem: 10869904
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This message capture system is particularly convenient because:
❖ All the information is recorded in one location.
❖ WebSTAR captures details that would otherwise require a TCP/IP monitor and an

AppleEvents monitor.
❖ WebSTAR captures details that are otherwise unobtainable, for example, how URLs

are rewritten by some WebSTAR plug-ins.
Remember to turn verbose mode off in production as it may affect performance.

Verifying and Monitoring AppleEvents
The virtual HTTP layer that 4D uses to handle WebSTAR CGI AppleEvents simplifies Web
development within 4D, but it also changes the approach to debugging the overall system.
The TCP/IP and HTTP capture and analysis programs discussed in the Debugging HTTP
chapter, which starts on page 347, are of no help. If the system is not working as expected,
first test to see if AppleEvents are running and exchanging information correctly. Either of
these free utilities can capture AppleEvents for analysis:
Capture AE
http://www.westcodesoft.com/FTPOCTools.html
AETracker
http://www.ravenware.com/sware/tools.html
Below is an example of AppleEvent record information sent by WebSTAR to 4D captured
by Capture AE:
Process("4D.acgi").SendAE "'WWW,'\sd,c{'----':“salesReport”, kfor:'TEXT'(),
user:'TEXT'(), pass:'TEXT'(), frmu:'TEXT'(), addr:“150.100.192.153”,
svnm:“150.100.192.153”, svpt:“80”, scnm:“/cgi-bin/4D.acgi”, ctyp:'TEXT'(),
refr:'TEXT'(), Agnt:“Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)”,
Kact:“ACGI”, Kapt:“/cgi-bin/4D.acgi”, post:'TEXT'(), meth:“CONDITIONAL_GET”,
Kcip:“150.100.192.153”, Kfrq:“GET /cgi-bin/4D.acgi$salesReport HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.153
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
If-Modified-Since: Fri, 20 Apr 2001 03:23:51 GMT
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
UA-OS: MacOS
UA-CPU: PPC
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
See the WebSTAR Server Suite manual for complete details on WebSTAR and AppleEvents.
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Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers
Introduction

There are several excellent Web servers for Windows, including Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS) and Apache. IIS is particularly popular because it is included with
server versions of the operating system. These servers offer many advantages over the
built-in 4D Web server. IIS, for example, offers:
✓ Better and more extensive security options.
✓ Tight integration with the Windows operating system and development tools.
✓ Support for distributed object-based systems and XML.
✓ Support for Active Server Pages.
✓ Broad industry and developer recognition.
The 4DISAPI DLL and the NPH-CGI4D program supplied with 4D enable Windows Web
servers to forward Web browser requests to 4D for handling. With these tools, a site can
combine the best features of 4D and a Windows Web server. Either tool can connect with
one or more copies of 4D on the Windows Web server machine or on other machines on
the network. Therefore, Windows Web systems can integrate data from 4D-based systems
running under Mac OS or Windows.
The 4D 6.7 Upgrade Manual describes how to install, configure, and use these tools. This
chapter compares the two tools, explains how they work internally, and describes undocumented features, tricks, and limits. It also examines the security risks involved in working
with these new tools, and discusses alternative techniques for integrating Windows Web
servers and 4D.
The 4DISAPI DLL and NPH-CGI4D program don’t run under *nix. Therefore, they may not be used with Apache
under Linux or any other variety of *nix. For information on integrating 4D with Apache under *nix, see the
Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79.

4DISAPI Versus NPH-CGI4D
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D are installed and configured in the same way and offer the same
features:
❖ Forwarding requests from a Windows Web server to 4D for handling.
❖ Connecting to one or more copies of 4D.
❖ Connecting to 4D on the current machine or on a different machine.

The difference between the two tools is in how they integrate with Windows Web servers.
The 4DISAPI DLL supports the Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI).
Originally designed for the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), the ISAPI standard
is supported by a wide range of Windows Web servers. ISAPI DLLs load into the Web
server as a module, like a plug-in. When a Web server using the ISAPI DLL receives a
request for 4D, it forwards the request directly from within the Web server:
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Browser

Web Server
4DISAPI.DLL

4D

The NPH-CGI4D program implements the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) standard.
This is an older system that requires the Web server to call an external program instead of
an internal module. Using the NPH-CGI4D program, a Web server first forwards a request
to the NPH-CGI4D program, which then passes it along to 4D. This approach is significantly less efficient than the ISAPI DLL’s direct approach:
Browser

Web Server

NPH-4DCGI.EXE

4D

Use the 4DISAPI DLL instead of the NPH-CGI4D program in any Web server that supports
ISAPI. Fortunately, both tools generate identical requests to 4D. Therefore, none of the 4D
code or pages called through these tools requires modification when switching Windows
Web servers or 4D integration tools.
IIS, ISAPI, CGI…if you have the impression that there are too many acronyms used in Web work, you’re right.

The 4D Link WebSTAR plug-in is equivalent to 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D. See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR
chapter, which starts on page 55, for more information on this Mac OS tool.

Mechanics: Special URLs for 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D
Introduction
Windows Web servers recognize when to forward requests to 4D according to the contents
of the request URL. The URL itself specifies the 4DISAPI DLL or NPH-CGI4D program
directly, along with any extra arguments to forward to 4D. Let’s take a schematic look at a
request that should be forwarded to 4D:
http://host/scripts_directory/tool_name/arguments_for_4D

These examples show a request made through the 4DISAPI DLL and the NPH-CGI4D
program:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4disapi.dll/sendLatestReport
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/nph-cgi4d.exe/sendLatestReport

Several parts of these URLs deserve further explanation.
Host
The host part of the URL is the name of the Windows Web server. The browser doesn’t see
the host or machine name of the 4D Web server.
Scripts Directory
The cgi-bin directory is the default location for executable programs, but any directory
with execution privileges can be used. With custom executable directories, Web sites can
use URLs clear and attractive URLs that don’t distract the user with excessive technical
details. In the example below, a virtual directory called kailua has been configured
under IIS with execution privileges. This configuration enables URLs to call 4D without an
explicit cgi-bin directory:
http://www.example.com/kailua/4disapi.dll/sendLatestReport
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Turning on script and execution privileges for a directory is a security risk. Consult your Web server’s
documentation for security and configuration information.

Tool Name
By default, the tool name portion of the URL is either 4DISAPI.DLL or NPHCGI4D.EXE. These files, and their accompanying .ini files, can be renamed freely:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/fancy_expensive_sql_database_with_xml.dll/sendLatestReport

The .ini file includes the path to one copy of 4D. If the Windows Web server needs to connect to different 4D databases, you may need to follow these steps:
1) Duplicate the 4DISAPI.DLL or NPH-CGI4D.EXE file and the matching .ini file.
2) Rename the new files.
3) Edit the .ini file with the desired server address.

The Windows Web server will then be able to communicate with any number of 4D systems and use several different names for the same 4D system. For convenience, and to
create more attractive URLs, use descriptive names:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/sales_server.dll/sendLatestReport
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/map_server.dll/sendTerritoryMap

Arguments for 4D
The items after the tool name are arguments passed onto 4D. For example, if a browser
submits a request for this URL:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/sales_server.dll/sendLatestReport

4D receives a request for this one:
/sendLatestReport
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Fighting for Ports
The 4DISAPI DLL and NPH-CGI4D program work in the same way. Requests are forwarded from a Windows Web server to the 4D Web server. Therefore, the 4D Web server
must be active. By default, 4D’s Web server runs on port 80, just like all Web servers. If the
Windows Web server and 4D are running on the same machine, they should be configured
to use different ports for Web serving. If the Windows Web server and 4D are running on
different machines, they may both run on port 80 of their respective machines. 4D’s Web
port can be configured with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command, with Customizer Plus,
or in the Database Properties dialog. See “TCP Port”, starting on page 432 of the Web Settings chapter, for more details.

Security
Currently, 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D don’t support SSL connections. Even if the Windows
Web server and the 4D Web server are configured for SSL, 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D don’t
use SSL. Future versions of these tools may add SSL support. Without SSL, requests sent by
these plug-ins over the network are in plain text.
See the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245, for more information about SSL and 4D.

Supported Request Types
4DISAPI DLL and the NPH-CGI4D can forward any standard request to the 4D Web server
without restriction:
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D support for 4D HTML requests

Tag

Type

4DISAPI

NPH-CGI4D

Bad URL

Link

✓

✓

Good URL

Link

✓

✓

4DACTION

4D request keyword

✓

✓

4DCGI

4D request keyword

✓

✓

4DMETHOD

4D request keyword

✓

✓

4DBLANK

Magic URL

✓

✓

4DCACHECLEAR

Magic URL

✓

✓

4DHTMLSTATS

Magic URL

✓

✓

4DSTATS

Magic URL

✓

✓

4DWEBTEST

Magic URL

✓

✓

4DSSI

Internal request keyword

4DSSI is an undocumented 4D Web request keyword built into 4D itself, and it is discussed in “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the Integrating 4D with
WebSTAR chapter. 4D Connect is the only 4D product that takes advantage of this special
internal keyword.
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Request Headers
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D forward requests from one Web server, like IIS, to another, 4D.
This Web-server-to-Web-server communication is performed over HTTP. The Windows
Web server acts like a Web server proxy in this exchange. Before forwarding the request,
the Windows Web server trims the URL correctly and may add or remove other HTTP
headers, as in this example:
Request Received by IIS

Request Received by 4D

GET /cgi-bin/sales.dll/leads HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.200
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible;
MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
UA-OS: MacOS
UA-CPU: PPC
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase

GET /leads HTTP/1.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Authorization:
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible;
MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
Host: 150.100.192.137

Attempting multi-server Web development without an HTTP capture program is like programming 4D without the
Debugger. See the Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on page 347, for information on HTTP capture and
analysis tools and techniques.

4ISAPI and NPH-CGI4D Responses
Regardless of how 4DISAPI DLL or NPH-CGI4D call 4D, the response may always include
semi-dynamic tags:
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D support for 4D semi-dynamic tags

Tag

4DISAPI

NPH-CGI4D

4DIF

✓

✓

4DINCLUDE

✓

✓

4DLOOP

✓

✓

4DSCRIPT

✓

✓

4DVAR

✓

✓

Monitoring and Debugging
Introduction
Debugging multiple-applications systems can be frustrating. Which program needs to be
debugged and how? Is the problem in one of the programs? In the operating system? In
the network? Apart from the tools built into 4D and the Windows Web server, there are
many utilities available to help monitor, debug, and diagnose each kind of problem. The
Debugging Network Problems chapter, which starts on page 343, describes utilities for diagnosing and eliminating common network connectivity problems. The Debugging HTTP
chapter, which starts on page 347, discusses stream and packet capture tools that record
and analyze TCP/IP or HTTP sessions. This section explores built-in trouble-shooting features of 4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D and some additional utilities that may prove helpful.
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Verifying Tool Installation and Access Paths
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D are called through a path in a URL:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4disapi.dll/sendLatestReport
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/nph-cgi4d.exe/sendLatestReport

If the URL doesn’t work, first check the path itself. Each tool includes three diagnostic
magic keywords, so you can build a URL with the full path and a magic keyword, as in
these examples:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4disapi.dll/~~info
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/nph-cgi4d.exe/~~info

This table summarizes each of the magic keywords:
Magic
Keyword

Purpose

Example Response

~~echo

Echo browser request. Verifies that the
path is correct and that the tool is running.

GET /~~echo HTTP/1.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Authorization:
Connection: Keep-Alive
Host: 150.100.192.200
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0
(compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)

~~info

Describe tool version and location. Verifies
that the path is correct and that the tool is
running.

Product information
Script name: /kailua/powerbook.dll (6.7.0b3)
Server software: Microsoft-IIS/4.0
Server protocol: HTTP/1.1
Gateway interface: CGI/1.1

~ ~ t a r get

Verifies that the connection with 4D is
working.

Good: target server reached

Verifying that 4D Is Responding
The ~~target magic keyword built into each tool is useful to test whether the system is
properly configured and all the components are communicating. 4D’s own magic URLs
can also be used for this purpose:
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/4disapi.dll/4dstats
http://www.example.com/cgi-bin/nph-cgi4d.exe/4dstats
See the Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 139, for a discussion of 4D’s five magic URLs.

Monitoring Windows Activity
The ISAPI DLL generates a Web request directly from within the Windows Web server, with
minimal use of the outside operating system. The NPH-CGI4D program, on the other hand,
uses named pipes and system threads; therefore, it is much less efficient. Threads, named
pipes, and file access activity are normally invisible, so when something goes wrong, it is
helpful to have tools that make them visible. SysInternals offers free and commercial monitoring tools for Windows. Amongst them, the free Filemon utility monitors named pipes
and file access, and the free PMon utility monitors processes and threads. For more information, visit these links:
http://www.sysinternals.com/ntw2k/source/filemon.shtml
http://www.sysinternals.com/ntw2k/freeware/pmon.shtml
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Monitoring named pipes with Filemon.

Monitoring processes and threads with PMon.

Other Ways of Integrating Windows Web Servers and 4D
Any language or application that can generate Web requests can integrate data from 4D
through the 4D Web server. Examples include:
❖ Integrating 4D content with ASP (Active Server Page) systems.
❖ Integrating 4D content with ColdFusion systems.
❖ Integrating 4D content with Apache under *nix using Perl as a CGI.

See the Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79,
for more details and sample code.
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CHAPTER

Integrating 4D with Other Systems
through HTTP

11

Introduction
Not every organization is interested in a 4D-only Web solution. Other Web servers, like IIS,
Apache, and WebSTAR have more features, better security options, and greater name recognition. Fortunately, it is possible to include 4D as part of a solution using virtually any
Web server and platform. The Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on
page 55, discusses tools designed specifically to integrate 4D with WebSTAR. The Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, discusses tools
designed specifically to integrate 4D with Windows Web servers, like IIS. This chapter
explains how to integrate 4D with any Web server or Web development environment—
including Apache, ColdFusion, and Active Server Pages—using custom HTTP calls.
See the Using 4D as an Internet Client chapter, which starts on page 415, for information about using 4D as a
Web client.

Overall Concept: Creating a Custom API
Introduction
HTTP is a request-response protocol, and it is discussed in detail in the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319. A Web server—including 4D’s—has no authoritative
way of knowing which software is making a Web request. The client can be a traditional
browser, a search engine spider, or another Web server. It makes no difference. Let’s look
at ways to exploit this fundamental principle:
1) Create routines in 4D that return or process data as needed.
2) Program these routines to work through the 4D Web server.
3) Construct, execute, and embed Web requests in other systems.

With this strategy, the 4D Web-handling methods act like a custom API (Application Programming Interface) for other software to call through HTTP. The conceptual diagram
below illustrates how the systems communicate:
4D
Custom API
4D Web Server

Outside System
4D acting as a Web server to another server or program.

The outside system can be any program that can send and receive HTTP requests. Here
are some examples of the combination of tools for different programs and platforms:
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Program

Platforms

Tool

Command or Component

4D

Mac OS
Windows

ITK or
4D Internet Commands

TCP_Send and TCP_Receive

Apache

*nix
Windows

mod_perl and the
LWP library or PHP

HTTP::Request with Perl
include or fopen with PHP

ColdFusion

*nix
Windows

ColdFusion

<CFHTTP>

IIS

Windows

Active Server Pages (ASP)

ASPTear, ASPHTTP, or MSXML 3

ISAPI

4DISAPI DLL

WebSTA R

Mac OS

CGI

NPH-CGI4D

WebSTAR SSI

<WEBINCLUDE>

WebSTAR Plug-in

4D Link, 4D Connect, or Welcome

API Responses
The methods that compose the custom 4D database API work through the 4D Web server.
There is no reason to limit the responses that these methods send to full HTML pages. In
fact, Web responses can include almost anything:
❖ Simple blocks of text.
❖ Full HTML pages.
❖ XML documents.
❖ PDF documents.
❖ Images.

Simple text blocks, for example, are often easier for a remote system to embed than full
HTML pages. Design the API methods to return the correct information in the most appropriate format.

Examples
Dynamically Inserted Content
The examples in this chapter are fictitious but technically accurate and illustrate the
mechanics of integrating 4D with a variety of systems using HTTP requests. All the examples perform the same task: insert current news stored in 4D into a dynamic page
produced by some other Web server. Below is a generic version of the dynamic page with
a sample of the finished page; the modified section is highlighted with a gray background:
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Generic Source Page

Example Result Page

<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p>

<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p>

http://www.example.com/latestNews
is inserted dynamically here.

Today the company reported that its earnings exceeded expectations for the fifth
straight quarter.

</p>
</body>
</html>

</p>
</body>
</html>
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Sequence of Events
The various products use different tools and syntaxes to request and insert the dynamic
content, but the fundamental process is always the same:
Program

Calls

Action

Browser

Web server

Request a page that includes dynamic content drawn from 4D.

Web server

Receive request from browser.

Web server

Load requested page.

Web server

Check page for dynamic content requests.

Web server

4D

4D

Request embedded page from 4D.
Receive request from Web server.

4D

Load or create requested page.

4D

Web server

Send response to Web server.

Web server

Browser

Send completed page, including 4D content, to browser.

The browser doesn’t communicate with 4D directly during this process. In fact, the
browser has no way of detecting that 4D is involved at all. The Web server communicates
with 4D directly but has no way of knowing how 4D handles the request. The 4D system
can handle the request with a simple page response, dynamically created data, a record, a
semi-dynamic page, or even a Web page captured from another Web server with ITK or
4D Internet Commands. The possibilities are endless.
Real-World Implementations
The examples in this chapter use the simplest form of Web Server to Web Server communication, a GET request with no arguments. The tools described in this chapter can build
GET or POST (form) requests. Most of the tools and languages discussed in this chapter
support several ways of working with a remote server, for example, Perl and PHP each
include low-level TCP/IP socket commands as well as more convenient high-level Web
fetching tools. These examples are only intended to illustrate the basic idea of server-toserver communication over HTTP. Review the documentation for each tool or language for
more information on developing secure, efficient, high-performance solutions.
4DSSI
4D 6.7 includes an undocumented system for processing semi-dynamic page templates
forwarded by another Web server. This feature is included in 4D to support the
4D Connect WebSTAR plug-in. If a Web tool supports building customized HTTP requests,
the tool can submit 4D semi-dynamic scripts over the network. This feature greatly
expands the possibilities of what a remote system can achieve with a 4D Web server. See
“4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter,
for more details on this custom HTTP request type.

4D
Using HTTP for 4D to 4D Communication
4D can act as a Web client to other copies of 4D by using the 4D Internet Commands or
ITK to embed HTTP requests. This technique is explained in more detail in “Acting as a
Web Client”, starting on page 418 of the Using 4D as an Internet Client chapter. There are
a few advantages to embedding Web client code into 4D:
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❖ Older versions of 4D, including V3, can use ITK to communicate with the latest

version of 4D.
❖ HTTP requests are easy to program and reliable.
❖ Data and special logic can be centralized and reused.

HTTP versus 4D Open
4D Open is a powerful API for communicating with 4D Server. With 4D Open it is possible
to embed 4D client functionality in a variety of programs. For example, 4D Open for Java
makes it possible to integrate 4D Server data into Java servlets and applets on any platform
that supports Java. Nonetheless, here are a few points in favor of using HTTP instead:
❖ HTTP requests can be simpler to program.
❖ All the logic resides in the central 4D application. With 4D Open applications, the

logic tends to be duplicated, in part because 4D Open cannot call a method
remotely and retrieve a result.
❖ 4D Open is specific to 4D whereas HTTP requests can be used with all Web

systems. If a 4D system includes a custom HTTP API for other 4D programs, the
same API can immediately be reused from IIS, WebSTAR, Apache, and dozens of
other tools.
❖ 4D Open development has always lagged behind the rest of the product line.
❖ The native Web server or a custom ITK Web server can be used to handle requests.
❖ 4D Open only works with 4D Server whereas HTTP requests work with any variety

of 4D with the Web License Extension.

Apache
Introduction
Apache is the world’s most popular Web server. This open-source program is best known
from its *nix implementations. A majority of hosting services run *nix due to its wellknown performance and reliability. Many hosting services provide scriptable Apache
access for a few US dollars per month.
Perl implementations differ slightly between platforms, so always test scripts on the deployment platform.

Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language)
Perl is a language well-suited to writing documents and text processing scripts and applications. It is popular with system administrators, Web programmers, and *nix scripters.
Versions of Perl are available for *nix, Windows, and Mac OS. There are dozens of books,
magazines and Web sites devoted to Perl in general, and to Perl for specific platforms. *nix
hosting services typically install mod_perl—Perl for Apache—by default. In order to
make Perl act as a Web client, the optional LPW library must also be installed.
Apache, Perl, and 4D
There are several ways to include 4D content in pages served from Apache using Perl.
Entire pages can be manufactured with Perl, calling 4D as needed. Another approach,
explained below, is to build pages using Apache SSI tags and call a Perl CGI that fetches
pages from 4D as needed. Here is a page template that includes an Apache SSI call to the
Perl CGI:
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Apache
<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p>
<!--#include virtual="/cgi-bin/getpage.cgi/http://4D.example.com/latestNews"-->
</p>
</body>
</html>

The example shown above asks the Perl CGI script named getpage.cgi to retrieve the
information at the URL http://www.example.com/latestNews. The example code below
shows one of many ways to write the necessary Perl code:
#!/usr/bin/perl
#----------------------------------------------------------------------# This CGI routine takes a full path and returns the resulting document.
# A call looks like this:
#
# <!--#include virtual="cgi-bin/getpage.cgi/http://www.example.com/"-->
#
# Note: The path to the Perl interpreter (line 1), and to this script,
# depends on your platform and how Perl is installed.
#
# dpadams@island-data.com 2001
#----------------------------------------------------------------------# The LWP library must be installed for this code to work.
use LWP::UserAgent;
# Create a new user agent (browser/request) object.
$userAgent = LWP::UserAgent->new;
# Mozilla is the internal name for Netscape browsers.
$userAgent->agent("Mozilla/4.0" . $userAgent->agent);
# Get the requested URL from the request.
$url = $ENV{'PATH_INFO'};
# Trim the leading / from the URL.
$url = substr($url, 1);
# Define the request object.
$request = HTTP::Request->new('GET' => , $url);
$request->header('Accept' => 'text/html');
# Run the request.
$result = $userAgent->request($request);
# Set the content type to keep Apache happy.
print "Content-type: text/plain\n\n";
# Return the content.
print $result->content;

Disguising SSI Pages
The solution described above only works when Apache processes the SSI tags. The default
way of identifying SSI pages is through a file extension, like .shtml. Apache under *nix
has a useful option called XBitHack that enables any file to be processed like a .shtml
file. With XBitHack enabled, Apache checks the execution permissions on a file instead
of looking for the .shtml file extension. File permissions can be set from a *nix command-line interface or with a graphical FTP client. A file ending in .htm or .html with
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the execution bits turned on is then processed as an .shtml (SSI) document. The documentation for this feature is found at:
http://www.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/mod_include.html#xbithack

Configuring the attribute is simple. All that is needed is an extra directive placed in the
.htaccess file controlling the site or directory:
XBitHack on

PHP
PHP is a popular open-source server-side scripting language that works with Web servers
on Windows and *nix, including Apache. PHP code can be embedded inside HTML, similar to ASP and Active4D. PHP can also be used to write complete programs or scripts that
produce Web pages, similar to one approach to Perl scripting. PHP includes optional modules to connect with nearly two dozen different databases, including Informix, InterBase,
MS SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle 8, PostgreSQL, Sybase, and any ODBC data source. There
is no specific database connector for 4D Server.
Apache, PHP, and 4D
With the correct modules installed, PHP can act as a Web client. There are several ways to
take advantage of this feature to include 4D content in pages served from Apache. A simple method is the PHP include command, as shown in this example:
<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p>
<?php include ("http://4D.example.com/latestNews") ; ?>
</p>
</body>
</html>

Links
The Apache Software Foundation is the first place to look for information on Apache and
Apache modules:
http://www.apache.org/

For more information on Perl, see:
http://perl.apache.org/
http://www.perl.com/
http://www.perldoc.com/

For more information on PHP, see:
http://www.php.net/
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ColdFusion
Introduction
ColdFusion is a popular Web-application development environment that works with Web
servers on Windows and *nix. The ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) is a collection of
HTML-style tags processed by ColdFusion. These tags are similar conceptually to 4D’s
semi-dynamic tags, but they are much more extensive.
CFHTTP
The <CFHTTP> ColdFusion-only tag includes can request a remote Web page using GET
or POST. The tag supports a wide range of attributes, like the ability to automatically
rewrite relative URLs correctly. Once the remote page has been requested, its contents are
accessible to other ColdFusion tags.
ColdFusion and 4D
The CFHTTP tag provides an easy way to request information from 4D inside a ColdFusion
system.
<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<CFHTTP
method="get"
url="http://4D.example.com/latestNews"
resolve="Yes">
</CFHTTP>
<p>
<CFOUTPUT>#cfhttp.filecontent#</CFOUTPUT>
</p>
</body>
</html>

Links
For information about ColdFusion, visit the ColdFusion site:
http://www.coldfusion.com/

IIS
Introduction
IIS (Internet Information Server) is the most popular Web server on Windows server platforms. Microsoft has included it with its server operating systems as part of the standard
installation for years. IIS is a Web server, FTP server, and Web development platform. The
most common ways of building interactive Web sites with IIS are through Active Server
Pages (ASP) or ColdFusion. Many hosting services provide IIS access for a few US dollars
per month.
See the Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, for more information on
4D integration tools designed specifically for IIS and other Windows Web servers.
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ASP
ASP is a server-side scripting system from Microsoft. In the 4D world, Active4D is a close
analog. Web pages include scripts that are processed by the Web server before being sent
to the Web browser. The Web browser doesn’t see any of the scripts, only the HTML they
produce. The scripts can be written in an increasing variety of languages. Today, the
majority of scripts are written in a version of Visual Basic called VBScript.
IIS, ASP, and 4D
ASP works with an object model. With the correct component installed on the server, ASP
code can build an HTTP request object, execute the request, and read the results from the
object. There are several components available to support HTTP communication. Two
good options are described here:
ASPTear 1.0 and 1.2
Version 1.0 is a free version of this popular HTTP object component. Version 1.2 is
an inexpensive alternative with several enhancements and new features, including
SSL support.
http://www.alphasierrapapa.com/IisDev/Components/AspTear/
MSXML 3
Microsoft’s XML parser includes support for HTTP objects.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/xml/general/xmlparser.asp
With one of these components installed and configured correctly, ASP pages can access
4D through HTTP. This example ASP page uses ASPTear 1.0 to retrieve information from
a 4D database:
<%
Const Request_POST = 1
Const Request_GET = 2
Set objTear= CreateObject("SOFTWING.ASPtear")
Response.ContentType = "text/html"
On Error Resume Next
Dim strRetval
' URL, action, payload, username, password
strRetval = objTear.Retrieve("http://4D.example.com/
latestNews",Request_GET,"","","")
%>
<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p><%= strRetval %></p>
</body>
</html>

The script at the top of the page requests latestNews from http://www.example.com/ (this
URL doesn’t point to a real 4D database on the Internet). The entire response is loaded into
an object that can be read and inserted anywhere in the page. The following command
extracts the response body and inserts it into the ASP page:
<%= strRetval %>
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Links
For information about IIS, visit the Microsoft site and check the pages for your version of
the Windows operating system:
http://www.microsoft.com/

There are dozens of sites on ASP. Here is a sampling of useful starting points:
http://www.asp.net/
http://www.asptoday.com/
http://www.4guysfromrolla.com/

WebSTAR
Introduction
WebSTAR is the most powerful commercial Web server on the Mac OS. It includes an easyto-use HTTP Server Side Include (SSI) tag called WEBINCLUDE. WebSTAR can automatically insert remote pages—or sections of pages—from 4D into templates stored on the
WebSTAR machine.
See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for more information on 4D integration
tools designed specifically for WebSTAR.

Server Side Include (SSI)
The WEBINCLUDE tag is a WebSTAR-only extension of the standard Server Side Include
(SSI) system. SSI is supported by Apache, IIS, and most other Web servers with almost
identical syntax. The semi-dynamic tag system in 4D’s native Web server is similar to standard SSI but uses a different name and syntax. SSI implementations typically have a smaller
collection of options and fewer control structures than server-side scripting languages like
Active4D, ASP, or PHP. The overall mechanics of server-side processing remain the same.
WebSTAR SSI and 4D
WebSTAR implements all of the standard SSI tags found in Apache and IIS. WebSTAR also
adds some unique tags, such as WEBINCLUDE. This tag offers the easiest possible way of
embedding remote Web page responses in a Web page. This example shows how:
<html>
<head>
<title>Latest Company News</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
All sorts of beautiful static HTML.
<p>
<WEBINCLUDE URL="http://4D.example.com/latestNews">
</p>
</body>
</html>

No special preparation is needed to include a remote Web page. The WEBINCLUDE tag
takes all the arguments needed:
<WEBINCLUDE URL="http://www.example.com/latestNews">
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This tag supports GET and POST methods and can automatically extract portions of the
response. It can, for example, extract images, tables, and other objects from the response
page automatically.
Links
For information about WebSTAR, visit the WebSTAR 4D site:
http://www.webstar.com/

The on-line documentation for the WEBINCLUDE tag is located at:
http://www.webstar.com/products/webstar/docs/ws4manual.58.html
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Feature Overview
Section Summary
4D includes dozens of Web commands, tags, and features. Some features apply to all Web
serving modes and situations, others are only useful in specific situations. The chapters in
this section summarize and compare 4D’s Web features, and explain where each one can
be applied.

Chapters at a Glance
■

4D Web Server Chain of Events
4D supports several custom HTML request keywords and a large collection of custom
semi-dynamic response keywords. Depending on where and how these keywords are
used, different chains of events will be generated within the database. This chapter
summarizes and compares how 4D reacts to each use of each keyword.

■

Web Feature Summary
It isn’t always clear which of 4D’s many Web commands, keywords, and other features
work in contextual mode, in non-contextual mode, and in semi-dynamic pages. This
chapter summarizes each feature and lists the modes in which each functions.

■

Web Processing Steps and 4D Features
There are several distinct steps involved in receiving, reading, and responding to a
Web request. Many of 4D’s Web commands and keywords are only designed to work
in certain steps. This chapter summarizes the overall Web serving process and describes which features work at each step.

■

4D Request Keywords Compared
4D developers often find the difference between 4DACTION, 4DCGI, 4DMETHOD, and
4DSCRIPT confusing. This chapter summarizes the similarities and differences
amongst these 4D HTML keywords.

■

On Web Connection
The On Web Connection database method runs once in response to new contextual Web
processes, to calls made with the 4DCGI request keyword, and a bad URL request. This
chapter explains how this database method works and how to use it in a 4D Web system.
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CHAPTER

4D Web Server Chain of Events

12

Introduction
4D’s semi-dynamic keywords and special HTML action tags let Web sites combine static
HTML with data and code stored in 4D. When developing a dynamic 4D Web system, it’s
necessary to understand how each 4D HTML keyword works, which database code runs
in response to the different keywords, and in what sequence it runs. Many developers find
the chain of events varies between seemingly similar keywords, and amongst different
uses of a single keyword. The tables and diagrams in this chapter clarify the situation by
categorizing, summarizing, and comparing each keyword by task:
✓ Requesting a Standard URL
✓ Using a Link
✓ Requesting an Image
✓ Submitting a Form
✓ Semi-Dynamic Tags
Individual chapters throughout the book examine the behavior of each 4D keyword in
detail. See “Related Chapters with More Information”, starting on page 98 of this chapter,
for suggestions on where to go next to learn more about each keyword.
Much of the information found in this chapter is not mentioned in the 4D documentation. All the information
presented here has been confirmed through direct and repeated testing. The chain of events may change with new
4D versions.

Understanding 4D HTML Tag Categories
Introduction
4D’s HTML tags are easier to understand when they are grouped by type:
Type

Keywords

Discussion

Requests

4DACTION
4DCGI
4DMETHOD

These keywords are used in URLs, image requests, and Web
forms, and are visible in a browser.

Semi-dynamic tags

4DHTMLVAR
4DIF/4DELSE/4DENDIF
4DINCLUDE
4DLOOP/4DENDLOOP
4DSCRIPT
4DVAR

These tags are embedded in comments within the source of
semi-dynamic responses. The tags are processed and replaced
on the server machine before the page is sent to the user.
They don’t appear in a browser.

Magic URLs

4DBLANK
4DCACHECLEAR
4DHTMLSTATS
4DSTATS
4DWEBTEST

These URLs are built directly into 4D. They are called exclusively from links and normally don’t run any database code.

4DACTION is confusing in 4D 6.5 because it is used as a request keyword and a semi-dynamic tag. 4D 6.7 and
later correct this problem by replacing the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION with 4DSCRIPT.
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Chain of Event Summaries
Introduction
The summary tables included in the rest of the chapter compare how keywords in the
same category handle identical tasks. For the purposes of comparison, the magic URLs are
grouped together with regular URL requests to the 4D Web server. The compact summaries
included in this chapter are easier to read with a short introduction to the contents of each
column. Below is a sample entry:
HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

GET

Good

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

✓

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓

HTTP Method
The HTTP method may be GET or POST. GET submits all information through a single URL
and limits the amount of data that can be sent to the Web server to 1K (1024 characters)
or less, depending on the browser. POST submits extra information through a special
multi-part formatted HTTP request. Links and image requests are sent with GET. Forms
may be sent with GET or POST.
See “GET and POST HTTP form submission methods compared” table, starting on page 129 of the Handling
HTML Forms chapter, for a comparison of these HTTP methods.

URL
The URL may be good or bad. This example is a valid URL:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/index.html

This example shows a bad URL:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/foo.html

There is no way to tell by looking at these URLs that one is valid and the other invalid. The
Web server determines the validity at the time of the request. 4D, like all Web servers,
responds to valid and invalid URLs differently. The chain of events in 4D varies significantly for good and bad URLs, depending on the keyword involved.
Keyword
4D includes support for special HTML actions, semi-dynamic keywords, and magic URLs.
This column indicates which ones, of these various tags, the line in the table is discussing.
Version
These tables summarize differences between 4D versions 6.5 and 6.7. Specific versions are
listed when the behavior changes between 4D 6.5 and 4D 6.7, or when a feature only
exists in one version.
Compiler_Web
A ✓ indicates that the Compiler_Web project method runs, if it exists, in the situation
described by this line.
Compiler_Web runs in more situations than the 4D documentation mentions.
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Requesting a Standard URL
On Web Authentication
A ✓ indicates that the On Web Authentication database method runs, if it exists, in the situation described by this line.
On Web Connection
A ✓ indicates that the On Web Connection database method runs, if it exists, in the situation
described by this line.
Specific Method
A ✓ indicates that a specific project method runs, if it exists, in the situation described by
this line.

Requesting a Standard URL
4D can function as a regular Web server to deliver pages, images, and other documents.
4D also includes support for five magic URLs. The only regular request that runs database
code is a bad URL request from a browser, as summarized here.
Chain of events for URLs submitted to 4D

❉

HTTP
Method

URL

Type

4D
Version

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

GET
GET

Good

Document

6.5/6.7

Bad

Document

6.5/6.7

GET

Magic

✓

✓

4DBLANK

6.5/6.7

GET

❉

Magic

4DCACHECLEAR

6.5/6.7

❉

GET

Magic

4DHTMLSTATS

6.5/6.7

❉

GET

Magic

4DSTATS

6.5/6.7

❉

GET

Magic

4DTEST

6.5/6.7

❉

Compiler_Web

Specific
Method

The On Web Authentication method runs in response to the magic URLs if the database has a 4D Designer
password defined.

Using a Link
4D code can be requested from a link with 4DACTION, 4DCGI, or 4DMETHOD. The exact
chain of events depends on the keyword used and the URL’s validity, as summarized here:
Chain of events for 4D keywords used in an HTML link

HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

GET

Good

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

GET

Good

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Good

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Bad

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

GET

Bad

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Bad

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓
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These diagrams illustrate graphically the chain of events for valid links:
Processing a link with 4DACTION:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Link

Password challenge

Response Page

Processing a link with 4DCGI:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Link

Password challenge

Response Page

Processing a link with 4DMETHOD:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

On Web Connection

False
Password challenge

Any request

Response Page

The chain of events for links and image requests are identical.

Requesting an Image
Images can be requested with 4DACTION, 4DCGI, and 4DMETHOD. The exact chain of
events depends on the keyword used and on the URL’s validity, as summarized here:
Chain of events for 4D keywords used to request an image
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HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

GET

Good

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

GET

Good

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Good

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Bad

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

GET

Bad

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

GET

Bad

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓
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Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓
✓

Submitting a Form
These diagrams illustrate graphically the chain of events for valid image requests:
Serving an image with 4DACTION:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Get image

Password challenge

Picture

Serving an image with 4DCGI:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Get image

Password challenge

Picture

Serving an image with 4DMETHOD:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

On Web Connection

False
Password challenge

Any request

Picture

The chain of events for links and image requests are identical.

Submitting a Form
Forms can be submitted using GET or POST and the 4D keywords 4DACTION, 4DCGI, and
4DMETHOD. The exact chain of events depends on the HTTP method, keyword used, and
whether the URL is valid, as summarized here:
Chain of events for 4D keywords used in an HTML form

HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

GET

Good

4DACTION

6.5
6.7

GET

Good

4DCGI

Compiler_Web

✓

6.5
6.7

✓

On Web
Authentication

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Good

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

GET

Bad

4DACTION

6.5

✓

GET

Bad

4DCGI

6.5
6.7

GET

Bad

4DMETHOD

✓

6.5/6.7

✓

Specific
Method

✓

GET

6.7

On Web
Connection

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Chain of events for 4D keywords used in an HTML form (continued)

HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

POST

Good

4DACTION

POST

Good

POST

On Web
Connection

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

Good

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

POST

Bad

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

POST

Bad

4DCGI

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

POST

Bad

4DMETHOD

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Specific
Method

✓
✓

These diagrams illustrate graphically the chain of events for valid form submissions:
Processing a form with 4DACTION, sent using GET to 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Processing a form with 4DACTION in all other cases:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Password challenge

Form

Response Page

Processing a form with 4DCGI, sent using GET to 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Processing a form with 4DCGI in all other cases:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

On Web Connection

Specific Method

Processing a form sent with 4DMETHOD:
On Web Authentication

True

False
Any request
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Password challenge

Response Page

Semi-Dynamic Tags

Semi-Dynamic Tags
Semi-dynamic responses can include tags that 4D finds, evaluates, and replaces before the
final page is sent to the browser. Most of these tags don’t cause 4D to run special code.
Chain of events for 4D semi-dynamic keywords

HTTP
Method

URL

Keyword

4D
Version

N/A

Good

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

N/A

Good

4DSCRIPT

6.7

✓

✓

N/A

Good

4DHTMLVAR

6.7

❉

❉

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

Array
Expression
Field
Variable
N/A

Good

4DIF

6.7

N/A

Good

4DINCLUDE

6.7

N/A

Good

4DLOOP

6.7

✓

Array
Selection

✓

Method
(first time)

✓

Method
N/A

Good

✓

4DVAR

6.5

Array

6.7

❉

Expression

❉

Field
Variable
N/A

Bad

4DACTION

6.5/6.7

✓

N/A

Bad

4DSCRIPT

6.7

✓

N/A

Bad

4DHTMLVAR

6.7

N/A

Bad

4DIF

6.7

N/A

Bad

4DINCLUDE

6.7

N/A

Bad

4DLOOP

6.7

N/A

Bad

4DVAR

6.5/6.7

Special Notes
There are a few points that need to be emphasized:
❖ 4DIF may call a project method. Currently, the method runs but can’t be debugged.
Inserting a break point or the TRACE command in the method doesn’t start the

debugger. The same restriction applies to subroutines of the method called by
4DIF. It’s not clear if this undocumented behavior is a bug or a feature.
❖ 4DLOOP runs the On Web Authentication method once when applied to a method.
None of the other uses of 4DLOOP run On Web Authentication.
❖ 4DLOOP may be applied to a selection of records. If the table has activated the On
Loading Record Event trigger, the trigger runs for each pass through the loop. For more
information on 4D triggers, see The Joy of Triggers (Updated for 2000), available from

http://www.4dcompanion.com/downloads/papers/.
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Related Chapters with More Information
The HTML tags, 4D keywords, and methods summarized in this chapter are not explained
in detail here. Besides the 4D Request Keywords Compared chapter, which starts on
page 107, see the chapters listed here for more details:
Chapters with more information about specific semi-dynamic tags

Subject

Chapter

4DACTION

4DACTION

117

Handling HTML Forms

127

4DCGI

123

Handling HTML Forms

127

4DHTMLVAR

4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR

163

4DIF

4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF

173

4DINCLUDE

4DINCLUDE

187

4DLOOP

4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP

179

4DMETHOD

4DMETHOD

213

4DSCRIPT

4DSCRIPT

159

4DVAR

4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR

163

Bad URLs

Custom Magic URLs

359

Custom Error Pages

331

Virtual Paths

355

Magic URLs

Magic URLs

139

Compiler_Web

Compiler Requirements Summary

443

4DCGI

On Web Authentication

On Web Connection
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Starts on page

Handling HTML Forms

127

Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization

369

On Web Authentication

235

Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization

369

On Web Connection

111

Virtual Paths

355

Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization

369
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Introduction
It isn’t always clear which of 4D’s many Web features work in contextual mode, in noncontextual mode, and in semi-dynamic pages. This chapter summarizes these features, and
the modes they work in. The features are organized into these themes:
✓ Web Commands and Database Methods
✓ 4D HTML Request Keywords
✓ Magic URLs
✓ Database Parameters
✓ Semi-Dynamic Tags

Web Commands and Database Methods
The following table summarizes how each of 4D’s Web features supports contextual and
non-contextual modes:
Contextual and non-contextual support for Web commands and database methods

Non-Contextual

Contextual

Version
Added

Feature

Description

GET HTTP HEADER

Parses incoming HTTP headers.

6.7

GET WEB FORM VARIABLES

Parses incoming HTML form fields and values.

6.7

✓

✓

Secured Web connection

Returns True if the current Web request is running within an SSL session.

6.7

✓

✓

SEND HTML BLOB

Sends a document, raw HTML, dynamic
HTML, or image to a browser from a BLOB.

6.5

❉

✓

SEND HTML FILE

Sends a document to a browser.

6.0

✓

✓

SEND HTML TEXT

Sends text as HTML to a browser.

6.7

❉

✓

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

Redirects the browser to a different URL.

6.5

Stops
context

✓

SET HOME PAGE

Sets the default home page for the current contextual Web process.

6.5

✓

SET HTML ROOT

Sets the default root for the current contextual
Web process.

6.0

✓

SET HTTP HEADER

Adds information to the HTTP response sent to
the browser.

6.5

✓
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Contextual and non-contextual support for Web commands and database methods (continued)

Contextual

Non-Contextual

Description

Version
Added

❉

Feature
SET WEB DISPLAY LIMITS

Configures some aspects of the appearance of
MODIFY SELECTION and DISPLAY SELECTION
in contextual Web processes.

6.0

✓

SET WEB TIMEOUT

Sets the timeout value for the current contextual
Web process or for all contextual Web processes.

6.0

✓

START WEB SERVER

Starts the Web server if it is not already running.

6.0

✓

✓

STOP WEB SERVER

Stops the Web server if is running. Current contextual Web processes are kept alive until they
are terminated or timed out, but no new Web
connections of any kind are allowed.

6.0

✓

✓

WEB CACHE STATISTICS

Returns static page and image cache statistics in
a pair of arrays.

6.5

✓

✓

Web Context

Returns True if the current process is a contextual Web process and False in all other cases.

6.5

✓

✓

On Web Authentication

Runs in response to method calls included in
URLs, forms, images, and semi-dynamic pages.

6.5

✓

✓

On Web Connection

Runs in response to automatically created Web
contextual processes, 4DMETHOD requests,
4DCGI requests, and bad URL requests.

6.0

✓

✓

AP SET WEB FILTERS

Sets filtering methods for the input and/or output of a contextual Web processes. (This command is included in the free 4D Pack plug-in.)

6.0.5

✓

SEND HTML BLOB and SEND HTML TEXT function in contextual mode but don’t always integrate with the context

correctly.

4D HTML Request Keywords
4D’s HTML request keywords enable a browser to ask 4D to run code. These keywords
may be used in URLs, image requests, and HTML forms. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for more details on the similarities and differences amongst these keywords.
Contextual and non-contextual support for 4D HTML request keywords

Calls a specific method in non-contextual mode.

6.5

4DCGI

Calls On Web Connection in non-contextual
mode.

6.5

4DMETHOD

Calls On Web Connection and then a specific
method in contextual mode.

6.0

The 4D Web Companion

Stops
context

Non-Contextual

Description

4DACTION

Contextual

Version
Added
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Feature

✓
✓

✓

Starts
context

Magic URLs

Magic URLs
The 4D non-contextual Web server includes several magic URLs. When the server receives
a request for one of these URLs, it runs code built into 4D itself. See the Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 139, for more details on each of these special URLs.
Contextual and non-contextual support for 4D magic URLs

Non-Contextual

Contextual

Version
Added

Feature

Description

4DBLANK

Returns an empty HTML test file.

6.5

✓

4DCACHECLEAR

Clears the static page and image cache.

6.5

✓

4DHTMLSTATS

Returns information about the static pages in
the Web cache.

6.5

✓

4DSTATS

Returns information about the static pages and
images in the Web cache.

6.5

✓

4DWEBTEST

Sends a short textual response which confirms
that the server is responding to requests.

6.5

✓

4DBLANK and 4DWEBTEST are supported by 4D 6.5 and later although they are not documented prior to 4D 6.7.

Database Parameters
Several of the 4D Web server’s default behaviors can be modified with the SET DATABASE
PARAMETER command. Some of these settings affect contextual mode, some affect noncontextual mode, and others affect both. Some can also be set from the Database Properties dialog or with Customizer Plus. See the Web Settings chapter, which starts on page 429,
for details on configuring all of the 4D Web options.
Contextual and non-contextual support for Web-database parameters

Non-Contextual

Contextual

Version
Added

Feature

Description

Web Conversion Mode

Sets the form conversion mode for the current contextual Web process.

6.5

Minimum Web Processes

Sets the minimum number of non-contextual Web processes that will be maintained simultaneously.

6.5

✓

Maximum Web Processes

Sets the maximum number of non-contextual Web processes that will be maintained simultaneously.

6.5

✓

Port ID

Sets the 4D Web server’s port.

6.7

✓

✓

IP Address to listen

Sets the IP address the 4D Web server listens to.

6.7

✓

✓

Character set

Sets the character set used by the 4D Web server.

6.7

✓

✓

Max Concurrent Web Processes

Sets the maximum number of concurrent Web processes of all kinds. Contextual and non-contextual processes both count towards this maximum.

6.7

✓

✓

✓
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Semi-Dynamic Tags
The 4D non-contextual Web server supports semi-dynamic response pages. Before sending the response, 4D scans the document for special tags which are then replaced
dynamically by content or method calls. These keywords are not used in contextual mode.
See the Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, for more information.
Contextual and non-contextual support for 4D semi-dynamic HTML keywords

Non-Contextual

Calls a method from within a semi-dynamic
page. May insert a result.

Contextual

Description

4DACTION

6.5

N/A

✓

Version
Added

Feature

Use 4DSCRIPT instead in 4D 6.7 and later.
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4DHTMLVAR

Inserts HTML stored in 4D into a semi-dynamic
page. Data can come from arrays, variables,
fields, and expressions.

6.7

N/A

✓

4DIF/4DELSE/4DENDIF

Embeds If tests into a semi-dynamic page, allowing it, for example, to apply different styles
depending on the data.

6.7

N/A

✓

4DINCLUDE

Inserts a document into a semi-dynamic page.

6.7

N/A

✓

4DLOOP/4DENDLOOP

Embeds a loop in a semi-dynamic page, allowing
it, for example, to apply the same HTML formatting to each record in a selection.

6.7

N/A

✓

4DSCRIPT

Calls a method from within a semi-dynamic
page. May insert a result.

6.7

N/A

✓

4DVAR

Converts and inserts 4D data into a semidynamic page. Data can come from arrays, variables, fields, and expressions.

6.5

N/A

✓
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Web Processing Steps and 4D Features
Introduction

There are several distinct steps involved in receiving, reading, and responding to a Web
request, and many of 4D’s Web commands and keywords are only designed to be used in
certain steps. Developers sometimes struggle with 4D Web features—or think they’re broken—because it is not clear which commands apply to which steps. This chapter
summarizes the overall Web serving process and describes which 4D Web server features
work at each step. For a closer look at the Web-serving process, see the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319.

The Overall Web Serving Process
The basic process of handling a Web request with the 4D Web server can be broken down
into five steps:
1. A Web client makes a request.
2. 4D receives the request and dispatches it internally for handling.
3. The incoming request is analyzed.
4. The response status code and page are set.
5. The response content is processed and sent.

Making the Request
All Web activities begin with a client making a request. The client can be a Web browser,
search engine spider, or code in a 4D database. The 4D Web server supports the following
request keywords and methods:
Request

Description

Good URLs

4D can serve Web pages, images, and other documents.

Bad URLs

4D can handle bad URLs.

Magic URLs

4D includes five magic URLs that automatically run special code inside the 4D Web server.

CGI calls

4D can call external CGI programs.

4DACTION

4DACTION calls a specific 4D method to handle the request.

4DCGI

4DCGI calls the general-purpose On Web Connection database method to handle the request.

4DMETHOD

4DMETHOD calls a specific 4D method to handle the request in a new context.

4DSSI

4DSSI calls 4D to process a request that includes an attached semi-dynamic page.

4DSSI is an undocumented request type. See “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the Integrating
4D with WebSTAR chapter, for more details.
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Receiving and Dispatching the Request
Internally, the 4D Web server handles requests on one of two layers: the automatic Web
server or the custom code layer. Requests dispatched to the automatic Web server layer
don’t run any database code when they are received. Requests dispatched to the custom
code layer, on the other hand, run code in response to each request. Therefore, some of
4D’s database methods and commands are only useful with requests on the custom code
layer. This table summarizes how each type of request is interpreted:

Request
Good URLs

Automatic

Custom Code Web Server

Web Server

Contextual

Non-Contextual

✓
✓

Bad URLs
Magic URLs

✓

CGI calls

✓

4DACTION

✓

4DCGI

✓
✓

4DMETHOD
4DSSI

✓

The following features are part of the custom code Web server layer.
Feature

Description

On Web Authentication

Validates or rejects the request.

On Web Connection

Handles bad URLs, 4DCGI requests, and 4DMETHOD requests.

Compiler_Web

Runs in response to most non-contextual form submissions to initialize 4D variables.

Custom methods

Called by 4DMETHOD in contextual mode and 4DACTION in non-contextual mode
to handle requests.

No single request ever invokes all of these features. The exact chain of events depends on
the keyword used and the URL’s validity. See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter,
which starts on page 91, for complete details.
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Analyzing the Request

Analyzing the Request
Once a request is received and dispatched by the 4D Web server, it needs to be analyzed
and acted upon. This process is invisible for requests handled by the automatic Web server
layer. There are several features available for code working in the custom code layer, summarized here:
Feature

Description

Request URL

Placed in $1 of any specific method called by 4DACTION,
On Web Authentication, and On Web Connection.

HTTP header

Placed in $2 of On Web Authentication and On Web Connection.

GET HTTP HEADER

Parses the incoming HTTP request header into a pair of arrays and may be
called from any method.

GET WEB FORM VARIABLES

Parses incoming HTML form data into a pair of arrays and may be called from
any method in the custom Web server environment.

AP SET WEB FILTERS

Intercepts incoming HTML and HTTP in contextual mode. (This command is
included in the free 4D Pack plug-in.)

For more information on analyzing HTTP requests, see the Parsing Requests chapter,
which starts on page 377, and the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization chapter,
which starts on page 369. For contextual-mode systems, see the AP SET WEB FILTERS
chapter, which starts on page 219.

Setting the Response
HTTP is a request-response protocol. Every Web request may receive one response. Each
response must include a status code and may include content, such as a Web page or other
document. The 4D automatic Web server layer automatically sets the response code and
supplies the response contents. In the custom code layer, the following commands implicitly or explicitly set the response code and contents:
Command

Description

SEND HTML BLOB

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the BLOB to the message body.

SEND HTML FILE

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the document to the
message body.

SEND HTML TEXT

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the text to the message
body.

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

Returns the HTTP 302 Moved temporarily status code which instructs the
browser to open a different URL.

On Web Authentication
returns False

Sends HTTP 401 Unauthorized status code which instructs the browser to
ask for a user name and password.

SET HTTP HEADER

Adds HTTP header fields to the response. The status code can be set directly, but
the contents of the response must be added with SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML
FILE, or SEND HTML TEXT.

Once the status code and response contents are set, they can’t be changed. Therefore,
commands like SEND HTML TEXT may only be used once for any specific request. The
response code and contents of a request sent by the 4D automatic Web server layer may
not be modified.
See “HTTP 1.1 status codes”, starting on page 327 of the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, for a complete list of valid
response codes.
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Processing the Response
Semi-Dynamic Responses
Responses sent by the automatic or custom code layer may include semi-dynamic content.
In either case, these contents are processed after the response is set and before it is delivered to the browser. 4D’s semi-dynamic tags only work in the context of semi-dynamic
responses. They can’t be used to make requests or execute code in the browser itself. This
table summarizes the semi-dynamic tags:
Keyword

Notes

4DACTION

Calls the project method listed after 4DACTION. Any text returned in $0 from the
project method is inserted into the Web page.

4DHTMLVAR

Inserts the value of a 4D variable, array element, field, or expression into a semidynamic Web page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are inserted directly.

4DIF/4DELSE/
4DENDIF

Includes different text depending on the results of a logical test.

4DINCLUDE

Inserts a document that may include other semi-dynamic tags.

4DLOOP/
4DENDLOOP

Loops through an array, a selection, or until a method returns False.

4DSCRIPT

Calls the project method listed after 4DSCRIPT. Any text returned in $0 from the
project method is inserted into the Web page.

4DVAR

Inserts the value of a 4D variable, array element, field, or expression into a semidynamic Web page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are automatically
converted.

Note: This use of 4DACTION is replaced by 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and later.

Note: 4DSCRIPT replaces the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION introduced in 4D 6.5.

Note: This command can only insert 4D process variables in 4D 6.5.

Since the Web page response status code and contents are set before semi-dynamic content is processed, several of 4D’s Web commands can’t be used from semi-dynamic
callback methods:
Command

Behavior in Semi-Dynamic Callback

SEND HTML BLOB

The command is ignored and no error is displayed.

SEND HTML FILE

The command is ignored and no error is displayed.

SEND HTML TEXT

The command is ignored and no error is displayed.

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

The command is ignored and no error is displayed.

SET HTTP HEADER

The page status line can’t be reset, but custom headers may be added.

The chapters in the Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, explain all aspects of semi-dynamic
processing.

AP SET WEB FILTERS
In contextual mode, the AP SET WEB FILTERS 4D Pack plug-in command may install a custom
method to intercept the outgoing HTTP and HTML. This feature is described in the AP SET
WEB FILTERS chapter, which starts on page 219.
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4D Request Keywords Compared
Introduction

Developers often find the differences amongst 4D’s HTML request keywords confusing.
4DACTION, 4DCGI, and 4DMETHOD may each be used to call 4D from a URL, image
request, or HTML form, but they work in different contexts and lead to different chains of
events. Further confusing the situation, 4DACTION can also be used as a semi-dynamic
response keyword synonymous with 4DSCRIPT. In practice, each keyword’s behavior is
consistent and reliable, and their underlying behavior should not be confusing.
This chapter summarizes how each of these keywords behaves, and how this behavior
compares with each of the other keywords. Cross-references throughout the chapter indicate where to turn for complete details on each keyword.
The 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, includes an overall summary of each of
the keywords. Individual chapters explaining each keyword are found in the appropriate sections of the book.

Summary
The following tables summarize and contrast the four keywords. The first table lists modes
in which each keyword works:
Use

4DACTION

4DCGI

4DMETHOD

4DSCRIPT

✓

Contextual mode actions
Non-contextual mode actions

✓

Semi-dynamic callback

✓

✓
✓

The main points to note are:
❖ 4DACTION and 4DCGI are both used in non-contextual mode.
❖ 4DMETHOD is the only keyword used in contextual mode.
❖ 4DACTION can work as a non-contextual mode action command and as a semi-

dynamic callback. This mixing of modes is confusing, so 4DSCRIPT should always
be used instead of 4DACTION for semi-dynamic callbacks.
This second table summarizes the code that may run in response to each of the keywords:
4DACTION

4DCGI

Compiler_Web

Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

Specific Method

4DMETHOD

4DSCRIPT

On Web Authentication

On Web Authentication

On Web Authentication

On Web Connection

On Web Connection
Specific Method

Specific Method
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The main points to note are:
❖ Compiler_Web only runs in response to 4DACTION and 4DCGI. (Note: It only runs

in certain situations for these keywords.)
❖ On Web Authentication runs in response to each keyword.
❖ On Web Connection runs in response to each keyword except 4DACTION.
❖ Specific methods run in response to each keyword except 4DCGI.

The remainder of this chapter compares these behaviors in more detail.

4DACTION
Introduction
4DACTION runs a specific 4D method in non-contextual mode. It may be used to request
an image, as part of a link, to submit a form, or to embed a callback within a semi-dynamic
page. 4DACTION runs code in this sequence:
Compiler_Web (for form submissions in most cases)
On Web Authentication
Specific Method

See the 4DACTION chapter, which starts on page 117, for a complete discussion of this keyword.

4DACTION versus 4DCGI
4DACTION differs from 4DCGI in two ways:
❖ 4DACTION runs a specific method instead of the general On Web Connection

database method.
❖ 4DACTION is documented to run the Compiler_Web-database method. This method

automatically parses incoming Web forms and copies the data into correctly named
and declared process variables. In practice, 4DCGI also runs Compiler_Web.
4DACTION can be convenient, but I strongly recommend using 4DCGI instead of
4DACTION:
❖ 4DCGI provides more flexibility in how HTML fields are named and used, as

discussed in “4DACTION versus 4DCGI”, starting on page 129 of the Handling
HTML Forms chapter.
❖ 4DCGI simplifies initializing and deinitializing objects because all requests pass
through On Web Connection, as discussed in the Web Process Initialization and

Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369.
❖ 4DCGI doesn’t require placing real 4D method names in HTML pages. This feature

can simplify system security and maintenance.
4DACTION versus 4DMETHOD
4DACTION differs from 4DMETHOD in two ways:
❖ 4DACTION runs in non-contextual mode; 4DMETHOD runs in contextual mode.
❖ 4DACTION never runs the On Web Connection database method. 4DMETHOD runs the
On Web Connection method and then the specific method.
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4DACTION versus 4DSCRIPT
4D 6.5 uses 4DACTION instead of 4DSCRIPT to embed method calls within semi-dynamic
pages. This 4D 6.5 feature is confusing because 4DACTION serves three other purposes
that have no relationship with semi-dynamic pages:
❖ Calling a method from a URL in non-contextual mode.
❖ Submitting a form in non-contextual mode.
❖ Requesting a picture in non-contextual mode.

4D 6.7’s 4DSCRIPT keyword replaces the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION, and its syntax
and behavior are identical to the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION in 4D 6.5. 4D 6.7 and
later support the old use of 4DACTION for backward compatibility. With 4D 6.7 or later,
use 4DSCRIPT to increase the clarity of semi-dynamic HTML. See the 4DSCRIPT chapter,
which starts on page 159, for more information about 4DSCRIPT.

4DSCRIPT
4DSCRIPT is unlike the other keywords discussed in this chapter. It is a semi-dynamic
keyword for calling the database to run a specific method belonging to the same category
of 4D HTML tags as 4DHTMLVAR, 4DIF, 4DINCLUDE, 4DLOOP, and 4DVAR. 4D 6.5 reuses
the 4DACTION request keyword as a semi-dynamic tag. Using the same tag as a request
keyword and a semi-dynamic tag—fundamentally different categories—is confusing.
4DSCRIPT replaces the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION in 4D 6.7 and later.
See the Web Feature Summary chapter, which starts on page 99, for an overview of 4D’s HTML keyword
categories. See the Web Processing Steps and 4D Features chapter, which starts on page 103, for a discussion
of where each keyword and Web command can be applied.

4DCGI
Introduction
4DCGI calls the On Web Connection database method in non-contextual mode. It may be
used to request an image, as part of a link, or to submit a form. 4DCGI runs code in this
sequence:
Compiler_Web (for form submissions in most cases)
On Web Authentication
On Web Connection

See the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on page 123, for a complete discussion of this keyword.

4DCGI versus 4DACTION
4DCGI differs from 4DACTION in two ways:
❖ 4DCGI runs the On Web Connection database method instead of a specific method.
❖ 4DCGI is not documented to run the Compiler_Web-database method. In practice,
4DCGI runs Compiler_Web in exactly the same situations as 4DACTION.
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These points lead me to strongly recommend using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION:
❖ 4DACTION requires each HTML form field to have a matching 4D process variable
name declared in Compiler_Web under 4D 6.5. This requirement is difficult to

maintain, and easy to break, and could cause crashes in some versions of 4D 6.5.
❖ 4DCGI provides more flexibility in how HTML fields are named and used. There is

no need to pre-declare process variables. Custom code can store values in local,
process, and interprocess variables and arrays.
❖ 4DCGI simplifies initializing and deinitializing objects because all requests pass
through On Web Connection, as discussed in the Web Process Initialization and

Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369.
❖ Using 4DCGI and 4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION in all cases simplifies

interpreting, parsing, and handling requests, as discussed in the Parsing Requests
chapter, which starts on page 377.
❖ 4DCGI doesn’t require placing real 4D method names in HTML pages. This feature

can simplify system security and maintenance.
4DCGI versus 4DMETHOD
4DCGI differs from 4DMETHOD in two ways:
❖ 4DCGI runs in non-contextual mode; 4DMETHOD runs in contextual mode.
❖ 4DCGI doesn’t run a specific method after running the On Web Connection database
method. On Web Connection must handle the request or call another routine to

handle the request.

4DMETHOD
Introduction
4DMETHOD runs a specific 4D method in contextual mode. It may be used to request an
image, as part of a link, or to submit a form. 4DMETHOD runs code in this sequence:
On Web Authentication
On Web Connection
Specific Method

See the 4DMETHOD chapter, which starts on page 213, for a complete discussion of this keyword.

4DMETHOD versus 4DACTION
4DMETHOD differs from 4DACTION in two ways:
❖ 4DMETHOD runs in contextual mode; 4DACTION runs in non-contextual mode.
❖ 4DMETHOD runs the On Web Connection method and then the specific method.
4DACTION never runs On Web Connection.

4DMETHOD versus 4DCGI
4DCGI differs from 4DMETHOD in two ways:
❖ 4DMETHOD runs in contextual mode; 4DCGI runs in non-contextual mode.
❖ 4DMETHOD runs a specific method after running the On Web Connection database
method. 4DCGI runs the On Web Connection method but doesn’t run a specific

method automatically.
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Introduction
The On Web Connection database method is a centralized location for code to control several kinds of requests on the 4D Web server. When On Web Connection runs, 4D provides
several pieces of information, including the complete HTTP header of the message
request. Code in On Web Connection can:
✓ Respond to contextual-mode requests.
✓ Respond to requests submitted with 4DCGI.
✓ Handle requests for URLs that don’t exist.
✓ Recognize and respond to custom magic URLs.
This chapter reviews the mechanics of On Web Connection, explains how to structure On
Web Connection code, and shows the main uses for this database method.
See the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355, and the Web Process Initialization and
Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369, for descriptions of techniques that use On Web Connection.

Basic Rules for On Web Connection
Parameters
4D defines six text parameters for On Web Connection, summarized here:
On Web Connection parameters

Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$1

Text

Incoming URL, excluding host name.

$2

Text

Incoming HTTP header.

$3

Text

IP address or name of the Web client making the request.

$4

Text

IP address of the server receiving the request.

$5

Text

User name as entered in Web browser.

$6

Text

Password as entered in Web browser.

These parameters and their values are identical to parameters $1-$6 passed by 4D to the
On Web Authentication database method. $1 and $2 always contain values. The other parameters may or may not contain values, depending on the version of 4D and Web security
options selected. If the database is run compiled, these parameters must be explicitly
declared in On Web Connection to prevent errors:
C_TEXT($1)
C_TEXT($2)
C_TEXT($3)
C_TEXT($4)
C_TEXT($5)
C_TEXT($6)

` URL after the server name
` HTTP header
` Client IP address
` Host IP address
` User name
` Password
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The information 4D provides in these parameters is useful in several situations. For example, the URL after the host name lets code determine why the method is running, and the
HTTP header information lets code read cookies returned by the browser. In 4D 6.7, the
contents of the incoming header can be parsed with the GET HTTP HEADER command and
the contents of incoming forms can be parsed by the GET WEB FORM VARIABLES command.
See the On Web Connection in the Web Core database. It includes a complete system for managing incoming
requests.
The Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, describes HTTP headers, form data, URLs, and cookies
in more detail.

Responding to a Request
The On Web Connection method is not a function. It doesn’t respond to the browser through
4D’s $0 result parameter. Results are sent with any one of the HTML response commands:
SEND HTML BLOB
SEND HTML FILE
SEND HTML TEXT
SEND HTTP REDIRECT

When On Web Connection Runs
4D provides several mechanisms for calling the database from the Web. Some of these
techniques invoke On Web Connection, others don’t. This table summarizes when On Web
Connection runs:
When On Web Connection runs

Request

Type

Runs

Automatic Web context starts

Link

✓

Valid document request (a good URL)

Link

Invalid document request (a bad URL)

Link

Magic 4D URLs

Link

4DACTION

Link or form

4DCGI

Link or form

✓

4DMETHOD

Link

✓

4DSSI

Internal request

4DHTMLVAR

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DIF

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DINCLUDE

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DLOOP

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DSCRIPT

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DVAR

Semi-dynamic keyword

✓

4DSSI is an undocumented internal request system. See “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the
Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, for more details.

On Web Connection runs only once for any page request, unlike On Web Authentication,
which also runs once for each embedded 4DSCRIPT callback. This feature makes On Web
Connection the ideal location for initialization and deinitialization code, as recommended in

the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369.
There is one fine point to add to this general rule: a single page may involve more than
one request. How can this happen? Pictures within a page are not served simultaneously
with the text of the page. The browser downloads the page, finds the image tag, and sends
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a new request to fetch the picture. If the picture is being served by a call to 4DCGI, On
Web Connection runs again for the picture request, possibly in a different process than the
one that handled the original request for the page. This is not a bug or a problem of any
kind. It is a natural result of how browsers work.
To coordinate pictures and the page that includes them within 4D, see “Passing Information between Processes or
Servers with Pictures”, starting on page 275 of the Special Picture Techniques chapter.
See “How Picture Serving Works on the Web”, starting on page 258 of the Serving Pictures chapter, for more
information on how Web browsers and Web servers handle pictures.

The Difference between a Bad URL and 4DCGI
4DCGI and a bad document request appear to be identical. In each case, On Web Connection runs, and the database is free to respond to the request. It seems like it should,
therefore, be possible to submit forms with any URL:
<form
action="connect_with_huge_sql_database/CustomerSearch"
method="post">

A form submitted to 4D with this action does cause On Web Connection to run. However,
4D strips all HTML form data sent with POST out of the incoming HTTP header before the
data can be read by custom parsers or the GET WEB FORM VARIABLES command. Hopefully
this behavior will be eliminated in a future version of 4D.

Structuring the Code in On Web Connection
It should be obvious by now that On Web Connection runs for a variety of unrelated reasons.
Each request can be handled directly in On Web Connection, by calling subroutines, or
through a combination of the two approaches. Putting the code directly in On Web Connection quickly makes the method large, difficult to navigate, and unmanageable. There is also
no straightforward way to reuse code stored in On Web Connection from other parts of the
database. Systems are easier to write and reuse when On Web Connection passes requests
to more specific project methods. Let’s look at this technique in pseudo-code:
Case of
:(This is a contextual Web connection.)
Contextual Web Handler
:(This is a 4DCGI call)
4DCGI Handler
:(This is an unknown URL)
Unknown URL Handler
End case

The On Web Connection method in the Web Core database implements this code with some
refinements. Below is how this approach looks schematically:
On Web Connection
Examine incoming request
Dispatch request to specific handler

Context Handler
Examine incoming request
Call project method or 4D command

4DCGI Handler
Examine incoming request
Call project method that responds with
SEND HTML FILE,
SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML TEXT, or
SEND HTTP REDIRECT

Unknown URL Handler
Examine incoming URL
Call project method that responds with
SEND HTML FILE,
SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML TEXT, or
SEND HTTP REDIRECT
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Unknown URLs
4D can serve images, static Web pages, PDF files, and other documents in the same manner as a traditional Web server. When the 4D Web server receives a request for a document
that exists, it serves the document without running any custom code in the database. When
4D receives an unrecognized requested, however, it runs On Web Connection to handle the
request. This deceptively simple feature is one of the most powerful tools in the 4D Web
server. Several different techniques described in individual chapters depend on this
behavior:
❖ Send Custom Error Pages

Send custom errors that help users find what they need, as discussed in the Custom
Error Pages chapter, which starts on page 331.
❖ Password Protect Pages

Control access to pages on the site, as discussed in the Virtual Paths chapter, which
starts on page 355.
❖ Disguise Dynamic Pages

Use regular file extensions like.htm, for dynamic content, as discussed in the
Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355.
❖ Create Custom Magic URLs

Add magic URLs to return information or perform commands on the server, as
discussed in the Custom Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 359.
On Web Connection only runs in response to a bad URL request from a browser. If the database tries to send a
non-existent file with SEND HTML FILE, or if a 4DACTION or 4DMETHOD link is incorrect, On Web Connection

doesn’t run, and an error is returned to the browser.

Contextual Mode Requests
On Web Connection runs when a new Web context starts. This behavior makes it the ideal

location for initialization, logging, and access control. New Web contexts start in two ways:
❖ The database preferences are set to start a new Web context for new connections.
❖ The 4D Web server receives a request starting with 4DMETHOD.

When a new connection starts automatically, $1 in On Web Connection is equal to “/”. The
database method can supply a custom response or let 4D translate menu bar 1 for the user.
For more information on contextual mode, see the Working with Contextual Mode chapter, which starts on
page 201.

4DCGI Calls
On Web Connection runs whenever 4DCGI is used in a link, with an image request, or to

submit a form. Use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION to run all non-contextual action requests
through On Web Connection.
4DCGI is discussed in more detail in the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on page 123, and in the Handling HTML
Forms chapter, which starts on page 127.
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Section Summary
4D’s non-contextual Web server acts as a regular Web server or as a combined database,
Web server, and application server. This section discusses the main tools and features of
4D’s non-contextual mode. Semi-dynamic pages, an important part of the non-contextual
system, is a large enough subject for a section of its own. See the Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on page 143, for thorough coverage.

Chapters at a Glance
■

4DACTION
4DACTION enables Web pages to call specific 4D methods directly. 4DACTION can be
used to serve images, process forms, and respond to URLs. In 4D 6.5, it also serves the
role of the 4DSCRIPT semi-dynamic tag. This chapter explains each of 4DACTION’s
applications in detail.

■

4DCGI
4DCGI enables Web pages to call the On Web Connection database method with a descriptive string. In systems that use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION, On Web Connection
becomes a central point for incoming requests without revealing the names of specific
4D methods. 4DCGI can be used to serve pictures, process forms, and respond to
URLs. This chapter explains each of 4DCGI’s applications in detail.

■

Handling HTML Forms
HTML forms are a basic tool for creating interactive Web sites. This chapter explains
how Web forms work and how 4D handles them. 4D’s Compiler_Web system and the
differences between 4DCGI and 4DACTION are explained in detail.

■

Uploading Files
The 4D Web server includes support for file upload. This chapter explains how to write
HTML forms that enable users to select files for upload to 4D. It also discusses how to
handle the results in 4D.

■

Magic URLs
The 4D Web server includes five commands called from the Web through magic URLs.
These URLs don’t correspond to any document on the Web server. They are short-cuts
to features and commands inside the 4D Web server. This chapter explains each of
4D’s magic URLs.
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Introduction
4D includes custom HTML keywords and magic URLs that enable Web sites to combine
dynamic database data and calculations with static HTML. The 4DACTION keyword calls a
specific database method in non-contextual mode. 4DMETHOD is its contextual-mode
equivalent. 4DACTION can be used in several ways:
✓ Calling a method from a URL
Including 4DACTION in a URL tells 4D to run a specific routine in non-contextual
mode.
✓ Submitting a form
Submitting HTML forms with 4DACTION tells 4D to automatically copy the HTML
form variables into 4D variables with the same name.
✓ Requesting a picture
Requesting a picture with 4DACTION tells 4D run a specific method to handle the
request. The method can serve dynamic pictures, PICT resources, color icons, or
images from the picture library.
✓ Inserting text from a method into a semi-dynamic page
Embedding 4DACTION in a comment within a semi-dynamic page tells 4D to insert
the results of the method into the page. The method can return any valid text or
HTML in the $0 parameter, including text read from external documents, the results
of calculations, or information read from records. This use of 4DACTION is replaced
by 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and later.
✓ Calling a method from a semi-dynamic page
Semi-dynamic pages can include 4D variables, fields, and expressions embedded
with the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR keywords discussed in the 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163. Embedding 4DACTION in a comment within a semi-dynamic page tells 4D to run the method. The method can populate variables, build arrays, and load records used further down in the semidynamic page. This use of 4DACTION is replaced by 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and later.
4DACTION is one tool with many applications. The exact syntax, features, and chain of
events depend on how and where 4DACTION is used. This chapter explains and compares
the general mechanics of 4DACTION’s different uses.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for a comparison.
The use of 4DACTION as a semi-dynamic tag is replaced in 4D 6.7 and later by 4DSCRIPT. See the 4DSCRIPT
chapter, which starts on page 159, for complete information about semi-dynamic callbacks.
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Mechanics
Request Syntax
The basic syntax of a 4DACTION request is illustrated here:
/4daction/MethodName/TextParameter

The 4DACTION HTML keyword is followed by a / delimiter and a method name. Optionally, the method name may be followed by a / delimiter and a single text parameter. This
table shows some examples of how to include 4DACTION calls in HTML for different
purposes.
4DACTION syntax

Use

Example

Request a picture

<img src="/4daction/Method/TextParameter">

Call a routine from a URL

<a href="/4daction/Method/TextParameter">Link text</a>

Submit a form

<form
action="/4daction/Method/TextParameter"
method="post">

Semi-dynamic page

<!--4daction/Method/TextParameter-->

Starting the request with the / character instructs the browser to ask for the action starting at the root of the Web
folder. This is what 4D expects as each 4D HTML request keywords is handled like an invisible directory in the Web
folder. See the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307, for more information on 4D’s HTML
keywords and relative URLs.

Parameter Declarations
It is possible to pass one text parameter to a method called with 4DACTION. Text can be
returned from methods called by 4DACTION within comments in a semi-dynamic page.
(Use 4DSCRIPT instead in 4D 6.7 and later.) It is necessary to declare $1 and $0 as type
text in every routine that is called by 4DACTION if the database is used in compiled mode.
Here is the skeleton of a 4DACTION method:
` If you call a routine with 4DACTION you _must_ declare
` $0 and $1 as text. You don’t need to use these parameters.
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
$0:=""

Get into the habit of declaring these parameters as soon as you create a method called by
4DACTION even if you are not using the parameters.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks” in the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, for details on
how to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web. See the Reusing Existing Code on the Web chapter,
which starts on page 393, for a discussion of techniques for reusing existing methods without Web-compatible
parameter lists.
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Introduction
Methods called with 4DACTION can return information to the Web browser. What can be
returned, and how, depends on how 4DACTION is used. This table summarizes the
possibilities:
Returning information from 4DACTION

Use

Return Information to the Browser

Request a picture

Text in $0 is ignored.

Call a routine from a URL

Send an image file with SEND HTML BLOB.
Text in $0 is ignored.

Submit a form

Use the SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP
REDIRECT command to reply to the browser.
Text in $0 is ignored.

Semi-dynamic page

Use the SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP
REDIRECT command to reply to the browser.
Text in $0 is inserted into the Web page. Use 4DSCRIPT for this purpose in 4D 6.7
and later.
The SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML TEXT, and SEND HTTP
REDIRECT commands are ignored if they are used.

You can always assign a result to $0 inside the method called by 4DACTION, but $0 is only
used when 4DACTION is called from within a comment in a semi-dynamic page. (In
4D 6.7 and later, 4DSCRIPT should be used for this purpose instead of 4DACTION.) When
programming a method that is called with 4DACTION, you must know how the command
is used in your HTML. It may be helpful to think of 4DACTION as four different
commands:
Use

Fictitious Name for This Use of 4DACTION

Requesting a picture
Calling a routine from a URL
Submitting a form
Semi-dynamic callback

4DMethodThatSendsPicture
4DMethodThatRunsWhenLinkIsClicked
4DMethodThatRunsWhenWebFormIsSent
4DMethodThatReturnsText

These are fictitious names, not official synonyms for 4DACTION, but they do reflect how
the different uses of 4DACTION are designed and implemented.
Special Note: Returning Data as HTML
Text returned to a semi-dynamic page through a 4DACTION callback is automatically converted to HTML. If the text already contains HTML tags, precede the results with the value
Char(1). Below is an example showing the difference that starting $0 with Char(1) makes:

See “4DVAR versus 4DHTMLVAR”, starting on page 167 of the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, for more details
on 4D’s two methods of interpreting text inserted into a semi-dynamic page.
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Chain of Events
Introduction
The sequence of events that takes place with 4DACTION depends on how it is used. In
every case the On Web Authentication database method runs, if it exists, before anything else
happens. This method gives the database a chance to validate users before processing
their requests. This section summarizes and illustrates the sequence of events for each
application of 4DACTION.
Summary
Below is a summary of the chain of events for each use of 4DACTION. Each use is
explained and diagrammed in detail below. A ✓ indicates that the method named in that
column runs in response to the events described in the corresponding row.
Comparison of the chain of events for different uses of 4DACTION

Task

HTTP
Method

URL

4D
Version

Link

GET

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

Good

6.5

✓

Bad

6.5

✓

Good

6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

Image

Form

Form

Embedded
callback

GET

GET

POST

N/A

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for comparisons of each of 4D’s HTML
keywords and special tags.

Semi-Dynamic Page
When a 4DACTION tag is embedded in a semi-dynamic page, 4D first runs the On Web
Authentication method, then the method specified with 4DACTION, and finally inserts the
contents of $0 into the HTML of the Web page.
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Calback
Callback

Error text

Text in $0

Use 4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION to embed methods in semi-dynamic pages with 4D 6.7 and later.

See “Semi-Dynamic Callbacks”, starting on page 153 of the Working with Semi-Dynamic Pages chapter, for
more information on embedding callbacks in semi-dynamic pages.
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Chain of Events
4DACTION in a Link
When a request for a 4DACTION URL is submitted to the database, 4D first runs the On
Web Authentication method, then the method specified with 4DACTION. The method is free
to return any valid response to the browser with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND
HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
On Web
True
OnAuthentication
Web Authentication

MethodMethod
True SpecificSpecific

False False
Link

Link

Password
challenge
Password
challenge

Response
Page Page
Response

Requesting a Picture
When an image source reference including 4DACTION is submitted to the database, 4D
first runs the On Web Authentication method, then the method specified with 4DACTION.
The code should return an image file with SEND HTML BLOB.
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Get image

Password challenge

Picture

Picture-serving is discussed in detail in the Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257.

Submitting a Form
When an HTML form is submitted with 4DACTION, the browser packs the form data
together and sends it to 4D. 4D first runs the Compiler_Web method, then the On Web Authentication method, and finally the specific method requested to handle the form. (Under
4D 6.5, Compiler_Web doesn’t run in response to forms submitted with the HTTP GET
method.) If Compiler_Web runs, 4D automatically copies the values from the HTML form
fields into identically named and declared 4D variables after Compiler_Web finishes and On
Web Authentication starts. The specific method called is free to return any valid response to
the browser with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
Submitting a form with 4DACTION and the HTTP GET method under 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Submitting a form with 4DACTION:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Form handling with 4DACTION and 4DCGI is discussed in the Handling HTML Forms chapter, which starts on
page 127.
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CHAPTER

4DCGI

18

Introduction
4D includes custom HTML keywords and magic URLs that enable Web sites to combine
dynamic database data and calculations with static HTML. The non-contextual Web server
supports two similar request keywords, 4DACTION and 4DCGI. The difference between
the two is that 4DACTION calls a specific custom project method and 4DCGI calls the general On Web Connection database. 4DCGI can be used for several purposes:
✓ Handling custom magic URLs
Including 4DCGI in a URL tells 4D to run the On Web Connection database method
in non-contextual mode. On Web Connection can recognize specific URLs as shortcuts to features and commands inside the system. This technique is explained in
detail in the Custom Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 359.
✓ Serving virtual documents
Including 4DCGI in a URL tells 4D to run the On Web Connection database method
in non-contextual mode. On Web Connection can handle the request with completely
dynamic HTML, a document, or redirection to a different URL.
✓ Handling forms
Submitting an HTML form with 4DCGI tells 4D to automatically copy the HTML
form variables into 4D variables with the same name and then run the On Web Connection database method to handle the request.
✓ Serving pictures
Requesting a picture with 4DCGI tells 4D to run the On Web Connection database
method to handle the request. On Web Connection can serve dynamic pictures, PICT
resources, color icons, and images from the picture library.
4DCGI is a tool with many applications. The exact syntax, features, and chain of events
depend on how and where 4DCGI is used. This chapter explains and compares the general mechanics of 4DCGI’s different uses.
The name 4DCGI is misleading since it has nothing to do with CGI. A better name for the keyword would be
CALL4D or 4DREQUEST. See 4D and CGI chapter, which starts on page 49, for more information on 4D and CGI.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for a comparison.

Mechanics
Request Syntax
The syntax of a 4DCGI request is illustrated here:
/4dcgi/AnyStringYouLike/MoreTextIfYouLike

The 4DCGI HTML keyword is followed by a / symbol and a descriptive string. The string
doesn’t need to correspond to any document on the server machine or any method in the
database. 4DCGI provides complete freedom about what information is included in the
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URL. When the database receives a 4DCGI request, the On Web Connection database
method runs to handle it. This table shows some examples of how to include 4DCGI calls
in HTML for different purposes:
4DCGI syntax

Use

Example

Request a picture

<img src="/4dcgi/GetPicture/CustomerIcon">

Call a routine from a URL

<a href="/4dcgi/SendHomePage">Home</a>

Submit a form

<form
action="/4dcgi/CustomerSearch"
method="post">

Starting the request with the / character instructs the browser to ask for the action starting at the root of the Web
folder. This is what 4D expects as each 4D HTML request keyword is handled like an invisible directory in the Web
folder. See the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307, for more information on 4D’s HTML
keywords and relative URLs.

Chain of Events
Introduction
The sequence of events that takes place with 4DCGI depends on how it is used. In every
case, the On Web Authentication database method runs, if it exists, before anything else happens. This method gives the database a chance to validate users before processing their
requests. This section summarizes and illustrates the sequence of events for each application of 4DCGI.
Summary
This table summarizes the chain of events for each use of 4DCGI. Each use is explained
and diagrammed in detail below. A ✓ indicates that the method named in that column runs
in response to the events described by that row.
Comparison of the chain of events for different uses of 4DCGI

Task

HTTP
Method

URL

4D
Version

Link

GET

Good

Image

Form

Form

GET

GET

POST

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5

✓

✓

Bad

6.5

✓

✓

Good

6.7

✓

✓

✓

Bad

6.7

✓

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

Compiler_Web

Specific
Method

See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for comparisons of each of 4D’s HTML
keywords and special tags.
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Chain of Events
4DCGI in a Link
When a 4DCGI URL is submitted to the database, 4D first runs the On Web Authentication
method, then the On Web Connection method. The On Web Connection method is free to
return any valid response to the browser with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML
TEXT, or SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
Calling 4D with 4DCGI from a URL:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Link

Password challenge

Response Page

Submitting a Form
When an HTML form is submitted with 4DCGI, the browser packs the form data together
and sends it to 4D. 4D first runs the Compiler_Web method, then the On Web Authentication
method, and finally the On Web Connection method. (Under 4D 6.5, Compiler_Web doesn’t
run in response to forms submitted with the HTTP GET method.) If Compiler_Web runs, 4D
automatically copies the values from the HTML form fields into identically named and
declared 4D variables between the time Compiler_Web finishes and On Web Authentication
starts. On Web Connection is free to return any valid response to the browser with SEND
HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
Submitting a form with 4DCGI and the HTTP GET method under 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Submitting a form with 4DCGI in all other situations:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Form handling with 4DACTION and 4DCGI is discussed in detail in the Handling HTML Forms chapter, which
starts on page 127.

Requesting a Picture
When an image source reference including 4DCGI is submitted to the database, 4D first
runs the On Web Authentication method, then the On Web Connection method. The 4DCGI
tag can pass extra information in the URL to tell On Web Connection what picture to return.
The code should return an image file with SEND HTML BLOB.
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Requesting a picture with 4DCGI:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Get image

Password challenge

Picture

Picture-serving is discussed in detail in the Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257.

4DCGI and On Web Connection
The On Web Connection database method is the control center for 4DCGI requests. The $1
parameter of On Web Connection contains any string included after /4DCGI/. The code in
On Web Connection reads the value of $1 to take a course of action, as illustrated by this
code fragment:
Case of
: ($1="/4DCGI/SendHomePage")
SEND HTML FILE("pages/home.htm")
: ($1="/4DCGI/Redirect/4D.COM@")
SEND HTTP REDIRECT("http://www.4D.com/")
: ($1="/4DCGI/checkServer@")
` Send back a text string that shows that the server is responding to requests
SEND HTML TEXT("Yes: The server is running.")
Else ` Unrecognized request. Send an error page.
SEND HTML FILE("errors/pageNotFound.htm")
End case

On Web Connection, or a subroutine it calls, can send the browser any valid response,
including a Web page sent with SEND HTML FILE; dynamic HTML generated in the database
and sent with SEND HTML BLOB or SEND HTML TEXT; a document sent with SEND HTML BLOB;
or redirection to another URL sent with SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
See the On Web Connection chapter, which starts on page 111, for complete details on working with On Web
Connection.
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Handling HTML Forms
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Introduction
Forms are an essential component in Web-database systems. They are the most flexible
interactive element in standard HTML. 4D Web systems can use forms for:
✓ Searching the database.
✓ Editing records.
✓ Uploading pictures and other documents from a browser.
✓ Sending users text within a scrollable text area for simple copying.
The 4D non-contextual Web server accepts forms submitted with 4DCGI or 4DACTION.
This chapter reviews how HTML form submissions work, compares the two 4D HTML
request keywords, and explains how to handle Web forms in 4D.
See the HTML Form Tricks and Traps chapter, which starts on page 301, for details about common HTML form
gotchas.

Form Handling
Form Handling Code
Web servers don’t know how to respond to forms. When users search on a Web site, the
Web server doesn’t normally perform the search. Another piece of software handles the
request for the Web server and provides a response to send back to the browser. The other
piece of software may be an integrated Web server module, an outside program, or, in 4D’s
case, custom code in the database.
Form Handling Steps
When users submit a form, the following steps occur:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The browser formats the data for submission.
The browser sends the data as a request to the Web server.
The Web server receives the request, including the form data.
The Web server reads the request to see which program, module, or code handles this form.
The Web server sends the request and form data to the program that handles the form.
The Web server waits for a response from the code that handles the form.
The code handling the form parses the form data.
The code handling the form performs the requested action, for example, searching or adding a
record.
9) The code handling the form prepares a response for the user.
10) The code handling the form sends a response to the Web server.
11) The Web server sends the response back to the browser.
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4D’s non-contextual Web server automates and simplifies these steps. Here is a summary
of the steps in 4D:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The browser formats the data for submission.
The browser sends the data as a request to 4D.
4D receives the request, including the form data.
4D parses the form, and may automatically copy HTML form variables into process variables.
4D reads the request to see which method handles this form.
4D calls the method that handles the form.
The method handling the form performs the requested action, for example, searching or adding a
record.
8) The method handling the form responds to the browser with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML TEXT, or SEND HTTP REDIRECT.

As you see, when the Web browser submits a form, 4D calls a method to handle the
request. With this feature, it becomes possible to use all the data in the database and
almost everything in the 4D language to handle the form. The exact sequence of events
when 4D receives a form depends on the HTTP method specified in the form, the 4D keyword used, and the version of 4D. We will look at how to define HTML forms and then
return to how the different form options interact with 4D.

Defining an HTML Form
A Simple Form
HTML forms can include input areas, buttons, scrollable areas, pop-ups, check-boxes,
radio-buttons, text, and static pictures. This form has one input area and one button:

Here is the HTML for this form:
<form
action="/4daction/Web_Search"
method="post">
<input
type="text"
name="Web_Search_t"
value=""
size="20"
length="20">
<p>
<input
type="submit"
name="Web_Submit_t"
value="Search">
</form>
If you’re new to HTML, see the HTML and Web Resources chapter, which starts on page 279, for suggested HTML
references.
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4DACTION versus 4DCGI
GET versus POST
GET and POST are Web request methods defined by HTTP. These methods are supported
by all Web servers, not just 4D. Every HTML form must specify one of these request methods. The difference between these two HTTP methods is how browsers send the form
data, and how much data a form can include. This table summarizes the key differences.
GET and POST HTTP form submission methods compared

Attribute

GET

POST

How the data is sent.

The form fields are packaged together
and sent as one long URL.

The form fields are packaged and sent at
the end of the HTTP request.

Size limit.

There is no defined length limit. Some
browsers implement limits, such as no
more than 600 or 1024 characters.

There is no defined length limit. Some
browsers implement limits, such as no
more than 6,000 characters per text area.

Can upload documents.

No.

Yes.

4D 6.5 also handles the two methods differently, as detailed in “Sequence of Events”, starting on page 130 of this chapter. Unless there is a specific reason for preferring GET, use
the POST method.
For more details on HTTP requests and requests methods, see “HTTP Requests”, starting on page 323 of the HTTP
Fundamentals chapter.

4DACTION versus 4DCGI
Introduction
Forms can be submitted to 4D in non-contextual mode using 4DACTION or 4DCGI. The
main differences between these keywords are:
❖ 4DACTION calls a specific method and 4DCGI calls the general On Web Connection

method.
❖ 4DACTION is documented to automatically parse Web forms and copy the contents
into properly declared process variables using the Compiler_Web system. Despite the

documentation, 4DCGI behaves identically to 4DACTION in this respect.
The main practical difference between 4DACTION and 4DCGI occurs when the HTML
form action lists an actual 4D method name or a string that is read and interpreted by On
Web Connection. The automatic form parsing feature is implemented through a custom
method called Compiler_Web. This is one of the most widely misunderstood 4D Web features, so we will look at it in detail in “Compiler_Web”, starting on page 131 of this chapter.
I strongly recommend using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION because:
❖ 4DACTION requires each HTML form field to have a matching 4D process variable
name declared in Compiler_Web under 4D 6.5. This system is difficult to maintain,

easy to break, and can crash some versions of 4D 6.5.
❖ 4DCGI provides more flexibility in how HTML fields are named and used. Instead

of pre-declaring process variables, local variables and arrays can be used.
❖ 4DCGI simplifies initializing and deinitializing objects because all requests pass
through On Web Connection, as discussed in the Web Process Initialization and

Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369.
❖ 4DCGI doesn’t require placing real 4D method names in HTML pages; therefore,

system security is increased and maintenance is simplified.
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Specifying how the Form Interacts with 4D
The action and method attributes of the <form> tag determine how 4D handles the
form. This table summarizes the possibilities. A ✓ indicates that the method named in that
column runs in response to the events described by that row.
Comparison of non-contextual form submission keywords

Keyword

HTTP
Method

4D
Version

4DACTION

GET

6.5

4DCGI

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓

✓

6.7

✓

✓

✓

POST

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

GET

6.5

POST

✓

✓

6.7

✓

✓

✓

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

Using 4D 6.5, Compiler_Web only runs when the form submission method is specified as
POST. Under 4D 6.7 and later, the Compiler_Web runs for all non-contextual form
submissions.
See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for a complete overview of the chain
of events for every 4D HTML keyword.

Sequence of Events
These illustrations show the difference in the sequence of events that occur when 4D
receives a form submitted with 4DACTION and 4DCGI. In each case, the On Web Authentication method runs if it exists.
Submitting a form with 4DACTION and GET with 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Form

Password challenge

Response Page

Submitting a form with 4DCGI and GET with 4D 6.5:
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Form
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Password challenge

Response Page

Compiler_Web
Submitting a form with 4DACTION and POST and 4D 6.5, or with GET or POST and 4D 6.7:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Password challenge

Form

Response Page

Submitting a form with 4DCGI and POST and 4D 6.5, or with GET or POST and 4D 6.7:
Compiler_Web

On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

False
Password challenge

Form

Response Page

Compiler_Web
Introduction
To understand what Compiler_Web does, it is necessary to first understand the problem it
solves. When a browser submits a form, it packages the field names and values together
and sends them as a request to the Web server. Below is an example of submitted form
data:
Web_Search_t=skutch&Web_Submit_t=Search

The form fields are sent in different parts of the HTTP request, depending on the method
used. This request fragment shows that a form submitted with GET is sent as a single long
URL:
GET /4daction/Web_Search?Web_Search_t=skutch&Web_Submit_t=Search HTTP/1.1

The following request fragment shows that a form submitted with POST is sent as a separate section of the request:
POST /4daction/Web_Search HTTP/1.1
Content-length: 39
Web_Search_t=skutch&Web_Submit_t=Search

The form names and values—not how they are packaged—concern developers. Here the
sample values are parsed into two columns:
Field
Web_Search_t
Web_Submit_t

Value
skutch
Search

Finding the form fields and values in the HTTP message and parsing them is a nuisance.
The Compiler_Web system eliminates the need to do any parsing as long as properly named
and declared process variables are in place. Unfortunately, this system only works with
process variables declared in the Design environment. The 4D 6.7 command GET WEB
FORM VARIABLES is an easy-to-use alternative to Compiler_Web that does not require process
variables. The rest of this section looks at how Compiler_Web works in detail and describes
alternatives to it.
For more information on HTTP requests, see the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, and the
Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377.
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When Compiler_Web Runs
The 4D documentation indicates that Compiler_Web runs in response to forms sent using
POST and the 4DACTION keyword. Testing reveals that Compiler_Web runs in these
situations:
❖ 4DCGI or 4DACTION and POST in 4D 6.5 and later.
❖ 4DCGI or 4DACTION and GET in 4D 6.7 and later.

What Compiler_Web Does
Compiler_Web is a centralized location for declaring process variables that are named iden-

tically to HTML form fields included in forms submitted to 4D. Below is the chain of events
occurring when Compiler_Web runs:
❖ 4D runs the Compiler_Web method.
❖ 4D parses the incoming Web form and copies HTML fields into identically named

4D process variables, if found.
❖ 4D runs the On Web Authentication method.
❖ If the form was submitted with 4DCGI, 4D runs the On Web Connection method.

If the form was submitted with 4DACTION, 4D runs the requested method.
For example, imagine the following Compiler_Web method:
C_TEXT(Web_Search_t)
C_TEXT(Web_Submit_t)

If the search form shown earlier in this chapter is submitted, the Web fields are automatically copied into these 4D process variables just after Compiler_Web finishes and before
On Web Authentication runs. The Debugger shows that the values are present as soon as
On Web Authentication starts:

Using the Compiler_Web Method for Other Purposes
The Compiler_Web method is intended to hold process variable declarations needed by the
4D automatic HTML parsing system. However, Compiler_Web can be used to run other
code. It is perfectly safe to use Compiler_Web to create records, do searches, initialize
arrays, or populate variables directly.
4D’s automatic parsing and variable assignment system copies the values from the Web form into 4D process
variables after Compiler_Web runs. Therefore, custom code in Compiler_Web can’t use the values of incoming fields.
See the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369, for a comparison of
initialization strategies.
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Compiler_Web
Compiler_Web and GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
Some developers find Compiler_Web too restrictive, incompatible with their programming
style, or badly matched to their Web system’s design. Since incoming field values are
placed in $2 of On Web Authentication and On Web Connection, it is possible to extract the
incoming values without using the Compiler_Web system. Under 4D 6.5, this process
requires custom parsing code. Under 4D 6.7, the GET WEB FORM VARIABLES command eliminates the need for most custom parsing. The command may also be called from any
method, not just within On Web Authentication and On Web Connection. This simple 4D 6.7
code fragment parses incoming form fields:
ARRAY TEXT($webFieldNames_at;0)
ARRAY TEXT($webFieldValues_at;0)
GET WEB FORM VARIABLES($webFieldNames_at;$webFieldValues_at)

This HTTP request fragment includes two field names and their values:
Web_Search_t=skutch&Web_Submit_t=Search

After this code runs, the arrays have these contents:
Element

$webFieldNames_at

$webFieldValues_at

1

Web_Search_t

skutch

2

Web_Submit_t

Search

If you prefer not to store program data in process variables, the GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
command is a great alternative to the Compiler_Web system.
See the Uploading Files chapter, which starts on page 135, for one situation where the Compiler_Web method is
extremely convenient.
If you are using Active4D, there is no need to do any parsing within 4D itself. Active4D automatically parses all
incoming Web form data. See the Active4D chapter, which starts on page 43, for more information on Active4D.
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Uploading Files
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Introduction
Web browsers and Web servers can support uploading files from the client to the server.
File uploads are an excellent way to overcome some of HTML’s limitations, like the inability to add pictures directly to forms. The 4D Web server has supported HTTP file uploads
since 4D 6.5. This chapter explains how HTTP file uploads work and describes how to
implement them in 4D. The Web Core database and Web pages include a file upload
demonstration.

An HTML File Upload Form
The user interface for Web file uploads is built through an HTML form. which includes an
entry area for a file name on the browser machine:

An HTML form for uploading files.

This is the HTML that defines the form:
<form
action="/4dcgi/HandleDocumentUpload"
method="post"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<input
type="file"
name="WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x"
accept="text/html">
<p>
<input
type="submit"
name="submit"
value="Upload">
</form>
The action in the sample form is /4dcgi/HandleDocumentUpload. The action could also be a 4DACTION request, like
/4daction/WebRequestHandleUpload. Both keywords can accept uploaded documents through the Compiler_Web
system. See “Compiler_Web”, starting on page 131 of the Handling HTML Forms chapter, for more details.
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There are several important details in this form:
❖ The form definition attribute enctype="multipart/form-data" tells the

browser that the form may attach files. The browser sends the form and the attached
document to 4D in a multi-part message.
❖ The form method is POST. This is necessary for the browser to upload the
document, and triggers 4D to run the Compiler_Web method, if it exists, when the

form is received.
❖ The file field definition attribute type="file" tells the browser to create a file

selection interface. It is up to each browser to decide how to implement the file
upload form interface. Typically, browsers create an entry area for the document
path, and a button with a label like Browse. The user can use the Browse... button to
choose a file with a platform-appropriate file selector dialog:
The input area and Browse... button shown in the browser:

Selecting a document on the Mac OS:

Browsers typically set the text area automatically after the user selects a document:

Selecting a document on Windows:

❖ The file field definition attribute accept="text/html" tells the browser to filter

the files which the user can select. If this attribute is enforced by the browser, the
user can’t, for example, attempt to upload an application file through this form. See
the MIME chapter, which starts on page 315, for more information on MIME
handling.
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What Happens when the User Submits the Form
❖ The file field attribute name="WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x" binds the
uploaded file data to a 4D variable named WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x. Use a BLOB
process variable declared in the Compiler_Web method for the uploaded document.

What Happens when the User Submits the Form
Sequence of Events
When the user submits the Web form, the following events occur:
1) The browser prepares the form data and sends it to 4D.
2) 4D runs the method Compiler_Web. The BLOB variable named in the form must be declared here.
3) 4D extracts the Web form data—including the uploaded file—from the information sent by the
browser. 4D copies the file information into the variable WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x.
4) 4D runs the On Web Authentication method. If this method returns False, processing stops.
5) 4D runs the On Web Connection database method, which handles the incoming document. If the
form uses 4DACTION instead of 4DCGI, the specific project method named in the HTML form
runs to handle the request.

Processing the Uploaded Document
When the browser submits a form it sends a lot of information, including the uploaded
document. In this example a document named DocumentWithOneLine.txt with one
line of text is uploaded:
This document contains a single line of text.

Below is an example of the complete incoming HTTP request when this document is
uploaded:
POST /4dcgi/HandleDocumentUpload HTTP/1.0
Referer: http://www.example.com/pages/forms/UploadForm.shtm
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.7 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Host: 127.0.0.1
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/png, */*
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Accept-Language: en
Accept-Charset: iso-8859-1,*,utf-8
Content-type: multipart/form-data; boundary=--------------------------15687259612821
Content-Length: 347
-----------------------------15687259612821
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x"; filename="DocumentWithOneLine.txt"
This document contains a single line of text.
-----------------------------15687259612821
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="submit"
Upload
-----------------------------15687259612821--

As you can imagine, it takes some effort to extract the document data from this message.
Fortunately, 4D does most of the work automatically. Below is an example of what 4D
copies into the WebDemo_UploadedFileBlob_x variable from the submission shown above:
; filename="DocumentWithOneLine.txt"
This document contains a single line of text.
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4D conveniently strips out everything except the document’s description and content. The
WebRequestParseUploadedDocument method in the Web Core database includes code to
extract the document’s name, its type if it is included, and its contents.

Limits and Risks
Introduction
Before adding file upload to a site, you should prepare to deal with some possible irregularities and problems. File upload is supported inconsistently in different browsers and can
take unacceptable amounts of memory. This section reviews some problems to watch out
for.
Browser Inconsistencies
File upload is imperfectly and irregularly supported by different browsers. The same Web
form may behave very differently in different browsers. Here are some examples.
❖ Netscape Communicator 4.7 under Windows NT includes the full path name of the

source document. Netscape Communicator 4.7 under Mac OS includes the
document name without the path. The only way to discover browser
inconsistencies like this is to test every browser version and operating system
version combination.
❖ The accept attribute of the field definition should control which documents the

browser enables the user to select. This feature is not well implemented on Mac OS.
❖ The user can circumvent the accept attribute by typing in a complete pathname.
❖ Some versions of some browsers impose undocumented file length restrictions.
❖ Some versions of some browsers freeze when attempting to upload files,

particularly large files.
❖ Some versions of some browsers don’t provide reasonable user feedback about the

upload process. The browser may appear to freeze while it is uploading.
Memory
The entire uploaded document must fit into a BLOB in 4D. BLOBs require contiguous
memory. If there is not enough contiguous memory to hold the entire document, the
upload fails. To support large files, increase the memory available to 4D. However, it is
worth pointing out that devoting large amounts of memory to file uploads is not something
every site can justify.
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Introduction
The 4D Web server includes several commands called from the Web through “magic
URLs”. Magic URLs are short-cuts to features and commands inside the 4D Web server, not
actual documents. When 4D receives a request for one of these URLs, it executes code
internally and sends a response to the browser. The On Web Authentication method doesn’t
run in response to these URLs unless the database has a Designer password, but the
request is logged. These are the magic URLs available in non-contextual mode:
✓ 4DBLANK
✓ 4DCACHECLEAR
✓ 4DHTMLSTATS
✓ 4DSTATS
✓ 4DWEBTEST
Magic URLs are not case-sensitive and are only designed to work in non-contextual mode.
All five magic URLs work in 4D 6.5 and later. 4DBLANK and 4DWEBTEST were not documented until 4D 6.7.

The Custom Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 359, explains how to create new magic URLs.

4DBLANK
The 4DBLANK magic URL tells the 4D Web server to send back an empty HTML file to test
whether the server is responding to requests. Here is how to enter the URL in a browser:
http://www.example.com/4DBLANK

The browser sends a request like this to 4D:
GET /4DBLANK HTTP/1.0

4D returns this HTML:
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>
&nbsp;
</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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4DCACHECLEAR
The 4DCACHECLEAR magic URL instructs the 4D Web server to clear the Web page cache.
This command is helpful when the cache includes an outdated copy of a page that needs
reloading. Here is how to enter the URL in a browser:
http://www.example.com/4DCACHECLEAR

The browser sends a request like this to 4D:
GET /4DCACHECLEAR HTTP/1.0

The 4D Web server clears the Web page cache and responds with a text file identical to
what is sent by 4DSTATS:

4DCACHECLEAR results in a browser.
The Web cache holds copies of documents sent in non-contextual mode. For more information on configuration,
see “Cache”, starting on page 440 of the Web Settings chapter.

4DHTMLSTATS
The 4DHTMLSTATS magic URL tells the 4D Web server to send back a text file summarizing Web activity without listing the names of cached image files. Here is how to enter the
URL in a browser:
http://www.example.com/4DHTMLSTATS

The browser sends a request like this to 4D:
GET /4DHTMLSTATS HTTP/1.0

The 4D Web server responds with a text file identical to the file sent by 4DSTATS except
that the names of cached image files are not included.
The Web cache holds copies of documents sent in non-contextual mode. For more information on configuration,
see “Cache”, starting on page 440 of the Web Settings chapter.
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4DSTATS
The 4DSTATS magic URL tells the 4D Web server to send back a text file summarizing Web
activity. Here is how to enter the URL in a browser:
http://www.example.com/4DSTATS

The browser sends a request like this to 4D:
GET /4DSTATS HTTP/1.0

The 4D Web server sends a response like the following:
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 279
Pragma: no-cache
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2001 01:43:35 GMT
Expires: Thu, 15 Feb 2001 01:43:35 GMT
Server Statistics
HTTP Hits: 23
Context Created:0
Context not Created:0
Password Errors:0
Cache Use (%): 0
Cached Pages: 6
Page URL Page Loads
index.htm 5
notFound.htm 4
index.shtml 2
images/book.gif 2
images/new_small.gif 2
images/downloads/index.html 1

Here is an example of what the response looks like in a browser:

The Web cache holds copies of documents sent in non-contextual mode. For more information on configuration,
see “Cache”, starting on page 440 of the Web Settings chapter.
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4DWEBTEST
The 4DWEBTEST magic URL tells the 4D Web server to send back a text file for testing
whether the server is responding to requests. The text file includes the server date, the
server name, and the name of the browser used to submit the request. Here is how to enter
the URL in a browser:
http://www.example.com/4DWEBTEST

The browser sends a request like this to 4D:
GET /4DWEBTEST HTTP/1.0

The 4D Web server sends a response similar to this example:
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Pragma: no-cache
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2001 02:04:05 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 145
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2001 02:04:05 GMT
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
User-Agent:Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows
NT 4.0) @ 150.100.192.200

Below is an example of this type of response in a browser:

Security
4D handles its built-in magic URLs automatically without calling any code in the database.
In other words, anyone who knows that a site uses the 4D Web server can call the magic
URLs. To block access to the magic URLs, you must use the 4D password system. If there
is a Designer password specified, users are challenged when they enter a magic URL in a
browser. Unfortunately, passwords requested in this way are sent as plain text over the
network. Password-protecting the magic URLs may not be worth the risk of sending the
database Designer password over the network.
For more information on password security, see “About HTTP Basic Challenge-Response Authentication”, starting
on page 239 of the On Web Authentication chapter.
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Section Summary
Semi-dynamic pages are the best way to create dynamic Web sites with the native 4D Web
server. Semi-dynamic pages combine static HTML with dynamic formatting, calculations,
and data from the database. A single page template can adapt automatically to each record
or user. This template-based approach simplifies and accelerates site development while
reducing ongoing maintenance costs. The chapters in this section of the book describe
how semi-dynamic pages and tags work and explain how to use them effectively.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview
This chapter provides an overview of 4D’s semi-dynamic pages, describes how they
are processed, and discusses the available semi-dynamic tags. Read this chapter for an
overview of the semi-dynamic system, the steps involved in processing a semi-dynamic
page, and how 4D manages Web processes.

■

Working with Semi-Dynamic Pages
This chapter describes the mechanics of semi-dynamic pages in detail, walks you
through specific examples, and explains how to approach common semi-dynamic
page programming tasks.

■

4DSCRIPT
4DSCRIPT embeds method callbacks within semi-dynamic pages. Callbacks can be
used to add records, change the current selection, find data, and initialize values. This
chapter explains how 4DSCRIPT works and how to work with it.

■

4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR are semi-dynamic 4D HTML keywords that embed arrays,
fields, variables, and expressions in semi-dynamic Web pages. When 4D serves semidynamic HTML, it finds the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR references and replaces them with
fresh content before sending the page to the browser. Since no code runs automatically
in response to these keywords, 4D uses any values already present. 4DSCRIPT callbacks are typically used to prepare variables, arrays, and selections for 4DVAR. This
chapter discusses 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR, explains how to use them, and makes suggestions for some special limits and situations.

■

4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF
4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF let semi-dynamic pages embed logical tests. For example, HTML authors drawing data from a 4D database can vary the format and content
of HTML pages dynamically according to fields, variables, expressions, and function
results. This chapter explains how use 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF.
The 4D Web Companion
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■

4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP
4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP allow semi-dynamic pages to embed repeat loops based on
arrays, selections, and method callbacks. Embedded loops are ideal for common HTML
formatting and construction tasks, like building an HTML table from a selection of
records.

■

4DINCLUDE
4DINCLUDE enables semi-dynamic pages to dynamically insert text from other documents. This easy-to-use feature can simplify site maintenance and the readability of
semi-dynamic HTML. This chapter explains how the tag works and describes a more
flexible replacement.

Related Chapters
■

Referring to 4D Objects Indirectly
Maintaining systems takes time and costs money. 4D Web system maintenance costs
can vary considerably, depending on how 4D object references are included in Web
pages. This chapter explains how to avoid many maintenance problems entirely by referring to objects indirectly. 4D’s HTML request keywords and semi-dynamic tags can
directly include 4D expressions, tables, fields, arrays, variables, and methods. Embedding object names directly into Web pages is convenient at first but then limits the database developer’s flexibility. When a 4D object, like a table, changes names, all the
embedded references in Web pages break. These errors can only be detected by reviewing or using each Web page. In this respect, there is no tool comparable to
4D Compiler to check for bad object references. A good HTML editor and site maintenance tool, like GoLive or Dreamweaver, can help solve this problem with automatic
search-and-replace features.
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Introduction
Semi-dynamic pages combine static HTML with dynamic content inserted from database
records and calculations. They were introduced in 4D 6.5 and significantly enhanced in
4D 6.7. Semi-dynamic pages may include anything that 4D can store or create. Some common uses are:
✓ Inserting data from records on the fly.
✓ Calling methods to find records, update information, or create charts.
✓ Looping through a selection of records building an HTML table.
✓ Including text files within Web pages automatically. For example, inserting a
copyright notice in each page.
✓ Inserting information about 4D Server, like the number of processes running and
the number of users currently connected.
✓ Inserting the result of any 4D function or method, like the number of records in a
selection found by a search.
Semi-dynamic pages are by far the most useful feature in the 4D Web server. Semi-dynamic
pages cleanly separate the database data, database logic, and HTML presentation. This
strategy automatically delivers several benefits:
❖ HTML authors can use standard Web editors and tools for their work.
❖ HTML authors can build and maintain 4D Web sites with little or no knowledge of

4D.
❖ The appearance of a 4D Web site can be changed entirely in HTML. There is no

need to open 4D, edit forms or methods, or recompile.
This chapter provides an overview of 4D’s semi-dynamic pages and how they are processed, as well as discussing the available semi-dynamic tags. The Working with SemiDynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, offers more information for building
semi-dynamic systems. Each semi-dynamic tag is explained in detail in an individual chapter in this section of the book.
Many other Web servers, including Apache, IIS, and WebSTAR, call semi-dynamic pages “Server Side Includes” or
SSI. Semi-dynamic is 4D’s name for the same feature.
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Semi-Dynamic Tag Summary
This table summarizes 4D’s semi-dynamic keywords. The page number in the right-hand
column is for the specific chapter devoted to the tag described in that row.
Semi-dynamic tags in 4D 6.5 and 4D 6.7 and later

Keyword

6.5

6.7

Notes

4DACTION

✓

✓

Calls the project method named in the 4DACTION tag. Text returned in
$0 from the project method is inserted into the Web page.

Page
117

Note: This use of 4DACTION is replaced by 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and
later.
4DHTMLVAR

✓

Places the value of a 4D variable, array, field, or expression in the Web
page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are inserted
directly.

163

4DIF/
4DELSE/
4DENDIF

✓

Includes different text depending on the results of a logical test.

173

4DINCLUDE

✓

Inserts a document that may include other semi-dynamic tags.

187

4DLOOP/
4DENDLOOP

✓

Loops through an array, a selection, or until a method returns False.

179

4DSCRIPT

✓

Calls the project method named in the 4DSCRIPT tag. Text returned in
$0 from the project method is inserted into the Web page.

159

Note: 4DSCRIPT replaces the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION introduced in 4D 6.5.
4DVAR

✓

✓

Places the value of a 4D variable, array, field, or expression in the Web
page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are automatically
converted.

163

Note: This command can only insert 4D process variables in 4D 6.5.

Semi-Dynamic Pages Are Pure HTML
Semi-dynamic pages are templates for complete Web pages with 4D semi-dynamic tags
embedded as HTML comments, as in this example:
<html>
<head>
<title>Example Home Page</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<p>Welcome to our site.</p>
<!--4dvar MessageOfTheDay-->
<!--4dscript/WebScriptGetText/WelcomeMessage-->
<!--4dinclude footer.txt-->
</body>
</html>

Semi-dynamic tags are replaced with fresh values each time the template is served. Dynamic pages can insert values from 4D arrays, expressions, fields and variables, or call
methods; they can also dynamically alter what data is included and how the data is formatted. From the browser’s perspective, the final custom-built page is indistinguishable from
a page that was built completely in an HTML editor. Because the semi-dynamic page template on the server is pure HTML, 4D sites can be built and maintained with standard
HTML authoring tools. Web authors don’t need to learn 4D. All they need is a list of the
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variables, fields, and methods to embed in the semi-dynamic page template. Plug-ins for
4D simplify this process by exporting variable, method, and structure information for GoLive or Dreamweaver. Plug-ins for GoLive and Dreamweaver allow these graphical HTML
editors to import the 4D structure descriptions and simplify editing 4D’s HTML tags.
See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for more information
about building 4D Web sites with GoLive and Dreamweaver.

Serving Static and Semi-Dynamic Pages
The 4D non-contextual Web server can act like a traditional Web server, sending Web
pages, GIFs, and other documents when requested. There is no way to know, by looking
at a Web page, if it is a static document on the server or a semi-dynamic page created
dynamically with each request. In either case, the process is the same for the browser, it
requests a page and displays the results sent by the Web server. Semi-dynamic tags are
processed on the server before reaching the browser. These diagrams show the similarities
and differences in serving static and semi-dynamic pages:
Receive
Request

Load Page

Receive
request

Load Page

Replace Tags

Send Page

Request

Response Page

Serving a static Web page.

Send Page

Request

Response Page

Serving a semi-dynamic Web page.

The only difference between the two processes is the step labeled Replace Tags. 4D
removes each semi-dynamic tag and inserts HTML, if appropriate. After this step, the
response page contains nothing but regular HTML. The tag replacement takes place
entirely on the 4D Web server machine before the page is sent to the browser. None of the
semi-dynamic tags are sent to the browser. There is no difference in the browser between
static and semi-dynamic pages. In each case, the browser makes a request and receives a
response.

Semi-Dynamic Pages and Web Processes
Introduction
Semi-dynamic pages are like a miniature program that the 4D Web server executes when
a page is requested. The results of the program are an HTML response. A semi-dynamic
page can include any number of semi-dynamic tags. Since several Web browsers can ask
4D for the same or similar Web pages simultaneously, some developers are concerned that
semi-dynamic method calls will interfere with each other or that responses will go to the
wrong users when the server is busy. 4D uses its multi-processing ability to prevent these
problems from ever occurring. When 4D receives a semi-dynamic page request, it uses a
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Web connection process to handle the response. The request and its response are always
processed completely and exclusively within the same Web connection process. This feature is 100% reliable. This behavior is so important that it deserves emphasis:
When 4D receives a semi-dynamic page request, it uses a Web connection process to
handle the response. The request and its response are always processed completely and
exclusively within the same Web connection process. This feature is 100% reliable.

As long as the response is being composed, that Web connection process doesn’t handle
any other Web requests. 4D can run as many Web connection processes as memory allows
to handle multiple simultaneous requests.
The minimum and maximum number of simultaneous non-contextual Web connection processes can be set with
the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command, as discussed in “Connections”, starting on page 430 of the Web
Settings chapter.

Because 4D uses a single process for a request and its corresponding response, semidynamic pages can call methods that populate variables and load records used later in the
page. There is no reason to worry about another Web page request changing variable values or record selections while the response is being prepared. When 4D processes the
semi-dynamic page, it starts at the top of the page and works down to the bottom. It may
help to think of the page as being like a large method. Just like with a method, it is possible to rely on process variables, records, and selections not changing on their own. Access
to interprocess sets, selections, arrays, and variables must be controlled as they would be
in any multi-process environment.
For more information on controlling access to interprocess objects, see the “Object Locking Using Semaphores”
chapter in Programming 4th Dimension: The Ultimate Guide.

Web Processes Are Reused
Starting and stopping processes is time-consuming for 4D or 4D Server. After a request is
completed, 4D keeps the Web connection process alive briefly in case a new Web request
arrives. Reusing an old process is more efficient than starting and stopping a process with
each page request. The minimum and maximum number of Web connection processes 4D
maintains can be configured with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command.
See the Web Settings chapter, which starts on page 429, for more information.

The following two diagrams provide a more complete picture of how the 4D Web server
works when serving static and semi-dynamic pages. As the illustrations show, 4D uses a
Web connection process to handle each incoming request:
Receive
Request

Start/Reuse
Web Process

Load Page

Send Page

Request

Serving a static page or document.
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Response Page

Kill/Reuse
Web Process

Semi-Dynamic Pages and Web Processes

Receive
request

Start/Reuse
Web Process

Load Page

Kill/Reuse
Web Process

Replace Tags

Send Page

Request

Response Page

Serving a semi-dynamic page.

Watching the 4D Web Server
4D Server doesn’t update the list of processes continuously to save time. If you watch the
4D Server status window, you may not see all of the Web connection processes listed. To
observe what is happening more closely, include a TRACE statement in your Web request
handling code and watch the process list in the Runtime Explorer.
Non-Contextual Web Processes Don’t Remember Users
If a user requests two semi-dynamic pages in quick succession, the same Web process may
be used to handle the request. Then again, two different processes may handle the two
requests. Additionally, since processes are reused, the same process may handle requests
from different users. In non-contextual mode, there is no way to control which process
handles a specific request. Don’t rely on the process variables set while building one Web
page to be available to any other Web page. The non-contextual Web system is not
designed to work in this manner. When you build a semi-dynamic response, it is necessary
to clear existing variable values and selections in case they were left from a previous page
request.
See the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369, for more
information on structuring 4D Web systems to initialize and deinitialize variables, arrays, and selections.

Contextual Mode Processes Do Remember Users
Unlike in non-contextual mode, in contextual mode the 4D Web server handles a series of
requests from a single user as a session. In contextual mode, the 4D Web server devotes a
specific process to each new Web connection. The contextual mode Web server generates
a unique context ID that it embeds in the process name, and each form and URL the contextual server creates. Each subsequent request includes the context ID. When a contextual
mode request arrives, 4D checks for a process name matching the request’s context ID. If
the process still exists, 4D dispatches the request to it for handling. See The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for a description of a non-contextual Web publishing
and session management system. See the Managing State chapter, which starts on
page 405, for a general discussion of how to tie different pages and requests into a single
session.
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Introduction
Semi-dynamic pages combine static HTML with dynamic content drawn from database
records and calculations. It may be helpful to think of a semi-dynamic page as a large
method that creates an HTML page. Just like a method, the page can call other methods,
run loops, use logical tests, and insert values. Semi-dynamic pages move the logic for
building and formatting the page out of 4D and into the page. The process of creating,
editing, and maintaining Web pages can be performed entirely in any text or HTML editor.
The Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter, which starts on page 145, provides an overview of how semi-dynamic pages are processed on the server. This chapter discusses the
mechanics in more detail, walks you through detailed examples, and explains how to
approach common semi-dynamic programming tasks. Each semi-dynamic tag is explained
in detail in an individual chapter in this section of the book.
See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for information
about building dynamic 4D sites in either of these popular Web site editors.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
4D’s semi-dynamic tags are embedded in HTML comments, such as the one below:
<!--4d_semi_dynamic_tag Arguments-->

Most semi-dynamic tags require a space between the tag and the tag’s arguments.
4DSCRIPT method callbacks (4DACTION in 4D 6.5) use a / instead, like this:
<!--4dscript/MethodName-->

Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4d_semi_dynamic_tag Arguments-->

Or, for 4DSCRIPT:
<!--#4dscript/MethodName/Arguments-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the
Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, for more information.
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Semi-Dynamic Tag Syntax Summary
This table summarizes the syntax for each semi-dynamic tag:
Semi-dynamic tag syntax summary

Keyword

Use

Space or
Slash

Example

4DACTION

Method

Slash

<!--4daction/Method/TextParameter-->

4DHTMLVAR

Array

Space

<!--4dhtmlvar CustomerNames{1}-->

Expression

Space

<!--4dhtmlvar 2+2*3-->

Field

Space

<!--4dhtmlvar [User]Email-->

Variable

Space

<!--4dhtmlvar <>GrandTotal_r-->

4DIF/
4DELSE/
4DENDIF

Expression

Space

<!--4dif (2+2=5)-->
You have very large 2s.
<--4delse-->
2+2 does not equal 5.
Your 2s are not large enough.
<!--4dendif-->

4DINCLUDE

File

Space

<!--4dinclude CustomerForm.text-->

4DLOOP/

Array

Space

<!--4dloop ArrayName-->

4DENDLOOP

Method

Space

<!--4dloop MethodName-->

Table

Space

<!--4dloop [TableName]-->

4DSCRIPT

Method

Slash

<!--4dscript/Method/TextParameter-->

4DVAR

Array

Space

<!--4dvar CustomerNames{1}-->

Expression

Space

<!--4dvar 2+2*3-->

Field

Space

<!--4dvar [User]Email-->

Variable

Space

<!--4dvar <>GrandTotal_r-->

Databases converted from 4D V6 may use an obsolete syntax for 4DVAR references that stops semi-dynamic tags
from working. See “Avoiding the Outdated 4DVAR Syntax Setting”, starting on page 164 of the 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR chapter, for instructions on how to correct this.

Making a Page Semi-Dynamic
The 4D non-contextual Web server can serve static and semi-dynamic content. When serving static content, the Web server doesn’t do any special processing or run any custom
database code. However, when serving semi-dynamic content, the Web server must start
or reuse a Web connection handling process, run On Web Authentication, and run whatever
code is embedded in the page. To avoid slowing down the Web server, 4D assumes that
content is static except in these situations:
❖ The document name ends in .shtm or .shtml.
❖ The content is sent with SEND HTML BLOB.
❖ The content is sent with SEND HTML FILE.
❖ The content is sent with SEND HTML TEXT.
4D also interprets semi-dynamic content embedded in the contents of 4DHTMLVAR and 4DSCRIPT function
results. This subject is discussed in more detail in “Embedding Semi-Dynamic Tags in 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR”,
starting on page 167 of the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter.
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Using Uppercase or Lowercase for Tags
HTML is not case-sensitive. Historically, HTML tools and browsers have not distinguished
between uppercase, lowercase, and mixed cased versions of a tag. Increasingly, however,
it is necessary to use all lowercase for HTML tags. For example, XHMTL, the XML-compatible version of HTML, requires tags to be in lowercase. Since 4D’s tags are embedded in
HTML comments, they should work correctly in lower, mixed, or upper case. However, the
GoLive graphical HTML editor requires 4D tags to be in lowercase. I recommend using all
lowercase for 4D tags to make pages compatible with the widest range of tools available
today and in the future.
Avoid Extra Spaces
4D semi-dynamic tags are embedded in HTML comments, which should allow for extra
spaces before and after the tag. In practice, the 4D semi-dynamic page processing system
is often intolerant of extra spaces. Avoid including extra spaces in 4D semi-dynamic tags.

Semi-Dynamic Tag Categories
Introduction
4D’s semi-dynamic tags can be grouped into several functional categories, as shown in the
table below. The page number in the right-hand column is for the specific chapter devoted
to the tag described in that row.
Semi-dynamic tag categories

Keyword

Description

4DACTION

Runs code that optionally inserts a
value.

4DHTMLVAR

Inserts a value.

4DIF/
4DELSE/
4DENDIF

Embeds a logical test within the
page.

4DINCLUDE

Includes another document with
plain text, HTML, or semi-dynamic
HTML.

4DLOOP/
4DENDLOOP

Embeds a loop within the page.

4DSCRIPT

Runs code that optionally inserts a
value.

4DVAR

Inserts a value.

Callback

Logic

✓

Value

Chapter
Starts On

✓

117

✓

163

✓

173

✓
✓
✓

187

179

✓

159

✓

163

These categories, and the keywords that belong to each, aren’t fixed in stone. 4DIF, for
example, can call 4D methods. The exact categories aren’t important. They’re offered here
as a helpful way of thinking about the keywords and nothing more. Now we’ll look at
each category briefly.
Semi-Dynamic Callbacks
Semi-dynamic pages can include callbacks to custom 4D methods to insert a value in the
page, load records, populate variables, or whatever else the page needs. There are several
benefits to semi-dynamic callbacks:
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❖ The code is hidden from the HTML authors. This feature can reduce the complexity

that HTML authors have to contend with and improve system security.
❖ Code can be run in compiled mode for improved performance.
❖ Existing code can sometimes be reused, and consequently code redundancy and

duplication of effort are reduced, as discussed in the Reusing Existing Code on the
Web chapter, which starts on page 393.
Here we’ll look at a short example that uses a callback to insert a value. The 4DSCRIPT
chapter, which starts on page 159, explains semi-dynamic callbacks in detail. Here is the
source of the semi-dynamic page on the server machine before it is processed:
<html>
<head>
<title>Semi-Dynamic Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<!--4dscript/WebScript_SayHelloWorld-->
<p><a href="http://www.example.com/">Home</a></p>
</body>
</html>

This is the HTML sent to the browser:
<html>
<head>
<title>Semi-Dynamic Page</title>
</head>
<body>
Hello world!
<p><a href="http://www.example.com/">Home</a></p>
</body>
</html>

The only difference between the original template and the final result is this HTML
comment:
<!--4dscript/WebAction_SayHelloWorld-->

being replaced by this line of HTML text:
Hello world!
HTML comments start with <!-- and end with -->. Browsers don’t display content within comment tags.

When 4D finds a 4DSCRIPT tag embedded in an HTML comment in a semi-dynamic page,
it runs the method and inserts the results in the Web page. (4DACTION serves this role in
4D 6.5.) Users don’t see the 4DSCRIPT code in the HTML of the page they receive
because 4DSCRIPT is replaced by 4D before the page is sent to the browser. We’ll look at
semi-dynamic page processing in more detail later in this chapter. In this example page,
4D executes the WebDemoSayHelloWorld method and inserts the result into the HTML page.
Here is the code for the WebDemoSayHelloWorld method:
` You _must_ declare $0 and $1 text if you call a routine with
` 4DSCRIPT.
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
$0:="<p>Hello world!</p>"
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Callback methods can insert up to 32,000 characters of text, 4D’s limit for the text in $0.
Callback methods don’t have to return a result. They can load variables, create records, run
searches, or do anything else the page needs.
For more information see the 4DSCRIPT chapter, which starts on page 159.

Semi-Dynamic Logic
One of the most powerful semi-dynamic features is embedding logic within the semidynamic page template. Semi-dynamic pages change what contents are included and how
they are formatted based on a variety of conditions, including field values, the number of
records currently selected, or a custom function result. For example, this semi-dynamic
page fragment uses 4DIF to display customers on credit hold in red:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Is_On_Credit_Hold)-->
<font size="+1" color="red">
<strong>Credit hold: Do not accept new orders.</strong>
</font>
<!--4dendif-->

Embedding logical decisions in the Web page simplifies the process of revising and refining the page for the Web author. The whole idea of the semi-dynamic page is to move
HTML formatting logic out of 4D and into the Web page template. For example, this semidynamic page fragment uses 4DLOOP to build an HTML table from a selection of records
instead of calling 4D to build the HTML internally:
<!--4dscript/LoadCustomers-->
<table border="0">
<!--4dloop [Customers]-->
<tr>
<td align="right">
<!--4dvar String(Selected record number([Customers]))-->
</td>
<td>
<!--4dvar [Customers]Name-->
</td>
<td>
<!--4dvar [Customers]Main_Phone_Number-->
</td>
</tr>
<!--4dendloop-->
</table>
Database developers almost instinctively format lists of records using HTML tables. This approach is
understandable, but is not always the best presentation style for this data in a Web page. See “Understand How
Tables Work”, starting on page 300 of the HTML Tips and Suggestions chapter, for more information.
For more information and examples, see the 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF chapter, which starts on page 173,
and the 4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP chapter, which starts on page 179.

Semi-Dynamic Values
Semi-dynamic pages can include variables, arrays, fields, and expressions. The most
straightforward way to embed values is with the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR keywords:
<!--4dvar WebAction_OneLineDescription_t-->
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Any field, variable, or array values inserted draws on the values in the current Web connection process. It is easy to prepare variables and records with 4DSCRIPT callbacks. It is
completely safe to use a 4DSCRIPT callback to initialize arrays, variables, records, and
selections used further down the page with 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR. A single page can
combine as many semi-dynamic tags as needed. Here is an example of how to use a
4DSCRIPT method to initialize a variable embedded further down in the page. This is the
original semi-dynamic page:
<html>
<head>
<title>Page That Uses 4DVAR</title>
</head>
<body>
<!--4dscript/WebDemoInitializeVariable-->
This page shows how to insert variables with 4DVAR.
<!--4dvar WebDemo_SampleDate_d-->
<p>
</body>
</html>

Below are the steps involved in this process:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

4D loads the page and scans it for semi-dynamic tags.
The first semi-dynamic tag is 4dscript/WebDemoInitializeVariable.
4D removes the HTML comment with the semi-dynamic tag from the result page.
4D runs the WebDemoInitializeVariable method. This method doesn’t return any text, so nothing is
inserted in the page.
WebDemoInitializeVariable sets the WebDemo_SampleDate_d variable.
The second semi-dynamic tag is 4dvar WebDemo_SampleDate_d.
4D removes the HTML comment with the semi-dynamic tag from the result page.
4D converts the date variable into HTML text.
4D sends the completed page to the browser.

Here is an example of the resulting HTML:
<html>
<head>
<title>Page That Uses 4DVAR</title>
</head>
<body>
This page shows how to insert variables with 4DVAR. 3/8/02
<p>
</body>
</html>

An end-user looking at the source code of this page can’t see any array, variable, table, or
method names. Notice that the 4DSCRIPT tag is no longer present and that the 4DVAR tag
has been replaced by the text 3/8/02.
By default, 4D converts dates using the current machine’s system settings. Is the date in the example shown above
March 8th or August 3rd? There is no way to know. Since people in different countries use different date formats,
it is better to convert dates explicitly with the String function to a format that spells out the month name.
For more information see the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163.
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4DACTION versus 4DSCRIPT
There is an important difference between 4D 6.5 and 4D 6.7 and later that deserves
emphasis. 4D 6.5 doesn’t include the 4DSCRIPT semi-dynamic tag. 4D 6.5 uses
4DACTION to embed method calls within semi-dynamic pages. 4DACTION serves three
other purposes in 4D 6.5 and later that have no relationship with semi-dynamic pages:
❖ Calling a method from a URL in non-contextual mode.
❖ Submitting a form in non-contextual mode.
❖ Requesting a picture in non-contextual mode.

These uses treat 4DACTION as a request keyword, like 4DCGI and 4DMETHOD. It is confusing to use 4DACTION as a semi-dynamic tag and as a request keyword. In 4D 6.7 and
later, the 4DSCRIPT keyword replaces the semi-dynamic use of 4DACTION to eliminate
this confusion. 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and later is identical to the semi-dynamic use of
4DACTION in 4D 6.5. The two may be used interchangeably for this purpose in 4D 6.7 and
later for backwards compatibility. In 4D 6.7 or later, use 4DSCRIPT to increase the clarity
of the semi-dynamic HTML. In 4D 6.5, remember that you must use 4DACTION instead of
4DSCRIPT until you upgrade to a later version of 4D.
Undocumented Command Restrictions in Semi-Dynamic Callbacks
A semi-dynamic page is a response to a Web request. Therefore, commands that alter the
response are ignored in callback methods. This table summarizes the behavior of commands that work with HTTP requests and responses:
Undocumented command restrictions in semi-dynamic callbacks

Command

Behavior in Semi-Dynamic Callback

SEND HTML BLOB

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTML FILE

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTML TEXT

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

The command is ignored without displaying an error.

SET HTTP HEADER

The response code may not be reset.
Custom headers, like cookies, may be added.

GET HTTP HEADER

The command works normally.

GET WEB FORM VARIABLES

The command works normally.

Reusing Variables
4D processes semi-dynamic pages sequentially from top to bottom. Therefore, the same
variable may be used more than once within the page. When 4D finds a 4DVAR reference,
it uses whatever value the variable has at that point in the page. Therefore, variables and
arrays should always be explicitly initialized and set to the correct value. Selections should
be explicitly established and records loaded. If a page includes code callbacks that modify
a variable’s value, the value is changed from that point forward. Variables in a 4D method
behave in exactly the same way.
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Development Tips
Semi-dynamic pages are flexible and easy to use but can create errors and complications
when modifying the original database. Once Web pages include direct references to arrays,
fields, tables, and methods, these objects can’t be renamed in 4D without breaking the
pages. The 4D references in semi-dynamic pages must match the names used in 4D
exactly. For example, when a method used in several semi-dynamic pages is renamed, the
pages break because the old method name is no longer found in the database. This behavior doesn’t need to be an obstacle. Most maintenance problems can be avoided by
following a few good habits:
❖ Use a simple naming convention for the variables and methods in the semi-dynamic

HTML pages. In this manner, they are easier to identify in 4D; also, it becomes
possible to spot typos in HTML more quickly.
❖ Use explicit compiler declarations, like C_TEXT and C_LONGINT, for variables used in

semi-dynamic Web pages. This practice helps 4D create and convert the variables
correctly.
❖ When changing an object name in 4D, make sure that all semi-dynamic references

are updated as well. Use a text editor, HTML editor, or Web site management tool
to perform a global search-and-replace on the semi-dynamic pages.
See the Referring to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts on page 363, for more information on lowering
maintenance costs by reducing direct object references.
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Introduction
Overview
4DSCRIPT is a custom HTML keyword introduced in 4D 6.7 to replace a use of
4DACTION found in 4D 6.5. 4DSCRIPT enables semi-dynamic pages to call 4D methods.
This tag serves two main purposes:
✓ Inserting text from a project method into a semi-dynamic page
4DSCRIPT can insert record data, text from external documents, or the results of
calculations into a semi-dynamic page.
✓ Running code needed by a semi-dynamic page
Semi-dynamic pages can include 4D variables, fields, and expressions embedded
with the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR keywords; these are discussed in the 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163. Methods called by 4DSCRIPT can
populate variables, build arrays, and load records used further down in the page.
This chapter explains how 4DSCRIPT works in detail. The Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview
chapter, which starts on page 145, explains semi-dynamic processing overall. The Working
with Semi-Dynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, explains semi-dynamic processing in more detail. Each semi-dynamic tag is explained in detail in its own chapter in
this section of the book.
With 4D 6.7 and later always use 4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION for semi-dynamic callbacks.

The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for a comparison.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
The basic syntax of a 4DSCRIPT call is illustrated here:
<!--4dscript/MethodName-->

or:
<!--4dscript/MethodName/TextParameter-->

The 4DSCRIPT HTML keyword is followed by the / character and a method name.
Optionally the method name may be followed by a / character and a single text parameter.
Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4dscript/MethodName/TextParameter-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. GoLive also requires all 4D HTML tags to be
in lowercase. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter
for more information.
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Parameter Declarations
A method called with 4DSCRIPT can accept one text parameter and return one text
parameter:
<!--4dscript/SayHelloWorld/ThisGoesIntoDollarOne-->

$0 and $1 do not need to be used but they must be declared. Otherwise, in a compiled
database, using the page results in this error page:

It helps to develop the habit of declaring these parameters as soon as a method called by
4DSCRIPT is created even if the parameters aren’t needed. Here is the skeleton of a
4DSCRIPT method:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
$0:=""

See “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter for details on how to pass
multiple values into a routine from the Web. See the Reusing Existing Code on the Web chapter, which starts
on page 393, for a discussion of techniques for reusing existing methods that don’t have Web-compatible
parameter lists.

Returning Information from a 4DSCRIPT Method
Methods called with 4DSCRIPT can insert a result in the semi-dynamic page through $0.
By default, 4D translates special characters—including HTML markup—before inserting
them in the page. To tell 4D to leave the text unchanged, begin the results with Char(1).
This example shows the difference that starting $0 with Char(1) makes:

Text returned in $0 without and with Char(1) in front.

For more information on special character conversion, see “4DVAR versus 4DHTMLVAR”, starting on page 167 of
the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter.
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Introduction
The sequence of events that takes place when 4DSCRIPT is used is always the same. In
every case the On Web Authentication database method runs, if it exists, before anything else
happens. This method gives the database a chance to validate users before processing
their request. If On Web Authentication returns True, then 4D calls the requested method.
4D runs the On Web Authentication method each time a 4DSCRIPT method is called. If there are five 4DSCRIPT
tags within a Web page, On Web Authentication runs five times.

Summary
This table summarizes the chain of events for 4DSCRIPT.
Chain of events for 4DSCRIPT

Task

HTTP
Method

URL

4D
Version

Embedded call

N/A

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

✓

This diagram illustrates the chain of events graphically:
On Web Authentication

True

Specific Method

False
Calback
Callback

Error text

Text in $0

Note that the method callback is embedded in the semi-dynamic response page, not sent
from the Web browser.
See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for comparisons of each of 4D’s HTML
keywords and special tags.

When 4DSCRIPT Works
4DSCRIPT works within semi-dynamic pages and nowhere else. It works anytime 4D processes semi-dynamic content:
❖ Sending a document ending in .shtm or .shtml in response to a request from a

browser.
❖ Sending semi-dynamic content with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML TEXT or
SEND HTML BLOB.
❖ Including semi-dynamic content in a document inserted with 4DINCLUDE.
❖ Including nested semi-dynamic tags in 4DVAR, 4DHTMLVAR, or in a 4DSCRIPT

function result.
It doesn’t matter how the semi-dynamic HTML is served; all 4DSCRIPT references are
removed before the user receives the page.
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Rules for Semi-Dynamic Callbacks
There are a few rules for working with semi-dynamic method calls, summarized here:
❖ The result of the method must be text. $0 doesn’t have to be used, but it must be

declared.
❖ The method can accept one parameter of type text from the Web. $1 does not have

to used but must be declared.
❖ The method can return a result to the Web page in $0, set variables that are included

in the Web page with 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR, or both.
❖ By default 4D treats the text in $0 as plain text that needs to be converted to HTML.
If the text includes HTML, like a URL or markup tags, start the text with Char(1).
❖ Using a prefix, like WebScript, is a convenient way to group and organize the

methods used by semi-dynamic callbacks.
❖ Callbacks only work if the Use 4DVAR Comments instead of Brackets option is selected

in the Database Properties window. See “Avoiding the Outdated 4DVAR Syntax
Setting”, starting on page 164 of the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, for more
details.
❖ If the method called doesn’t exist, 4D may or may not insert an error message into

the HTML, depending on the version of 4D.

Special Command Restrictions
Methods called by 4DSCRIPT can use nearly any command in the 4D language. There are
some exceptions to this rule:
❖ User interface commands may not behave as expected. The Request and ALERT

commands, for example, add text to the Web page but don’t display dialog boxes.
The Open document command displays a dialog box on the 4D Web server machine.
❖ The QUIT 4D command is handled specially when called from a 4DSCRIPT callback

under 4D Server. Instead of quitting, 4D Server inserts an error message in the semidynamic page. Under 4D, the QUIT 4D command functions normally. Be careful to
avoid including this command unintentionally.
❖ Web commands that send a response to the user don’t function in a method called
by 4DSCRIPT. These commands are SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML
TEXT, and SEND HTTP REDIRECT.
❖ The SET HTTP HEADER command can be used within a 4DSCRIPT function to add

cookies or other custom headers but can’t be used to reset the HTTP response code.
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Introduction
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR are semi-dynamic 4D HTML keywords for embedding arrays,
fields, variables, and expressions in semi-dynamic Web pages. When 4D serves semidynamic HTML, it finds the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR references and replaces them with
fresh content before sending the page to the browser. Since no code runs automatically in
response to these keywords, 4D uses any values already present. 4DSCRIPT callbacks are
typically used to prepare variables, arrays, and selections for 4DVAR.
This chapter discusses 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR, how to use them, and how to handle
some special limits and situations. The Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter, which starts
on page 145, is an overall review of semi-dynamic processing. The Working with SemiDynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, explains semi-dynamic processing in
more detail. The 4DSCRIPT chapter, which starts on page 159, explains how to embed
code callbacks in semi-dynamic pages. Each of the other semi-dynamic tags is discussed
in detail in its own chapter in this section of the book.
The difference between 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR is that values read through 4DVAR are converted into HTML and
values read through 4DHTMLVAR are treated as complete HTML. The difference is explained in more detail below,
starting on page 167.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
The basic syntax for 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR statements is illustrated here:
<!--4dvar Expression-->

Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4dvar Expression-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. GoLive also requires all 4D HTML tags to be
in lowercase. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter,
for more information.

4DVAR was introduced in 4D 6.5 and substantially enhanced in 4D 6.7. 4DHTMLVAR was
introduced in 4D 6.7 as a convenience. 4DVAR in 4D 6.5 supports values stored in process
variables. 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR in 4D 6.7 support a wider range of sources, as summarized below:
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR data sources

Source

6.5

6.7

Interprocess variable
Local array

✓

6.5

6.7

Process array

✓

✓

Interprocess array

✓

✓

Field

✓

Expression

✓

Local variable
Process variable

Source
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In 4D 6.7 and later, 4DVAR combines four different uses into one keyword. 4DHTMLVAR
combines the same uses but handles the contents differently. 4D chose to use these two
keyword to simplify life for semi-dynamic page authors. If a complete and descriptive set
of keywords had been selected, here is what they might look like:
4D_ARRAY_ITEM
4D_EXPRESSION
4D_FIELD
4D_VARIABLE

4D_ARRAY_ITEM_ALREADY_HTML
4D_EXPRESSION_ALREADY_HTML
4D_FIELD_ALREADY_IN_HTML
4D_VARIABLE_ALREADY_IN_HTML

These examples show how arrays, variables, fields, and expressions are embedded using
the real keywords 4D supports:
<!--4dvar CustomerNames{1}-->
<!--4dvar (2+2)*3-->
<!--4dhtmlvar [User]Email-->
<!--4dvar <>GrandTotal_r-->

Avoiding the Outdated 4DVAR Syntax Setting
If you are working with a database converted from 4D V6, you may find that it uses an
undesirable syntax for 4DVAR references. The 4D V6 contextual Web server embeds variable names in square brackets:
[ProcessVariableName]

4D 6.5 and later embed 4DVAR and other semi-dynamic tags in HTML comments:
<!--4dvar Expression-->

Embedding keywords in comments is preferable for several reasons:
❖ 4DSCRIPT (4DACTION callbacks in 4D 6.5) doesn’t work if the 4D V6 4DVAR

syntax is enabled in the database.
❖ The bracket syntax can conflict with JavaScript, which uses brackets for its own

array elements.
❖ 4DVAR, 4DHTMLVAR, 4DLOOP, and 4DIF statements specify 4D table names with

square brackets, just like in the 4D Method Editor.
❖ If the code accidentally passes through to the browser, it isn’t automatically

displayed.
The Conversions section on the second page of the Web-database properties dialog includes
a setting that determines which 4DVAR syntax the database will recognize:

Selecting the 4DVAR syntax.
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To avoid breaking existing Web pages, converted databases default to the 4D V6 4DVAR
syntax. Unless you are working with a system that uses the outdated syntax, turn the Use
4DVAR Comments Instead of Brackets setting on, as pictured above.
All of 4D’s Web settings are described in the Web Settings chapter, which starts on page 429.

Supported Data Types
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR support almost all 4D process variable and array types, as summarized in this table:
4DVAR and 4DHMLVAR non-contextual mode data type support

Type

6.5

6.7

String

✓

✓

Text

✓

✓

Integer

✓

✓

Automatically converted.

Longint

✓

✓

Automatically converted.

Real

✓

✓

Automatically converted.

Date

✓

✓

Automatically converted.

T ime

✓

✓

Automatically converted.

Boolean

✓

✓

Automatically converted into numbers.
Convert Boolean values explicitly instead of embedding them directly
to control the formatting.

Picture Array Item
Picture Field

Not supported.

✓

Picture Variable

Pointer

4D automatically rewrites the 4DVAR reference as an image tag, like
this:
<IMG SRC="/4DImgField/3.1.0-557537">
Not supported.

✓

BLOB

Notes

The only content allowed is text/html added in Text without length format.
Not supported.

Picture variables aren’t supported by 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR but can still be served in several ways by the 4D
Web server. See the Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257, for more details.

When 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR Work
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR work within semi-dynamic pages and nowhere else. They can be
used anytime 4D processes semi-dynamic content:
❖ Sending a document ending in .shtm or .shtml in response to a request from a

browser.
❖ Sending semi-dynamic content with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML TEXT or
SEND HTML BLOB.
❖ Including additional semi-dynamic content in a document inserted with

4DINCLUDE.
❖ Including nested semi-dynamic tags in 4DVAR, 4DHTMLVAR, or in a 4DSCRIPT

function result.
It doesn’t matter how the semi-dynamic HTML is served; all 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR references are replaced with text before the user receives the page.
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Formatting Results
When 4DVAR uses a field or variable of a supported data type other than string or text, 4D
automatically translates the raw field value into HTML text. To control how date, time, and
numeric variables are converted, use one of these approaches:
❖ Use variables that have already been converted to properly formatted strings.
❖ Embed a 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR expression that performs the conversion instead

of a simple 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR reference.
❖ Call a 4DSCRIPT function that performs the conversion.

Compare how an example dollar amount is displayed by 4DVAR alone and through a
4DVAR expression:
Approach

4DVAR Tag

Results

Preformed variables

<!--4dvar DollarAmount-->

Embedded expression

<!--4dvar String(DollarAmount;"$###,###.00")-->

$1,000.50

Callback

<!--4dscript/FormatDollars/DollarAmount-->

$1,000.50

1000.5

It is particularly important to convert dates into a format that spells out the month name.
For example, the date 3/8/02 means March 8, 2002 to people in the United States and
August 3, 2002 to people in much of the rest of the world.
For more information on returning information from a 4DSCRIPT function, see “Returning Information from a
4DSCRIPT Method”, starting on page 160 of the 4DSCRIPT chapter.

Compiler Declarations
Variables and arrays used with 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR don’t require any special treatment. They don’t need to be declared in the Compiler_Web method. As long as the process
handling the page initializes the variables and arrays, 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR work
correctly.
Compiler_Web is one of the most widely misunderstood features in the 4D Web system. It is designed exclusively to
declare and automatically bind values submitted to 4D through HTML forms in non-contextual mode. See
“Compiler_Web”, starting on page 131 of the Handling HTML Forms chapter, for more details.

Chain of Events
No code runs in the database when 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR are found in a semi-dynamic
page. Variables, arrays, and selections must be prepared before the keywords are used.
Depending on how the system is structured, the code can be run by a method called by
4DACTION, in On Web Authentication, in On Web Connection, or within a method called
through an embedded 4DSCRIPT callback. Starting in 4D 6.7.2, expressions embedded in
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR are likely to force On Web Authentication to run.
4D reuses Web connection processes when the server is busy, as discussed in “Web Processes Are Reused”, starting
on page 148 of the Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter. Always initialize variables and other objects
explicitly in semi-dynamic pages. Several strategies are compared in the Web Process Initialization and
Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369.

Errors
How 4D responds to a bad reference in 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR depends on the specific
problem and exact version of 4D. Typically, the response to an undefined variable, nonexistent field, or bad formula is either a blank string or an error description in the Web
page.
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4DVAR versus 4DHTMLVAR
Overview
The difference between 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR is in how special characters and embedded HTML markup tags are handled. 4DVAR converts embedded HTML so that it displays
in a browser as content. 4DHTMLVAR leaves embedded HTML untouched. For example,
imagine a process variable named VarWithHTML that contains this text:
</b>This text includes HTML markup.</b>

This table compares how 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR handle the variable’s contents:

VarWithHTML
Statement
Results (HTML)
Results (display)

4DVAR

4DHTMLVAR

<b>This text includes HTML tags.</b>

<b>This text includes HTML tags.</b>

<!--4dvar VarWithHTML-->

<!--4dhtmlvar VarWithHTML-->

&#60;b&#62;This text includes HTML
tags.&#60;/b&#62;

<b>This text includes HTML tags.</b>

<b>This text includes HTML tags. < / b >

This text includes HTML tags.

4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR enable you to choose when to convert embedded HTML for display and when to leave it as raw HTML.
4DVAR and Char(1)
By default, 4DVAR converts embedded HTML and special characters instead of leaving
them as raw HTML. You can change this behavior by starting the value with Char(1):
VarWithHTML:=Char(1)+"<b>This text includes HTML markup.</b>"

Char(1) tells 4DVAR to behave identically to 4DHTMLVAR. This technique is useful in 4D 6.5
because 4DHTMLVAR is not introduced until 4D 6.7. Char(1) is also useful when inserting
HTML in a semi-dynamic page through $0 of a method called with 4DSCRIPT as it is easier to specify how the text is interpreted directly within the semi-dynamic page.

Embedding Semi-Dynamic Tags in 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR may contain other semi-dynamic tags, like 4DSCRIPT, 4DVAR,
and 4DHTMLVAR. Nesting tags recursively is a very powerful technique that simplifies
reusing common chunks of HTML and code stored in records or documents. In order for
the tags to be interpreted correctly, use 4DHTMLVAR or place Char(1) at the start of a variable used with 4DVAR. For example, imagine a process variable named VarNestedTags that
contains this text:
This variable includes another variable reference:
<!--4dvar SimpleVar-->

The SimpleVar variable contains the text “Hello world!” This table compares how 4DVAR
and 4DHTMLVAR interpret VarNestedTags:
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Contents

Statement
Results (HTML)

Results
(display)

4DVAR

4DHTMLVAR

This variable includes another
variable reference:

This variable includes another
variable reference:

<!--4dvar SimpleVar-->

<!--4dvar SimpleVar-->

<!--4dvar VarNestedTags-->

<!--4dhtmlvar VarNestedTags-->

This variable includes another
variable reference:

This variable includes another
variable reference:

&#60;!--4dvar SimpleVar--&#62;

Hello world!

This variable includes another
variable reference: <!--4dvar
SimpleVar-->

This variable includes another
variable reference:
Hello world!

Using 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
Introduction
Now that we’ve reviewed the mechanics of 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR, we can look at how
to use these tags. HTML authors can embed 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR references in the
HTML for a site, with little knowledge of 4D or the database. Since code does not run in
response to 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR, variables, arrays, and selections must be built before
their values are used by 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR. Fortunately, this condition is easily met.
When 4D serves a semi-dynamic page, it completes the page within a single process
before sending the results to the browser. The page can be viewed like a long method.
Any array, variable, selection, or record loaded at the top of the page is available to all of
the tags further down the page. This approach is 100% reliable. Use 4DSCRIPT to tell 4D
to run a method that prepares the necessary data:
<html>
<head>
<title>Page That Uses 4DVAR</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<!--4dscript/WebDemoExampleInitialize-->
<!--4dvar WebDemo_ExampleText_t-->
</body>
</html>

When 4D serves this page, it runs the WebDemoExampleInitialize method before inserting the
WebDemo_ExampleText_t process variable. 4D processes the semi-dynamic page from the
top and works down to the bottom, just as if interpreting a method. Just as with a method,
process variables, records, and selections don’t change on their own. Access to interprocess sets, selections, arrays, and variables must be controlled as they would be in any
multi-process environment.
For more information on controlling access to interprocess objects see the “Object Locking Using Semaphores”
chapter in Programming 4th Dimension: The Ultimate Guide.

Keeping HTML out of 4D
When a user submits a form, the Web server needs to send a response. It is much easier
to build, edit, and maintain sites when the HTML is stored outside the database in documents. 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR simplify this process. The code in the database may know
which response page to send without having to know exactly what is inside the page. The
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HTML author can modify the appearance and composition of the page without changing
anything inside 4D. The database only needs to be modified when the logic behind the
page changes. This example illustrates the principle:

A simple search screen.

When the user presses the Submit button, the browser sends the form data to 4D, and 4D
runs the WebDemoCustomerSearchFormRun method:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
` The form gives the user a text variable to enter a name in.
` Use this value in the search.
QUERY([Customers];[Customers]Last_Name=WebDemo_Search_t)
` The results page includes variables describing what the search did.
SEND HTML FILE("pages/searches/customerResults.shtm")

The WebDemoCustomerSearchFormRun performs two tasks:
1) Searches the [Customers] table using the value in WebDemo_Search_t.
2) Sends the customerResults.shtm semi-dynamic results page.

The method has no effect on how the search results are displayed to the user since this
process is controlled entirely by the customerResults.shtm file. This response page
uses the WebDemo_Search_t variable from the search page and a 4DVAR expression to
embed a description of the search results within an HTML table:
<table border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td>You searched for:</td>
<td><!--4dvar WebDemo_Search_t--></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers found:</td>
<td align="right">
<!--4dvar Records in selection([Customers])-->
</td>
</tr>
</table>

Before sending the file to the user, 4D replaces the 4DVAR comments with the values
found in the variables and expressions:
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The search results screen.

This example is artificially simple to emphasize the overall mechanics. The response page
can use all of the semi-dynamic tags, including 4DHTMLVAR, 4DIF, 4DLOOP, 4DINCLUDE,
and 4DVAR, to format and manage the results.

Limitations and Cautions
Introduction
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR can move 4D expressions, field names, and method names into
the HTML for processing before the user sees the page. This is a powerful and worthwhile
approach, but must be used carefully in these areas:
❖ Passing parameters to custom methods.
❖ Using command names directly.
❖ Using table and field names directly.

We’ll look at the reasons for caution in each of these areas briefly here. See the Referring
to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts on page 363, for a strategy to minimize problems with embedded object references.
Passing Parameters to Custom Methods
When building a Web interface on a 4D system, reuse as much existing code as possible.
4D appears to handle calling methods with a single parameter well and methods with multiple parameters poorly. For example, this method calculates a due date which is based on
the number of days to loan an item and an optional start date for the loan:
` CalculateDueDate
`
` Calculates the date an item is due.
C_DATE($0;$dueDate_d)
C_LONGINT($1;$daysToLoanItem_l)
C_DATE($2;$startDate_d)
$daysToLoanItem_l:=$1 ` How long is the item checked out for?
If (Count parameters>1)
$startDate_d:=$2 ` Extend the loan from this date.
Else
$startDate_d:=Current date ` Start the loan today.
End if
` Calculate the due date.
$dueDate_d:=$startDate_d+$daysToLoanItem_l
$0:=$dueDate_d
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This method may be called directly from 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR:
<!--4dvar CalculateDueDate(100;!01/01/2000!)-->

Unfortunately, the results of this call depend on the exact syntax used, the version of 4D,
and whether the database is compiled or interpreted. Here are some examples of valid and
flawed embedded expressions:

Expression

Called in
4D Directly

4DVAR
Interpreted

4DVAR
Compiled

CalculateDueDate(100)
CalculateDueDate(100;!01/01/2000)

6/24/01

6/24/01

6/24/01

Syntax error

Mar 26, 2001

Won’t compile

CalculateDueDate(100;!01/01/2000!)

4/10/00

Mar 26, 2001

4/10/00

CalculateDueDate(100;(Current date+16))

7/10/00

Mar 26, 2001

7/10/00

CalculateDueDate(100;01/01/2000)

00/00/00

Mar 26, 2001

Error page

As this table illustrates, 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR support calling custom methods inconsistently in interpreted mode. I recommend not using this feature of 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
in its current implementation. Instead, use 4DSCRIPT to call a custom method that expects
input from the Web instead.
See the Reusing Existing Code on the Web chapter, which starts on page 393, for a comparison of methods for
reusing existing code on the Web. See “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests
chapter, for details on how to pass more than one value into a method from a semi-dynamic page.

Using 4D Functions in Expressions
Embedding expressions is one of the most useful applications of the 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR tags. Common values, like the number of records in a selection, can be
embedded directly within the Web page. There is no need to write a special method or use
4D variables:
<!--4dvar Current date+6-->
<!--4dvar Records in selection([Customers])-->

When 4D analyzes these expressions, it compares the command names with the names of
the commands stored in 4D. If a command name changes, the page breaks. Command
names occasionally change between versions of 4D and are localized in different language
editions of 4D with the same version number. For example, if the database is running
under the French version of 4D, the examples shown above need to be rewritten like this:
<!--4dvar Date du jour+6-->
<!--4dvar Enregistrements trouves([Customers])-->

If the database is not used with different language editions of 4D, this potential problem
can be ignored. However, be sure to check for modified command names whenever
updating to a new version of 4D. A more thorough solution is to call custom methods with
4DSCRIPT instead of embedding 4D functions directly in 4DVAR or 4DHTMLVAR
statements.
4D’s command names are stored in STR# ID 8. This string list can be viewed on the Mac OS with a resource editor
like Resorcerer or by copying the values into an array with the STRING LIST TO ARRAY command on Mac OS or
Windows. (The STR# is too long for display in ResEdit.) Note that command name entries starting with @, like
@CLEAR TABLE, are experimental or disabled.
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Using Table and Field Names in Expressions
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR can include field and table names, as in these examples:
<!--4dvar [Customers]Due_Date-->
<!--4dhtmlvar [Examples]SampleScript)-->

Changing the table or field names in the database breaks these HTML statements. 4D has
no way of automatically updating the pages or recognizing the out-of-date field and table
names the next time the page is processed. This limitation can be overcome with custom
methods that accept aliases to the table and field names. This strategy offers several
advantages:
❖ Changes to the names in the database structure don’t break existing Web pages.
❖ The exact definition of the underlying database can be hidden. Obscuring the actual

database structure can help keep the system more secure.
❖ The structure can be made easier to understand for HTML authors. Cryptic 4D table

and field names can be given clear aliases. From the HTML author’s point of view,
fields from related tables can be grouped into a single virtual table.
❖ Several names can be defined for a single 4D table or field. For example, an HTML

author could ask for the Customer (singular) table or the Customers (plural)
table. 4D can’t tolerate this kind of common spelling difference when literal table
and field names are used. A custom system that uses aliases can handle this
difference easily.
For more information on building an alias system, see the Referring to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts
on page 363.

Special Note: BLOBs and TEXT Resources
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR in 4D 6.7 and later support BLOB fields and variables. Text must
be added to the BLOB with the Text without length format, as illustrated in this code
fragment:
TEXT TO BLOB("Hello!";BlobVariable;Text without length )

TEXT resources stored in the structure file are a convenient place to put default templates

and HTML blocks needed by a 4D Web application. A useful undocumented 4D feature is
that TEXT resources can be loaded directly into BLOBs, as illustrated in this code fragment:
C_BLOB(BlobFilledFromTextResource)
GET RESOURCE("TEXT";15000;BlobFilledFromTextResource)

This is the equivalent of the following code:
C_TEXT($TextForBlob_t)
$TextForBlob_t:=Get text resource(15000)
C_BLOB(BlobFilledFromTextResource)
TEXT TO BLOB($TextForBlob_t;BlobFilledFromTextResource;Text without length )

If you are loading HTML stored in TEXT resources into BLOBs, it is better to use the first
technique. The data is loaded directly into the BLOB instead of having to be duplicated in
a variable as text first. With large TEXT resources, the memory savings are significant. For
most situations, a better alternative is to load the TEXT resource into a text variable and
send it with the SEND HTML TEXT command introduced in 4D 6.7.
If the response fits within a text variable, there is no need to put text in a BLOB in 4D 6.7. See “SEND HTML TEXT”,
starting on page 451 of the 4D 6.7 Web Feature Changes Summary chapter, for details on SEND HTML TEXT.
For more information on working with resources, see the “Resources” chapter of Programming 4th Dimension: The
Ultimate Guide.
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Introduction
4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF are custom HTML keywords introduced in 4D 6.7 that let
semi-dynamic pages embed logical tests. HTML authors drawing data from a 4D database
can vary the format and content of HTML pages dynamically according to values from
fields, variables, expressions, and functions. Examples of how to use embedded logical
tests include:
✓ Using different data depending on the user.
✓ Formatting values in a different font color or style for emphasis.
✓ Alternating the background color of rows in a table.
This chapter explains how use 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF. The Semi-Dynamic Pages
Overview chapter, which starts on page 145, explains semi-dynamic processing overall.
The Working with Semi-Dynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, explains semidynamic processing in more detail. Each semi-dynamic tag is explained in detail in its own
chapter in this section of the book.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF are each placed inside HTML comments, as shown here:
<!--4dif (Boolean test)-->
<!--4delse-->
<!--4dendif-->

Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4dif (Boolean test)-->
<!--#4delse-->
<!--#4dendif-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. GoLive also requires all 4D HTML tags to be
in lowercase. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter,
for more information.

Examples
The following examples show how these keywords appear in HTML. This example
changes the text depending on the results of a formula:
<!--4dif (2+2=5)-->
You have very large 2s.
<--4delse-->
2+2 does not equal 5. (Your 2s are not large enough.)
<!--4dendif-->
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This example restricts access to records according to a function result:
<!--4dif (UserCanSeeSales)-->
Sales:
<!--4dscript/WebScript_LoadSales-->
<!--4delse-->
Sorry, you do not have access to the sales data. Please email
<a href="mailto:sales_questions@bigcompany.com">Sales Questions</a> if
you need more help.
<!--4dendif-->

This example inserts a warning if the customer is on credit-hold:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Is_On_Credit_Hold)-->
<font size="+1" color="red">
<strong>Credit hold: Do not accept new orders.</strong>
</font>
<!--4dendif-->

Rules for 4DIF Statements
Here is a summary of the basic rules for these keywords:
❖ A space is required between 4DIF and the Boolean test.
❖ The Boolean test must be placed between parenthesis, not square brackets.
❖ The Boolean test can use custom methods, direct calculations, and 4D functions.
❖ A 4DENDIF must be included to match each 4DIF.
❖ A 4DELSE statement is optional but recommended.
❖ The keywords are not case-sensitive. You can, for example, use 4DIF, 4dif, or

4DIf as you prefer. Using lowercase, however, ensures compatibility with GoLive.
❖ Expressions in the Boolean test must respect 4D data types. Date, time, and numeric

literals must be formatted as they would be in a 4D method. See “Data Types in
Boolean Expressions”, starting on page 175 of this chapter, for more details.
❖ 4DIF structures can include other semi-dynamic tags, although the embedding of

4DLOOP within 4DIF structures is not supported prior to 4D 6.7.1.

Special Notes and Suggestions
Match 4DIF with 4DENDIF Immediately
It is easy to add a 4DIF statement and then forget to add the matching 4DENDIF or a
desired 4DELSE. Whenever adding a 4DIF, immediately add a 4DENDIF to match, and a
4DELSE if needed.
Format the HTML Source Code
Formatting the HTML source code for readability simplifies the process of writing and
maintaining 4DIF structures. Good formatting is particularly important when 4DIF statements are nested. Extra spaces, tabs and carriage returns are not displayed as part of the
Web page. Use white space freely to make the HTML source easier to read and maintain.
Indenting is a common approach to formatting nested 4DIF structures that simplifies the
task of finding related 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF clauses:
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<!--4dif ([Customer]Amount_owed>0)-->
This customer owes us <!--4dvar [Customer]Amount_owed--><p>
<!--4dif ([Customer]Past_due>0)-->
The following portion is past due:
<font size="+1" color="red">
<strong>
<!--4dvar [Customer]Past_due -->
</strong>
</font>
<!--4dendif-->
<!--4delse-->
This customer doesn’t owe any money.
<!--4dendif-->

Nesting Semi-Dynamic Tags within 4DIF
When 4D processes a semi-dynamic page, it finds 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF statements and evaluates them. Depending on the results of the logical test, 4D inserts the text
in the correct part of the 4DIF structure. The included text may contain additional semidynamic tags like the 4DSCRIPT and 4DVAR statements used here:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Has_a_service_contract)-->
<!--4dscript/LoadServiceContractData--><br>
<!--4dvar [Service_Contract]Number--><br>
<!--4dvar [Service_Contract]Primary_Contact--><br>
<!--4dvar [Service_Contract]Expiration_Date--><br>
<!--4delse-->
There is no service contract in place for this customer.
<!--4dendif-->

While any semi-dynamic tag can be nested within a 4DIF structure, 4DLOOP doesn’t work
before 4D 6.7.1, and even then doesn’t work correctly unless a 4DELSE clause is included
in the enclosing 4DIF structure.
Include 4DELSE
While 4DELSE is optional within 4DIF structure, I recommend including it because it provides two benefits:
❖ Nested 4DLOOP structures do not always work correctly in 4D 6.7.1 otherwise, as

just mentioned.
❖ The control structure is complete, which many programmers find easier to maintain.

Data Types in Boolean Expressions
Expressions in the Boolean test of a 4DIF structure must respect 4D data types. For example, the following 4DIF test doesn’t work because Current date returns a date value, not a
string:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Last_contact_date # "")-->

The test must be written like this:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Last_contact_date # !00/00/00!)-->

If this requirement becomes confusing to work with, write custom functions instead, as
shown here:
<!--4dif (TheDateIsNotEmpty([Customer]Last_contact_date))-->
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Here is the 4D code for TheDateIsNotEmpty:
C_BOOLEAN($0;$theDateIsNotEmpty_b)
C_DATE($1;$dateToTest_d)
$dateToTest_d:=$1
If ($dateToTest_d#!00/00/00!)
$theDateIsNotEmpty_b:=True
Else
$theDateIsNotEmpty_b:=False
End if
$0:=$theDateIsNotEmpty_b

Limitations and Cautions
Introduction
4DIF can move 4D expressions, field names, and method names into the HTML for processing before the user sees the page. This is a powerful and worthwhile approach, but
must be used carefully when:
❖ Passing parameters to custom methods.
❖ Using command names directly.
❖ Using table and field names directly.

We’ll look at the reasons for caution in each of these areas briefly here. See the Referring
to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts on page 363, for a strategy to minimize problems with embedded object references.
Passing Parameters to Custom Methods
When building a Web interface on a 4D system, reuse as much existing code as possible.
4D appears to handle calling methods with a single parameter well and methods with multiple parameters poorly. When multiple parameters are needed, combine them into a
single text parameter, as discussed in “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the
Parsing Requests chapter.
See “Passing Parameters to Custom Methods”, starting on page 170 of the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter for a
more detailed example of how 4D handles method calls with multiple parameters.

Using 4D Functions in Boolean Statements
4DIF can embed 4D functions within test conditions, as in these examples:
<!--4dif (Current date+10 > [Customer]Due_Date)-->
<!--4dif (Records in selection([Customers])>0)-->

When 4D analyzes these Boolean tests, it compares the command names with the names
of the commands stored in 4D. If a command name changes, the 4DIF test breaks. Command names occasionally change between versions and are localized in different language
versions of 4D. For example, if the database is running under the French version of 4D,
the statements needs to be rewritten like this:
<!--4dif (Date du jour+10 > [Customer]Due_Date)-->
<!--4dif (Enregistrements trouves([Customers])>0)-->
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If the database is not used with different language editions of 4D, this potential problem
can be ignored. However, be sure to check for modified command names whenever
updating to a new version of 4D. A more thorough solution is to call custom functions
instead of embedding 4D functions directly in 4DIF. For example, here is the code of a
method that replaces the date calculation shown above:
` WebAddDaysToCurrentDate
`
` This is a wrapper for the Current date method
` intended to be called from 4DIF tests.
C_DATE($0;$date_d)
C_LONGINT($1;$daysToAdd_l)
If (Count parameters>0)
$daysToAdd_l:=$1
Else
$daysToAdd_l:=0
End if
$date_d:=Current date+$daysToAdd_l
$0:=$date_d
` End of routine.

Here is how the modified 4DIF statement looks:
<!--4dif (WebAddDaysToCurrentDate(5) > [Customer]Due_Date)-->
4D’s command names are stored in STR# ID 8. This string list can be viewed on the Mac OS with a resource editor
like Resorcerer or by copying the values into an array with the STRING LIST TO ARRAY command on Mac OS or
Windows. (The STR# is too long for display in ResEdit.) Note that command name entries starting with @, like
@CLEAR TABLE, are experimental or disabled.

Using Table and Field Names in Statements
4DIF can include field and table names within test conditions, as in these examples:
<!--4dif (Current date+10 > [Customer]Due_Date)-->
<!--4dif (Records in selection([Customers])>0)-->

If the table or field names in the database change, these tests break. This limitation can be
overcome by writing custom methods that accept aliases to the table and field names. This
strategy offers several advantages:
❖ Changes to the names in the database structure don’t break existing Web pages.
❖ The exact definition of the underlying database can be hidden. Obscuring the actual

database structure can help keep the system more secure.
❖ The structure can be made easier to understand for HTML authors. Cryptic 4D table

and field names can be given clear aliases. From the HTML author’s point of view,
fields from related tables can be grouped into a single virtual table.
❖ Several names can be defined for a single 4D table or field. For example, an HTML

author could ask for the Customer (singular) table or the Customers (plural)
table. 4D can’t tolerate this kind of common spelling difference when literal table
and field names are used. A custom system that uses aliases can handle this
difference easily.
For more information on building an alias system, see the Referring to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which
starts on page 363.
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Introduction
4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP are custom 4D HTML keywords introduced in 4D 6.7 that allow
semi-dynamic pages to embed loop control structures. Common uses for embedded loops
include:
✓ Looping through a selection of records, inserting data from fields.
✓ Looping through the elements of an array, inserting data from the array elements.
It is possible to perform these tasks directly in 4D methods that return HTML instead of
embedding repeat loops within Web pages. The advantage of 4DLOOP is that it gives the
Web author complete control over the content and appearance of the Web page. An HTML
author can modify which data is shown and how it is presented even when working with
a compiled 4D application. The Web author doesn’t need to know how to program 4D or
have access to the database structure.
This chapter explains 4DLOOP in detail. The Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter, which
starts on page 145, provides an overall look at semi-dynamic processing. The Working
with Semi-Dynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, discusses semi-dynamic processing in more detail. Each semi-dynamic tag is described in detail in its own chapter in
this section of the book.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
The basic syntax of a 4DLOOP structure is illustrated here:
<!--4dloop LoopControllingStatement-->
<!--4dendloop-->

Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4dloop LoopControllingStatement-->
<!--#4dendloop-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. GoLive also requires all 4D HTML tags to be
in lowercase. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter
for more information.

4DLOOP supports three different kinds of loop control statements, as summarized below:
4DLOOP syntax

Syntax

Example

Description

<!--4dloop ArrayName-->

<!--4dloop parts_as-->

Loops once for each element in
the array.

<!--4dloop MethodName-->

<!--4dloop CustomLoop-->

Loops until the method returns
False.

<!--4dloop [TableName]-->

<!--4dloop [Customers]-->

Loops once for each record in
the current selection of the table.
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Looping through an Array
4D arrays are a convenient location to store data needed for presentation on the Web. A
semi-dynamic page can ask 4D to prepare an array or group of arrays by calling a custom
method with 4DSCRIPT. Once the arrays are prepared, the semi-dynamic page can format
the data without running additional code in 4D. The following example prepares and displays a custom array.
<!--4dscript/WebDemoPrepareNameArray-->
<table border="0">
<!--4dloop CustomerNames_as-->
<tr>
<td align="right">
<!--4dvar String(CustomerNames_as)-->
</td>
<td>
<!--4dvar CustomerNames_as{CustomerNames_as}-->
</td>
</tr>
<!--4dendloop-->
</table>

Here is how the results of this code appear in a browser:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tamia Burke
Andover Burns
Joshua Byrd
Mary Finderbun
Hani Herifotal
Fred Perkins
Spencer Polar
Peri Spoo
Kathy Tark
David West

Here is what happens step-by-step when the semi-dynamic page is processed:
1) 4DSCRIPT asks the database to run the WebDemoPrepareNameArray routine.
2) WebDemoPrepareNameArray fills the CustomerNames_as array with ten names.
3) <table border="0"> opens an HTML table.
4) 4DLOOP applies the HTML found up until 4DENDLOOP once for each item in the array.
<tr> opens a new row in the HTML table.
<td align="right"> opens a new right aligned table cell.
<!--4DVAR String(CustomerNames_as)--> inserts the current array element number.
</td> closes the table cell.
<td> opens a new table cell.
<!--4DVAR CustomerNames_as{CustomerNames_as}--> inserts the contents of the

current array element.
</td> closes the table cell.
</tr> closes the row.
5) </table> completes the HTML table.
6) The result page now includes pure HTML without any semi-dynamic tags.

The function of 4DLOOP in this process is limited to changing the current element number
for the specified array. The majority of the work is performed inside the loop by 4DVAR.
See the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163, for more information
about inserting array values with 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR.
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Looping through a Selection
4D records are an obvious place to get data for publishing on the Web. A semi-dynamic
page can ask 4D to prepare a selection in a custom method called by 4DSCRIPT. Once
the selection is prepared, the semi-dynamic page can format the data without running
additional code in 4D. This example prepares a selection and displays field contents.
<!--4dscript/LoadCustomers-->
<table border="0">
<!--4dloop [Customers]-->
<tr>
<td align="right">
<!--4dvar String(Selected record number([Customers]))-->
</td>
<td>
<!--4dvar [Customers]Name-->
</td>
<td>
<!--4dvar [Customers]Main_Phone_Number-->
</td>
</tr>
<!--4dendloop-->
</table>

This semi-dynamic HTML fragment functions like the array looping example explained in
detail above. The only difference is that, in this case, 4D changes the current record in a
selection instead of changing the current element in an array. The majority of the work is
performed inside the loop by 4DVAR. See the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, which
starts on page 163, for more information about inserting field values with 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR.
If you have enabled the On Loading Record trigger, it runs each time 4DLOOP changes the current record.

Looping Based on a Method
When a semi-dynamic page needs to build a loop that is not based on an array or a selection, it can loop according to the result of a call to a custom function. This feature is
convenient when the loop is based on a calculation instead of records or array elements;
it is essential when the database hides table names, as discussed in the Referring to 4D
Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts on page 363. This semi-dynamic HTML fragment
loops through each table in the structure displaying its name:
<table border="0">
<!--4dloop LoopThroughTables-->
<tr>
<td>
[<!--4dvar Table name(TableLoopCounter)-->]
</td>
</tr>
<!--4dendloop-->
</table>
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The WebLoopThroughTables method looks something like this:
C_BOOLEAN($0;$keepLooping_b)
C_LONGINT($1;$loopCounterFrom4DLOOP_l)
C_LONGINT($loop_max)
$loopCounterFrom4DLOOP_l:=$1
$loop_max:=Count tables+1
$keepLooping_b:=False
Case of
: ($loopCounterFrom4DLOOP_l=0) ` Initialization phase for this routine.
TableLoopCounter:=0 ` This variable is used on the Web page.
$keepLooping_b:=True
: ($loopCounterFrom4DLOOP_l=$loop_max)
$keepLooping_b:=False
Else
TableLoopCounter:=TableLoopCounter+1
$keepLooping_b:=True
End case
$0:=$keepLooping_b

There are many ways to write the loop control method. You don’t have to maintain a loop
counter process variable like the one shown above. The basic features and requirements
of the loop control method are:
❖ $0 must be a Boolean value declared with C_BOOLEAN($0).
❖ $1 must be a longint value declared with C_LONGINT($1).
❖ 4DLOOP continues as long as the method returns True in $0.
❖ 4D automatically populates the number in $1.
❖ 4D calls the method with a value of 0 in $1 to give the method a chance to run any

necessary initialization code.
❖ 4D calls the method each time the loop starts and adds 1 to the value in $1.

Nesting Loops
Introduction
There are a few tricks and traps to nesting 4DLOOP tags. This section explains how to nest
loops successfully.
Nesting Table Loops
Nesting loops based on tables is straightforward. The only limitation to be aware of is that
related records are not automatically loaded, even with automatic relations turned on.
Imagine a simple two table structure with automatic relations:
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This semi-dynamic HTML fragment loops through each record in the [Customers] table,
loads the related [Contacts] records, and loops through each of them:
<!--4dscript/LoadAllCustomers-->
<!--4dloop [customers]-->
Customer data can be embedded here.
<!--4dscript/LoadRelatedContacts-->
<!--4dloop [contacts]-->
Contact data can be embedded here.
<!--4dendloop-->
<!--4dendloop-->

The line to notice is:
<!--4dscript/LoadRelatedContacts-->

Here is the code for the WebDemoLoadRelatedContacts method:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
RELATE MANY([Customers])

It is necessary to include a callback of this kind to load the related data because automatic
relations are not automatically invoked.
Nesting Array Loops
Nesting loops according to arrays works correctly as long as the arrays are properly initialized. Beware of using the wrong array name within a nested loop. For example, this semidynamic HTML fragment loops through two arrays, Years_as and Months_as:
<!--4dscript/initializeYearsAndMonths-->
<!--4dloop Years_as-->
<p><!--4dvar Years_as{Years_as}--></p>
<blockquote>
<!--4dloop Months_as-->
<br><!--4dvar Months_as{Months_as}--></br>
<!--4dendloop-->
</blockquote>
<!--4dendloop-->

As 4DLOOP works it way through an array, it changes the currently selected element. So,
each time the outer loop runs, the value of Years_as increases by one and each time the
nested loop runs the value of Months_as increases by one. This fragment shows a common
mistake, using the wrong array name:
<br><!--4dvar Months_as{Years_as}--></br>
If nested array based loops are not behaving correctly, make sure that each loop uses the correct array name.

Nesting Method Loops
Arrays and selections are specific objects with specific sizes. When 4DLOOP works with
either of these objects, it keeps track of how many times the loop needs to run and verifies
that the loop has finished. When 4DLOOP works with a method, there is no specific object
to count or measure against. This limitation is not a problem when there is only one loop,
but it makes nested loops trickier to control. To nest loops according to methods, the sysThe 4D Web Companion
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tem needs to keep track of when each loop should stop. A simple example should clarify
how to implement nested loops. First, we’ll look at a semi-dynamic HTML fragment that
nests two loops based on the same method:
<!--4dscript/WebSetLoopMaximum/3-->
<!--4dloop LoopMethod-->
<br>Outer loop <!--4dvar WebLoopCurrentStep_l--></br>
<!--4dscript/WebSetLoopMaximum/5-->
<blockquote>
<!--4dloop LoopMethod-->
<br>Inner loop <!--4dvar WebLoopCurrentStep_l--></br>
<!--4dendloop-->
</blockquote>
<!--4dscript/WebSetLoopMaximum/3-->
<!--4dendloop-->

The outer loop runs three times and the inner loops run five times each, producing this
text:
Outer loop 1
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop

1
2
3
4
5

Outer loop 2
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop

1
2
3
4
5

Outer loop 3
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop
Inner loop

1
2
3
4
5

The semi-dynamic code includes calls to a routine that adjusts how many times the current
loop should execute. For example, the outer loops is set to run three times:
<!--4dscript/WebLoopSetMaximum/3-->

The inner loops are set to run five times each:
<!--4dscript/WebSetLoopMaximum/5-->

The WebLoopSetMaximum method copies the specified value into a process variable shared
by the WebLoopMethod:
C_TEXT($0;$1)
WebLoop_Max:=Num($1)

The WebLoopMethod is a modified version of the WebLoopThroughTables method shown earlier. This version uses the WebLoop_Max variable to decide when the loop is finished:
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C_BOOLEAN($0;$keepLooping_b)
C_LONGINT($1;WebLoopCurrentStep_l)
C_LONGINT($loop_max)
WebLoopCurrentStep_l:=$1
$keepLooping_b:=False
Case of
: (WebLoopCurrentStep_l=0) ` Initialization phase for this routine.
$keepLooping_b:=True
: (WebLoopCurrentStep_l>WebLoop_Max)
$keepLooping_b:=False
Else
$keepLooping_b:=True
End case
$0:=$keepLooping_b

While this example uses a process variable set from the semi-dynamic page, the tracking
information can be stored in a variable, array, or custom data structure in a BLOB, and set
from the semi-dynamic page or code within the database.

Special Notes
4DLOOP and Other Semi-Dynamic Keywords
Any semi-dynamic tag can be nested within 4DLOOP, including 4DIF and 4DINCLUDE.
4DLOOP can’t be nested inside 4DIF structures prior to 4D 6.7.1. In 4D 6.7.1, 4DLOOP
only functions correctly within 4DIF when the 4DIF clause includes 4DELSE. The
4DELSE clause doesn’t need to include any text but must be present.
4DLOOP and On Web Authentication
In most cases, 4D doesn’t run On Web Authentication in response to 4DLOOP. The only
instance when this rule doesn’t apply is when a method is used for the first time. In this
case only, 4D runs On Web Authentication before calling the method with a starting loop
value of 0. Returning False in $0 of On Web Authentication does not stop the loop.
See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for a comparison of the code that runs
in response to each 4D HTML tag.
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Introduction
4DINCLUDE is a custom 4D HTML keyword introduced in 4D 6.7 that enables semidynamic pages to dynamically insert text from other documents. This easy-to-use feature
can simplify site maintenance and the readability of semi-dynamic HTML. Common uses
include:
✓ Sharing common text
Text needed on multiple pages can be stored centrally. Updating a single included
document is quicker and more reliable than updating multiple documents with
redundant content. Avoiding redundant text with 4DINCLUDE is comparable to
avoiding duplicate values with related tables in a relational database.
✓ Creating documents that function as subroutines
4DIF and 4DLOOP structures can become lengthy and difficult to read. For the sake
of clarity, and to simplify reusing code, statements can be moved into included
documents with descriptive names. This application of 4DINCLUDE corresponds to
the benefits of factoring methods into subroutines.
This chapter describes how 4DINCLUDE works, its limits, and a technique for replacing it
with a more flexible system. The Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview chapter, which starts on
page 145, provides an overall review of semi-dynamic processing. The Working with SemiDynamic Pages chapter, which starts on page 151, explains semi-dynamic processing in
more detail. Each semi-dynamic tag is discussed in detail in its own chapter in this section
of the book.
4DINCLUDE is introduced in 4D 6.7. If you are maintaining a legacy 4D database in an earlier version of 4D,
use the custom 4DINCLUDE replacement discussed in this chapter.

Mechanics
Basic Syntax
The basic syntax of 4DINCLUDE is illustrated here:
<!--4dinclude PathRelativeToCurrentDocument-->

Starting with 4D 6.7.1, an additional optional syntax is supported:
<!--#4dinclude PathRelativeToCurrentDocument-->
4D 6.7.1 introduced the # syntax to support integration with GoLive. GoLive also requires all 4D HTML tags to be
in lowercase. See “GoLive”, starting on page 288 of the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter
for more information.
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The 4DINCLUDE HTML keyword is followed by a space and a path to the document to
include. The path is always relative to the current document, not relative to the database
or default Web folder. Paths are written using URL/UNIX syntax on Mac OS and Windows:
The / character indicates a directory or folder.
The ../ string indicates that 4D should move up one directory or folder.
See the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307, for background information on paths.

This example inserts a document stored in the same directory as the current page:
<!--4dinclude CustomerForm.text-->

This example inserts a document stored in the parent directory of the current page:
<!--4dinclude ../StandardHeader.text-->

This example inserts a document stored in the subdirectory of the directory in which the
current page is located:
<!--4dinclude Quotations/McConnell_56.text-->
4DINCLUDE only imports documents from the default Web directory and its subdirectories. If a relative path
specifies a document above the default Web directory, 4DINCLUDE returns an error message, which prevents
unintentional or unauthorized inclusion of documents that aren’t meant to be displayed on the Web. Alias/
shortcuts don’t circumvent this protection.
4DINCLUDE can insert large documents, even several MB in size. If 4D can’t process a document because it is too
large, it inserts an error message.

Parameter Declarations and Code
4D doesn’t run any code in response to the 4DINCLUDE tag. There are no parameters to
declare.

Special Content Handling
Redundant HTML Tags
A minimal HTML document includes these tags:
<html>
<head>
<title>Minimal HTML Document</title>
</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>

Any single HTML document must not include two instances of any of the tags shown
above. If one HTML document is included inside another, only the content between the
<body> and </body> tags should be inserted. 4DINCLUDE automatically extracts the
body content of the included document and inserts it into the primary semi-dynamic page.
In other words, the resulting page takes its <head> section and <body> attributes from
the primary semi-dynamic page.
Huh? If the last discussion doesn’t mean anything to you, here is a quick translation: 4DINCLUDE does what it
should when a complete HTML document is included.
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Using Semi-Dynamic Tags within 4DINCLUDE Documents
When 4D inserts a document with 4DINCLUDE, it finds and resolves the semi-dynamic
tags within the included document. The only restriction is that the document may not use
4DINCLUDE. Hopefully, a future version of 4D will support nesting 4DINCLUDE documents. See “Replacing 4DINCLUDE”, starting on page 189 of this chapter, for a description
of how to overcome 4DINCLUDE’s limits with custom code. This table summarizes the tags
supported within documents inserted with 4DINCLUDE in the current version of 4D 6.7:
Nesting semi-dynamic tags within 4DINCLUDE

Keyword

Supported

Notes

4DACTION

✓

Use 4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION for semi-dynamic method calls.

4DHTMLVAR

✓

The included document and the semi-dynamic page have access to the same
variables, arrays, and records.

4DIF/
4DELSE/
4DENDIF

✓
Not supported.

4DINCLUDE
4DLOOP/
4DENDLOOP

✓

4DSCRIPT

✓

4DVAR

✓

The included document and the semi-dynamic page have access to the same
variables, arrays, and records.

Replacing 4DINCLUDE
Introduction
One of 4D’s greatest advantages is that when a feature isn’t satisfactory, it can often be
rewritten using the 4D language. This is the case with 4DINCLUDE. Some developers prefer a replacement for these reasons:
❖ 4DINCLUDE requires relative paths to the current document. This restriction can

make links difficult to manage and maintain.
❖ 4DINCLUDE does not exist prior to 4D 6.7. Developers maintaining historical

systems still want the benefits of file inclusion.
❖ 4DINCLUDE calls can’t be nested. Included files become significantly more useful

when they support nesting.
A custom method called with 4DSCRIPT overcomes these limitations.
The WebScriptIncludeFile method in the Web Core demonstration implements the code discussed in this section.

Including Files with 4DSCRIPT
The 4D language includes a complete set of commands for reading documents. With a custom method in place, 4DSCRIPT calls can ask the database to insert any document. (Use
4DACTION for this purpose in 4D 6.5.) This callback runs the WebScriptIncludeFile method.
The routine reads the path argument to determine which file to open:
<!--4dscript/WebScriptIncludeFile/Path=pages/recent/news.text-->
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Here is how WebScriptIncludeFile works in pseudo-code:
Read the path argument
Open the document
Read the contents of the document
Return the contents in $0

This simple approach makes it possible to nest included files however it is most convenient. We’ll look at a simple example of nested included documents to illustrate how the
process works. In this case, a summary document includes two other documents. Here’s
how the summary page appears in a visual editor:

Editing a page in Dreamweaver.

The page consists of introductory text and an HTML table with two columns and two rows.
The contents of the bottom rows are inserted through 4DSCRIPT callbacks that read and
insert additional files:

support/description.text

summary.shtml

sales/description.text

This script inserts the document sales/description.text document.

Editing the 4DSCRIPT tag in Dreamweaver.

Each description file in turn uses 4DSCRIPT to include an additional document:

support/contact.text

support/description.text

summary.shtml

sales/description.text

sales/contact.text
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For example, this is the text of sales/description.text:
The <strong>Sales</strong> department is ready to answer all of your questions.
We'll help you determine if our products are a good fit for your needs and make
sure that you get the best price.
<!--4dscript/WebScriptIncludeFile/path=sales/contact.text-->

this is the text of sales/contact.text:
<p>For more information, contact:
<address>
<a href="mailto:sales@example.com">Sales@Example.com</a>
</address>

From a design perspective, the final page is the combination of the main document and
the four inserted documents:

sales/description.text

support/description.text

sales/contact.text

support/contact.text

Schematic view of summary.shtml and its component files.

However, from the browser’s perspective there is only one page. When the final page
reaches the browser, there is no way to determine how it was constructed. All the callbacks and file insertions happen inside 4D before the page is sent to the browser. Here is
an example of how the final page appears:

An example of the final page.
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Implementation Note
The replacement for 4DINCLUDE described in this section returns results through $0 of a
4DSCRIPT routine, which limits the results to 32,000 characters or less. If the included file
is larger, the results should be returned as a series of text variables read with 4DVAR, or
with a single BLOB variable read with 4DVAR in 4D 6.7 and later.
Active4D supports a command called INCLUDE. This command supports relative addresses, absolute addresses,
and any level of nesting. See the Active4D chapter, which starts on page 43, for more information on Active4D.
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Section Summary
4D’s contextual mode is an ambitious attempt to simplify Web-database development.
Contextual mode treats a Web browser like a database client, with the ability to search,
add, delete, and modify data. The chapters in this section explains contextual mode’s features, advantages, limits, and best uses.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Contextual Mode Overview
4D’s contextual Web server differs from other Web servers. To understand contextual
mode, it is necessary to know what problem it is trying to solve. This chapter explains
how contextual mode tries to overcome the Web’s statelessness, why this approach
doesn’t usually work, and when contextual mode is appropriate.

■

Working with Contextual Mode
If you are developing contextual mode systems, this chapter discusses their mechanics
and offers a variety of tips and suggestions. It explains what contexts remember, how
to start and stop contexts, prepare and modify forms for the Web, and embed documents, custom HTML, and custom JavaScript.

■

4DMETHOD
4D includes custom HTML keywords and magic URLs that combine dynamic database
data and calculations with static HTML. The 4DMETHOD keyword lets users start a new
contextual Web process. This chapter explains the mechanics of 4DMETHOD.

■

AP SET WEB FILTERS
Contextual mode doesn’t give a developer direct control over how menu bars, forms,
and other objects are translated into HTML. Depending on what the system needs to
do, and the developer’s attitude towards writing HTML, this lack of control can be helpful or frustrating. If this limitation is frustrating, the AP SET WEB FILTERS 4D Pack plug-in
command provides a way to intercept and modify the HTML received and produced
by the contextual Web server. This chapter explains how to use AP SET WEB FILTERS.

■

Automatic Image Maps
Clickable image maps are a popular interactive interface. A single image can include
several hot-spots that act like links when clicked. The 4D contextual mode Web server
can translate a 4D form into a Web image map automatically.
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Introduction
4D’s contextual Web server differs from other Web servers. To understand contextual
mode, it is necessary to know what problem it is trying to solve. Contextual mode tries to
compensate for the statelessness of the Web. 4D and 4D Client always keep track of state
information, including:
✓ Variables, arrays, sets, and named selections.
✓ The current user.
✓ The current record and current selection in each table.
✓ The locked status of each open record.
Working with a Web server is very different from programming within a 4D process. Web
servers, by design, don’t remember users from one request to the next because they don’t
store any state information. 4D’s contextual Web server automatically manages a user’s session and tracks the state information maintained in a regular 4D process, including current
selections and current records. Contextual mode also automates the process of translating
4D forms into HTML, sparing 4D developers from learning HTML. Despite its conveniences, contextual mode is unacceptable for most Web applications. This chapter
provides an overview of contextual mode, its drawbacks, and times when it is appropriate.
The Working with Contextual Mode chapter, which starts on page 201, includes more
details about contextual mode’s features.
See Managing State chapter, which starts on page 405, for a detailed discussion of state management in Web
applications.

Contextual Mode’s Basic Features
Dedicated Web Connection Processes
In contextual mode, the 4D Web server starts a process for each incoming Web session. As
long as users continue to work with the Web site, this process is kept alive and keeps track
of what they are doing. In this manner, 4D maintains current records, locked record states,
current selections, variable values, and arrays for each Web client. This approach turns a
Web browser into a kind of 4D Client.
Automatic Translation
In contextual mode, 4D automatically translates menu bars, forms, and methods for use on
the Web. Apart from some command limitations, existing code can be used in contextual
mode unchanged. You must be careful to avoid certain commands, like Open window and
PRINT SELECTION, because they run on the 4D Web server machine instead of on the
browser machine.
See “Contextual Mode and Specific Commands”, starting on page 210 of the Working with Contextual Mode
chapter, for lists of commands to avoid or use carefully in contextual mode.
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Form Translation
4D automatically converts 4D forms into HTML in contextual mode when a method uses
commands that display a form, including DIALOG, MODIFY SELECTION, and DISPLAY SELECTION. 4D translates the form objects that have HTML equivalents, including buttons, fields,
and pictures. Some objects, including grouped arrays and subforms, are not translated
because they don’t have straightforward HTML equivalents.
See the 4D Language Reference for a complete list of the 4D objects that can be translated into HTML in your version
of 4D.

The following screenshots show the same form displayed in 4D and a Web browser.

A form in 4D.

The same form translated into HTML by 4D’s contextual Web server.
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Problems with Contextual Mode
Broken Navigation
The two most-used objects in a Web browser are the address bar and the back button. In
contextual mode, the user can’t use either normally. This behavior is unacceptable on a
site that serves the general public. The first time I saw the alpha version of contextual
mode, I raised the objection that it breaks the back button. The answer I received was:
The first thing you must understand is that you are in a database.

In fact, the primary environment isn’t a database, but a Web browser. This answer is important, however. It explains the basic philosophy of contextual mode: the Web browser is a
database client. Contextual mode is not a Web publishing system, it is a tool for making
Web browsers database clients. Since Web browsers lack fundamental database client features, Web browsers must be broken to work correctly in contextual mode. For example,
if a user views or adds records in 4D/4D Client, they can’t suddenly switch to some other
task in the same process. If users edit a record, they must leave that record before they can
return to a list of records or start a new search. The user is then within a controlled environment, and navigation choices are restricted easily and appropriately. The Web, on the
other hand, permits users to go where they want when they want. In order to force users
to complete actions—like saving or cancelling a record before leaving it—4D monitors the
sequence of requests in a context and presents an error when browser navigation tools,
like the back button, are used in contextual mode. Here is what users see after hitting the
back button on the browser while editing a record:

You screwed up! Okay?

Contextual mode punishes the user for performing the second most common action in a
browser, pressing the back button. Users don’t like this. One user put it to me this way:
When I get to a site that doesn’t let me use the back button, I leave and say:
“Fine, I won’t be back!”

Here are a few words on this subject from Jakob Nielsen, a prominent authority on Web
usability:
One of the most common usability problems on the Web these days is when the back
button breaks because the previous page is no longer a valid view of the data on the
server. Some sites put big warnings on their pages: DO NOT TOUCH THE BACK
BUTTON. This doesn’t work. The back button is so ingrained in users’ habits that they
reach for it all the time, no matter what you say. Remember that any individual Web
site is an insignificant speck of dust in the universe of the Web: you cannot override
habits formed while browsing hundreds of other sites.
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/980920.html
The 4D Web Companion
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Mixing Contextual Mode with Non-Contextual Mode
4D systems can interweave contextual and non-contextual features within a single site.
This creates an inherently unusable and bewildering interface. I strongly discourage you
from mixing contextual and non-contextual modes. Imagine a site that mixes contextual
and non-contextual pages. As the users navigate through the site, the mode changes. Imagine passing through four pages, some contextual and some non-contextual:

Which of these pages are contextual, and which are non-contextual? You have no idea,
and neither do the users. Contextual mode is a more restrictive environment since users
can’t browse and navigate freely. Once they enter a site that mixes contextual and noncontextual pages, sometimes browser navigation works normally, and at other times it
doesn’t. This inconsistency is confusing and may lead users to believe the site is broken.
Asking users to understand different modes, and to figure out which mode they are currently in, puts an unreasonable burden on them. In other words, it doesn’t work.
Mental Maps
If you are very good at creating mental maps, you can navigate a site that mixes contextual
and non-contextual pages together. Then, instead of navigating a series of unrelated pages,
you have a “map” in your mind that tells you where you have been and which rules apply
at each step:

Most people are not good at building mental maps. The majority of people process information more effectively by finding clues in the outside world. Computer programmers and
graphic artists, by contrast, are typically strong mental map builders. Even if you can
understand and follow the movement between contextual and non-contextual mode in
your site, don’t assume that end users can. Anything that increases the difficulty of using a
system reduces the likelihood that the system will be used successfully. This principle is
particularly true on the Web. Users have generally experienced so many frustrating Web
sites that they are ready to abandon a difficult Web site almost immediately.
Before implementing a contextual, or partially contextual system, produce a prototype and
test it with people representative of your users. Watch their reactions as they work their
way through the site. Do not offer them help as they navigate through the system. If they
find the site hard to use, then it is.
If you are interested in learning more about conducting inexpensive user tests, try the books listed on this page:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/bookreviews/usability.html.
See the The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for a description of an automatic, non-contextual
database publishing solution.
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Appropriate Uses for Contextual Mode
There are some appropriate uses for contextual mode. It is, for example, a quick way to
add Web functionality to an existing 4D database. You can add Web pages for searching,
sorting, adding, modifying, and deleting records with no knowledge of HTML in a few
hours. These are some times when the benefits of contextual mode outweigh its
drawbacks:
❖ You don’t have time to build a non-contextual system, and the value of Web access

outweighs the costs of a non-standard Web navigation style.
❖ The customer can’t afford to build a non-contextual system, and the value of Web

access outweighs the costs of a non-standard Web navigation style.
❖ You are working with a specific group of users who are willing to learn how to

work with a context-based system. For example, administrative functions for the
database designers and administrators.
Before committing to a contextual system for any of the reasons listed here, consider using
the non-contextual mode 4D Web Assistant instead. It also provides a quick and painless
way to enable users to search, add, edit, and view records from the Web. See The 4D Web
Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for an overview of this option.
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Introduction
With 4D’s contextual Web server it is possible to reuse 4D methods, forms, menu bars, and
data on the Web with little or no knowledge of HTML or the Web. Contextual mode manages three tasks:
✓ Runs 4D code on the 4D Web server machine.
✓ Translates forms, dialogs, and menu bars into HTML automatically.
✓ Manages and maintains the state of each Web session, including current selections
and locked records.
Publishing a database in contextual mode can be the quickest and easiest way to give Web
users access to an existing 4D system. Unfortunately, in contextual mode the developer
loses fine control over the Web pages, and users can’t browse freely. This chapter explains
the features of contextual mode. The Contextual Mode Overview chapter, which starts on
page 195, discusses the drawbacks and appropriate uses of contextual mode in detail.

Contextual Mode Fundamentals
What Is a Context?
When you build a transaction-oriented Web application—like a database application—you
need to maintain state information to keep track of what the user is doing. A shopping cart
system is a common example of a database application running on the Web. 4D offers contextual mode as a system for automatically managing and tracking state. Some alternative
designs are discussed in the Managing State chapter, which starts on page 405. 4D’s contextual Web server manages state by devoting a specific process to each Web connection.
As long as users continue to work with the database through their Web browser, this process monitors what they are doing. The Web connection process keeps track of:
❖ The current user.
❖ The location of each user in the system.
❖ The current record and current selection for each table.
❖ Locked records.
❖ Sets and named selections.
❖ Process variables.

4D starts a Web context tracking process automatically when a browser connects in contextual mode.
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Starting a Web Context
4D can serve Web connections contextually or non-contextually. The two environments
are fundamentally different with only a handful of features in common. For the programmer to take advantage of contextual mode features, the user must be within a context.
There are two ways to start a Web context:
❖ The database is set to start new Web connections in contextual mode. This is the

default behavior. You can change this behavior in the Database Properties dialog,
as discussed in “Start without Context”, starting on page 435 of the Web Settings
chapter.
❖ The user clicks a link or types a URL that uses 4DMETHOD. 4DMETHOD is discussed

in detail in the 4DMETHOD chapter, which starts on page 213.
Here is the sequence of events when a browser connects for the first time in contextual
mode:
1) 4D starts or resumes a process called Web Process to interpret the incoming request. (The Web Process
system is also used for non-contextual pages.)
2) 4D starts a new Web connection process. This process is assigned a unique tracking number for
this Web session. The tracking number is included in the process name, for example Web Connection#
151667154.

The unique tracking ID—called the context ID—is included in all the URLs that 4D builds
for this process:

4D includes the context ID to make the URLs smart. When users click on a link in their
browsers, the context ID is included in the information sent to 4D. The embedded context
ID allows 4D to determine which Web connection process should handle the request. If,
for example, there are five Web connection processes, 4D can pass the incoming request
to the correct process perfectly every time.
The context ID looks slightly different in the browser than in the Runtime Explorer because the it is URL encoded.
For example, specials symbols, like the # sign, are converted to hexadecimal. You don’t need to work with the
context ID directly at any time, so it is not important how it looks. See “URL Encoding and Decoding”, starting on
page 388 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for more information.

Web Connection Timeout
A Web context process runs until it times out or it finishes. By default, contextual Web processes wait for five minutes before timing out. If the Web user is idle for longer than the
timeout value, 4D aborts the process. Any locked records, unfinished code, and current
selections are unloaded. This behavior can be a benefit because it is preferable that 4D
doesn’t spend time and memory managing processes for Web users who are no longer at
the site. The timeout value can be adjusted in the Database Properties dialog or with the
SET WEB TIMEOUT command. For more information, read “Web Server Connections Timeout”, starting on page 430 of the Web Settings chapter.
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Stopping a Web Context Process
There are several ways in which a Web context process can end, or be stopped
deliberately:
❖ The process times out normally.
❖ The SEND HTML BLOB command is called with an optional parameter that tells 4D to

stop the context, as shown here:
SEND HTML BLOB(WebData_Blob_x;".htm";True)

❖ The timeout value is set to a very low value, like one second, with SET WEB TIMEOUT

to force the process to end, like this:
If (Web Context)
SET WEB TIMEOUT(1) ` 1 second
Else
` If you call SET WEB TIMEOUT here, it changes
` the value for _all_ contextual Web connections.
End if

❖ The browser is redirected with the SEND HTTP REDIRECT command, like this:
SEND HTTP REDIRECT("http://www.amazon.com/")

❖ The user selects a link with the 4DACTION HTML keyword. 4DACTION is described

in detail in the 4DACTION chapter, which starts on page 117. (A link with 4DCGI
doesn’t automatically stop the context.)
It is easy to unintentionally stop a context with SEND HTTP REDIRECT. In the Web Core database, the WebResponseRedirectPermanently and WebResponseRedirectTemporarily methods
prevent this possible problem by suppressing SEND HTTP REDIRECT in contextual mode. If
you find that you sometimes unintentionally stop contexts with SEND HTTP REDIRECT, use one
of these routines instead. If you do want to stop a context, you can use SEND HTML BLOB.
This feature is implemented for you in the WebContextStop method found in the Web Core
database.
Checking if the Current Process Is a Web Context Process
If you need to determine if the current Web process is contextual, use the Web Context
function. This function returns True or False and can be used like this:
If (Web Context)
Do something in contextual mode.
Else
Do something in non-contextual mode.
End if

Automatic Object Translation
Introduction
In contextual mode, 4D automatically translates many objects into HTML. This feature provides two benefits:
❖ Reusing existing forms and other objects.
❖ Avoiding knowing, learning, or editing HTML. This is a minor advantage, at best,

since HTML is simple to learn when compared to 4D programming.
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This feature also has two drawbacks:
❖ Limited control over the HTML created by 4D.
❖ Building Web sites in the Design environment. Modifying a Web form requires

editing the original form in 4D. In a compiled database, modifying a Web page
requires editing the 4D form and recompiling the database.
Field Type Translation
This table summarizes the HTML translation support for each of 4D’s field types.
4D field HTML translation support

Field Type

Display

Edit

Alpha

✓

✓

Text

✓

✓

Real

✓

✓

Integer

✓

✓

Long Integer

✓

✓

Date

✓

✓

T ime

✓

✓

Boolean

✓

✓

Picture

✓

Subtable
BLOB
Try the “Look at different field types” demonstration in the Contextual Mode database to see 4D’s field translation
for yourself.

Form Objects
Not all 4D form objects are translated into HTML. For example, there is nothing comparable to a grouped scrollable area defined in HTML. The following items are not translated:
❖ Subforms.
❖ Special button effects, like highlight buttons.
❖ Many graphical control objects, like rulers and dials.
❖ Splitters.

Exactly which objects are translated, and how, depends on the version of 4D. Look at the
4D Language Reference for your version, or experiment with the form objects translation
demonstration in the Contextual Mode database.
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Specifying a Translation Mode
Historically, each new version of 4D has improved the contextual mode translation system.
The SET DATABASE PARAMETER command can change the translation mode for the current
contextual Web process.
Contextual web translation modes

Setting

Description

0

Convert to HTML 4.0 if supported by browser, otherwise convert to HTML 3.2.

1

Convert to HTML 2.0.

2

Convert to HTML 3.2 and Cascading Style Sheets.

3

Convert to HTML 4.0 and Cascading Style Sheets.

Experiment with the different modes and the browsers your users use to find the best
available translation.
The table listed above agrees with the 4D documentation but doesn’t always match 4D’s behavior. The HTML
produced in contextual mode depends on the platform, browser, conversion mode, and exact version of 4D.
The Web Settings chapter, which starts on page 429, describes all Web settings, including contextual conversion
mode.

Building Forms for the Web
Introduction
You can use any 4D form on the Web, but they will not necessarily all work well. This section includes specific suggestions for controlling and improving the appearance of 4D
forms on the Web.
Building Web-Aware Forms
The easiest way to create attractive forms for the Web is to build new forms using the Web
Aware template in the 4D Form Wizard. I recommend using the Regular Buttons or Regular
Buttons — Small button family. You select the button family by following these options in
the Form Wizard:
Advanced ➝ Buttons ➝ Button Family

Regular buttons translate into regular HTML text buttons; picture buttons translate into
static pictures with clickable links embedded. Text buttons are more understandable and
quicker to download. If you are going to embed custom JavaScript that works with the
form buttons, you should definitely use regular text buttons.
For more information on the effect of pictures on page download speed, see “How Picture Serving Works on the
Web”, starting on page 258 of the Serving Pictures chapter.

SET VISIBLE
If you need to adapt forms that you use in 4D for simultaneous use on the Web, you may
wish to hide some objects. 4D’s SET VISIBLE command works in contextual mode. You can,
for example, hide a collection of grouped arrays and embed your own HTML table in its
place. Place this code in the On Load event of the form’s method.
The customer display demonstration in the Contextual Mode database method includes an input form that
displays an included area in 4D and an HTML table on the Web. See the [Customer] "Input_Web" form and form
method, and the WebMethodModifyCustomers method.
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Customizing Output Forms
Introduction
When 4D translates an output form for the Web, it translates the pictures, text, buttons, and
a selection of records into HTML. Here is how the [Customer] "Input_Web" form from the
Contextual Mode database looks in the 4D Form Editor.

This is how this form appears on the Web.

The records are converted into an HTML table with four columns and one row for each
record displayed.
Controlling Columns
The column definitions are controlled from within the Form Editor. 4D uses regular rectangles to define the Web columns. In the form pictured above, each field and field title is
surrounded by a rectangle. 4D draws one column for each rectangle. If you remove the
rectangle surrounding a field and its label, the field is not shown on the Web. If you put
two fields in a single rectangle, they are placed in a single column on the Web. Here the
form has been modified so that there is one rectangle around First_Name and Last_Name,
and no rectangle around Company.
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Customizing Output Forms
Here is how the modified form appears on the Web.

The modified form in a Web browser. See below for how to use a custom link icon like the one pictured here.

4D doesn’t automatically concatenate fields placed in a combined column, as this screenshot illustrates.
SET VISIBLE can’t be used to control columns. Rectangles are not displayed on the Web, so SET VISIBLE is ignored.
It is necessary to physically modify the rectangles in the form definition in the Form Editor to modify how columns
are drawn on the Web.

Controlling Rows
When MODIFY SELECTION or DISPLAY SELECTION are used in contextual mode, 4D automatically translates the records in the selection into HTML. Because selections can contain
hundreds or thousands of records, 4D doesn’t translate the entire selection at once. The
number of rows and the maximum number of record pages can be controlled with the
SET WEB DISPLAY LIMITS command. To control the size of the page, adjust the maximum
number of records shown on one page. The height of the row is based on the clickable
icon displayed next to each record. To make each row taller or shorter, use a custom icon
stored in the Picture Library. This is how the [Customer] "Input_Web" form appears on the
Web after this line of code is executed:
` 5 records per page;10 pages maximum;Picture Library image #998.
SET WEB DISPLAY LIMITS(5;10;998)
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The Contextual Mode database WebMethodSetDisplayOptions method lets Web users
change the Web settings dynamically from the Web.

Customizing Incoming or Outgoing HTML with AP SET WEB FILTERS
The free 4D Pack plug-in package provided with 4D and 4D Server includes a command
called AP SET WEB FILTERS. This command installs a custom method that intercepts the HTTP
and HTML going in and out of a contextual Web process. This feature enables developers
to gather statistics and modify the HTML 4D creates. This command is described in detail
in the AP SET WEB FILTERS chapter, which starts on page 219.

Creating Image Maps in Contextual Mode
Contextual mode supports translating forms into clickable image maps automatically. This
feature is described in detail in the Automatic Image Maps chapter, which starts on
page 215.

Embedding Custom HTML and JavaScript
Introduction
The HTML generated by 4D can be extended and enhanced with embedded custom HTML
and JavaScript code. Here are some of the common uses for this feature:
❖ Adding custom HTML for objects that 4D can’t translate. It is possible, for example,

to convert related records into an HTML table since 4D doesn’t translate subforms.
❖ Adding custom JavaScripts to control objects on the form.
❖ Inserting links to other pages, email, 4DMETHOD, or 4DACTION.
❖ Adding additional HTML fields. If HTML field names match 4D process variable

names, the HTML field data is automatically copied into the 4D process variable
with the same name when the user submits the form.
It is possible to embed HTML fragments or insert entire documents into the HTML 4D creates from a 4D form. This section explains both techniques and then describes an example
of inserting an HTML fragment.
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Mechanics: Inserting an HTML Fragment
You can embed HTML fragments by assigning a special character and your custom HTML
to a non-enterable text variable. This is how it’s done:
1) Place a non-enterable text variable on the form where you want to insert the HTML.
2) Assign the character Char(1) to the non-enterable variable. Starting the variable with this special
character tells 4D to treat the value as embedded HTML rather than text.
3) Add HTML or JavaScript to the non-enterable area.
4) Make sure to assign the HTML to the variable before the form is shown. You may do this in a
routine that opens the form or in the On Load form event.

Here is an example of how the code looks in 4D:
EmbeddedHTML_t:=Char(1) ` This tells 4D to treat the text as HTML.
EmbeddedHTML_t:=EmbeddedHTML_t+"<p>Hello!</p>"

When the form is translated, your HTML is inserted into the page. The example below uses
this technique to insert an HTML table in the place of a subform.
Resist the temptation to write HTML in the 4D Method Editor. It makes your system hard to edit, hard to maintain,
and hard to validate. For some alternatives see the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399.

Mechanics: Inserting a Document
External documents can be inserted within the HTML that 4D produces when translating a
form. Simply place a valid document reference in a static text area surrounded by the curly
bracket { and } symbols:
{copyrightNotice.txt}

Inserting shared text files is an easy way to reduce site maintenance costs. See the Reusing
Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for a discussion of different techniques
for sharing common HTML.
The file insertion feature doesn’t always work. You may be able to improve reliability by using the 4D V6
conversion mode. See “Contextual Web Conversion Mode”, starting on page 439 of the Web Settings chapter, for
information on changing conversion modes.

Notes for HTML Authors
If you are already familiar with HTML, here are some additional comments about the limits
on the HTML you can embed in your 4D forms. If you are not embedding HTML in your
forms, you may ignore this information.
❖ Your HTML is always inserted within the <body> section of the page. Therefore,

you cannot add HTML elements that belong in the <head> section of the page,
like pragma headers, the base URL, or the title.
❖ 4D wraps the entire page in a form. HTML forms cannot be nested. In other words,

you cannot insert an entire form. You can add new field objects, like buttons,
inputs, and select objects. Give your custom objects names that correspond to 4D
process variables so that you can read the results in 4D after the user submits the
form.
❖ In several conversion modes, 4D creates a large table to control the layout of objects

on the form. HTML tables can be nested, so you can embed complete HTML tables.
❖ Remember that you are working within a 4D Web context. If you insert links that

call 4DMETHOD, you are telling 4D to start a new context when users click the links.
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Notes for JavaScript Authors
If you are already familiar with JavaScript, here are some additional comments about the
limits on the JavaScript you can embed in 4D forms. If you don’t embed JavaScript in your
forms, you may ignore this information.
❖ Your embedded JavaScript is always inserted within the <body> section of the page

after 4D has translated the form’s fields into HTML. Therefore, you can’t directly
define the JavaScript attributes for 4D generated objects, including fields and submit
buttons.
❖ If you are using a modern browser, you can attach new JavaScripts to existing

objects. This feature allows you to attach JavaScripts to the objects that 4D creates.
The form 4D creates is always JavaScript form document.forms[0]. Imagine that
you have a form with a submit button as the ninth object on it, JavaScript form
object document.forms[0].elements[8]. If you embed a JavaScript to trap
the submit button called onSubmitValidate, you can assign it to the submit
button that 4D uses by embedding this JavaScript:
document.forms[0].elements[8].onClick=onSubmitValidate

❖ If you attach JavaScript to submit buttons, you must use genuine submit buttons in
many browsers. Use the Regular Buttons or Regular Buttons— Small button families

when you create your form in 4D or add regular 4D buttons manually in the Form
Editor.

Developing in Contextual Mode
When you develop in contextual mode, you may find that the changes you make to your
forms are not working or that certain objects don’t appear. Here are some suggestions to
help make your development more productive.
❖ Browser Caches

Browsers keep copies of pages locally to improve performance. 4D does a good
job of keeping browsers from copying dynamic forms, but you can sometimes get
stuck working with an out-of-date copy of a page. Depending on the browser you
use, there are several ways to stop the caching or clear the existing cache. Look for
the cache settings in your browsers preference system. If all else fails, quit and
restart the browser.
❖ Distinct Variable Names

It is easier for 4D to translate forms when each button has a distinct variable name.
❖ Take Breaks

If you are new to the Web, or new to 4D’s contextual mode, these tools may take
some getting used to. If you get frustrated, take a break.

Contextual Mode and Specific Commands
Introduction
Programming for a contextual Web connection is almost identical to programming for a
regular 4D process. Certain 4D commands include enhanced Web support; most commands work in the same way when called from 4D or a Web browser; and a few
commands—like all printing commands—should not be used in routines called from a
Web browser. This section discusses each of these categories of commands.
This information is adapted from the “Web Services, HTML Support” section of the 4D Language Reference.
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Commands with Extra Web Functionality
The following commands have been enhanced to work automatically in 4D’s contextual
mode. Forms and 4D dialogs are automatically translated for you.
ADD RECORD

DISPLAY SELECTION

QUERY BY EXAMPLE

ALERT

MODIFY RECORD

Request

CONFIRM

MODIFY SELECTION

REDRAW

DIALOG

QUERY

Commands to Avoid or Use Carefully
You should avoid using the following commands from a method used on the Web in contextual or non-contextual mode if they display a dialog. These commands execute on the
the 4D Web server machine managing the Web connection, not on the machine with the
browser.
Append document

LOAD SET

PRINT FORM

BEEP

LOAD VARIABLES

PRINT LABELS

Create document

MESSAGE

PRINT RECORD

DISPLAY RECORD

Open document

PRINT SELECTION

EXPORT DIF

Open external window

QUIT 4D

EXPORT SYLK

Open form window

SAVE SET

EXPORT TEXT

Open resource file

SAVE VARIABLES

IMPORT DIF

Open window

SELECT LOG FILE

IMPORT SYLK

ORDER BY

SET CHANNEL

IMPORT TEXT

PLAY

TRACE

You may use some of these commands—like TRACE—if you want a dialog to appear on the
4D Web server machine. You may use commands like Create document as long as you make
sure that no window appears on the 4D Web server machine.
Commands that Do Not Work in Contextual Mode
The following commands are not supported in contextual mode and should not be used.
ADD DATA SEGMENT

EDIT ACCESS

PRINT SETTINGS

ADD SUBRECORD

GRAPH TABLE

REPORT

CHANGE ACCESS

MODIFY SUBRECORD
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Introduction
4D includes custom HTML keywords and magic URLs that enable Web sites to combine
dynamic database data and calculations with static HTML. The 4DMETHOD keyword lets
users start a new contextual Web process. 4DACTION is a close non-contextual equivalent
of 4DMETHOD. 4DMETHOD can give non-contextual Web users access to 4D’s contextual
Web features selectively.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. For more details, see the 4D
Request Keywords Compared chapter, which starts on page 107.

Mechanics
Request Syntax
The basic syntax of a 4DMETHOD request is illustrated here:
/4DMETHOD/MethodName/TextParameter

The 4DMETHOD HTML keyword is followed by a / symbol and a method name. Optionally
the method name may be followed by a / symbol and a single text parameter.
Beginning the request with the / character instructs the browser to request the method starting at the root of the
Web folder. This is what 4D expects as each 4D HTML request keyword is handled like an invisible directory in the
Web folder. See the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307, for more information on 4D’s HTML
keywords and relative URLs.

Parameter Declarations
You can pass one text parameter to a method called with 4DMETHOD. You must declare $1
as type text in every routine called by 4DMETHOD if you are going to use the database in
compiled form. Here is the skeleton of method called by 4DMETHOD:
` If you call a routine with 4DMETHOD, you _must_ declare
` $1 as text. You don’t need to use this parameter.
C_TEXT($1)

Get into the habit of declaring this parameter as soon as you create a method that is called
by 4DMETHOD even if you are not using $1 immediately.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks” in the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, for details on
how to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web. See the Reusing Existing Code on the Web chapter,
which starts on page 393, for a discussion of techniques for reusing existing methods that don’t have Webcompatible parameter lists.
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Chain of Events
Introduction
The sequence of events taking place with 4DMETHOD is always the same for valid URLs.
In every case, the On Web Authentication database method runs, if it exists, before anything
else happens. This method gives the database a chance to validate users before processing
their request. If On Web Authentication returns True, the On Web Connection method is called.
Summary
This table summarizes the chain of events for each use of 4DMETHOD. Unlike 4DACTION
and 4DCGI, the sequence of events is always the same for good URLs.
Comparison of the chain of events for different uses of 4DMETHOD

Task

HTTP
Method

URL

4D
Version

Link

GET

Good

Image

Form

Form

GET

GET

POST

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Good

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Bad

6.5/6.7

✓

✓

Compiler_Web

✓
✓
✓

Contextual mode never calls the Compiler_Web system. It is not needed because contextual mode automatically
maps 4D and HTML variables when generating and receiving HTML forms.

The specific method called may use any command valid in contextual mode. See “Contextual Mode and Specific Commands”, starting on page 210 of the Working with Contextual
Mode chapter, for more details.
On Web Authentication

True

On Web Connection

Specific Method

False
Any request

Password challenge

Response Page

See the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which starts on page 91, for comparisons of each of 4D’s HTML
keywords and special tags.
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Introduction
The 4D contextual Web server translates 4D forms into HTML pages. When a form includes
a static graphic with invisible buttons placed over it, 4D translates the graphic into an interactive HTML object. Inside the browser, users can click the image to submit the form. 4D
receives the form and the location of the click and automatically runs the script of the button underneath the clicked coordinates, if there is one.
The example discussed in this chapter is found in the Contextual Mode demonstration database.

Basic Setup
Building the Form in 4D
Creating a form for use as an image map in contextual mode is easy:
1) Add a static image to the form.
2) Place invisible buttons over the parts of the image that should be clickable.
3) Add scripts to the buttons to the desired actions.

This example form has four pages. A static graphic that looks like a custom tab control is
included on each page. The graphic differs between pages to indicate the current page.
The buttons that control moving between pages are placed on page zero of the form and
automatically included with each page.

Page zero and page one of the form.

Displaying the Form
The form can be displayed with any 4D command that is supported in contextual mode,
including DIALOG, ADD RECORD, DISPLAY SELECTION and MODIFY SELECTION. This method
uses ADD RECORD to display the form:
INPUT FORM([ExampleForms];"Tab_Interface")
ADD RECORD([ExampleForms];*)
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Working with the Form in a Web Browser
When 4D translates the form, the static graphic becomes a clickable image. The following
example shows page one of the form in a Web browser. The cursor indicates that the
graphical tab is clickable.

Page one of the form in a browser.

When the tab is clicked, the page and the location of the last click are submitted to 4D,
which checks the form for a button at that location and runs its script if there is one. In the
example below, the button script is:
GOTO PAGE (2)

The form is translated again and returned to the browser:

Page two of the form in a browser.
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Clickable Images and Web Browsers
When 4D translates a form in contextual mode, it places the entire contents of the page
inside a single HTML form. When the 4D form includes a static graphic with invisible buttons, 4D treats the graphic as a server-side image map. This HTML fragment (reformatted
for clarity) shows the kind of HTML 4D produces:
<input
type="image"
src="4Dimg/4Dlayout/470922"
name="470922" border="0"
width="298"
height="31"
align="top">

The input type="image" definition tells the Web browser that this image is clickable.
This feature was introduced in HTML 2.0 and is supported by even very old browsers.
Clickable images of this type act like a regular HTML form submit button with the added
feature that the clicked coordinates are sent to the Web server. This HTTP fragment shows
the information submitted to 4D by a browser in response to a click on an input image:
POST /%23%23951054804.0/4Ddataentry/1/7/ HTTP/1.1
Content-length: 24
341077.x=108&341077.y=19

All the necessary information is packed into the last line. Here is the information broken
out with descriptive labels:
Image name
X coordinate
Y coordinate

341077
108
19

Important Limitation
Each time a clickable image is pressed, the Web browser submits the entire form. Therefore, if the user is in the middle of editing or creating a record, the record is saved in its
current state. It is a fundamental feature of the Web that form submissions are all-or-nothing. There is no built-in concept of a multi-part or multi-page form on the Web. If you use
contextual mode, be careful to design multi-page forms with this behavior in mind.
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Introduction
4D’s contextual mode doesn’t give a developer direct control over how menu bars, forms,
and other objects are translated into HTML. Depending on what the system needs to do,
and the developer’s attitude towards writing HTML, this lack of control can be helpful or
frustrating. If this limitation is frustrating, the AP SET WEB FILTERS provides a way to intercept and modify the HTML received and produced by the 4D contextual Web server. Uses
for this command include:
✓ Capturing and extracting information from incoming requests.
✓ Reformatting HTML produced by 4D.
✓ Adding JavaScript to 4D-generated forms.
Before going through all of the work of capturing and modifying contextually generated
HTML, consider converting the system to semi-dynamic pages. They provide total flexibility and a better user experience. See the Semi-Dynamic Pages section, which starts on
page 143, for more details. Also consider the 4D Web Assistant, which automates publishing records for viewing and editing in non-contextual mode. See the The 4D Web Assistant
chapter, which starts on page 37, for more information.

AP SET WEB FILTERS Background
Finding the Command
The AP SET WEB FILTERS command is included in the free 4D Pack plug-in suite. (Prior to
4D 6.7, this plug-in suite was called ACI Pack.) The package is included with 4D at no
additional charge. This command only works in contextual mode.
Parameters
The AP SET WEB FILTERS command takes three parameters:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$1

String (31)

Name of project method to run when contextual requests arrive.

$2

String (31)

Name of project method to run when contextual responses are sent.

$3

Longint

Character set to use:
0 Web browser character set.
1 Macintosh (4D native) character set.

The following line of example code sets the input filter to a method called WebInputFilterMethod, the output filter to a method called WebOutputFilterMethod, and the character set to
Macintosh. (4D uses the Macintosh character set internally on Mac OS and Windows.)
AP SET WEB FILTERS ("WebInputFilterMethod";"WebOutputFilterMethod";1)
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It is unnecessary to install both input and output filters. The following line of sample code
installs an output filter method and leaves input handling to 4D:
AP SET WEB FILTERS ("";"WebOutputFilterMethod";1)

Scope
The 4D documentation doesn’t say if AP SET WEB FILTERS affects the current contextual process or all contextual processes globally. Testing reveals that the effect of the command is
global. Since this behavior is undocumented, it is possible, although unlikely, that 4D will
change it in the future. Given the command’s behavior, it makes sense to call it from
On Startup under 4D and On Server Startup under 4D Server.
Although AP SET WEB FILTERS installs filter methods globally, the methods run asynchronously. Therefore, multiple
clients can make requests simultaneously without waiting in line for AP SET WEB FILTERS to finish handling an
earlier request.

How the Command Works
AP SET WEB FILTERS installs the requested methods as filters that run whenever contextual

Web requests are received or contextual Web responses are sent, as illustrated here:

4D Web Server
Contextual
Web Connection
Input Filter

Non-Contextual
Web Connection

Output Filter

Browser

Browser

4D automatically places the incoming or outgoing HTML in $1 when a filter method is
invoked. The filter method must return an HTML response in a BLOB placed through $0.
In the example below, the original HTML is returned unchanged to show how a filter
method works:
C_BLOB($0) ` Resulting HTML.
C_BLOB($1) ` Incoming request from browser or outgoing response produced by 4D.
$0:=$1 ` Return the HTML unchanged.
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Example
The following example shows an output filter method that uses hard-coded HTML references to add a background color to the current page and each HTML table it includes.
` WebOutputFilterMethod
C_BLOB($0) ` Resulting HTML.
C_BLOB($1) ` Incoming HTML
C_TEXT($html_t)
C_TEXT($findThis_t)
C_TEXT($replaceWith_t)
` Copy the BLOB into text for easier processing.
$html_t:=BLOB to text($1;Text without length)
` Add a light purple background to the page
` and a light blue background color to each table.
` <body
$findThis_t:=""
$findThis_t:=$findThis_t+"<body"
` <body bgcolor="FFCCFF"
$replaceWith_t:=""
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"<body "
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"bgcolor="
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+Char(Double quote)
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"FFCCFF" ` This is a shade of purple.
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+Char(Double quote)
` Change the body tag:
$html_t:=Replace string($html_t;$findThis_t;$replaceWith_t)
` <table
$findThis_t:=""
$findThis_t:=$findThis_t+"<table "
` <table bgcolor="99CCFF"
$replaceWith_t:=""
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"<table "
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"bgcolor="
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+Char(Double quote)
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"99CCFF" ` This is a shade of blue.
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+Char(Double quote)
` Change each table tag:
$html_t:=Replace string($html_t;$findThis_t;$replaceWith_t)
TEXT TO BLOB($html_t;$0;Text without length)

Here is how the page appears without the filter method:
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With the filter method in place, the page now has a different background for the page and
the table 4D builds to organize the items in the dialog:

Writing HTML in 4D Methods
Writing HTML directly in 4D methods, as in the examples in this chapter, is a bad practice.
The outcome is a system that is difficult to maintain, document, and modify. This is a
strong argument for using semi-dynamic pages instead of contextual mode.
See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for a comparison of strategies for storing and
managing HTML.

Using Regular Expressions
4D’s string commands are not ideally suited for manipulating and transforming HTML. For
example, it is difficult to use the string commands to change color tags or the title of a page
without knowing the exact strings 4D inserts. Regular expressions match patterns as well
as exact characters. For example, instead of finding a string like this:
<TITLE>4D Dialog</TITLE>

a regular expression can find any <TITLE> tag, regardless of contents, using this pattern:
<TITLE>*.</TITLE>

Regular expressions are like compact programs that analyze text. A free plug-in from
Escape Information Systems remedies 4D’s lack of native regular expression support. See
the Regular Expressions chapter, which starts on page 391, for example code and more
details.

Tips and Warnings
Remove All Bugs from Web Filter Methods
Filter methods are installed and invoked by a plug-in, which changes how 4D handles
errors in the method. The 4D debugger can be displayed with a break point or the TRACE
command in the filter method. However, if there is a syntax error in a filter method, it acts
as if the ABORT command was used and doesn’t display an error dialog or the Debugger.
The Web connection process seems to freeze but the system doesn’t crash. Make sure that
all filter methods are syntactically perfect and compile correctly.
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Tips and Warnings
Do Not Modify 4D’s Context and Subcontext IDs
Contextual mode depends on the context and subcontext IDs 4D embeds in each contextual page. Do not alter or remove these tags in a Web filter method.
Experiment with Static HTML
It is easy to waste a lot of time experimenting with altering HTML through 4D code.
Instead of experimenting in code, follow these steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Connect with 4D in contextual mode and view the page that needs modification.
Save the HTML source of the page from the browser.
Use an HTML editor to modify the HTML source until it is correct.
Implement the 4D code necessary to modify the automatically generated HTML to match the desired design.
5) Test the modified code with a contextual Web connection.

Web Conversion Mode
The 4D contextual Web server refines the Web translation engine between minor and
major versions. If filter code expects specific HTML tags or patterns, the code may break
with a new version of 4D. The SET DATABASE PARAMETER command enables the database
to specify which conversion method to use. It also helps stop filter methods from breaking
in new versions.
See “Contextual Web Conversion Mode”, starting on page 439 of the Web Settings chapter, for more details.
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Section Summary
4D Web integration poses new security challenges and brings new security features and
options. This section of the book documents 4D’s security settings and features, describes
undocumented techniques and weaknesses, and provides background information on
Web and Internet security.

Chapters at a Glance
■

4D Web Security Options
This chapter explains 4D’s built-in Web security settings and features, including password options, the generic Web user, and the request log.

■

On Web Authentication
The On Web Authentication database method is a centralized location for accepting or
rejecting requests to run database code from the Web. This chapter explains On Web
Authentication in detail and describes strategies for protecting pages and managing user
log-ons from the Web. It also discuses some of the underlying details about how passwords work on the Web.

■

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
SSL is the most commonly used secure way of exchanging information over the Web.
4D 6.7 and later support using SSL with the 4D Web server. This chapter first describes
how to install and configure SSL and then discusses SSL in more detail for the curious.

Related Chapters
■

Virtual Paths
The 4D security system is designed to protect calls to database methods, not requests
for pages. The virtual path technique can be used to overcome this limitation. This
chapter begins on page 355.
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Introduction
4D includes several Web security features that control incoming requests and identify the
current user. 4D Web systems can:
✓ Use standard Web password challenges to authenticate Web requests.
✓ Use the 4D password system to authenticate Web requests.
✓ Designate a generic Web user that consolidates internal access privileges into a
single account.
✓ Log all incoming requests in a standard log file format for analysis.
This chapter explains how to use these features. The On Web Authentication chapter,
which starts on page 235, includes more information on HTTP Basic authentication and
login pages. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245, discusses
using 4D 6.7’s SSL features with the 4D Web server.
4D’s Web security system does not run in response to requests for pages, but in response to requests to run database
code from the Web. By default, there is no way to secure individual pages. In this respect, 4D’s Web server is
different from traditional Web servers. Virtual paths are a workaround to this limit. See the Virtual Paths chapter,
which starts on page 355, for details on the technique.

Password Options Settings
The Web security options are located on the Web Server II page of the Database Properties
dialog:

Web server security options.

The Use Passwords option, Include 4D Passwords option, and the On Web Authentication database method can be combined to implement different native 4D authentication strategies.
Here is a summary of the options:
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4D Web security settings

Include 4D Passwords
Is Selected

Use Passwords
Is Selected

On Web Authentication
Has Code

✓

Result
When a client connects, On Web Authentication runs. Returning False does
not provoke a password challenge in the browser.

✓

✓

✓

✓

When a client connects, On Web Authentication runs. Returning False provokes a password challenge in the browser.

✓

When a client connects, On Web Authentication runs. Returning False provokes a password challenge in the browser. When the user supplies a user name
and password, the values are compared with the users defined in the 4D password
system. If the user name and password match a 4D user and password correctly,
the request is accepted. If the user name matches a 4D user, but the password is
wrong, then the request is refused. If the user name doesn’t match a 4D user
name, On Web Authentication can choose to accept or reject the request.
Note: Passwords are sent as plain text over the network. This option substantially increases the risk of someone capturing a password.

✓

✓

This option is not possible.
The request is accepted.

✓
✓

The request is refused.

✓

The request is refused.

✓

This option is not possible.

The reason this table of information seems too complicated is because it is too complicated. Complexity in a security system is a security risk. You want a security scheme that is
straightforward enough to administer correctly. I recommend this combination:
❖ Turn Use 4D Passwords off to avoid sending 4D user names and passwords unsecured

over the network.
❖ Turn Use Passwords on to activate On Web Authentication formally.
❖ Return True in On Web Authentication to accept all requests.
❖ Force all requests to run through On Web Connection by using 4DCGI and bad URLs

for all requests. This technique is explained in detail in the Virtual Paths chapter,
which starts on page 355.
❖ Authenticate Web requests in On Web Connection. This approach enables the system

to send an error page along with the password challenge in case the user cancels
the password dialog. This is discussed in more detail in “Using HTTP Basic
Authentication”, starting on page 242 of the On Web Authentication chapter.
You can use a different strategy than the one described here. Whatever your choice may
be, make sure that you understand how it works and that you have documented how to
maintain it. Now we look at some of the individual options and features in more detail.
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On Web Authentication
The On Web Authentication database method allows you to retrieve information about the
incoming request—like the client’s IP address, user name, and password—and accept or
reject the request. This database method’s parameters are described here:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$0

Boolean

Return True to accept the request.
Return False to reject the request, and tell the browser to ask the user
for a user name and password.

$1

Text

Incoming URL, excluding host name.

$2

Text

Incoming HTTP header.

$3

Text

IP address or name of the Web client making the request.

$4

Text

IP address of the server receiving the request.

$5

Text

User name as entered in Web browser.

$6

Text

Password as entered in Web browser.

The behavior of this database method and the exact parameters returned depend on how
you set the Web security options. Here is an example of an On Web Authentication routine
that performs validation directly.
C_BOOLEAN($0)
C_TEXT($1;$urlAfterServerName_t)
C_TEXT($2;$httpHeader_t)
C_TEXT($3;$clientIPAddress_t)
C_TEXT($4;$serverIPAddress_t)
C_TEXT($5;$userName_t)
C_TEXT($6;$password_t)
$urlAfterServerName_t:=$1
$httpHeader_t:=$2
$clientIPAddress_t:=$3
$serverIPAddress_t:=$4
$userName_t:=$5
$password_t:=$6
If ($userName_t="") | ($password_t="")
` This code runs if the user name or the password is not supplied.
$0:=False
Else ` ($userName_t="") | ($password_t="")
` The user entered a user name and password. Check these values.
` This example stores the user name and password in a table.
READ ONLY([Web_User])
QUERY([Web_User];[Web_User]Name=$userName_t;*)
QUERY([Web_User]; & ;[Web_User]Password=$password_t)
If (Records in selection([Web_User])=1) ` A match was found.
$0:=True
Else ` No match was found.
$0:=False ` The browser will give the user another chance to connect.
End if
End if ` ($userName_t="") | ($password_t="")

Make sure that On Web Authentication returns a result in $0. If you include code in On Web Authentication,
but don’t return a result code, 4D may not behave as described in this chapter or the 4D documentation.
See the On Web Authentication chapter, which starts on page 235, for more details on this database method.

If passwords are stored in records, make sure that they are encrypted. The CODEC and BASh components provide
complete support for encrypting and decrypting fields. For more information on these free tools, visit
http://www.deepskytech.com/downloads.html.
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Use Passwords
When On Web Authentication returns False, 4D sends a password challenge to the browser.
If the user enters a user name and password, the values are sent back to 4D and On Web
Authentication runs again. If Use Passwords is on, 4D extracts the user name and password
and puts them in parameters $5 and $6 of On Web Authentication. If Use Passwords is not
selected, 4D leaves $5 and $6 empty. The user name and password can still be extracted
from the HTTP header, stored in parameter $2 of On Web Authentication. Turning Use Passwords on is a convenience and a valuable visual reminder that On Web Authentication is
being used.
See “User Name and Password”, starting on page 383 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for details on parsing
incoming user names and passwords.

Include 4D Passwords
The Include 4D Passwords option can only be selected when Use Passwords is also selected.
Include 4D Passwords modifies how Use Passwords works in two ways:
❖ The password is no longer placed in parameter $6 of On Web Authentication,

although the value is still visible in the HTTP header placed in parameter $2.
❖ The incoming user name and password are automatically compared with the user

names and passwords defined in the 4D password system.
At first, Include 4D Passwords seems like a convenient feature for databases that use 4D passwords. Despite this appearance, I strongly recommend that you never activate this option.
It is the default for converted databases, so double-check the setting in updated systems.
The HTTP Basic password scheme does not encrypt passwords or data. It is by design and
definition insecure. A hacker (or disgruntled employee) who obtains a valid 4D user name
and password off the network can connect to the database with a copy of 4D Client as that
user. Most database developers do not want their Designer password freely circulated.
Unless the system is using SSL, passwords are passed over the network as plain text. Read “About HTTP Basic
Challenge-Response Authentication”, starting on page 239 of the On Web Authentication chapter, for important
details about how passwords are transmitted over the Web.
See “User Name and Password”, starting on page 383 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for details on parsing
incoming user names and passwords.

Generic Web User
Introduction
The 4D Users and Groups system can be used to restrict access to objects like tables, menu
bars, forms, and methods in 4D. The generic Web user is a tool for applying these settings
to all Web users. A more accurate descriptive name for the generic Web user is “object
access privilege settings for all Web requests.” The generic Web user is not a default Web
user or guest account, and it has no effect on the authentication options.
This setting applies to all connections in contextual and non-contextual modes.
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Example
An illustration should clarify what the generic Web user feature controls and how it works.
In this imaginary database, the default Web user is named Generic_Web_User:

Selecting the generic Web user.

This database divides users into two groups: 4D_Users and Web_Users.

The Web_Users group includes the Generic_Web_User.

The Generic_Web_User is in the Web_Users group and not in the 4D_Users group. Any menu
bar, form, method, table, or other object that restricts use to members of the 4D_Users
group is not accessible to the generic Web user. Since the generic Web user settings apply
to all Web users, no Web user has access to these restricted objects. For example, this
method is limited to members of the 4D_Users group.

The Method Properties dialog, available from the Method menu inside the Method Editor.
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If a Web user invokes this method, 4D generates and displays an error message, just as it
would in 4D itself:

A privilege error displayed in a Web browser.

The generic Web user feature is convenient for developers but creates a terrible interface
for users. When users are confronted by an error message like the one shown here, they
generally don’t know what happened or why. As far as they know, the system “crashed”,
or they did something wrong. They may give up trying to solve the problem, learn to fear
the program, or call asking you to explain the problem. No matter how they interpret the
error, they aren’t going to like it.

Log Request
Overview
4D can capture Web activity into a document in the Common Log File format. This is a text
file named Logweb.txt placed in the same folder or directory as the database structure:

Log entries contain details about the machine making the request, the request itself, and
the response. Here is an excerpt from a log file, followed by an explanation of what is
included in each line.
dyn-1-1-003.Anc.dialup.oleane.fr - Designer [09/Nov/1999:10:52:27] "GET /4DHome/%23%231578731288.0 HTTP/1.0" 200 813
t4o70p88.telia.com - - [09/Nov/1999:10:49:46] "GET / HTTP/1.0" 302 0
ca-ol-valence-2-156.abo.wanadoo.fr - - [09/Nov/1999:10:49:47] "GET /4DHome/%23%23843924030.0 HTTP/1.0" 200 780
ca-ol-valence-2-156.abo.wanadoo.fr - - [09/Nov/1999:10:50:42] "GET / HTTP/1.0" 302 0
sweetwater38.sweetwater.com - - [09/Nov/1999:10:50:50] "GET /4DHome/%23%2368611922.0 HTTP/1.0" 200 780
sweetwater38.sweetwater.com - - [09/Nov/1999:10:51:21] "GET /4DHome/%23%231119510880.0 HTTP/1.0" 200 813
cerebus.acusd.edu - - [09/Nov/1999:10:52:17] "GET / HTTP/1.0" 401 0
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Helpful, isn’t it? The log file format was designed for machine processing, not human consumption. You can write your own parsing code and integrate a log analyzer in your
database, use a commercial log analyzer, or use a free log analyzer.
Analog is a fast, free, cross-platform Web log analysis tool. Visit the Analog home page for details and downloads
http://www.analog.cx/.
4D doesn’t provide a way to customize the log file name. The default name Logweb.txt is stored in item 5 of STR#
401 in 4D. 4D uses any string it finds in this STR# item for the log file name. If you duplicate STR# 401, place it
in your structure, and modify item 5, you can change the automatic log file name.

Log Contents Described
Here is an explanation of what is on each line of the Web log file. This line is split into
fields delimited by spaces and explained in the table below:
dyn-1-1-003.Anc.dialup.oleane.fr - Designer [09/Nov/1999:10:52:27] "GET /4DHome/%23%231578731288.0 HTTP/1.0" 200 813

Example

Field

Notes

dyn-1-1-003.Anc.dialup.oleane.fr

Requesting machine’s
name or IP address.

-

RFC 931 data

RFC 931 Authentication Server data can
include the remote log-on name of the user.
4D doesn’t use remote log-ons, so this field is
always set to -.

Designer

User name

Authenticated user name. This is the user
name as 4D sees it, or a - if no authentication
was performed. The contents of this field
depend on how you set up your Web authentication options.
Note: spaces are automatically transformed to
underscore characters in the log file.

[09/Nov/1999:10:52:27]

Date and time

GET /4DHome/%23%231578731288.0 HTTP/1.0"

Request

This HTTP request line is generated by the
user’s browser and sent to 4D over the Web.

200

Status

The HTTP result code sent by 4D in response
to the request.

813

Bytes

The length of the content returned to the
browser, in bytes. If no contents are sent, this
field is set to 0. (4D’s password challenges, for
example, don’t send contents.)

If you are debugging Web-related problems, check the log file for a complete record of the
sequence of requests and their respective responses.
See the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, for details on HTTP requests, responses, and
codes.
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Introduction
The On Web Authentication database method is a centralized location for accepting or rejecting requests to run database code from the Web. This chapter explains On Web
Authentication in detail and describes strategies for protecting pages and managing user logons from the Web. The main points covered are:
✓ How and when On Web Authentication runs.
✓ How basic Web passwords work and why they aren’t secure.
✓ How to control passwords with a standard Web password or a custom log-on form.
✓ Why it is impossible to send a page along with a password challenge from On Web
Authentication, and what to do about it.
This chapter explains some of the underlying details about the Web and 4D Web server
security systems. The 4D Web Security Options chapter, which starts on page 227, explains
4D’s overall Web security features and settings. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter,
which starts on page 245, discusses using 4D 6.7’s SSL features with the 4D Web server.

Basic Rules for On Web Authentication
Activating On Web Authentication
By default, On Web Authentication has no code. The most straightforward way to use On
Web Authentication is to turn on the Use Passwords database property and add code to the
On Web Authentication method.

Activating the Use Passwords option.

Selecting the On Web Authentication method.
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When On Web Authentication Runs
The On Web Authentication method doesn’t run in response to requests for pages. It runs in
response to requests to run database code. By default, there is no way to secure individual
pages. This behavior is different from traditional Web servers which perform security
checks at the document or directory level. This table summarizes when On Web Authentication runs:
When On Web Authentication runs
Request

Type

Valid static URL

Link

Bad static URL

Link

Runs

Notes

✓

Magic 4D URL

Link

4DACTION

Link, form, or image

✓

4DACTION

Semi-dynamic callback

✓

4DCGI

Link, form, or image

✓

4DMETHOD

Link, form, or image

✓

4DHTMLVAR

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DIF

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DINCLUDE

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DLOOP based on an array

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DLOOP based on a selection

Semi-dynamic keyword

4DLOOP based on a method

Semi-dynamic keyword

✓

4DSCRIPT

Semi-dynamic callback

✓

4DVAR

Semi-dynamic keyword

Use 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and later.

Runs only once.

I need to emphasize two points from this table:
❖ On Web Authentication protects methods, not documents. For a work around to this

limit, see “Using On Web Connection to Validate Requests”, starting on page 242 of
this chapter.
❖ On Web Authentication may run once for each 4DSCRIPT callback (4DACTION in
4D 6.5). Since On Web Authentication may run several times while processing a single

semi-dynamic page, its code should be as quick as possible.
Parameters
4D defines seven parameters for On Web Authentication. 4D automatically puts values in
parameters $1-$6. Your code must put a Boolean result in $0. If the database is compiled,
these parameters must be explicitly declared in On Web Authentication to prevent errors:
C_BOOLEAN($0) ` Reject or accept connection
C_TEXT($1)
C_TEXT($2)
C_TEXT($3)
C_TEXT($4)
C_TEXT($5)
C_TEXT($6)
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` URL after the server name.
` HTTP header.
` Client IP address.
` Server IP address.
` User name.
` Password.

Basic Rules for On Web Authentication
This database method’s parameters are described here:
On Web Authentication parameters
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$0

Boolean

Return True to accept the connection.
Return False to reject the connection and instruct the browser to ask the user
for a user name and password.

$1

Text

Incoming URL, excluding host name.

$2

Text

Incoming HTTP header.

$3

Text

IP address or name of the Web client making the request.

$4

Text

IP address of the server receiving the request.

$5

Text

User name as entered in Web browser password dialog.

$6

Text

Password as entered in Web browser password dialog.

Parameters $1-$6 and their values are identical to parameters $1-$6 passed by 4D to the
On Web Connection database method. $1 and $2 always contain values. The other parameters may or may not contain values, depending on the version of 4D and Web security
options selected.
Effect of Returning False in $0
Browsers send requests to Web servers and Web servers send responses to browsers. The
4D Web server may run On Web Authentication in response to an initial browser request or
while processing the response being sent to the browser. The effect of returning False in
$0 varies depending on the type of request, as summarized in this table:
How 4D behaves when a request is rejected in On Web Authentication

Request

Type

Behavior

A bad static URL.

Web server request

Password challenge is sent to browser.

4DACTION

Web server request

Password challenge is sent to browser.

4DACTION

Semi-dynamic callback

Inserts error message in result page.

4DCGI

Web server request

Password challenge is sent to browser.

4DMETHOD

Web server request

Password challenge is sent to browser.

4DLOOP based on a method.

Semi-dynamic callback

The results of On Web Authentication are
ignored and the method runs normally.

4DSCRIPT

Semi-dynamic callback

Inserts error message in result page.

When 4D runs On Web Authentication in response to a Web server request, no response has
been sent to the browser. It is still possible to change the response into, for example, a
password challenge. When 4D runs On Web Authentication in response to an embedded
semi-dynamic callback, the response has already been sent. The semi-dynamic page is the
response. At this point, 4D is no longer able to change it completely. Therefore, rejecting
a full Web server page request changes the Web response, and rejecting a method within
a semi-dynamic page only stops that specific method from running. The primary documented purpose of On Web Authentication is to accept or reject full Web server requests.
We’ll look at this topic in more detail next.
The exact behavior and error text—if any—4D returns when semi-dynamic callbacks are refused are
undocumented. The behavior described here may change in future versions.
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Rejecting a Web Browser Request
When On Web Authentication rejects a Web browser request, 4D sends an HTTP Basic challenge-response authentication request to the browser. This response notifies the browser
that the user must supply a name and password. Browsers typically display a custom dialog to collect a user name and password from the user.
The basic password challenge dialog is part of the browser. A user with an Italian browser sees a password dialog
in Italian even when visiting an English site.

A standard HTTP password challenge dialog.

The user enters a user name and password which the browser sends back to 4D. If On Web
Authentication returns True, the user is validated and 4D processes the request. The browser
remembers the user name and password as long as it remains open. Each time the user
makes a new request of the Web server, the browser automatically sends the existing user
name and password along with the request.
If On Web Authentication returns False again, the user is not accepted, and 4D sends the
password challenge again. Browsers typically notify the user of the error to allow them to
try again:

The browser, in this case, does not send a new request for an error page when the user
cancels the password dialog. The error page must be included with the original password
challenge request. Unfortunately, the 4D Web server doesn’t allow the programmer to
include a page with the password challenge generated by returning False from On Web
Authentication. It is possible to send a response or error page from On Web Authentication
using any of the HTML sending commands—SEND HTML BLOB, SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML
TEXT or SEND HTTP REDIRECT—when $0 is equal to True, but not when it is equal to False.
When the result is False, users see an error in the browser or a partial page:

This response doesn’t help users get what they need from the site, nor does it make the
system look good. Users see this kind of dialog, and think the system is flawed or broken.
And they’re right. It is so easy to enter user names and passwords incorrectly that Web sites
should handle these common errors gracefully.
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❖ By now, everyone has far too many user names and passwords to remember them

all. (Or to keep from losing the sticky notes where they’re written down.)
❖ Passwords are displayed as bullets (•••••) when typed. This makes it harder for

users to see typing errors, which increases mistakes.
❖ Some people find password dialogs irritating and end up making even more typing

mistakes.
There are two different strategies for handling log-ons well with 4D:
❖ Use a custom log-on page instead of On Web Authentication.
❖ Perform user authentication in On Web Connection instead of On Web Authentication.
From within On Web Connection it is possible to send a password challenge and a

specific page simultaneously.
We need to look in more detail at how password challenges work before discussing these
strategies.

About HTTP Basic Challenge-Response Authentication
Introduction
Returning False from On Web Authentication in response to a Web server request tells 4D to
create an HTTP Basic authentication response. This simple authentication method is supported by all contemporary browsers but offers little security. Here is a quote from the
standards document defining this authentication scheme:
The Basic authentication scheme is not a secure method of user authentication, nor does it in any way protect the entity, which is transmitted in
cleartext across the physical network....
RFC 2617, section 4.1
If you want to learn more about authentication, HTTP, or any other Web standard, visit the World Wide Web
Consortium Web site at http://www.w3c.org/.

Basic Passwords Step-By-Step
Earlier we looked at how password log-ons look to the user. Now let’s look at the underlying details. Here is what happens when a user logs onto a Web server that requires Basic
challenge-response authentication:
1) The browser asks the Web server for a page without providing any user name or password.
2) The Web server asks the browser for a user name and password. This is done by sending an HTTP
response with the status code “401 Unauthorized”, like this:
HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="WebBase2002"

3) The browser displays an alert asking for a user name and password:
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4) The user enters a user name and password:

5) The browser combines the user name and password with a colon, translates this string into base
64, and sends the result to the Web server along with the original browser request, like this:
GET / HTTP/1.0
Authorization: Basic RGVzaWduZXI6cG9wcHk=

6) The Web server translates the user name and password back into ASCII text.
7) The Web server validates the name and password.
8) If the user name and password are valid, the Web server answers the user’s request; otherwise, it
sends an error response or a new password challenge. Even though 4D sends a new password challenge, it won’t send a page when the user enters a bad password.

Basic Password Security
The only security provided by this system is that the user name and password are combined and translated into base 64. In the example pictured above the user name is
“Designer” and the password is “poppy”. These are combined with a colon:
Designer:poppy

The base 64 version of this string is plainly visible in the request header:
Authorization: Basic RGVzaWduZXI6cG9wcHk=

Anyone capable of capturing this string is also capable of translating it back into the original user name and password. This is a strong argument for not using the Include 4D
Passwords option. To achieve real security, use SSL connections. 4D 6.7 introduces support
for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections. This protocol is explained in the Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245.
The WebResponseSetPasswordChallenge method in the Web Core database shows how to build custom password
challenges.

Managing 4D Database Access from the Web
Now that we’ve reviewed how basic password challenges work, we can discuss the
options for managing user log-ons from the Web in 4D. Apart from SSL, the main choice
is between a basic password challenge and a custom log-on page. This table summarizes
the main advantages and disadvantages of each approach:

Advantages

Disadvantages

HTTP Passwords

HTML Log-on Page

Simple to code.
Browser remembers password.
Password converted to base 64.

Complete control over appearance.
Can include help text.

No control over appearance.

Passwords sent legibly.
Browser doesn’t remember password.

While I’ve listed it as an advantage that browsers remember HTTP passwords, it can also be a disadvantage. If the
system wants to limit user access to a specific time period, it is no longer a convenience that the browser remembers
the user name and password as long as it remains open.
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Custom Log-on Forms
Log-on forms written in HTML are an alternative to HTTP password dialogs. The main
advantage of a log-on page written in HTML is that it gives the Web author complete control over the appearance of the page. Helpful text, hints, and links for recovering forgotten
passwords are courtesies users appreciate. This simple log-on form is equivalent to a standard browser password dialog:

A custom HTML log-on page displayed in the Opera browser under the Mac OS.

Notice that the password entry appears as a series of bullets instead of readable characters.
To obtain this effect, set the HTML field to the password type (shown in bold below for
emphasis):
<b>Password:</b>
<input
name="log_on_password"
type="password"
value=""
size="10">

When this form is submitted over the network, the user name and password are sent as
plain ASCII text:
log_on_name=Designer&log-on_password=poppy

For comparison, here is how an HTTP password challenge system sends the same user
name and password:
RGVzaWduZXI6cG9wcHk=

Tracking the User when Using a Custom Log-On Page
With a custom log-on form written in HTML, there is no automatic mechanism to send the
information to the browser with each new request. In order to achieve a similar effect, the
server must use cookies or a session ID in hidden fields or in each URL. The best approach
depends on the overall needs of the site.
Keeping track of the current user and password is an example of managing state. See the Managing State chapter,
which starts on page 405, for a detailed discussion.
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Using HTTP Basic Authentication
Using On Web Authentication to Validate Requests
The simplest way to use HTTP Basic authentication with 4D is through On Web Authentication. Unfortunately, there is currently no way to send a page along with the password
challenge from On Web Authentication. If the system needs to send a meaningful response
with the password challenge, the password challenge must be made from On Web
Connection.
Using On Web Connection to Validate Requests
The Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355, explains how to force all Web connections to run through the On Web Connection database method. Any system that uses this
technique can also manage passwords centrally from On Web Connection. It is then easy to
send a page along with the password challenge. Here is how this process looks in pseudocode:
On Web Authentication runs and returns True.
On Web Connection runs and tests the request, user name, and password.
If (The page is protected) & (The user needs to log-on)
Set the HTTP headers to provoke a password challenge.
Send the log-on instructions page.
End if

As an enormous additional benefit, the virtual paths technique allows developers to password-protect specific pages.
The Web Core demonstration includes a complete implementation of this technique.

Filtering Method Calls with On Web Authentication
Method filtering is another use of On Web Authentication that deserves special mention. The
4D HTML keywords and Web server provide several potential techniques for hackers or
hostile users to attack or misuse the system:
❖ 4DMETHOD calls specific methods directly from links in a browser in a new Web

context. Anyone who knows a method name can invoke the method from the Web.
❖ 4DACTION calls specific methods directly from links in a browser in non-contextual

mode. Anyone who knows a method name can invoke the method from the Web.
❖ The undocumented 4DSSI keyword used by 4D Connect processes complete

semi-dynamic pages submitted from the outside. Anyone with a copy of
WebSTAR—or the ability to create custom Web client code—can send semi-dynamic
pages to 4D for processing. See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which
starts on page 55, for more information on 4D Connect requests.
The On Web Authentication method can prevent the unauthorized use of methods. If, for
example, the system doesn’t support 4D’s contextual mode, all 4DMETHOD requests can be
rejected automatically. If the system uses 4DSCRIPT, but wants to deny scripts being submitted through 4DSSI, then each 4DSCRIPT method callback can be validated before the
method runs, or 4DSSI requests can all be rejected automatically. A simple way to handle
this is to maintain a list of methods that may be called through 4DSCRIPT, or use a common prefix, like WebScript, for methods that may be called through 4DSCRIPT. This
sample code illustrates how to filter requests in On Web Authentication:
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C_BOOLEAN($0;$acceptRequest_b) ` Reject or accept connection
C_TEXT($1;$request_t)
C_TEXT($2;$httpHeader_t)
C_TEXT($3) ` Client IP address.
C_TEXT($4) ` Server IP address.
C_TEXT($5) ` User name.
C_TEXT($6) ` Password.
$request_t:=$1
$httpHeader_t:=$2
$acceptRequest_b:=True
Case of
: ($httpHeader_t="POST /4DSSI@") ` Reject 4D Connect requests.
$acceptRequest_b:=False
: ($request_t="/4DMETHOD@") ` Reject new Web context requests.
$acceptRequest_b:=False
: ($request_t="/4DACTION@") ` Reject 4DACTION method calls.
$acceptRequest_b:=False
: ($request_t="4DSCRIPT@") ` NOTE: No leading slash on 4DSCRIPT callbacks.
` Here a method can test that the requested method name is allowed
` from the Web.
$acceptRequest_b:=True
Else
` 4DLOOP method call or bad URL.
$acceptRequest_b:=True
End case
$0:=$acceptRequest_b
` End of routine.
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Introduction
If you decide to work with SSL, you’ll quickly find yourself digging through explanations
of public keys, certificates, certificate authorities, key lengths, and encryption. You don’t
have to understand how these things work to install, configure, and use SSL successfully.
For example, here is an effective working explanation of how public key cryptography
works: magic. This chapter is organized to let you learn as little about SSL as you like, and
it contains:
✓ A summary of the benefits and drawbacks of SSL.
✓ Details on 4D’s SSL features and options.
✓ Step-by-step instructions on how to make 4D an SSL Web server.
✓ An explanation of SSL, certificates, keys, and other basic security terms and tools.
See the 4D Web Security Options chapter, which starts on page 227, for a detailed discussion of 4D’s other builtin Web security features and settings.

Why Use SSL?
Introduction
The original Web standards were not designed with security in mind. By default, Web
pages pass over the network as plain text. Basic passwords provide simple user identification but in no way protect or encrypt the password, user name, or Web page. Intercepting
text sent over a network can range in difficulty from easy to virtually impossible, depending on how the network is configured. It is impossible to accurately gauge actual risk for
any particular communication, customer, or company. Regardless of the actual degree of
risk, many users and customers are anxious about the possibility of risk. Secure transmissions are necessary both to protect sensitive information and to give users confidence.
Netscape recognized that the Internet would not become a platform for safe private communication, business, and commerce without strong security. Their solution is the Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) protocol. SSL enables applications and machines to communicate
securely and privately over insecure public networks.
Read “About HTTP Basic Challenge-Response Authentication”, starting on page 239 of the On Web
Authentication chapter, for complete details on why basic Web password challenges are not secure.

Advantages and Disadvantages of SSL
There are advantages and disadvantages to using SSL. The main advantage of SSL is that it
provides real security, both through 4D Client and through a Web browser. The disadvantages are that SSL connections are slower, SSL requires extra configuration, and SSL
certificates can be expensive. SSL is easily justified by many sites because of the following
benefits:
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❖ Securing on-line shopping

People have a heightened sense of vulnerability when shopping on the Internet.
Users are uncomfortable about providing sensitive or private information to Web
sites that are not secure.
❖ Protecting sensitive data

If the data is sensitive, it may well be worth protecting through encryption.
Examples include financial data, trade secrets, and medical data.
❖ Increasing credibility

Having an SSL-based solution can be a valuable marketing feature. It increases the
system’s credibility even if the SSL feature is not needed or used.

4D and SSL: Summary
4D Web Server and 4D Client Support
4D 6.7 supports SSL for Web and 4D Client connections. The configuration steps and features differ for these two uses of SSL. The main features are summarized here:
4D and 4D Web server SSL support

Feature

Web Sessions

4D Client

Can run in SSL mode and non-SSL mode for different connections

✓

Requires SSL certificate

✓

Requires key file

✓

Supports 40-bit encryption

✓

✓

Supports 128-bit encryption

✓

✓

Configuring 4D Client to use SSL is as simple as selecting a preference setting and installing
the necessary 4D extension, as described in the 4D documentation. Once this setting is
selected, however, all 4D Client connections must use SSL. Configuring the 4D Web server
to use SSL requires several extra steps, including generating encryption keys and obtaining
a server certificate. Once configured for SSL, Web connections may use SSL selectively.
Under 4D Server, using SSL for 4D Client connections and Web connections are independent processes. If SSL is established for Web serving, it is not necessary to use SSL for
Client connections, and vice versa.
SSL and Alternative 4D Connections
While 4D Server, 4D Client, and regular 4D Web server all support SSL, several of 4D’s
alternative client and Web connection tools currently don’t. 4D Open doesn’t use SSL, even
if 4D Server is configured to use SSL for client connections. This limitation applies to all
uses of 4D Open, including 4D Open for 4D, the 4D ODBC Driver for 4D Server, 4DLasso, and 4D Open for Java. The WebSTAR plug-ins, 4D Link and 4D Connect, don’t use
SSL even if WebSTAR and the 4D Web server are both configured for SSL. See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for more information on these
WebSTAR plug-ins. The Windows Web tools, 4DISAPI and NPH-4DCGI, don’t use SSL even
if the Windows Web server and the 4D Web server are both configured for SSL. See the
Integrating 4D with Windows Web Servers chapter, which starts on page 71, for more information on these Windows tools.
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Testing for a Secure Connection in 4D
The Secured Web connection function enables methods to determine if they are running
within the context of a secure connection. This is an important security detail because the
SSL connection is established purely on the basis of the requested URL. This URL attempts
to connect with SSL:
https://www.example.com/ 4daction/SendAllUserPasswords

The same URL can be altered, intentionally or by accident, not to use SSL:
http://www.example.com/ 4daction/SendAllUserPasswords

The only difference between the two URLs is that the first starts with https and the second starts with http. With only a single letter difference, it is easy enough to accidentally
ask for a secure page in an insecure mode. Any method that expects SSL security should
test that the current connection uses SSL, as illustrated in this pseudo-code:
If (Secured Web connection)
Run the routine.
Else
Return an error message, or redirect to an error page, or redirect to an HTTPS connection.
End if

To secure individual pages, use the virtual pages method mentioned in the On Web Authentication chapter,
which starts on page 235, and described in detail in the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355.

Third Party SSL Solutions
If you are not using the built-in 4D Web server, you can still use SSL. If you use 4D in conjunction with WebSTAR, IIS, Apache, or any other commercial Web server, they can each
be configured as SSL servers. Check their documentation for the exact procedure. Version
2.5 of the Internet ToolKit (ITK) plug-in supports SSL for developers writing custom Web
servers in 4D. For more information on this product, visit either of these links:
http://www.internet-toolkit.com/
http://www.deepskytech.com/prod_plugins/prod_itk.html

Preparing the 4D Web Server to Use SSL
Basic Requirements
In order to make 4D an SSL Web server, you’ll need the following items:
❖ A public key.
❖ A private key in a file named key.pem.
❖ A certificate request.
❖ A server certificate stored in a file named cert.pem.

4D includes commands to prepare the first three items. You’ll need a certificate authority,
like Verisign or Thawte, to create the server certificate.
This chapter is organized to explain how to configure 4D as an SSL Web server without first going into detailed
explanations of what SSL is or why it works. If you are interested in the background information, see “About SSL”,
starting on page 252 of this chapter.
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Building the Key Pair
You need a public key and private key pair before generating a certificate request or
obtaining a server certificate. Use the 4D GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR command to create the pair of keys:
C_BLOB(privateKey_x)
C_BLOB(publicKey_x)
SET BLOB SIZE(privateKey_x;0)
SET BLOB SIZE(publicKey_x;0)
GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR(privateKey_x;publicKey_x;512)
C_TEXT($path_t)
$path_t:=FileGetPath (Structure file)
BLOB TO DOCUMENT($path_t+"key.pem";privateKey_x)
BLOB TO DOCUMENT($path_t+"public_key.txt.";publicKey_x)

Here is what a pair of keys looks like as text:
-----BEGIN RSA PUBLIC KEY----MIGJAoGBAL1qajS6+nZhRNOt1RbyM7kZ84Hm6yEe1uieG9tFwo/8eNKiPBo+bDKR
jS5PNPr0idv7Zbul8xquxsnde7kcmR5qI4/H+UreJ9+Y8tQTRhTtzoEZDlFnp7Fq
JuhEEl/c4CPULGXFBXoIwDW3HKjxJ9G+te1srWJDMyd4qIZuqHYTAgMBAAE=
-----END RSA PUBLIC KEY---------BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----MIICXQIBAAKBgQC9amo0uvp2YUTTrdUW8jO5GfOB5ushHtbonhvbRcKP/HjSojwa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-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

When generating the key pair, remember:
❖ Specify the key length you want in the third parameter of GENERATE ENCRYPTION
KEYPAIR.
❖ Save the private key into the database folder using the name key.pem.
❖ Save the public key for later use.
❖ Use the same version of the DLL to generate and deploy the keys.
The key pairs and certificate requests generated by 4D and WebSTAR are not interchangeable.

Building the Certificate Request
You need a certificate request to obtain a test certificate or a real certificate from a certificate authority, such as Verisign or Thawte. Use the 4D GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST
command to generate the request.
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ARRAY LONGINT($codes_al;7) ` Magic codes 4D needs to build certificate request.
ARRAY STRING(80;$values_as;7) ` You must use a string array! Do not use text!
` Exact domain name of the machine the certificate will be used on.
$codes_al{1}:=13
$values_as{1}:=[Certificate_Information]CommonName
` 2-letter country abbreviation based on ISO 3166 codes.
` The complete list of abbreviations can be found at this URL:
` http://www.din.de/gremien/nas/nabd/iso3166ma/codlstp1/en_listp1.html
$codes_al{2}:=14
$values_as{2}:=[Certificate_Information]CountryName_Abbr
` Full city name.
$codes_al{3}:=15
$values_as{3}:=[Certificate_Information]LocalityName_City
` State or province name. In US, use full state name, not the postal
` abbreviation.
$codes_al{4}:=16
$values_as{4}:=[Certificate_Information]StateOrProvinceName
` Company or organization name.
$codes_al{5}:=17
$values_as{5}:=[Certificate_Information]OrganizationName
` Department or division name.
$codes_al{6}:=18
$values_as{6}:=[Certificate_Information]OrganizationUnit
` The email field is optional.
$codes_al{7}:=48
$values_as{7}:="dpadams@island-data.com"
C_BLOB(certificateRequest_x)
GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST(privateKey_x;certificateRequest_x;$codes_al;$values_as)
$path_t:=FileGetPath (Structure file)
BLOB TO DOCUMENT($path_t+"request.txt";certificateRequest_x)

GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST uses the private key to encrypt the certificate request infor-

mation. Here is what a certificate request looks like as text:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE REQUEST----MIGuMIGjAgEAMIGRMR0wGwYDVQQDExRpbWFjLmlzbGFuZC1kYXRhLmNvbTELMAkG
A1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAcTBkthaWx1YTELMAkGA1UECBMCSVMxDzANBgNVBAoT
Bkhhd2FpaTEMMAoGA1UECxMDSURNMSYwJAYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFhdkcGFkYW1zQGlz
bGFuZC1kYXRhLmNvbTAIMAMGAQADAQCgADADBgEAAwEA
-----END CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

When generating the certificate request, remember:
❖ This step creates a certificate request not a server certificate.
❖ Save the certificate request data in a location where you can easily copy and paste

it. The example code puts the request into a document named request.txt.
❖ A certificate is associated with a specific machine. This machine name is usually

called the “common name.” In 4D, it is the certificate request item with code value
13. Make sure that the name is exactly right. If the Web server runs on a machine
named www3.example.com then a certificate for www.example.com will not work.
❖ Use the correct 2-letter country code based on ISO 3166. An authoritative list of the

abbreviations is stored at this URL:
http://www.din.de/gremien/nas/nabd/iso3166ma/codlstp1/en_listp1.html.
The key pairs and certificate requests generated by 4D and WebSTAR are not interchangeable.
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Obtaining a Server Certificate
Once the certificate request is generated, you can obtain a server certificate from a certificate authority (CA). This is what a certificate looks like as text:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----MIICSzCCAbSgAwIBAgIEAIK0GDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBhzELMAkGA1UEBhMC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-----END CERTIFICATE-----

While anyone with a certificate server can act as a certificate authority, browsers only automatically recognize and trust a handful of well-known certificate authorities. The two best
known are Verisign and Thawte:
http://www.thawte.com/
http://www.verisign.com/

Each of these authorities provides test certificates through their Web sites. If you are new
to certificates, first build and install a test certificate to familiarize yourself with the process.
To obtain a real certificate, you need to pay the certificate authority and provide basic documentation that you are the legal owner of the domain you’re certifying. Allow enough
time in your server installation plan to complete the necessary paperwork. The exact steps,
procedures, and delays depend on the authority you select.
When buying and installing a server certificate, remember:
❖ The certificate is tied to a specific machine’s domain name. You can’t transfer the

certificate to a different machine. Certificate authorities are unlikely to give you a
refund if you make a mistake when obtaining a certificate.
❖ Install the certificate in the database structure folder in a file named cert.pem.
❖ Protect your private key. It must be stored in a file in the database structure folder

named key.pem. Don’t lose this file and don’t let anyone copy it.
Special Note: Privacy Enhanced Mail Format (PEM)
Many versions of the 4D documentation state that the keys and certificate files generated
by 4D are and must be in PEM format. Fortunately, this is a documentation error as PEM
format is not highly regarded or supported by certificate authorities. The files end with the
extension .pem but are not in PEM format.
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Configuring the 4D Web Server for SSL
Settings and Installation
To configure 4D as an SSL Web server, the Allow SSL for Web Server setting must be turned
on in the Connections page of the Database Properties dialog, and several documents must
be installed in specific locations with specific names.

The Connections page of the Database Properties dialog.

This is a summary of all of the software you need to install to run 4D as an SSL Web server.
Files required for SSL

Item

Location on Mac OS

Location on Windows

4DNCTP.DLL

The code is built into 4D.

Root
Windows
4D

4DSLI.DLL

Root
4D application folder
4D Extensions

Root
4D application folder
4D Extensions

key.pem

Root
Database folder

Root
Database folder

cert.pem

Root
Database folder

Root
Database folder

Configuring the System to Support 128-Bit Encryption
4D provides a 4D extension for 40-bit encryption named 4DSLI.DLL and a second 4D
extension for 128-bit encryption named 4DSLI128.DLL. 4D uses whichever file is placed
in the 4D Extensions folder with the name 4DSLI.DLL. Therefore, to use 128-bit encryption, follow these steps:
1) Rename or move the 40-bit 4DSLI.DLL extension.
2) Rename the 128-bit 4DSLI128.DLL extension to 4DSLI.DLL.

Use the same version of the DLL to generate and deploy the keys.
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Using SSL over the Web
Once the database is properly configured, a browser can request a secure connection by
entering a URL that begins with https:// instead of http://, as below:
https://www.example.com/shop/secure/

Secure Socket Layer Web connections automatically connect to port 443 on 4D or
4D Server. This is the standard port for SSL connections and can’t be reconfigured in 4D.

About SSL
Introduction
If you’ve read the previous pages in this chapter, you have enough information to make
4D an SSL Web server. This section of the chapter explains SSL, keys, certificates, and certificate authorities in more detail.
The SSL Protocol
SSL enables applications and machines to communicate securely and privately over an
insecure public network. SSL is implemented in all modern Web browsers and Web servers, but is not restricted to Web applications. Web applications running over SSL are called
HTTPS (HTTP Secure). Email, custom applications like 4D Client/Server, FTP, and Telnet
can each be run over SSL with the correct software. For example, 4D can use SSL for Web
connections, and 4D Server can use SSL for Web and 4D Client connections:
4D Web Server

4D Client/Server

HTTPS

SSL

SSL

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

The latest version of SSL is the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. TLS is not yet widely implemented in
commercial products. TLS includes nearly transparent backwards compatibility with SSL V3, so there is no
disadvantage to using SSL-based solutions today.

SSL Is not an Encryption Algorithm
SSL is not an encryption algorithm. SSL is a communications protocol that enables a client
application and a server application to establish how they are going to communicate
securely. The client and the server agree on what encryption techniques and strength to
use. SSL provides a framework for the applications to negotiate. Of course, if these negotiations are not themselves secure, the resulting connection can’t be secure. In other
words, SSL requires the initial connection to use public key encryption.
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Public Key Encryption
Public key encryption techniques use a pair of related keys: a public key and a private key.
A server distributes its public key freely. Client applications can encrypt data using the
server’s public key. Only the server can decrypt the message using its corresponding private key. On the Web, the server’s public key is distributed through the server certificate.
Because two different keys are used to encrypt and decrypt messages, this kind of encryption is called asymmetric. Asymmetric encryption increases message size, which slows
down communications. SSL doesn’t require a client and a server to use asymmetric encryption for the entire session, but only to establish it. The client and server can agree to use
a symmetric (single key) algorithm like DES, which can be faster and more efficient.
Role of a Certificate
A server certificate fulfills several purposes. Server certificates are commonly compared to
passports and driver’s licenses. They are officially issued proofs of identity. Embedded
within the certificate are, amongst other things:
❖ The server’s public key.
❖ The server’s name.
❖ The unique name of the certificate authority that issued the server certificate.

The server’s public key is used to encrypt messages sent to the server and to help confirm
the server’s identity. The server’s name is included to assist the client authenticate that the
server is what it claims to be and not an imposter. The certificate authority’s name is
included to enable the client to authenticate the certificate itself.
Role of a Certificate Authority
A digital certificate is a text file. Nothing prevents an imposter from running a server with
a forged certificate. Such a certificate may be indistinguishable from a valid certificate. The
role of the certificate authority is to be the final link in a chain of trust. When a browser
receives a certificate, it checks who the issuer is. Browsers have a built-in list of certificate
authorities they trust, like Verisign, Thawte, and Equifax. If the certificate is not issued by
a trusted authority (or by an issuer who, in turn, is authenticated by a trusted authority),
the browser will refuse to establish a secure connection.
Being a Certificate Authority
If you work with a large company network, consider being an internal certificate authority.
With a product like Microsoft’s Certificate Server (first included with NT Option Pack 4) or
iPlanet’s (Netscape-Sun Alliance) security software, you can issue certificates for clients on
the network. What good does this do? With digital certificates, client machines can conveniently identify themselves securely throughout the network without multiple log-ins.
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Working with Images
Section Summary
4D and the 4D Web server include tools for serving, converting, and manipulating images.
This section of the book explains how to use them to create better sites and solve common
problems.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Serving Pictures
Because 4D combines a programming language, a database, and a Web server, 4D systems can do almost anything imaginable with pictures on the Web. This chapter explains the mechanics of serving pictures on the Web and describes different ways to
serve pictures from 4D in non-contextual mode.

■

Converting Pictures
4D, graphics programs, and Web browsers store and display images in a variety of formats. 4D and the free 4D Pack plug-in support reading and converting images between
formats, including GIF and JPEG, the most widely supported formats on the Web. This
chapter describes all of 4D and 4D Pack’s image-manipulation commands. It also includes a short description of the advanced image manipulation features available in the
QPix third-party plug-in.

■

Special Picture Techniques
Images make a huge difference in the user experience at a site. Pictures can add visual
appeal and make a site more distinctive. They can also slow down a site and make it
harder to use. Finally, pictures can also be used for unexpected purposes, like passing
information between servers. This chapter discusses several techniques that can make
a site’s pictures faster and more effective.
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Introduction
Because 4D combines a programming language, a database, and a Web server, 4D systems
can do almost anything imaginable with pictures on the Web:
✓ Serve pictures from any record in the database.
✓ Create dynamic pictures with picture math.
✓ Create dynamic pictures with 4D Chart.
✓ Convert pictures between popular image formats.
✓ Scale, adjust, and combine pictures.
✓ Convert and serve images from the Picture Library.
✓ Convert and serve picture (PICT) and color icon (cicn) Mac OS resources, even
under Windows.
This chapter explains the mechanics of serving pictures on the Web and describes the different ways to serve pictures from 4D in non-contextual mode. The Converting Pictures
chapter, which starts on page 265, describes 4D’s built-in picture manipulation commands.
The Special Picture Techniques chapter, which starts on page 271, discusses common picture problems and tricks, including serving Web pages and images from different servers
and using pictures to pass information between processes or servers.
The Web Core database includes code to serve pictures from the Picture Library, PICT resources, cicn resources,
and a special picture table.

Serving Pictures in Contextual and Non-Contextual Modes
In contextual mode, static images, picture variables, and picture fields placed on forms are
translated and served to the Web automatically. In non-contextual mode, static images are
served automatically when embedded with a standard HTML image tag. There are several
other ways to serve static and dynamic pictures in non-contextual mode:
✓ With SEND HTML BLOB from a method called by 4DACTION.
✓ With SEND HTML BLOB from On Web Connection when called by 4DCGI.
✓ With SEND HTML BLOB from On Web Connection in response to a bad URL.
✓ With 4DVAR in 4D 6.7 and later when the image is stored in a picture field.
HTML forms don’t support editable images. Images can be sent to the database as separate files. See the Uploading
Files chapter, which starts on page 135, for details on how to configure HTML forms and 4D to accept uploaded
documents.
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Image Request Syntax
Images are not included directly in HTML documents. Unlike typical word processors,
HTML documents include image references. The reference is a URL to a picture. Browsers
that know how to display pictures ask the Web server to send the picture specified in the
reference. If the browser can’t display pictures, or if the user has turned picture display off,
the browser doesn’t send a picture request. Here is what a simple picture tag looks like in
HTML:
<img src="logo.gif">

The img tag has several optional attributes. You should use the following three:
Important optional HTML image tag attributes

Attribute

Example

Notes

alt

alt="Company Logo"

The browser displays the text of the alt attribute if the picture reference is bad, the user has image display turned off, or the browser
can’t display pictures. Some browsers also display the alt tag text as
a tool tip. The alt tag is particularly helpful to sight-impaired users.

height

height=32

This attribute specifies how tall an area to use for the image and can
reduce the time it takes to display a page.

width

width=32

This attribute specifies how wide an area to use for the image and can
reduce the time it takes to display a page.

Here is how the picture tags looks when you use these additional attributes:
<img src="logo.gif" alt="Company logo" height="32" width="32">

If you find it more readable, you can write the HTML like this:
<img
src="logo.gif"
alt="Company logo"
height="32"
width="32">
This book is not an HTML reference guide. The HTML and Web Resources chapter, which starts on page 279,
suggests some useful HTML references.

How Picture Serving Works on the Web
Introduction
It is important to understand how picture serving works on the Web in general to understand how it works in 4D specifically. This section describes in detail exactly what happens
when a browser loads a Web page with an image. Next, we look at how 4D handles image
requests.
Each Image Creates a New Request
The most fundamental behavior of images on the Web to understand is that each image
requires a separate HTML request. Imagine a simple Web page with a single small image,
like the one picture here:
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Page with a picture of the letter “A” displayed in a browser.

Here is the HTML for this page:
<html>
<head>
<title>Page With a Picture</title>
</head>
<body>
This is a picture of the letter A:
<p>
<img src="a.gif">
</body>
</html>

The page and the image are each small, yet they can take an unexpectedly long time to
download. This is because the image and the page are loaded separately. Here is the
sequence of events:
1) The browser requests the page.
2) The server sends the page.
3)
4)
5)
6)

The browser reads the page and finds the img tag.
The browser asks the server to send the picture.
The server sends the picture.
The browser displays the picture within the page.

This diagram illustrates the communication between the browser and the server:

GET index.htm

GET a.gif

The page and each image require separate requests.

If a page has five images, the browser and server must handle six requests and responses
to render the whole page: one for the page, and one for each of the five images.
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Example Exchange
Viewing the HTML and HTTP passing between the browser and the server helps illustrate
the overhead involved in picture serving.
Browser → 4D: Page Request
GET /index.htm HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: Opera/5.0 (Macintosh;US;PPC) TP[en]
Host: 127.0.0.1
Accept: text/html, image/png, image/jpeg, image/gif, image/x-xbi
tmap, */*
Accept-Encoding: deflate, gzip, x-gzip, identity, *;q=0
Pragma: no-cache
Cache-Control: no-cache
Connection: Keep-Alive, TE
TE: deflate, gzip, chunked, identity, trailers

4D → Browser: Page Response
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 147
Date: Thu, 08 Mar 2001 22:56:23 GMT
Last-Modified: Thu, 08 Mar 2001 22:54:05 GMT
<html>
<head>
<title>Page With a Picture</title>
</head>
<body>
This is a picture of the letter A:
<p>
<img src="a.gif">
</body>
</html>

Browser → 4D: Image Request
GET /a.gif HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: Opera/5.0 (Macintosh;US;PPC) TP[en]
Host: 127.0.0.1
Accept: text/html, image/png, image/jpeg, image/gif, image/x-xbi
tmap, */*
Accept-Encoding: deflate, gzip, x-gzip, identity, *;q=0
Referer: http://127.0.0.1/index.htm
Connection: Keep-Alive, TE
TE: deflate, gzip, chunked, identity, trailers

4D → Browser: Image Response
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Content-Type: image/gif
Content-Length: 270
Date: Thu, 08 Mar 2001 22:56:23 GMT
Last-Modified: Thu, 08 Mar 2001 22:51:20 GMT
GIF89a*«00»,«00»«A2»«00»«00»«FF»«FF»«FF»«18»«18»«18»«B0»«B0»«B0»«F8»«F8»«F8»«00»«00»«00
»F«00»«00»F«00»«00»F«00»«00»,«00»«00»«00»«00»*«00»,«00»«C1»«FF»«FF»«FF»«B5»«B5»«B5»«18»
«18»«18»«00»«00»«00»«02»«7F»«84»«8F»«A9»«CB»«ED»(«A2»«0C»«AF»6«19»)«16»«D4»«D6»«86»«9D»
«97»l#«13»l«E4»«CA»«B6»«EE»[«86»«02»|a#H«1B»f«C0»«F7»«BD»«99»«0B»«87»$«15»q!;«1D»e«99»«
A3»«CE»«06»Ha«88»@«08»4«C7»«CC»«C2»«AA»«B5»I«CB»«C7»«B3»«80»«95»«CE»«B2»«F9»«8C»N«AB»«9
1»«DC»s(«9D»t3«C9»B«93»q m«07»«B9»«FA»W«EA»«B5»wu«80»«83»«95»%Bs8«E7»«17»«B8»«00»«18»«F1»«D2»«17»«D3»X4«E8»
«B9»«96»«A9»«B9»«C9»IS«00»«00»!«FF»«0B»MACGCon «04»«03»«10»@«00»«00»«00»«01»Written by
GIFConverter2.4.4 of Wednesday, November 4, 1998«00»;

See the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, for more information about HTTP requests and
responses.

As this sample exchange illustrates, the picture itself is only a fraction of the data sent to
deliver the picture. The situation is even worse than the example suggests. Each request
forces the browser and server to create a fresh TCP/IP connection. This is an inefficient
process as TCP/IP is designed to work best with sustained connections, not brief connec260
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tions. The overhead of asking for and receiving an image is no smaller for small images
than for large images. This behavior can make small images disproportionately slow to
download. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable on large networks, like the Internet. Depending on your images and the network connection between the users and the
server, it can be faster to download a single large image whose total size is greater than
several smaller images.
The Web Is Too Slow
If a site is too slow or difficult to use, users will leave. Anything you can do to make you
pages download more quickly makes your Web site easier to use. To review, images make
a Web page slower to load because:
❖ Large images mean longer downloads.
❖ Each image requires a separate request.
❖ Each request requires setting up and tearing down a TCP/IP connection.
See “Reducing Image Size”, starting on page 272 of the Special Picture Techniques chapter, for more tips about
reducing images to increase performance.

Keep-Alive
HTTP 1.1 includes a feature called “keep-alive connections” that enables a server to send
images through the same connection opened by the original page request. When implemented correctly, keep-alive connections can cut page download times in half. At this
time, 4D doesn’t support this feature. If a future release of 4D adds support for this HTTP
1.1 feature, performance will improve when serving pages with embedded graphics.

About Browsers and Pictures
Since the release of Mosaic, the first browser to display pictures directly, the Web has
exploded in popularity and graphical browsers have all integrated picture display. Consequently, designers and developers sometimes assume that all, or almost all, users can see
the images included in a Web page. This is not a safe assumption. Here are several situations where pictures may not be displayed:
❖ The user has turned pictures off.

Users have discovered that images often add little content or value to a site while
slowing it down considerably. Few things are more irritating than having to wait
while a modem downloads a flashing banner ad. Some users turn off automatic
image display and only load images selectively, if at all. This trick is easy to do in
many older versions of Netscape and Microsoft browsers, and in current versions
of alternative browsers, like Opera.
❖ The user is visually impaired

Screen-reading browsers don’t display images because the user can’t see the image.
The percentage of Web users with visual impairments is not enormous, but it is
meaningful. Several countries, including the United States, are enacting legislation
to ensure that Web sites are accessible by the visually impaired. (Within the United
States, the legislation currently applies only to government Web sites.)
❖ The browser is running on an alternative device

Microbrowsers for telephones, pagers, and PDAs often can’t display images. With
small, low-resolution screens, and slow network connections, image display is an
unworkable extravagance for these devices.
❖ The browser is not working for a person

Search engine spiders and other automated processes read Web pages but can’t
interpret pictures. Content buried in a picture is invisible to a search engine.
The 4D Web Companion
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If a site serves the general public, there is no way to guarantee that images will be displayed. The following are a few of the most important guidelines keeping sites usable
without pictures:
❖ Always include meaningful ALT descriptions with images.
❖ Provide textual alternatives to picture data. Pay special attention to pictures that are

part of user interface systems like images maps and navigation control.
❖ Do not rely on color alone. A substantial percentage of the population, particularly

men, suffers from some degree of color blindness.
For more information about Web site accessibility, read the World Wide Web Consortium’s
accessibility guidelines:
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0
http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/WAI-WEBCONTENT-19990505/

To test a page for conformance to the guidelines, try the free Bobby service at the CAST
(Center for Applied Special Technology) site:
CAST Bobby Testing Service
http://www.cast.org/bobby/

To test how an image looks to people with various types and degrees of color blindness,
visit the Visicheck site:
Vischeck Vision Simulator
http://www.vischeck.com/index.shtml

Serving Pictures in 4D Non-Contextual Mode
A Traditional Image Reference
4D can serve images as a traditional Web server. For example, imagine that a domain
named www.example.com stores images in a directory called images. Here is how to ask
4D to serve an image named logo.gif:
<img
src="http://www.example.com/images/logo.gif"
alt="Company logo"
height="32"
width="32">

The src attribute can be any valid URL. The form shown above uses an absolute URL. It
is often easier to refer to the image by its position relative to the current document. Here
is the relative address for an image stored in the same directory as the current Web page:
<img
src="logo.gif"
alt="Company logo"
height="32"
width="32">

This reference asks for an image stored in the directory above the current page:
<img
src="../logo.gif"
alt="Company logo"
height="32"
width="32">

Any absolute or relative path that leads to a valid image is acceptable.
See the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307, for a complete discussion of paths and 4D.
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Serving Pictures with 4DACTION
The image src attribute can be a reference to a method that sends the browser an image.
The Web server needs to return an image but doesn’t need to store the image as a document. This example image tag uses 4DACTION:
<img src="/4daction/WebActionGetPicture/Company_Logo alt="Company Logo">

When the browser finds this image reference, it asks 4D for the image at
/4daction/GetPicture/Company_Logo

4D runs the method called WebActionGetPicture and sets the value of $1 to /Company_Logo.
The method should send an image back with the SEND HTML BLOB command, as illustrated
in this pseudo-code:
Read the image name from $1.
Load the requested picture from a record, variable, resource, or document.
Convert the image, if needed.
Serve the picture with SEND HTML BLOB.

See the WebActionGetPicture method in the Web Core database for a more sophisticated version of this code.
WebActionGetPicture can serve pictures from records, the Picture Library, PICT resources and cicn resources.
4DACTION is explained in detail in the 4DACTION chapter, which starts on page 117.

Serving Pictures with 4DCGI
The image src attribute can be a reference to a method that sends the browser an image.
The Web server needs to return an image but doesn’t need to store the image as a document. This example image tag uses 4DCGI:
<img src="/4dcgi/GetPicture/Company Logo alt="Company Logo">

When the browser finds this image reference, it asks 4D to run the On Web Connection
method. 4D sets the value of $1 to /4DCGI/Company Logo. The On Web Connection method,
or a subroutine it calls, should send an image back with the SEND HTML BLOB command, as
illustrated in this pseudo-code:
Read the image name from $1.
Load the requested picture from a record, variable, resource, or document.
Convert the image, if needed.
Serve the picture with SEND HTML BLOB.

See the WebConnection4DCGIHandler method in the Web Core database for 4DCGI code that serves pictures.

4DCGI is explained in detail in the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on page 123.

Serving Pictures with 4DVAR
4D 6.7 enhances the 4DVAR semi-dynamic keyword so that you can easily embed references to picture fields. This feature doesn’t work with picture variables in non-contextual
mode. Here is how the 4DVAR tag appears in the semi-dynamic page:
<!--4dvar [Company]Logo-->

Before serving the page, 4D automatically converts this semi-dynamic tag into an image
tag, something like this:
<img src="/4DImgField/3.1.0-581848">
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When the browser receives the page, it asks 4D for the image. 4D loads the specified
record and returns the image automatically.
The 4DImgField tag is a custom internal keyword handled entirely by 4D.

4DVAR is explained in the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163.
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Introduction
4D, graphics programs, and Web browsers store and display images in a variety of formats.
4D and the free 4D Pack plug-in support reading and converting images between formats,
including GIF and JPEG, the most widely supported formats on the Web. This chapter
describes all of 4D and 4D Pack’s image manipulation commands. It also includes a short
description of the advanced image manipulation features available in the QPix third-party
plug-in.

Background: Picture Formats
There are hundreds of different picture formats used by programs today. 4D’s picture fields
and variables always store images as a PICT format. (Images can be stored in their native
format within a 4D BLOB field.) PICT is a general media storage format originally used on
the Mac. Web browsers and most Windows programs don’t understand PICT. 4D’s picture
commands include tools to read and write common Windows formats, like BMP and WMF,
and common Web formats, like GIF and JPEG.

QuickTime
QuickTime is a popular cross-platform multi-media system developed by Apple Computer.
It is widely used on the Mac OS and is available for Windows but is not installed on every
computer. Many of 4D 6.7’s native picture commands require QuickTime. In most cases,
the 4D Pack (previously called ACI Pack) plug-in suite includes a comparable command
that doesn’t require QuickTime. For best results with the 4D commands that use QuickTime under Windows, perform the full QuickTime installation instead of the smaller
default installation.
4D and 4D Pack image conversion commands

Command Purpose

4D Pack Command

4D 6.7 Command

Create a picture with data stored in a BLOB. This feature
is useful when non-PICT images are stored in their
native format in a BLOB.

AP Read Picture BLOB

BLOB TO PICTURE

Read a picture in a variety of formats into a 4D picture.

AP Read Picture File

READ PICTURE FILE

Write a picture into a variety of formats from a 4D
picture. (The 4D Pack command only supports BMP
format.)

AP Save BMP 8 Bit

WRITE PICTURE FILE

Convert an image into GIF format, one of the most
widely supported formats on the Web.

AP Save GIF

WRITE PICTURE FILE or
PICTURE TO GIF

Some out-of-date versions of the 4D Pack documentation state incorrectly that the commands listed above have
been removed.
The QuickTime home page is at http://www.apple.com/quicktime/.
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Web-Oriented Picture Conversion Commands
Introduction
As discussed, 4D picture fields and picture variables use the PICT format. Web browsers
don’t know how to display PICT images, so pictures need to be converted to a format like
GIF and JPEG. This section looks at how to convert 4D images into these formats.
Converting to GIF
4D includes three commands for converting 4D images into GIF format:
6.5 Name

6.7 Name

Requires QuickTime

PICT TO GIF

PICTURE TO GIF

No

AP Save GIF

AP Save GIF

No

Not included

WRITE PICTURE FILE

Yes

This example shows how to use the PICTURE TO GIF command to convert a 4D picture field
into GIF and send the results to the Web:
C_STRING(80;$1;$pictureName_s)
$pictureName_s:=$1
C_BLOB(Web_GifBlob_x)
SET BLOB SIZE(Web_GifBlob_x;0)
QUERY([Pictures];[Pictures]Name=$pictureName_s)
PICTURE TO GIF([Pictures]Picture;Web_GifBlob_x)
SEND HTML BLOB(Web_GifBlob_x;".GIF")
SET BLOB SIZE(Web_GifBlob_x;0)

See the PictureFieldToGIFDemo method in the Web Core example database.

JPEG
4D doesn’t include a single command to convert images into JPEG format. Using the READ
PICTURE FILE and WRITE PICTURE FILE commands it is possible to convert to and from JPEG
format. (QuickTime is required.)
See the PictureToJPEG method in the Web Core example database.

Reminder: You Don’t Always Need to Convert Your Images
It is often unnecessary to convert images stored in documents. 4D can serve these documents like a regular Web server without performing any conversion. The only time images
need to be converted is when they are not already in a Web-readable format or when it is
necessary to convert between Web image formats.
Reminder: You Don’t Always Need to Convert Images on the Fly
If a site needs to serve static images that are not in a Web-compatible format, convert them
once. Image conversion programs, image manipulation programs, and the 4D commands
discussed above have the ability to convert images between formats. It is more efficient to
convert pictures in advance than to convert them dynamically with each request.
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4D 6.7 Picture Commands
PICTURE TYPE LIST
The available picture formats depend on the current machine. The PICTURE TYPE LIST command fills an array with the available picture formats and, optionally, an array with
descriptive names of each format. Here is an example of the kind of data this command
returns:
Format

Name

.SGI

SGI

8BPS

Photoshop

BMPf

BMP

JPEG

JPEG

PICT

PICT

PNGf

PNG

PNTG

MacPaint

TIFF

TIFF

TPIC

TGA

qtif

QuickTime Image

The format values returned by this command are useful when:
❖ The code needs to verify that a specific format can be read correctly.
❖ The user interface should provide a list of valid picture formats for a user to select

from.
READ PICTURE FILE
This command reads a picture file into a 4D field or variable when passed a valid path. It
opens a file selection dialog box when passed an empty string. This dialog box displays
all available picture files:

All documents are displayed.

If the user interface needs to filter documents based on picture type, the Open document
command can be used instead to let the user select only documents of the correct type:
C_TIME($docref)
$docref:=Open document("";"JPEG")
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Only JPEG documents are displayed.

The path returned by Open document can be passed to READ PICTURE FILE to load the image.
C_TIME($docref)
C_PICTURE($pictureVariable)
$docref:=Open document("";"JPEG")
CLOSE DOCUMENT($docref)
If (OK=1)
READ PICTURE FILE(Document;$pictureVariable)
End if

WRITE PICTURE FILE
This command saves a picture from a 4D field or variable to a picture file. Optionally, a
picture format can be specified that tells 4D to convert the picture to another format. The
PICTURE TYPE LIST command provides an array of the formats available on the current
machine. WRITE PICTURE FILE accepts a path or an empty string. If the empty string is passed,
the user is prompted to select the file format and location:
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If the program needs to restrict the picture format options the user sees, the Create document command can be used instead to allow the user to specify the file name without
selecting an image format. The path returned to Create document can be passed to WRITE
PICTURE FILE to create the image file.
C_TIME($docref)
C_PICTURE($pictureVariable)
$docref:=Create document("")
CLOSE DOCUMENT($docref)
If (OK=1)
WRITE PICTURE FILE(Document;$pictureVariable;"JPEG")
End if

PICTURE TO BLOB
This command converts a picture field or variable into a BLOB. Optionally, the command
can convert the picture type using any installed picture format. The PICTURE TYPE LIST command provides an array of the formats available on the current machine. This command is
convenient when pictures need to be converted to a Web-compatible format on the fly. 4D
stores pictures natively in PICT format, which is not supported by Web browsers. The following code fragment converts a PICT document into JPEG and sends it to a browser:
C_PICTURE($logoPicture)
READ PICTURE FILE("Drive:Desktop folder:Database folder:logo.PICT";$logoPicture)
C_BLOB($pictureBlob)
PICTURE TO BLOB($logoPicture;$pictureBlob;"JPEG")
SEND HTML BLOB($pictureBlob;"image/jpeg")

BLOB TO PICTURE
This command converts a properly formatted picture stored in a BLOB into a picture. It
also makes it possible to extract pictures stored with PICTURE TO BLOB.
The 4D language supports picture arrays but doesn’t support BLOB arrays. Some developers hope that BLOB TO
PICTURE will help overcome this limitation by converting BLOBs into pictures that are then stored in a picture
array. This idea doesn’t work. BLOB TO PICTURE and PICTURE TO BLOB only work with properly formatted
images.

CREATE THUMBNAIL
This command lets a method change the size and pixel depth of an image. This is ideally
suited to the needs of Web-database systems. Complete images are often too large for
immediate display. Users appreciate a smaller preview of the image before taking the time
to download a large image. CREATE THUMBNAIL can reduce the image by reducing the physical dimensions and the pixel depth. CREATE THUMBNAIL can also increase the size of a
picture but has no way of increasing the pixel depth.
See “Reducing Image Size”, starting on page 272 of the Special Picture Techniques chapter, for more details.

Advanced Picture Manipulation with QPix
4D’s image commands support importing, exporting, and converting between popular
image formats. The commands don’t, however, provide extensive support for image
manipulation operations like adjusting contrast, modifying colors, or rotating an image.
The QPix plug-in from Escape Information Systems allows 4D applications to support
manipulating and modifying images directly through a plug-in area or plug-in commands.
Escape Information Systems can be found at http://www.escape.gr/.
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A partial list of features includes:
❖ Image Manipulation

Including scaling, rotating, cropping, flipping, and thumbnailing.
❖ Image Adjustment

Including inverting, and resetting contrast, sharpness, and colors.
❖ Image Management

Including importing, exporting, compressing, and decompressing, and capture from
TWAIN-compliant devices including many scanners and digital cameras.
❖ Image Display

The plug-in area allows complete image control within 4D, as well as display
features like zooming and scrolling.

Rotating an image in the QPix demonstration image browser.

Pictures can be combined for some special effects using native 4D commands. See “Manipulating Pictures with 4D
Picture Math”, starting on page 275 of the Special Picture Techniques chapter, for more details.
QPix requires QuickTime. The QuickTime home page is http://www.apple.com/quicktime/.
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Introduction
Images make a huge difference in the user experience at a site. Pictures can add visual
appeal and make a site more distinctive. They can also slow down a site and make it
harder to use. Finally, pictures can also be used for unexpected purposes, like passing
information between servers. This chapter discusses several techniques that can make a
site’s pictures faster and more effective:
✓ Serving pictures from different machines to improve performance.
✓ Reducing image size to improve performance.
✓ Preventing browsers from caching dynamic images.
✓ Passing information between processes or servers through pictures.
The Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257, explains the mechanics of picture
serving on the Web and with 4D. The Converting Pictures chapter, which starts on
page 265, describes 4D’s built-in picture manipulation commands.

Serving Pages and Images from Different Machines
Web pages can include pictures stored on a different Web server. There are several advantages to separating pages and the images they use onto different Web servers:
❖ Requests are handled by two machines, with potentially increased performance.
❖ The same images can be used by several sites.
❖ An inexpensive hosting service can be used for images.

Many businesses don’t have high-speed connections to the Internet, but they want to create interactive Web sites with 4D. When bandwidth is limited, reducing the size and
number or requests is important. The static content can be hosted at a low-cost, highspeed Web hosting service instead of being served from 4D over a limited connection. This
imaginary page at www.example.com serves an image stored on a remote server:
<html>
<head>
<title>Page With a Picture</title>
</head>
<body>
This is a picture of the letter A:
<p>
<img src="http://www.linux-host.com/a.gif">
</body>
</html>

The browser downloads the page from www.example.com, finds the image reference, and
makes a new request to www.linux-host.com, as illustrated here:
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www.example.com

GET index.htm

www.linux-host.com

GET a.gif

Since 4D doesn’t implement keep-alive connections, there is no disadvantage to this
strategy.
See the Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257, for more information on picture serving, keep-alive
connections, and image requests.

Reducing Image Size
Scaling with the Image Height and Width Attributes
A simple way to improve performance is to reduce the size of necessary pictures. One
common misconception is that the image height and width attributes can reduce the
size of an image. These attributes tell the browser how to display the image but have no
effect on the size of the image downloaded from the server. The example below shows an
image scaled in a browser with the height and width attributes:
Image Tag

Displayed in Browser

Bytes

<img
src="/images/4D_Logo.gif"
alt="4D logo"
height="92"
width="126">

11,227

<img
src="/images/4D_Logo.gif"
alt="4D logo"
height="46"
width="63">

11,227

Although the pictures appear different, they use exactly the same number of bytes.
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Scaling with CREATE THUMBNAIL
4D CREATE THUMBNAIL command, introduced in 4D 6.7, can reduce the actual size of an
image. In the example below, the image’s dimensions are reduced by 50%, and the number of bytes is reduced by about 20%:
Image Tag

Displayed in Browser

Bytes
11,227

<img
src="/4DACTION/GetLogo"
alt="4D logo">

9,051

<img
src="/4DACTION/GetLogoHalf"
alt="4D logo">

This example code illustrates how to use CREATE THUMBNAIL to reduce an image’s
dimensions:
` Declare parameters:
C_TEXT($0;$1)
` Declare variables:
C_PICTURE($original_g;$scaled_g)
C_BLOB($pictureAsABlob_x)
C_LONGINT($originalWidth_l;$originalHeight_l)
C_LONGINT($targetWidth_l;$targetHeight_l)
` Get the logo out of the picture library.
` It could come from a document, a cicn, or a PICT resource.
GET PICTURE FROM LIBRARY("4D_Logo";$original_g)
` Find size of original picture:
PICTURE PROPERTIES($original_g;$originalWidth_l;$originalHeight_l)
` Divide by 2 (without a remainder) for a 50% reduction.
$targetWidth_l:=$originalWidth_l/2
$targetHeight_l:=$originalHeight_l/2
` Create the new image:
CREATE THUMBNAIL($original_g;$scaled_g;$targetWidth_l;$targetHeight_l;Scaled to Fit)
` Convert the image into a BLOB:
PICTURE TO BLOB($scaled_g;$pictureAsABlob_x;"GIFf")
` Send the picture to the browser:
SEND HTML BLOB($pictureAsABlob_x;"image/gif")

Optimize Images with a Graphics Program
Web browsers only display a limited number of colors. Downloading an image with extra
color information slows down the page without necessarily improving the image quality
for the user. For example, if an image includes dozens of shades of blue, the browser has
to map those shades to a smaller collection of shades of blue. This translation process can
make the image look jagged, spotted, lined, or otherwise imperfect. The same image displayed in a graphics program may look fine. Color-rich images can sometimes be
dramatically reduced in size without changing their overall appearance much by eliminatThe 4D Web Companion
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ing the extra color information the browser doesn’t use. Instead of sending large images
with unused color information, remove the extra colors. This approach provides two
benefits:
❖ The image is smaller and downloads more quickly.
❖ The user is likely to see something that looks the same or very similar to the original

graphic.
Image programs like Photoshop, Canvas, and Fireworks can perform this task. Look for the
“color index” or “image optimization” feature in your graphics program manual.
Reduce Image Resolution with CREATE THUMBNAIL
4D’s CREATE THUMBNAIL command can reduce the color depth of an image programatically.
Its optional sixth parameter accepts the number of bits per pixel in the resulting image.
Reducing colors selectively in a graphics program is likely to produce a better looking
image, but reducing the color depth with CREATE THUMBNAIL is quick and easily automated.
If a site has hundreds or thousands of images, it is convenient to reduce the color depth—
and resulting image size—for previews. Even a small, color-reduced image can give users
enough information to decide if they want to wait for a larger and more detailed version.
This code fragment reduces an image to black and white:
CREATE THUMBNAIL($source_g;$target_g;$width_l;$height_l;Scaled to Fit;1)

Preventing Caching Problems with Dynamic Pictures
Browsers improve performance by caching (copying) pictures locally. When a page is
revisited, the image is reloaded from the local hard drive. A problem arises when the
browser uses an out-of-date copy of a dynamically generated image. There are a variety of
HTTP headers that can be set to instruct the browser not to cache an image file. Unfortunately, browsers often ignore these headers and cache the image anyway. Proxy servers
between the browser and Web server may also cache images incorrectly. The only completely reliable way to stop browsers from caching images is to create unique URLs for
each image. Here’s how to do this:
1) Append a random string to the end of the image source URL dynamically each time the page is
served.
2) Remove the random string from the end of the image request in 4D to identify the correct image.

Imagine a site that includes a dynamic chart:
<img src="latest_statistics.gif">

When a browser finds this image reference, it compares the URL with the URLs of images
stored in the cache. If there is a match, the browser may not reload the image. Here the
URL is rewritten in a semi-dynamic page to include an extra random string:
<img src="latest_statistics?<!--4dscript/GetRandomValue-->">

Random strings can be generated based on ticks, the current time, or a random number generator to create a unique string. Here is a simple example that uses 4D’s Random function:
` Return a random value to attach at the end of an image URL:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)
$0:=String(Random)

This is an example of the kind of URL that results and is sent to the browser:
<img src="latest_statistics.gif?23240">
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The URL is not identical to any of the images stored in the browser’s cache, so the browser
requests the image again. When the image request reaches 4D, the ? and the random
string following it can be discarded.

Passing Information between Processes or Servers with Pictures
Image requests are URLs. Like any URL, they can contain extra information for the Web
server, like search parameters or session IDs:
<img src="home.gif?user=fred_wilson&session_id=345245452AA">

When the image request is received, the Web server can parse out the extra information to
create statistics, update a user profile, or coordinate the picture request with the original
page request. This technique makes it possible to pass messages between processes or
servers. There are several uses for this technique:
❖ Pass session IDs to connect the image request and the requesting page. This

technique is useful in 4D because images are typically handled in a different
process than the original page.
❖ Pass user name or authentication strings to automatically validate picture requests.
❖ Pass user IDs and search strings to a central server to consolidate user statistics and

track navigation patterns.
This last use is sometimes called a “web bug” and disturbs people concerned about online privacy. Many commercial sites and advertising networks use images, often too small
to see, to keep track as a user moves through hundreds of seemingly unrelated sites. Each
image reference is generated dynamically by a Web server to include identifying information. Each image is then served from a centralized image server that tracks and
consolidates all of the requests. Users typically don’t know that the search strings they
enter, links they follow, and HTML email they opened is being tracked and consolidated.
This technique can be implemented in 4D since it combines image serving and a database.
Before using this technique, carefully consider how users would react to learning about it.
Once users feel tricked, it is nearly impossible to regain their trust.
Web bugs are explained in detail on this page: http://www.privacyfoundation.org/education/webbug.html.

Manipulating Pictures with 4D Picture Math
Picture math is one of the 4D language’s most easily overlooked features. 4D supports a
wide range of operators that act on pictures. For example, pictures can be concatenated
horizontally with the + operator, just as numbers can be combined or strings concatenated.
Using picture math, the following effects are possible:
❖ Combine pictures horizontally or vertically.
❖ Superimpose pictures horizontally or vertically.
❖ Move pictures horizontally or vertically.
❖ Resize and scale pictures.
Picture operators are documented thoroughly in the 4D Language Reference.
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This example manipulates and combines two images and then converts and sends the
result to a browser. Examples include:
Background_g

Home_g

Result_g

` The Home_g and Background_g process picture variables
` have already been loaded.
C_PICTURE(Result_g)
C_BLOB($pictureBLOB_x)
Result_g:=Result_g*0 ` Clear the result variable.
Home_g:=Home_g+25 ` Move to the right.
Home_g:=Home_g/15 ` Move down.
Result_g:=Background_g & Home_g ` Combine the images.
` Convert the image to a GIF.
` (This command is named PICT TO GIF in 4D 6.5.)
PICTURE TO GIF(Result_g;$pictureBlob_x)
` Send the result to the browser with the correct MIME type.
SEND HTML BLOB($pictureBlob_x;"image/gif")

The QPix plug-in can rotate, scale, invert, flip, and adjust images through QuickTime integration. See “Advanced
Picture Manipulation with QPix”, starting on page 269 of the Converting Pictures chapter, for more details.

Appropriate Uses
This simple example shows how to reposition, combine, and convert an image on the fly
to illustrate how picture math works. In practice, it is generally easier to use an image program like Fireworks or Photoshop to manipulate graphics. Creating dynamic images with
picture math is appropriate when the picture content is dynamic and can’t be rendered
beforehand:
❖ Charts Based on Dynamic Data

With the correct code a wide variety of charts can be created with picture math. It
is often simpler to use the 4D Chart plug-in included with 4D for this purpose.
❖ Images Based on User Input

A Web system can allow users to select or upload pictures for manipulation. Using
picture math, a 4D system can convert images dynamically according to user inputs.
(See the Uploading Files chapter, which starts on page 135 for details on uploading
documents to the 4D Web server.)
❖ Images Based on Other Dynamic Images.

4D can act as a client to other Internet servers with the 4D Internet Commands or
ITK plug-ins. If another system creates dynamic images, like maps, charts, and
diagrams, 4D can combine the remote image with other graphics dynamically.
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Section Summary
The Web is a new medium for many 4D developers. The chapters in this section explain
many of the details about HTML, HTTP, and Web design that 4D developers need to know
when building Web applications. Be sure to obtain a complete HTML guide, like one of
the books recommended in the HTML and Web Resources chapter, to supplement this
book.

Chapters at a Glance
■

HTML and Web Resources
HTML is not difficult to learn. Anyone developing Web sites should learn how to write
basic HTML by hand. Once the basic tags and concepts are mastered, graphical HTML
editors like GoLive and Dreamweaver can streamline page production. This book is
not an HTML reference or teaching guide, but in this chapter I recommend links and
books that document HTML tags and Web design principles.

■

Designing for the Web
Web browsers are not database clients, and Web servers are not databases. Some of
the best—and worst—sites on the Web combine databases and Web servers. The difference between the best and worst sites is in how they approach their users. Users
don’t come to Web sites and Web applications with the same expectations they bring
to a traditional desktop or client-server application. This chapter includes some background information, suggestions, and opinions to help 4D database developers understand how to approach Web application design. This chapter is written especially for
database developers who are new to the Web. If you, on the other hand, are a Web
developer who is new to databases, this chapter should give you some insight into how
database developers approach problems.

■

Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive
This chapter explains the overall HTML editor integration process. HTML should be edited in a text or HTML editor. 4D’s semi-dynamic tag system encourages developers to
do the right thing, namely, to move the HTML out of the database. With the help of
some free plug-ins, GoLive and Dreamweaver can recognize and format 4D’s custom
HTML tags.

■

HTML Tips and Suggestions
HTML style and overall page design matter. A site’s HTML composition determines how
quickly pages download and display, how simple it is to maintain a site, and how likely
users are to return to the site. This chapter includes some general and specific suggestions for writing Web pages that are faster, more easily maintained, and simpler to use.
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■

HTML Form Tricks and Traps
4D developers are often surprised—and irritated—by how Web forms work. In many
ways, HTML forms are more restrictive and unpredictable than 4D forms. In a couple
of ways, HTML forms are more flexible than 4D forms. This chapter describes the most
common HTML tricks and traps to be aware of.

■

Working with Paths
The World Wide Web is connected by URLs within and between sites. Each URL is a
path to a page, image, document, database, or program. The way browsers, Web servers, and 4D specifically handle URLs can be confusing. This chapter explains how
paths work in general, with the 4D Web server, and with 4D’s custom HTML keywords.

■

MIME
The Internet is a platform. Computers with different operating systems communicate
and work together using common protocols for tasks including file sharing, Web
browsing, and exchanging email. Typically, a client and a server don’t know which operating system the other computer uses. However, different operating systems use different techniques to associate documents and applications. For example, the Mac OS
uses four-character file type and creator codes embedded within files, while Windows
favors three-character file extensions. The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension
(MIME) standard simplifies the process of exchanging data between machines and operating systems. MIME was originally defined for email and was later adopted for the
Web to prevent a proliferation of redundant standards. This chapter includes a list of
frequently used MIME types and discusses common uses for MIME on the Web.

■

HTTP Fundamentals
The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) defines how Web browsers, Web proxies, and
Web servers should behave and interact. A little bit of knowledge of HTTP goes a long
way when developers build 4D Web applications. This chapter looks under the surface
at what goes into HTTP requests and responses.
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Introduction
HTML is not difficult to learn. Anyone developing Web sites should learn how to write
basic HTML by hand. Once the basic tags and concepts are mastered, graphical HTML editors like GoLive and Dreamweaver can streamline page production. This book is not
meant to be an HTML reference or teaching guide, but this chapter recommends links and
books that document HTML tags and Web design principles; the HTML Tips and Suggestions chapter, which starts on page 295, describes specific HTML tags and techniques of
particular importance to Web-database developers, and finally, the Designing for the Web
chapter, which starts on page 283, highlights important Web design concepts and
practices.

On-Line Resources
Introduction
Web design and development combine many disciplines. The sites recommended here
draw from official standards, the Web design community, and usability research. Since
linkrot is inevitable, an up-to-date version of these recommendations is maintained at:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/products/webcompanion/links.html

Official Standards
The World Wide Web Consortium site is the definitive source for HTML and HTTP standards documents. The HTML 4.01 standard is available at this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/

There is a compressed PDF version of the standard available at:
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/html40.pdf.gz

A decompressed, optimized version of the PDF is available at:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/downloads/standards/html40.pdf

Widely Recognized Sites
The HTML Writers Guild is an international organization of Web authors. They offer
classes, tips, and on-line guides. Try this URL for HTML guides:
http://www.hwg.org/resources/

A List Apart is written by and for Web site designers. The articles go back several years and
represent the thinking of some of the best and most articulate voices in the Web design
community. When we face a difficult design choice, it’s often helpful to review how experienced designers have addressed similar problems:
http://www.alistapart.com/
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Usability
Usability is the branch of software development devoted to measuring how efficient or
effective programs are. Using a wide range of qualitative and quantitative techniques,
usability can improve the quality of a Web site during initial design and site development,
and after deployment. Jakob Nielsen’s site is the most widely known usability-oriented site.
It is full of useful articles and papers about Web design and usability in general:
http://www.useit.com/

A comprehensive collection of usability links can be found at:
http://usableweb.com/

Books
Introduction
Writing HTML is easy. Creating great Web sites is hard. Apart from the basic technology,
Web sites and Web applications require an understanding of programming, graphic design,
usability, and writing. The books recommended here draw from all of these disciplines.
Since books regularly go out-of-print or are reissued in new editions, an up-to-date version
of these recommendations is maintained at:
http://www.4dcompanion.com/products/webcompanion/books.html

HTML Guides
HTML and XHTML: The Definitive Guide by Chuck Musciano and Bill Kennedy

A comprehensive, well-organized, and well-written HTML reference. This is the book I
reach for first. This book, however, may not have enough screenshots for someone completely new to HTML.
HTML: The Complete Reference by Thomas A. Powell

This book is like an HTML encyclopedia. The content is almost as good as the HTML and
XHTML: The Definitive Guide and includes more screen shots.
HTML 4 for Dummies by Ed Tittel and Natanya Pitts

This is a good first HTML book for anyone who likes the Dummies series. The discussion is
clear and not intimidating, and the technical content is accurate and sufficiently detailed.
However, it doesn’t include as many details as HTML and XHTML: The Definitive Guide or HTML:
The Complete Reference.
Cascading Style Sheets by Håkon Wium Lee and Bert Bos

This book is written by the creators of the CSS specification. It is a detailed and complete
explanation of the philosophy, goals, and details of CSS. Even though current browsers
don’t implement CSS completely, this book is an invaluable reference to how everything
is meant to work.
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Books
Web Design and Usability
Designing Web Usability: The Practice of Simplicity by Jakob Nielsen

A Web site’s success depends on people coming back to use it repeatedly. Read this book
instead of guessing what makes a Web site usable. Jakob Nielsen is the world’s best known
Web usability researcher and author. Most of his time is devoted to real clients in the real
world, so his suggestions are practical. This book can help you avoid dozens of common
mistakes in your projects.
Information Architecture for the World Wide Web by Louis Rosenfeld and Peter Morville
Information Architecture is as useful as Designing Web Usability. The authors, trained librarians,

apply centuries of library research and best practices to organizing and presenting information on the Web. This book is filled with practical details, specific suggestions, and
useful background information.
Philip and Alex’s Guide to Web Publishing by Philip Greenspun

Philip is cranky, smart, and funny. His travel writings and photographs have been, at times,
among the ten most-visited sites on the Web. This book is a one-of-a-kind look at Webdatabase publishing from someone who actually knows what he’s talking about. You can
read the book on-line if you don’t want a copy on paper:
http://www.arsdigita.com/books/panda/

JavaScript
JavaScript Bible by Danny Goodman

This encyclopedic guide is the most frequently recommended JavaScript reference available. If you like Danny Goodman’s approach to writing and scripting, you’ll love this
book.
JavaScript: The Definitive Guide by David Flanagan

This title from O’Reilly is a worthwhile alternative to the JavaScript Bible for people who
prefer the O’Reilly style.
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Introduction
Web browsers are not database clients, and Web servers are not databases. Some of the
best—and worst—sites on the Web combine databases and Web servers. The difference
between the best and worst sites is in how they approach their users. Users don’t come to
Web sites and Web applications with the same expectations they bring to a traditional
desktop or client-server application.
This chapter includes some background information, suggestions, and opinions to help 4D
database developers understand how to approach Web application design. This chapter is
written especially for database developers new to the Web. If you are a Web developer
who is new to databases, this chapter should give you some insight into how database
developers approach problems.

Navigation
Navigation is the heart of the Web experience. A database application can control users’
actions and movements completely. In a Web application, users can normally enter the site
at any point and leave at any time. It is natural for 4D developers to try to constrain the
users and force them to take specific paths. This is, for example, 4D’s built-in contextual
mode’s approach, and it doesn’t work with the general public or normal Web sites. Constraining the user can work tolerably only in a Web-based application used by a motivated
audience. Even then, a more typical navigation system is preferable.

Help Doesn’t
Don’t expect users to spend any time learning how to use a site. Follow navigation, searching, labelling, and organizational conventions from popular Web sites to reduce the time it
takes users to master the site. While it is considerate to include a help system, if the site
depends on the help system, it will fail. If users can’t easily succeed without reading help
screens, you need to start over. Users typically won’t read manuals for software for which
they spent hundreds of dollars, and they use every day, so they are very unlikely to spend
time learning how to use a Web site in which they have invested nothing. Everywhere else
on the Web is just a click away.

Know the Audience
Build the site for its audience. Are they experts? Novices? Dedicated repeat users? Casual?
Some or all of the above? The answers to these questions help determine the best design.
For example, if the users are completely dedicated to the site—this is the case when they
use the system as part of their jobs—it can include non-standard interface elements and
behaviors more successfully. Because the users have an ongoing relationship with the Web
system, they have time to learn how to use it. Then again, unless there is a good reason
to force the users to learn a novel interface, stick with standard designs.
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Be a User
Use the Web for as many different activities as possible. Try purchasing things over the
Web, getting advice, and doing research. The more you use the Web, the more sensitive
you become to what works and doesn’t work in practice. If you find something irritating
at another site, don’t repeat that mistake in your own work.

Users Matter
The Web is a user-driven medium. If the Web site is on the Internet, the users can leave at
any time. And, chances are, they will. The only way to keep users at a site is to provide
valuable content that is also easy to use. Unfortunately, the overwhelming majority of Web
sites today are complex, hard to use, and slow. Everything in a Web site should directly
benefit its users. Here are a few specific guidelines:
❖ Speed Matters

Make pages as responsive as possible. The great majority of Internet users connect
with modems. Even users with high-speed connections at work often connect over
modems from home.
❖ Do not Coerce the Users

Some sites force users to register with the site before gaining access to useful
content. This approach does not work well. Many users enter imaginary information
or leave the site, and for good reasons: they don’t know who is running the site and
have no reason to trust strangers with personal information. Why should users
provide name, address, email, and fax number before they visit a site? Disclosing
this information doesn’t benefit them—it benefits the company’s Marketing
department. Users know that most Web sites are not useful to them, so spending
several minutes giving away personal information is a poor risk.
❖ Do not Force Users through Vanity Pages and Animated Introductions
The best-selling Creating Killer Web Sites popularized an approach to Web design that

creates interesting portfolio pieces for Web designers and terrible Web sites for
users. A key part of the technique is to create sites that guide the user and make
the site a narrative experience. The Web is not a narrative medium. It is
fundamentally an information-foraging environment. The narrative experience
approach includes forcing users to pass through one or more vanity pages before
they can reach useful content. Try this on a modem, and decide if it is a useful
approach. Review the Web logs and see how many users give up on the site when
they encounter a vanity page, splash screen, or animated introduction.
❖ The Web Is not a Page Layout Environment

Do not attempt to make the Web a page layout environment. The Web doesn’t yet
allow for developers to control the exact position and appearance of elements on
a page. This is a fact of life. Designers sometimes spend a good deal of effort to
fight this fact, only to find that they now have large pages that only look good in
one specific browser. Make pages that look good, load quickly, and include useful
information.
❖ Write for the Web

It is tiring to read on screen, so users scan pages looking for key information. When
we adapt content for the Web, it should be more concise than in printed form.
Longer versions can be provided as downloadable files in, for example, PDF format.
❖ Be Humble

Almost no single site is important in the overall Web. As Jakob Nielsen says, users
spend the majority of their time elsewhere on the Web. Don’t expect users to learn
novel user interface elements to use a single site.
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The Clock Is Ticking
The Web is too slow. Several factors contribute to this problem:
❖ Web pages are often too large because of extra HTML, too much content, large

images, or other embedded multi-media objects.
❖ HTML and HTTP are not very efficient.
❖ Users often connect with modems or low-capacity digital lines.
❖ Web sites don’t always run on fast equipment.
❖ TCP/IP is self-tuning but can only tune a persistent connection. Web connections

are usually intermittent, so no tuning is possible.
Many of these problems are outside of your control. What you can control is the design of
your Web pages. Aim to create Web pages that load in two seconds or less on a modem
connection. If the site can’t achieve this goal, at least aim to create Web pages that display
some content within two seconds. The two-second rule is not arbitrary, and it is not negotiable. It is based on the human nervous system. Human perception has been, and
continues to be, studied in great detail. Certain constants have been found that relate
directly to user interface and affect a user’s overall perception of a system. These values
have been known since the end of the 1960s and have not changed. Here are three critical
thresholds to be aware of, drawn from chapter 5 of Jakob Nielsen’s Usability Engineering (AP
Professional, paperback edition 1994):
Human perceptual constants

Elapsed Time
(Seconds)

User Perception

User Reaction

0.1

Instantaneous

Gives the user the feeling that the system is reacting instantaneously, so no special feedback is required except to display the
result (move the cursor, close the window, display the typed character, etc.).

1.0

Uninterrupted

1.0 second is about the limit for the user’s flow of thought to stay
uninterrupted even though the user will notice the delay. Normally, no special feedback is necessary during delays of more than
0.1 but less than 1.0 second, but the user does lose the feeling of
operating directly on the data.

10.0

Distracted

10 seconds is about the limit for keeping the user’s attention
focused on the dialogue. For longer delays, users will want to perform other tasks while waiting for the computer to finish, so they
should be given feedback indicating when the computer expects to
be done. Feedback during the delay is especially important if the
response time is likely to be highly variable since users will then
not know what to expect.

The user response times are also summarized at: http://www.useit.com/papers/responsetime.html.

The longer the page takes past the one-second threshold, the less likely it is that users will
wait for it. If the page arrives in under ten seconds, users will often sit still for it. They may
become somewhat agitated but may wait that long for a worthwhile page. The longer the
page takes after that, the worse it is. This fact is not negotiable. Make sure to test pages
using equipment and connections similar to a typical user’s.
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Use Data-Driven Solutions
Writing HTML by hand is time-consuming, expensive, and likely to generate errors. HTML
is better written and read by machines than people. Site maintenance costs can quickly get
out of control without a database helping in the background. Use your database to store
commonly used items. The Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, discusses this idea in more detail.

Work with Others
Building a great Web application takes many talents: system design, requirements development, user interviews, writing, graphic design, information architecture, HTML, and
various programming skills. It is unreasonable to expect one person to be an expert in all
of these areas. (Anyone who is great at all of these things also is probably far too busy
already.) If you are a programmer, work with designers. If you are a designer, work with
programmers.
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Introduction
4D’s semi-dynamic tag system encourages developers to do the right thing: move HTML
out of methods and into HTML templates. If the HTML is stored in documents, it can be
edited and maintained with any text or HTML editor. There are many advantages to fullfeatured HTML editors and site management tools like GoLive and Dreamweaver:
✓ Quicker, easier, and more accurate editing and composition.
✓ Automated rewriting of links when pages move within a site.
✓ Automated page validation.
✓ Spellchecking.
✓ Page previews.
✓ Pages can be built by HTML authors with little or no knowledge of 4D.
4D provides plug-ins for GoLive and Dreamweaver on Mac OS and Windows to streamline
the task of writing semi-dynamic tags. The documentation for each plug-in includes complete installation instructions and feature descriptions. This chapter explains the overall
HTML editor integration process.

The HTML Editor Integration Process
Introduction
The hardest part of editing semi-dynamic tags in graphical HTML editors is building the
tags correctly. Here are examples of typical semi-dynamic tags:
<!--#4dscript/WebGetLatestUpdates-->
<!--#4dvar [Customers]First_name-->

To build semi-dynamic tags correctly, an HTML author must know:
❖ The tag’s syntax. (See “Semi-dynamic tag syntax summary”, starting on page 152 of

the Working with Semi-Dynamic Pages chapter, for a concise review.)
❖ The exact name of the 4D object used in the tag. Various tags can use arrays,

variables, methods, tables, fields, and 4D expressions.
The 4D HTML editor integration tools provide custom dialogs in Dreamweaver and GoLive
that build 4D’s custom tags with the correct syntax. This feature greatly simplifies editing
tags for an HTML author, and it also helps reduce errors. The plug-ins also display lists of
correctly named objects for HTML authors to select from, substantially reducing the chance
of error. There are several steps to the integration process, which we’ll discuss next.
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HTML Editor Integration Components
HTML editors don’t currently build a direct active link with 4D or 4D Server. Instead, a 4D
plug-in exports object descriptions for an editor plug-in to import:
4D

Editor

4D Plug-In

Editor Plug-In

Export Document

While Dreamweaver and GoLive may use different tools, the overall process is the same.
A 4D plug-in filters table, field, method, and variable names and exports the results to a
document. The filtering step benefits HTML authors by reducing the complexity of interacting with a 4D database. For example, instead of seeing 600 method names, they may
only see the ten that should be called from the Web. Filtering also protects the database
by hiding objects that should not be used from the Web. The editor plug-in imports the
document and uses it in combination with new dialogs in the HTML editor. The custom
editor dialogs assist HTML authors in building correctly formatted tags with valid object
references. This table summarizes the components used by each product:
Component

Purpose

Dreamweaver

GoLive

4D Plug-in

Filters and exports object descriptions.

4DObjectLink.4DX or
AutoDoc.4DX

4DObjectLink.4DX

Export Document

Lists 4D objects which Web authors
can use.

Custom text file or
C ustom XML file

Custom text file

Editor Plug-in

Imports object descriptions and
adds interface tools to editor.

Dreamweaver 4D

4D ExtendScript

Now we’ll look at each of the steps in the integration process for each product.

GoLive
Introduction
GoLive is a full-featured and popular graphical HTML and site management tool from
Adobe, the makers of popular tools and formats like Acrobat (PDF), Illustrator, PhotoShop,
and PageMaker. The GoLive home page is at:
http://www.adobe.com/products/golive/main.html

4D Object Link 4D Plug-In
The 4D plug-in that exports data for GoLive is called 4DObjectLink.4DX. (The resulting
export file can also be used with Dreamweaver.) This tool is created and distributed by 4D.
Once installed, the 4D Object Link plug-in export dialog is available from the Plug-Ins
menu in the User environment or from the ol_EXPORT DIALOG command.

Opening the 4D Object Link GoLive export in 4D.
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GoLive

4D Object Link export dialog in 4D.

Selecting Objects for Export
By default, 4D Object Link doesn’t export anything. However, the export editor, similar in
appearance to the 4D Export Editor, lists all available tables, fields, and methods. Objects
moved to the list on the right side of the editor are exported. Method names may be
searched to simplify preparing the export definition. Variable names are not automatically
parsed from the structure and must be added to the export list by hand. But compiler declarations can be pasted into the export dialog and parsed to simplify this process. 4D
Object Link remembers the list of exported objects between sessions, even if the database
is quit and restarted.
See the 4D Object Link Reference for complete instructions on using the export window.

Export Document
The 4D Object Link export is a single text file, like the one below:
4DObjectLinkDocument
PizzaBox
Humu/Books/4D_Web_Companion/Experiments/Editors/GoLive/Intl/Mac/Web Tools/Golive
Solution/Sample/Site/
2
[Orders]
4
Customer
OrderDay
OrderHour
Pizza
[Customers]
4
Address
BuildingCode
Name
Telephone
3
WebScriptCountCustomers
WebScriptLoadCustomers
WebScriptLoadSales
0
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The document contains the names of the tables, fields, methods, and variables that GoLive
and Dreamweaver users can see for this structure. There is no need to understand the format of this file or look at its contents directly. The HTML editor plug-in reads and interprets
this document correctly.
4D ExtendScript GoLive Plug-In
The 4D ExtendScript GoLive plug-in adds new objects and interface elements for editing
4D’s semi-dynamic tags.

The 4D tags palette in GoLive.

After importing the structure description text file produced by 4D Object Link, GoLive can
help an HTML author by building tags with the proper syntax and correctly named objects.
In this example, a special 4DSCRIPT editing dialog lists method names exported from 4D:

Editing a 4DSCRIPT tag in GoLive.
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Dreamweaver
Introduction
Dreamweaver is a full-featured and enormously popular graphical HTML and site management tool from Macromedia, the makers of popular tools and formats like ShockWave
(Flash), FireWorks, FreeHand, ColdFusion and HomeSite. Dreamweaver is fast, easy to use,
and can produce very clean HTML. The Dreamweaver home page is at:
http://www.macromedia.com/software/dreamweaver/

There are two options for exporting object definitions from 4D to Dreamweaver, the
4D Object Link plug-in discussed above, and AutoDoc.
AutoDoc 4D Plug-In
The 4D plug-in that exports data exclusively for Dreamweaver is called AutoDoc.4DX. This
is a special version of the full AutoDoc product by Paul Carnine, the author of DataCheck
and SanityCheck. Once installed, the AutoDoc plug-in export dialog is available from the
Plug-Ins menu in the User environment or from the AutoDoc_GUI command.

Opening the AutoDoc Dreamweaver export in 4D.

AutoDoc Dreamweaver export dialog in 4D.

The HTML Editor button is selected by default. This option exports method, variable, and
table references in a special XML format comprehensible to the 4D extensions to Dreamweaver. The HTML Documentation button is only partially functional unless the full product
is licensed. The HTML Editor export is always completely functional.
Filtering Objects for Export
By default, AutoDoc exports all tables, methods, and variables. When the Only Export
Tagged Objects (\export) button is selected in the export dialog, AutoDoc scans code and
Explorer Comments for comment lines beginning with `\export. This method, for example,
is exported because of the comment `\export this method with AutoDoc.
` WebScriptLoadSales
`\export this method with AutoDoc.
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Setting up the export properties can be time-consuming in an existing project, but it makes
ongoing maintenance simple. I highly recommend using this feature.
AutoDoc also exports objects including a comment line beginning with ‘#. See the AutoDoc reference manual for
complete instructions on configuring export control comments.

AutoDoc: The Full Version
The Dreamweaver version of AutoDoc can be converted to the full version with the installation of a serial number purchased from Committed Software. The full version of AutoDoc
can export the methods, variables, and tables in a database as a series of linked Web
pages. The methods themselves are exported, not just their names. AutoDoc formats the
results to make them look similar to the 4D Method Editor:

The HTML version of a 4D method exported by AutoDoc.

The exact format of the exported objects is controlled through templates that can be customized. Exported objects are automatically hyper-linked together and can include links to
additional external documents. For example, in the method shown above, each 4D command and function is linked to 4D’s on-line documentation. AutoDoc can help a 4D
project in several ways:
❖ Exporting the system regularly as an on-going reference to past versions.
❖ Exporting and archiving the system periodically to retain on-line snapshots of the

system.
❖ Exporting projects for review. In this manner, for example, a group can check if

necessary functionality already exists in another project.
❖ Linking methods to higher-level project documents, like requirements and designs.
❖ Producing an impressive deliverable. Even if there is no practical reason for a client

to have a full Web version of the source code, it looks great.
Dreamweaver Export Document
Instead of producing a series of linked Web pages, the AutoDoc Dreamweaver export creates a single XML file with concise object references, like the one listed on the next page:
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<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes" ?>
<structure-4d>
<methods>
<method name="WebScriptCountCustomers" parameter_count="2" >
<parameter number="0" type="Text" />
<parameter number="1" type="Text" />
</method>
<method name="WebScriptLoadCustomers" parameter_count="2" >
<parameter number="0" type="Text" />
<parameter number="1" type="Text" />
</method>
<method name="WebScriptLoadSales" parameter_count="2" >
<parameter number="0" type="Text" />
<parameter number="1" type="Text" />
</method>
</methods>
<variables>
</variables>
<ip_variables>
</ip_variables>
<tables>
</tables>
</structure-4d>

The document contains the names of the tables, fields, methods, and variables that Dreamweaver users can see for this structure. Notice that, unlike in the full version of AutoDoc,
complete methods are not exported. The Dreamweaver export file only contains object
names and parameter descriptions. There is no need to understand XML or to look at this
file’s contents directly. The 4D Dreamweaver plug-in is designed to read and interpret this
document correctly.
If you are interested in integrating XML and 4D, a freeware 4D XML parser called Expat4D is available from
http://ww.mitchenall.com/.

Dreamweaver Plug-In
The 4D Dreamweaver plug-in adds new objects and interface elements for editing 4D’s
semi-dynamic tags.

The 4D tags palette in Dreamweaver.

After importing the structure description XML file produced by AutoDoc or the text file
produced by 4D Object Link, Dreamweaver can help an HTML author by building tags
with the proper syntax and correctly named objects. In this example, a special 4DSCRIPT
editing dialog lists method names exported from 4D:

Editing a 4DSCRIPT tag in Dreamweaver.
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Special Notes
Writing Custom Export Files
AutoDoc creates XML files for Dreamweaver, and 4D Object Link creates custom text files
for GoLive or Dreamweaver. In both cases, these documents are nothing but structured
text. The documents don’t contain 4D objects, only names and descriptions of 4D objects.
These export documents can be written by hand or with 4D code, so there is no need for
the built-in export editors. The export editors are, however, far more convenient.
GoLive # Syntax
GoLive requires all tags to be in lower case and semi-dynamic tags to start with a # symbol,
as in this example below:
<!--#4dscript/WebGetLatestUpdates-->
<!--#4dvar [Customers]First_name-->

4D 6.7.1 adds support for this syntax to simplify GoLive integration. Make sure that handedited HTML uses this syntax if the pages are also edited with GoLive.
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Introduction
HTML style and overall page design matter. A site’s HTML affects how quickly pages
download and display, how simple it is to maintain a site, and how likely users are to
return to the site. This chapter includes some suggestions for writing Web pages that are
faster, more easily maintained, and simpler to use. See also the HTML and Web Resources
chapter, which starts on page 279, for suggested on-line and printed HTML references.

Respect the Medium
HTML is a tool for adding special features to text documents:
❖ Marking up the structure of a document.
❖ Embedding active links.
❖ Embedding more complex information, like images, movies, and applets.

HTML is not a programming language, a database, or a page layout system. Using regular
HTML for any of these purposes is frustrating and rarely succeeds. Respect HTML for what
it is, and use it within its limits. HTML is an excellent tool for presenting information when
you don’t need absolute control over the final appearance.

Use Cascading Style Sheets
Everyone writing Web pages should understand Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). HTML has
always been designed to separate document content, structure, and formatting. Unfortunately, with the original version of HTML, it was difficult to format documents attractively.
Designers used HTML in ways that were never intended, in a legitimate effort to create
beautiful and useful pages. Cascading Style Sheets remain true to HTML’s roots while giving designers the ability to control the appearance and formatting of pages. How does this
work? Collections of formatting instructions, like font face and size, are defined as named
styles, either at the top of a document or in an external document, and then used by reference. There are numerous advantages to using CSS instead of, for example, the HTML
<font> tag:
❖ Styles can be edited and maintained in one location. If 10,000 pages use a common

style sheet, they can all be updated just by modifying the style sheet.
❖ Pages can be smaller and load faster because the formatting instructions are defined

once and reused.
❖ Different style sheets can be applied to the same document for different purposes.

For example, different style sheets can be used depending on the user’s computer
platform, browser, and browser version.
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CSS is imperfectly supported in today’s browsers. It currently works well for all typographical control and less consistently for controlling spacing. To learn more about CSS and
current browsers, visit these links:
Fear of Style Sheets

http://www.alistapart.com/stories/fear/
CSS Master Compatibility Chart

http://www.webreview.com/style/css1/charts/mastergrid.shtml

Use a Standard HTML Version
While it may not be worth the time and effort to convert a large collection of existing
pages, it makes good sense to use the best possible HTML for new pages. There are several variations of HTML in use today. Using a standard HTML version, like HTML 4.0.1 or
XHTML, provides these advantages:
❖ Pages can be validated automatically for correctness using any popular HTML editor

and many popular text editors.
❖ Pages are more likely to continue to display correctly for years to come.

Currently, the best available standard is XHTML. This is an XML-compatible version of
HTML. XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a system for defining markup languages.
XML is rapidly becoming the data description language of choice for a wide variety of
applications. Valid XML documents can be read, manipulated, and transformed in hundreds of ways by programs on all platforms. If you are new to the Web and don’t want to
be troubled by XHTML’s strictness, get comfortable with regular HTML first. Once you
know HTML, the transition to XHTML is not difficult.

Format the HTML Source
Extra spaces, tabs, and carriage returns in HTML source code are not displayed in the
browser. Therefore, the physical format of an HTML document doesn’t need to match the
layout of the page in a browser. Use these white space characters to format the source
code visually. The two following HTML documents appear identical in a browser. The first
example is one long line of text without any carriage returns.
<html><head><title>Simple HTML Page</title></head><body bgcolor="white">This
is a simple HTML page.</body></html>

The second example uses carriage returns and tabs to visually reinforce the document’s
internal structure:
<html>
<head>
<title>Simple HTML Page</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
This is a simple HTML page.
</body>
</html>

The second example is simpler to read and maintain because the structure makes it easier
to spot specific items. HTML documents tend to include a lot of text, so the physical format
of the HTML source can make a big difference in how much time it takes to edit a
document.
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Use Comments
HTML includes an easy-to-use comment system, as illustrated in this example:
<!--HTML comments can contain any amount of text.
If you are familiar with HTML, you will notice that
the comment tags look different from regular HTML tags.
The comment syntax is inherited directly from SGML. -->

Comments are not displayed by browsers. They are intended to benefit HTML authors, not
end-users. However, comments are downloaded to the browser, so they increase the size
of the page. Consider the trade-off between page size and useful comments. Use comments to:
❖ Leave notes for yourself, the next HTML author, or anyone who downloads the

source of the page.
❖ Divide the source of the document into sections. For example, with these

comments, a developer will more easily recognize the different part of the page
within the source code:
<!--START
<!--START
<!--START
<!--START

Breadcrumb trail at top of page. -->.
Content of page. -->.
Navigation bar at bottom of page. -->.
Standard copyright notice. -->.

❖ Embed custom information to simplify reparsing the HTML. For example, embed

4D table and field numbers as comments to distinguish the exported data:
<!--export table=5 field=4-->ACME Black Dot<!--/export-->

❖ Embed special instructions, for example, 4D’s semi-dynamic tags or the Server Side

Include (SSI) tags supported by other Web servers.

Use a Visual Editor and a Text Editor
A good HTML or text editor quickly pays for itself if you spend even a few hours a day
working with HTML. Visual editors offer power and convenience but sometimes produce
less-than-ideal HTML. Text editors, on the other hand, provide complete control over the
HTML but require more effort. I recommend using a good visual editor and a good text
editor. Regardless of the tool, use the HTML-validation feature to check pages for
correctness.
See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for information on
building dynamic 4D Web sites with these popular editors.

Avoid Frames by Default
Frames are easily abused. They are wonderful if you are a site designer and often terrible
if you are a user. A few of the problems with frames are:
❖ There is no straightforward way for the user to bookmark the page.
❖ They are slow.
❖ They use up the already scarce screen real estate.
❖ They make printing difficult or impossible.
❖ They break the otherwise universal navigation structure of the Web.

While frames are difficult to justify in a site for the general public, they can be useful in
Web applications for specific audiences. Avoid frames by default, but use them if they offer
clear benefits and if test users tolerate them.
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Use Color Tastefully
Introduction
Computer screens are difficult to read. Studies continue to show that paper is easier to read
than a computer screen by at least 30%. This is the best case for computer screens. The
Web is typically worse than the best case because browsers don’t yet universally display
smooth-looking fonts, and almost all browsers use a dark background. Increasing the readability of your Web pages improves the chances that the user will succeed at the site.
Color and Accessibility
Do not rely on color alone to carry critical information. A substantial percentage of the
population, particularly men, suffers from some degree of color blindness. To test how an
image looks to people with various types and degrees of color blindness, try the Visicheck
site:
Vischeck Vision Simulator
http://www.vischeck.com/

Background
A custom color or background can be set for the document body or divisions within the
body. By default most browsers display a dark background. I strongly recommend using a
white background by default on pages that include a lot of text. Here is the HTML for a
white background:
<body bgcolor="white">

This attribute can also be implemented using a Cascading Style Sheet, as in this example:
BODY
{
font-family: Verdana, Georgia, "Times New Roman", Times, serif ;
background: white ;
color: black ;
}

Every page importing this style sheet automatically inherits the background: white
property. A white or very light background improves contrast and readability. Background
images almost universally decrease readability. Background colors—including the dark
shade favored by most browsers today—decrease readability. If users can’t read the page
comfortably, it doesn’t matter if the page is pretty.
Custom Link Colors
The default colors for visited, unvisited, and active links can be overridden using standard
HTML or CSS tags. Only change these defaults with caution and for good reason. Link
color is one of the most useful clues users have about where to click, and it also lets them
know whether a link has already been visited. Most users spend most of their time elsewhere on the Web. Do not expect them to learn anything new in order to use your site.
Link colors are so fundamental that you should not tamper with them. At the very least,
make sure that visited and unvisited links look different from each other. Note that this recommendation is in direct conflict with the advice of leading graphic designers. If in doubt,
test alternative designs with sample users.
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Adapt Images for the Web
Text
HTML and CSS tags can add color to text ranges and various HTML objects. Color can add
accent and emphasis, but use this feature with restraint. Use Cascading Style Sheets instead
of embedding colors directly in other HTML tags. CSS makes the color scheme simple to
modify. Keep these points in mind when coloring individual text sections:
❖ Use colors for accent or emphasis. Structural tags, like lists and headings, are often

better at expressing relative degrees of importance.
❖ Use colors consistently throughout the site. Again, centralize color definitions in CSS

styles to simplify implementing and updating the colors consistently.
❖ Use muted and tasteful colors.
❖ Use one of the browser-safe colors. The list of colors can be found in printed and

on-line HTML references, for example, http://www.lynda.com/hexh.html.
❖ Note that there is no universal color space on the Web. Colors display differently in

different browsers, on different monitors, and on different platforms.
❖ Test the color scheme with different users. Watch how much it changes the

readability of the content and the users’ overall impression of the site.

Adapt Images for the Web
Introduction
Images can add accent and important information to a site. Images can also make a page
bloated, slow, and hard to use. Some designers convert text into images to control the
exact appearance of the text. In technical terms, this approach is called “clueless” because
it makes the site more expensive to maintain and hides the content from users with visual
disabilities. Before discounting users with visual disabilities, consider that search engine
spiders can’t interpret pictures. Use images appropriately.
For more information on how pictures affect download time, see “How Picture Serving Works on the Web”, starting
on page 258 of the Serving Pictures chapter.

Alt
Use the alt property of the img tag. The browser inserts this text if it can’t locate the picture or if the user has disabled image display.
Height and Width
Use the height and width properties of the img tag. This lets the browser prepare an
image area of the correct size before downloading the image. The 4D PICTURE PROPERTIES
command can determine the size of an image.
Size Does Matter
Images can often be reduced in size by decreasing the total number of colors. Since browsers reliably display only a handful of colors, many images can be reduced without much
loss of information.
See the Serving Pictures chapter, which starts on page 257, for more picture-serving tricks and techniques.
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Avoid Gratuitous Animation
Animation on the Web today is almost universally irritating. Here are some specific suggestion for using, and not abusing, animation.
❖ Animation is never neutral. It either enhances the page or detracts from it.
❖ Animation is an excellent way to present certain kinds of information, like how

gears operate or how the human circulatory system works.
❖ Banner ads are increasingly ineffective. To paraphrase Jakob Nielsen, the Web is a

buying medium, not a selling medium. The Web is not television.
❖ The <blink> and <marquee> tags have no appropriate use. Never use these tags.

Ever.
❖ While the majority of people use browsers that can display Flash animations, it

doesn’t mean it is a good idea. Use Flash—and other animation technologies—to
solve real problems, not just because it is possible.
❖ People have better motion detection in peripheral vision than in central vision. (Our

ancestors with poor peripheral motion sensitivity didn’t have children.) Web pages
are already hard enough to read without having something drawing attention away
from the central reading vision. If users don’t have control over an animation,
they’re likely to flee the site. Give the user control over the animation on the page.
If there is a movie, let the user choose when to start and stop the film. If there is
an animated introduction, allow for any click on the page to skip through it. Better
yet, skip it automatically and make the animation an optional link from a useful
home page.

Understand How Tables Work
Tables can be a great way to present tabular information. HTML tables are also widely
used for other purposes, like creating a layout grid for an entire page. When designing
Web pages, keep the following points in mind about HTML tables:
❖ Browsers don’t draw any part of the table until the </table> tag arrives.

Therefore, users have to wait without seeing anything happen. Actually, many times
users don’t wait, precisely because they don’t see anything happen.
❖ HTML table columns and rows are not selectable.
❖ Consider returning record data outside a table. Major search engines, for example,

don’t format results in HTML tables, but return each record as a distinct paragraph.
The advantage of this approach is that users see some results before the entire page
downloads, and their frustration is reduced considerably.
❖ Consider returning a series of tables rather than a single large table. This approach

doesn’t reduce the total download time for the page, but decreases the perceived
download time.
❖ The HTML table tags are verbose. Depending on the data and the table format

options used, a table can easily quadruple the size of a page.
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Introduction
4D developers are often surprised—and irritated—by how Web forms work. In many
ways, HTML forms are more restrictive and unpredictable than 4D forms. In a couple of
ways, however, HTML forms are more flexible than 4D forms. This chapter describes the
most common HTML tricks and traps to be aware of:
✓ Fields may be hidden.
✓ Password fields obscure what is typed.
✓ Fields may be submitted in any order.
✓ One form may have multiple submit buttons.
✓ Select objects may send multiple values for a single field.
✓ Unselected items are not submitted.
✓ Documents, including pictures, may be uploaded through a Web form.
See “Form Data”, starting on page 384 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for more details on how forms are
converted and sent over the Web.

Fields May Be Hidden
The HTML hidden field type enables Web forms to embed information that doesn’t appear
in the browser, but that is submitted with the form. Here is an example of a hidden field:
<input
type="hidden"
name="sessionID"
value="2454545">

Hidden fields are one approach to carrying information between multiple Web forms.
Instead of storing information in cookies or on the server, all the information about a transaction is built into each form. This is a natural approach to, for example, on-line surveys
that involve several pages.
See “Storing State Information in Hidden Fields”, starting on page 408 of the Managing State chapter, for more
information.

Hidden fields are not displayed directly in the browser but users can view them all the
same using the View Source option available in all modern browsers. Stream and packet
capture programs and Web proxy servers can also copy hidden field values from the current machine, or even from another machine on the network. Do not rely on hidden fields
to protect sensitive data.
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Password Fields Obscure what Is Typed
Password dialogs typically obscure what users type to prevent bystanders from observing
passwords casually. The HTML password field type supports this feature. Here is an example of an HTML password field:
<input
name="log_on_password"
type="password"
value=""
size="10">

A custom HTML log-on page displayed in the Opera browser under the Mac OS.

The password entry appears as a series of bullets instead of readable characters.
HTML password fields provide visual protection only. The password itself is still sent as plain text over the network.
See “Managing 4D Database Access from the Web”, starting on page 240 of the On Web Authentication chapter,
for details on using HTML log-on forms and standard passwords.

Fields May Be Submitted in any Order
This HTML form includes two fields, SearchString and SubmitButton:
<form
action="/4dcgi/Web_Search"
method="post">
<input
type="text"
name="SearchString"
value=""
size="20"
length="20">
<p>
<input
type="submit"
name="SubmitButton"
value="Search">
</p>
</form>

While it seems reasonable to assume that Web browsers will submit the fields in the order
they appear in the form definition, this assumption is actually incorrect. Some versions of
some browsers change the order of fields when submitting the request. 4D code should
not be written with the assumption that the fields will be returned in any particular order.
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One Form May Have Multiple Submit Buttons
HTML forms may include multiple submit buttons, just as 4D forms may include multiple
accept buttons. For example, this imaginary search form includes two submit buttons:
<form
action="/4dcgi/Web_Search"
method="post">
<input
type=text
name="Web_Search_t"
value=""
size="30"
length="30">
<input
type="submit"
name="Search Selection"
value="Subsearch">
<input
type="submit"
name="SearchAll"
value="Search All">
</form>

When the form is submitted, the browser only includes the name of the submit button that
was used. 4D methods can change their behavior according to the button used.

Select Objects May Send Multiple Values for One Field
The HTML SELECT form object can create pop-up/drop-down menus and selectable
scrollable areas. Unfortunately, unlike 4D arrays, HTML SELECT objects may not be
grouped together. However, HTML SELECT objects do support selecting multiple items at
a time, something 4D arrays don’t allow. When a form is submitted with multiple rows
selected, the incoming form data includes multiple entries with the same field name.
Therefore, it is possible for HTML form submissions to legally include several copies of the
same field. This HTML fragment creates a scrollable area:
<select
type="select"
name="platforms"
size="4"
multiple>
<option>Mac OS
<option>OS X
<option>Windows 2000</option>
<option>Windows 95</option>
<option>Windows 98</option>
<option>Windows NT</option>
<option>Linux</option>
<option>Solaris</option>
</select>

The attribute size="4" tells the browser to draw the area four rows high. The attribute
multiple tells the browser to allow users to select multiple rows. In the example pictured above, two items are selected. Here is how a browser submits this form’s data:
platforms=OS+X&platforms=Windows+2000&SubmitButton=Search
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Once converted and parsed out, the form data looks like this:
Name

Value

platforms

Windows 2000

platforms

OS X

SubmitButton

Search

Unselected Items Are not Submitted
When 4D loads a 4D form, it initializes each of the objects on the form. Scripts, form methods, and project methods may test the values of the fields safely. Web browsers, however,
treat forms differently. For example, Web browsers only submit selected checkboxes and
radio buttons. This form includes five checkboxes:
<input
type="checkbox"
name="Mac_OS"
>Mac OS<br>
<input
type="checkbox"
name="OS_X"
>OS X<br>
<input
type="checkbox"
name="Windows_95"
>Windows 95<br>
<input
type="checkbox"
name="Windows_98"
>Windows 98<br>
<input
type="checkbox"
name="Windows_2000"
>Windows 2000<br>

If a user selects OS X and Windows 2000, the Web browser only submits values for
those two checkboxes and the Search button:
OS_X=on&Windows_2000=on&SubmitButton=Search

Once parsed out, the form data looks like this:
Name

Value

OS_X

on

Windows_2000

on

SubmitButton

Search

4D code should never be based on the assumption that a Web form has submitted a field
value. Code in the Web Core database simplifies testing that fields are present:
$osxSubmitted_b:=WebRequestFormFieldExists ("OS_X")
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Documents May Be Uploaded
HTML forms can upload documents to the Web server. This is a convenient way, for example, to enable users to submit pictures since HTML forms don’t support entering pictures
directly. This HTML fragment shows the required elements for a form that uploads
documents:
<form
action="/4dcgi/HandleUploadedPicture"
method="post"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<input
type="file"
name="WebForm_UploadedFileBlob_x"
accept="image/gif">
<input
type="submit"
name="submit"
value="Upload">
</form>
See the Uploading Files chapter, which starts on page 135, for complete details on file uploads and the 4D Web
server.
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Introduction
The World Wide Web is connected by URLs within and between sites. Each URL is a path
to a page, image, document, database, or program. The ways browsers, Web servers, and
4D specifically handle URLs can be confusing. This chapter explains the following aspects
of working with paths:
✓ Web Roots
✓ Relative and Absolute Paths
✓ The Base Tag
✓ The Host Header Tag
In this chapter, I discuss how paths work, how 4D HTML request keywords affect 4D’s
interpretation of paths, and how you can simplify working with paths.

Web Roots
Web Servers Create Their Own Roots
Web servers use a default root directory which is different from the root directory of the
computer the Web site runs on. Imagine this site:

Each directory contains a default starting document named index.htm. These are absolute paths to the main page, the main download page, and the main Windows download
page:
http://www.example.com/index.htm
http://www.example.com/downloads/index.htm
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/index.htm

Below are the full paths to these documents on the machine:
C:\4D_Projects\4DWebSystem\WebFolder\index.htm
C:\4D_Projects\4DWebSystem\WebFolder\downloads\index.htm
C:\4D_Projects\4DWebSystem\WebFolder\downloads\windows\index.htm
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There is no way for a Web client to see the full document path on the Web server machine
based on the URLs. The Web server uses a standard file hierarchy, with the default Web
folder as the root instead of the computer’s real root, for several reasons:
❖ It is easier to protect the documents stored outside of the Web site’s section of the

drive. By default, no Web client has access to anything outside the Web root and its
subdirectories.
❖ The site can be moved between machines easily. As long as the domain name

remains unchanged, there is no need to rewrite URLs when the volume, or parent
directories, are renamed or moved.
❖ Hosting multiple sites is simplified. Any number of virtual Web roots can be

configured on one machine if the Web server supports this feature.
4D’s Web Root
The 4D Web server requires the root Web directory to be within the same directory as the
database structure, or within one of its subdirectories. This feature is implemented deliberately for security purposes. The default Web page root is configured in the Web Server I
page of the Database Properties dialog:

In contextual mode only, the SET HTML ROOT command may be used to alter the default root.

Relative and Absolute Paths
Overview
URLs can use absolute or relative addressing. An absolute address lists the complete URL
for a page including a domain name or machine IP address, as in these examples:
http://www.example.com/downloads/index.htm
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/index.htm

A relative address lists the path to a document relative to the current page. For example,
if the current page is http://www.example.com/downloads/index.htm, the following relative URLs lead to the Mac OS and Windows download pages:
<a href="macos/index.htm">Mac OS Downloads</a>
<a href="windows/index.htm">Windows Downloads</a>
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The Web browser constructs a complete URL by adding the relative URLs to the current
path. In this example, the current directory is:
http://www.example.com/downloads/

The additional path information is:
macos/index.htm
windows/index.htm

The resulting URLs are:
http://www.example.com/downloads/macos/index.htm
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/index.htm
The Web server has no way of knowing which syntax was used in the original page. The Web browser constructs
and requests complete URLs in all cases.

Directory Navigation with Relative Paths
Relative paths can move up and down the site file hierarchy using the ../ characters.
Imagine the current page is found at this URL:
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/index.htm

The goal of this example is to build a relative link to this URL:
http://www.example.com/downloads/index.htm

The path between the two documents requires moving up one directory. This movement
is specified in the relative URL using the characters ../, as in this example:
<a href="../index.htm">Downloads Directory</a>

Below is a detailed explanation of how this relative path is converted into an absolute
address. The current page is found in this directory:
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/

The ../ characters tell the browser to move up one directory:
http://www.example.com/downloads/

The specific file request completes the URL:
http://www.example.com/downloads/index.htm

Paths Relative to the Web Root
Relative paths can also be written from the Web root by starting them with a single / character, like this:
<a href="/downloads/index.htm">

This is a convenient method of specifying items whose position doesn’t change. Common
examples include images and style sheets. Many developers prefer to use this syntax rather
than moving up and down the site hierarchy, because the latter approach requires remembering each page’s relative position.
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Pros and Cons of Absolute and Relative Addresses
There are advantages and disadvantages to relative and absolute addressing. The main
advantage of absolute addresses is that they are explicit. It is clear from reading the HTML
where the link points. The disadvantages of absolute addresses are that they make the document larger and more time-consuming to update if you need to change the site structure.
The advantages of relative addresses are that:
❖ They take less space.
❖ URLs are shorter, therefore easier to type and less susceptible to common mistakes.
❖ If the domain name changes, the pages don’t need to be rewritten. In other words,

it’s easier to build and test a site on one machine and deploy it on another.
Write 4D Keywords Relative to Root
Regardless of where a page is located in a site’s hierarchy, the 4DACTION, 4DCGI, and
4DMETHOD keywords should always be specified relative to the root Web folder. 4D treats
each keyword like an invisible subdirectory of the default Web directory. These URLs are
correct:
<a href="/4dmethod/MethodDemoLink/">4DMETHOD</a>
<a href="/4daction/ActionDemoLink/">4DACTION</a>
<a href="/4dcgi/CGIDemoLink/">4DCGI</a>

The leading slash tells the browser that the URL is relative to the root of the Web site. The
following URLs break if used anywhere other than in the root directory:
<a href="4dmethod/MethodDemoLink/">4DMETHOD</a>
<a href="4daction/ActionDemoLink/">4DACTION</a>
<a href="4dcgi/CGIDemoLink/">4DCGI</a>

Without the leading slash, the browser builds a URL based either on the current page or
whichever URL is specified in the base tag. Since all 4D commands run from the root
directory, any other path will fail.
4DCGI behaves like a bad URL by design so it is not strictly necessary to write 4DCGI
URLs relative to the Web root. I recommend you do so anyway for these reasons:
❖ Forms sent with POST don’t work correctly otherwise.
❖ All the URLs in the site use a consistent format; therefore, the site is clearer and

cleaner to maintain for current and future Web authors.
❖ When code in On Web Authentication or On Web Connection tests for 4DCGI calls, it

is easier to detect them if the string 4DCGI is in a consistent location.

The Base Tag
Overview
By default, relative paths are based on the current document. The HTML base tag resets
the starting point for a page to a new location. The base tag can simplify writing, maintaining, and changing URLs and sites. For example, imagine moving between these two
pages in the site structure pictured above:
http://www.example.com/downloads/windows/index.htm
http://www.example.com/services/training/index.htm
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The Base Tag
Here is the relative path between the downloads index page and the training index page:
<a href="../../services/training/index.htm">Training</a>

The base tag shown here sets the relative root to the Web server root, simplifying the relative URL:
<head>
<title>Downloads: Windows</title>
<base="http://www.example.com/">
</head>
<body>
<a href="services/training/index.htm">Training</a>

With a base tag set, Web authors only have to remember a page’s path from a simple root.
The Base Tag and Site Reorganization
The base tag is particularly useful when reorganizing sections of a site. Instead of setting
the base to the Web root, the Web developer can set it to the entry page for a group of
related pages. If an entire section needs to move, modifying the pages is a straightforward
task if all relative URLs are calculated relative to a common base. For example, here is a
base tag for pages in the downloads section of the imaginary site pictured above:
<base="http://www.example.com/downloads/">

With this base tag in place, download pages can refer to each other with short and easily
readable URLs:
<a
<a
<a
<a

href="macos/index.htm">MacOS Downloads</a>
href="osx/index.htm">OS X Downloads</a>
href="windows/index.htm">Windows Downloads</a>
href="linux/index.htm">Linux Downloads</a>

If the downloads section is moved within the products section, all that needs to be
changed is the base tag in each document:
<base="http://www.example.com/products/downloads/">

Rules for the Base Tag
There are a few rules to know about the base tag:
❖ There may only be one base tag per page.
❖ The tag must be included somewhere between the <head> and </head> tags.
❖ The tag must include a domain name or IP address.
❖ The tag may reset the root to a different server.
Contextual 4D systems can take advantage of the base tag automatically, as explained in “Use New Context
Referencing System”, starting on page 435 of the Web Settings chapter.

4D and the Base Tag
All the benefits of the base tag apply to 4D Web systems. With the help of a simple semidynamic tag, 4D overcomes the biggest drawback of the base tag: setting the current
machine name. Since the base tag requires a domain name or IP address, it is normally
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necessary to rewrite pages before moving them between machines. This extra step is a nuisance when pages are transferred from a development or testing machine to a deployment
server. To avoid this problem with 4D:
1) Capture the current machine name or address at startup using 4D Internet Commands, ITK, or a
custom preference system.
2) Write a function that returns the current machine name and address or a complete base tag.
3) Insert the base tag with a 4DSCRIPT callback or 4DVAR.

This code fragment illustrates how this technique works. At startup, a few lines of code
capture the current machine name or IP address:
C_LONGINT($errorCode_l)
C_STRING(80;$currentIPAddress_s)
C_STRING(80;$subnetMask_s)
C_STRING(80;$currentDomainName_s)
` Get the IP address of the current machine.
$errorCode_l:=IT_MyTCPAddr ($currentIPAddress_s;$subnetMask_s)
` See if the current machine has a domain name.
$errorCode_l:=NET_Resolve ($currentIPAddress_s;$currentDomainName_s)
Case of
: ($currentIPAddress_s="") & ($currentDomainName_s="")
` No IP address or domain named found. This site is going to have trouble;-)
◊WebScript_MachineAddress_s:=""
: ($currentDomainName_s#"")
` Use the domain name, if there is one.
◊WebScript_MachineAddress_s:=$currentDomainName_s
Else
` Use the IP address.
◊WebScript_MachineAddress_s:=$currentIPAddress_s
End case

A simple 4DSCRIPT callback routine or a 4DVAR statement can return the current
machine name or IP address. Alternatively, a 4DSCRIPT callback routine can be written
to produce the entire base tag based on input from the Web author. This example
callback:
<!--4dscript/WebScript_GetBaseTag/products/-->

Produces a base tag like this one:
<base href="http://www.example.com/products/">
See the WebScriptGetBaseTag method in the Web Core demonstration for complete code.

It is almost always a mistake to write HTML in a method. The one exception I endorse is building formal HTML
elements, like the base tag, some URLs, and certain form objects.

The Host Header Tag
Introduction
There are a few special situations when the current machine’s IP address is not unique:
❖ The server hosts multiple IP addresses or domain names.
❖ The network is configured so that the server is reached with one address by users

on the same network and by a different address by users on outside networks.
In these cases, building the base tag with a single IP address can’t work reliably. Fortunately, the HTTP Host header tag offers a workable solution.
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Machines with Multiple IP Addresses
Many Internet servers host two or more IP addresses on the same machine. This capability
is achieved on Windows and increasingly achievable on the Mac OS. If a machine has multiple IP addresses, 4D listens to all of them for requests by default. A specific IP address
can be selected instead from the Web Server I page of the Database Properties dialog:

The Host Tag
If a Web server receives requests on multiple IP addresses, how can it know which IP
address the browser requested? This problem is particularly acute on *nix Internet hosts
which often serve a few hundred different IP addresses. HTTP runs on top of TCP/IP and
doesn’t automatically contain the address or port of the server. To overcome this limitation,
browsers add an extra HTTP header field called Host:
GET /products/index.htm HTTP/1.1
Host: www.example.com

While a browser doesn’t have to supply this tag to make a request, all commercial browsers
have included it for many years. The host tag can be read in 4D by parsing the incoming
HTTP headers or by reading the value in $4 of On Web Authentication or On Web Connection.
It is more reliable to read the Host header by parsing the HTTP headers than by using the parameter supplied by
4D. See “Header Fields”, starting on page 383 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for more information on reading
HTTP header fields.

Private and Public Addresses
A variety of network protocols and services can modify the server’s internal address. A
machine may be reached at one address on the local network and on a different address
on a public network, like the Internet. Networks are configured to obscure the actual IP
address of a server for a variety of reasons:
❖ Hiding the actual machine address to protect against attacks by hackers.
❖ Connecting machines to the Internet with internal numbers used by other machines

on the Internet.
❖ Pooling a limited number of unique addresses.
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For example, the popular Network Address Translation (NAT) system supports a one-toone mapping between a machine’s local address and a public address.
Machine

Inside Address

Outside Address

4D Server Web server

127.118.15.95

198.162.3.100

The machine only has one IP address: 127.118.15.95. This is the address that any
machine on the same network uses to request a Web page. The router (or other network
device) stores the NAT configuration data and performs the address mapping. A browser
on the Internet uses the address 198.162.3.100. The router receives this request, finds
the correct local address, and sends the request on to 127.118.15.95. Therefore, the
machine:
❖ has one and only one IP address internally;
❖ is reached through its actual IP address by machines on the same network;
❖ is reached through a different address managed by a router or by machines on a

different network.
❖ Finally, the same host receives requests that seem to be sent to two different IP

addresses. An absolute URL or base tag that uses one IP address or the other won’t
work for all users.
The HTTP Host header tag overcomes this problem. The router passes the Host tag along
with the rest of the request, as illustrated here:

127.118.15.95

Host: 127.118.15.95
Sent to: 127.118.15.95

Host: 198.162.3.100
Sent to: 127.118.15.95

NAT Router

Host: 198.162.3.100
Sent to: 198.162.3.100

Requests forwarded by WebSTAR using 4D Link typically include a Host tag value matching the WebSTAR machine.
See the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, which starts on page 55, for more information on the 4D Link
plug-in.
NAT is documented in RFC 1631. If your router uses NAT, check the manual for specific configuration instructions.

HTML Editors
Web site development tools, like Dreamweaver and GoLive, can automate many aspects
of working with paths. For example, these tools can automatically update all of the links
in a site when a page or directory moves. Consider using one of these tools to manage
pages and semi-dynamic templates. See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive
chapter, which starts on page 287, for a discussion about using these tools to build 4D
semi-dynamic systems.
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Introduction
The Internet is a platform. Computers using different operating systems communicate and
work together using common protocols for tasks including file sharing, Web browsing, and
exchanging email. Typically, a client and a server don’t know which operating system the
other computer uses. However, different operating systems use different techniques to
associate documents with applications. For example, the Mac OS uses four-character file
type and creator codes embedded within files, while Windows favors three-character file
extensions. The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) standard simplifies exchanging data between machines and operating systems. MIME was originally defined for email
and was later adopted for the Web to prevent a proliferation of redundant standards. This
chapter includes a list of frequently used MIME types and discusses common uses for
MIME on the Web:
✓ Listing understandable document formats in a Web browser request.
✓ Specifying a document’s type in a Web server response.
✓ Mapping documents to applications in a browser.
✓ Filtering documents in an HTML upload form.

Web Browser Requests
Web browsers can include a list of the MIME types they can understand as an HTTP header
field. In this example, the Web browser specifies several image types it can read:
Accept: image/gif, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/x-xbitmap

This list of MIME document types tells the server that the browser can only interpret a
small number of graphics formats. A browser that accepts a wider range of formats sends
a longer list of acceptable types:
Accept: image/gif, image/jpeg, image/x-png, image/png, image/xbm,
image/xbitmap, image/x-xbitmap

A smart server converts images into an acceptable format for the current browser, if
necessary.

Web Server Responses
Web servers can specify the type of a downloaded page or document to assist the Web
browser in determining how to handle the document. However, the server can’t force the
browser to interpret the document in a particular way. Browsers may use the MIME type,
file extension, or document type (Mac OS only), when handling documents. Including the
MIME type in a Web server response, however, improves the chances of the document
being interpreted correctly. In 4D, use the SEND HTML BLOB command to set a result’s MIME
type, as in this example:
SEND HTML BLOB($priceSheetDocument_blob;"application/pdf")

The MAP FILE TYPES command has no effect on how MIME types are set by the 4D Web server.
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Web Browser File Mapping
Web browsers typically allow users to set preferences that map MIME types to specific documents. For example, a MIME type of application/pdf is an Acrobat Reader
document, as in this example:

Configuring MIME types in Internet Explorer 5.0 on Mac OS.

Web Form Upload Fields
Web forms can tell a Web browser to limit file uploads to documents matching a specific
MIME type. For example, the following field’s definition tells the browser it should only
allow users to upload text/html documents (Web pages):
<input
type="file"
name="WebForm_UploadedFileBlob_x"
accept="text/html">

This filtering works well under Windows but doesn’t work reliably on Mac OS.

MIME Types
Authoritative Sources for MIME Types
MIME types are registered with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA):
http://www.iana.net/

To review a complete list of the roughly 300 registered MIME types, visit:
http://www.isi.edu/in-notes/iana/assignments/media-types/media-types

To apply for a new MIME type, visit:
http://www.isi.edu/cgi-bin/iana/mediatypes.pl
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MIME Types
Common MIME Types
This table lists some common MIME types.
Common MIME types

Type

Subtype

Write As

text

plain

text/plain

richtext

text/richtext

enriched

text/enriched

tab-separated-values

text/tab-separated-values

html

text/html

css

text/css

xml

text/xml

rtf

text/rtf

application

image

video

postscript

application/postscript

rtf

application/rtf

applefile

application/applefile

mac-binhex40

application/mac-binhex40

wordperfect5.1

application/wordperfect5.1

pdf

application/pdf

zip

application/zip

macwriteii

application/macwriteii

msword

application/msword

mathematica

application/mathematica

cybercash

application/cybercash

commonground

application/commonground

vnd.framemaker

application/vnd.framemaker

vnd.mif

application/vnd.mif

vnd.ms-excel

application/vnd.ms-excel

vnd.ms-powerpoint

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint

vnd.ms-project

application/vnd.ms-project

vnd.ms-works

application/vnd.ms-works

vnd.ms-tnef

application/vnd.ms-tnef

vnd.svd

application/vnd.svd

jpeg

image/jpeg

gif

image/gif

tiff

image/tiff

png

image/png

mpeg

video/mpeg

quicktime

video/quicktime

vnd.vivo

video/vnd.vivo

vnd.motorola.video

video/vnd.motorola.video

vnd.motorola.videop

video/vnd.motorola.videop
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Introduction
The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) defines how Web browsers, Web proxies, and
Web servers should behave and interact. A little bit of knowledge of HTTP goes a long way
when building 4D Web applications. This chapter looks under the surface at what goes
into HTTP requests and responses, to help with tasks like these:
✓ Debugging Web-database sessions.
✓ Understanding how to design and troubleshoot Web applications.
✓ Sending special response codes, like standard Web password challenges.
✓ Reading and writing header fields, like cookies, user names, and passwords.
✓ Writing custom Web serving or Web browsing code with 4D Internet Commands,
or ITK.
The Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, describes how browsers and servers pack, transmit, and unpack HTTP messages in detail. The Debugging HTTP chapter,
which starts on page 347, explains how to capture HTTP data for review.
The Web Core demonstration includes code for reading and writing HTTP data.

See the Web Processing Steps and 4D Features chapter, which starts on page 103, for a summary of which 4D
commands and features are designed for each step of the Web-serving process.

General Features of HTTP
HTTP Is Text Based
Programs can send binary data—like PDF files and applications—through HTTP, but HTTP
is itself a plain text protocol, therefore it is easy to read and write. There is generally no
need to translate or encode HTTP information in any way. Below is a typical HTTP request
for a Web page:
GET /bookreviews/webbooks.html HTTP/1.1

This is a typical first line of a successful response from a Web server:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

These messages are easy to read because they use descriptive text. The disadvantage of a
text-based protocol is that it is not compact. This feature contributes to the overall poor
performance of the Web.
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HTTP Is a Request/Response Protocol
In HTTP the client, typically a Web browser, sends a request to a server, and the server
responds. HTTP defines which requests can be sent, which responses can be returned, and
how the request and response messages are formatted. HTTP doesn’t define what is
requested or sent in a reply, or how the request and response are sent over the network.
HTTP Uses TCP/IP
As far as the HTTP protocol is concerned, request and responses are sent and received
magically. Rather than inventing a new low-level protocol, the HTTP specification presumes that TCP/IP is the underlying transportation mechanism. This feature makes HTTP
easy to implement in high-level languages, and an in-depth knowledge of TCP/IP is not
necessary. Here is a conceptual model of Web communication:
Web Server

HTTP

TCP/IP

HTTP

Web Browser

See “Anatomy of HTTP Requests and Responses”, starting on page 321 of this chapter, for a detailed discussion of
HTTP requests and responses. The Web Core database includes code that parses incoming requests into an easyto-use format.

HTTP Is Stateless
A protocol can be stateless or stateful. A stateless protocol like HTTP doesn’t retain any
information about clients between requests. A stateful protocol saves information about
clients between requests. 4D Client/Server, for example, remembers current records, current selections, locked records, the current user’s name, and operations open in a
transaction. These items are properties of the client’s current state. HTTP doesn’t remember anything between requests. HTTP’s statelessness makes it, by nature, poorly suited to
building database applications.
Dealing with statelessness is discussed in more detail in the Managing State chapter, which starts on page 405.
The Contextual Mode Overview chapter, which starts on page 195, discussed 4D’s attempt to automatically add
state management to 4D Web systems.

HTTP Is Platform Neutral
HTTP is truly platform-independent. In fact, it’s fair to think of HTTP as a platform. Web
browsers, proxies, and servers are built for individual platforms, but the protocol itself is
the same on all platforms. Web servers exist for every commercial platform in use today,
even mainframes. Web browsers exist for PC operating systems, PDAs, and cell phones.
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Anatomy of HTTP Requests and Responses
Introduction
Web communication consists of requests from Web clients and responses from Web servers. The most common request is for a page or other document specified in a URL. The
Web browser sends a request, and the Web server replies:
Web Server

GET /index.htm HTTP/1.1

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Web Browser
A simple HTTP request-response exchange.

This section explains this process in detail with examples.
HTTP Message Format
Each HTTP request and response has a header and an optional body. The header includes
the request or response and optional header fields. The body of a request may include
form field values and uploaded documents. The body of a response may include a Web
page, PDF file, program, or other document. HTTP can transfer files of any type, as you
will have noticed if you have ever downloaded an application or installer through a Web
browser. These diagrams illustrate the general message structure.
HTTP Request

HTTP Response

Header

Header

Request line

Body

Form data sent
with POST

Status line
Header Fields

Header Fields

Body

Web page or
other document

Example Web Page
It’s easier to explain the details of HTTP headers and responses with examples. Here is a
simple Web page shown in a browser:

Web pages are often slow and disappointing. This one is only disappointing.
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This is the HTML for the Web page:
<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<b>Hello world!</b>
</body>
</html>

The HTML controls what the user sees in the browser. The browser and Web server use
HTTP to send the HTML. Here is an example of what the browser sends to request the
page shown above:
GET /hello.htm HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.7 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Host: 198.2.64.127
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/png, */*
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Accept-Language: en
Accept-Charset: iso-8859-1

And this is an example of what the Web server sends to the browser in response:
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 04:58:21 GMT
Last-Modified: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 04:58:21 GMT
Content-type: text/html;Charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Length: 102
<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<b>Hello world!</b>
</body>
</html>

The HTTP, both in the request and in the response, is invisible to end users. When a
browser submits a URL and receives back a Web page, the underlying HTTP is handled
internally by the browser and the Web server.
Viewing HTTP
In a native 4D Web application, the HTTP data is not always accessible or easily seen in
the 4D Debugger, so other tools are needed. A stream capture program can copy the data
moving over HTTP through the operating system. Additionally, a packet capture program
can copy all data passing through the computer’s network interface (typically a modem or
Ethernet card.) See the Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on page 347, for more information on stream and packet capture, and analysis tools.
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HTTP Requests
Requesting a Web Page
The simple Web page request header shown above has two parts: the request line and the
header fields. This section explains how the data is formatted and its use.
Request line
Header fields

The HTTP Request Line
The request line includes three pieces of information:
HTTP request line

Name

Example

Description

Request type

GET

Instructs the server how to process the request.

URI

hello.htm

Specifies what the browser wants.

HTTP version

HTTP/1.0

Indicates the latest version of HTTP the browser supports.

The Web server—4D in this case—reads the request line to determine how to handle the
request. Depending on which features a Web browser and Web server implement, there
are several possible request types. The table below lists the defined request types and
shows whether 4D supports them.
HTTP request types

Type

Description

4D Support

GET

A straightforward request for a page or insecure form submission.

Supported.

POST

A block of extra data may be sent to the server for processing.

Supported.

HEAD

Exactly like GET except that no message body is returned. This request
type is used by proxies and browsers to check if a document has
changed.

Not implemented
completely.

PUT

A resource is uploaded to the server for storage.

Not implemented.

DELETE

A resource is deleted on the server.

Not implemented.

The table below shows the methods used by various 4D features:
HTTP methods supported by 4D commands and features

Request

Type

Good URL

Link

✓

Bad URL

Link

✓

Magic UR L

Link

✓

4DACTION

Link

✓

Form

✓

Image
Semi-dynamic callback

Supports GET

Supports POST

Notes

✓

✓
N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.
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HTTP methods supported by 4D commands and features (continued)

Request

Type

4DCGI

Link

✓

Form

✓

Image

✓

Link

✓

Form

✓

4DMETHOD

Supports GET

Supports POST

Notes

✓

✓

✓

Image
4DHTMLVAR

Semi-dynamic tag

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

4DIF

Semi-dynamic tag

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

4DINCLUDE

Semi-dynamic tag

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

4DLOOP

Semi-dynamic tag

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

4DSCRIPT

Semi-dynamic callback

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

4DVAR

Semi-dynamic tag

N/A

N/A

Processed in 4D.

Semi-dynamic tags are processing instructions embedded within response pages. 4D resolves these tags and
replaces their contents with HTML before serving the result page. Therefore, no HTTP request is involved directly
with these tags.
In 4D 6.7 and later always use 4DSCRIPT, instead of 4DACTION, for semi-dynamic method callbacks. 4DACTION
may still be used in links, and image requests, and for form processing.

HTTP Header Fields
HTTP header fields follow a regular format:
Field name+Colon+Space+Field value+Carriage Return+Line Feed

The header ends with a blank line:
Carriage Return+Line Feed+Carriage Return+Line Feed

The extra blank line separates the header and body sections of the HTTP message. Browsers use this break to determine where a result document begins. There are roughly fifty
standard HTTP header fields defined in the RFC 2616: Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP/1.1
specification. Apart from the double carriage return and line feed that end the header, anything can be included in an HTTP header. Cookies, for example, are common header items
not defined in the HTTP specification.
4D Commands to Read Header Fields
4D 6.7 and later include two commands that read HTTP data directly:
HTTP reading commands

Command

Description

GET HTTP HEADER

Parses incoming HTTP headers into name and value arrays.

GET WEB FORM VARIABLES

Parses incoming form variables out of URL or POST section of HTTP header.

The contents of the HTTP request are also present in $2 of the On Web Authentication and
On Web Connection database methods.
See the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, for more information about parsing incoming
requests.
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HTTP Header Fields Example
The HTTP request can include any number of header fields after the request line, like the
ones shown here:
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.7 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Host: 198.2.64.127
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/png, */*
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Accept-Language: en
Accept-Charset: iso-8859-1

Header fields are used to send information which the server and the browser need in order
to manage the request. Here is an explanation of the fields shown above:
Field Name

Field Value

Description

User-Agent

Mozilla/4.7 Macintosh; I;
PPC)

The HTTP specification employs the term
“user-agents” instead of browsers because Web
clients don’t need to be traditional browsers.
Mozilla is the internal code name for Netscape
browsers. Many non-Netscape browsers identify themselves as Mozilla for compatibility.

Host

198.2.64.127

The address of the host the request was sent to.

Accept

image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/
png, */*

The document types the browser will accept in
response to this request. These are MIME
(Multipart Internet Mail Extension) file type
codes.

Accept-Encoding

gzip

The encoding methods the browser will accept
in response to this request. Browsers and servers can optimize performance by encoding
images and other files in a compressed format.

Accept-Language

en

The natural languages the browser will accept
in response to this request. The value “en”
stands for English.

Accept-Charset

iso-8859-1

The character sets the browser will accept in
response to this request. The Latin-1 character
set is called ISO-8859-1 within an HTTP
request.

For more information on MIME types, see the MIME chapter, which starts on page 315. For more information on
the host tag, see “The Host Header Tag”, starting on page 312 of the Working with Paths chapter.

Different browsers include a variety of header fields and different contents for the same
fields. Don’t assume that a specific field is included without testing. The Web Core database includes routines to test if specific header fields or cookies are included in the current
request.
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Responding to a Web Page Request
Responding with a Simple Page
The simple Web page request shown above provokes this response:
Status line
Header fields
Break

Body

The response has two parts: the HTTP header and the HTML body. The HTTP header also
has two parts: a status line followed by any number of HTTP headers. The HTTP header
and HTML response are separated by a break. Below we look at the contents of these
parts.
Status Line
All HTTP responses start with a status line that includes the HTTP version used in the
response and a status code describing the results of the request. The response code is the
most useful piece of information on this line. Web servers use status codes to ask the
browser to request a user name and password, send the user to a different page, confirm
that the request was understood, and report problems. There are five categories of HTTP
response codes:
100 Range: Informational
The request was received by the server, and the browser can continue processing.
200 Range: Success
The request was successfully received, understood, and accepted. The most common responses are 200 OK and 204 No Content.
300 Range: Redirection
Further action must be taken in order to complete the request. Redirection is used
to send users an updated URL or a private URL after authentication.
400 Range: Client Error
The request contains bad syntax or can’t be fulfilled. Common responses in this category include 401 Unauthorized (a password challenge) and 404 Not Found.
500 Range: Server Error
The server failed to fulfill an apparently valid request. This situation occurs, for example, when a CGI program crashes or times out.
The table below summarizes the response codes defined in RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP 1.1:
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HTTP 1.1 status codes

Category

Code

Description

Informational

100

Continue

101

Switching Protocols

Success

Redirection

Client Error

Server Error

200

OK

201

Created

202

Accepted

203

Non-Authoritative Information

204

No Content

205

Reset Content

206

Partial Content

300

Multiple Choices

301

Moved Permanently

302

Found

303

See Other

304

Not Modified

305

Use Proxy

307

Temporary Redirect

400

Bad Request

401

Unauthorized

402

Payment Required

403

Forbidden

404

Not Found

405

Method Not Allowed

406

Not Acceptable

407

Proxy Authentication Required

408

Request Time-out

409

Conflict

410

Gone

411

Length Required

412

Precondition Failed

413

Request Entity Too Large

414

Request-URI Too Large

415

Unsupported Media Type

416

Requested range not satisfiable

417

Expectation Failed

500

Internal Server Error

501

Not Implemented

502

Bad Gateway

503

Service Unavailable

504

Gateway Time-out

505

HTTP Version not supported

Notes

This header lets you redirect a request from an
old address to a new location or to a secure
location after custom verification.

When a Web server, including 4D, sends this
header to a browser, the browser asks the user
for a user name and password.
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Header Fields
The HTTP response includes any number of header fields. These fields contain information that the browser may need to interpret the response. For example, the ContentType field tells the browser what the response contains, and the Content-Length field
informs the browser how much data is in the body of the response.
Break
The HTTP response and the response body are divided by a break. Since HTTP is a plain
text protocol, the internal delimiters are nothing more than regular text. The break is the
character sequence Carriage Return+Line Feed+Carriage Return+Line
Feed. If you are composing your own HTTP responses and headers—including cookies—
make sure not to include extra Carriage Return+Line Feed strings.
Body
HTTP can deliver many kinds of documents, including HTML, graphics, and PDF. The
exact contents and length of the body are described in the HTTP response header. The
Web browser, however, handles storing, displaying, or passing the response body to
another program.
4D Commands and HTTP Responses4D includes several commands that read or change
HTTP headers and response codes:
4D commands and HTTP responses
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Command

Description

SEND HTML BLOB

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the BLOB
to the message body.

SEND HTML FILE

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the document to the message body.

SEND HTML TEXT

Sets all required content type and length fields and attaches the text to
the message body.

SEND HTTP REDIRECT

Returns the HTTP 302 Moved temporarily status code
instructing the browser to open a different URL.

On Web Authentication returns False

Sends HTTP 401 Unauthorized status code prompting the
browser to ask for a user name and password.

SET HTTP HEADER

Adds HTTP header fields to the response.
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Section Summary
As the popular saying goes, in theory, practice and theory are the same. In practice, they
are different. Building systems inevitably means debugging systems. Debugging 4D applications is normally straightforward—although not always easy—because the 4D Debugger
reveals what is going on in memory and in the code as it happens. It’s not as easy to debug
4D Web applications. While good error messages are important in every application, they
are probably more important in Web applications. Web users are so accustomed to bad
sites that they are less likely to remain at a site with problems. The chapters in this section
describe tools and techniques that simplify debugging Web systems, and improve what
happens to the user when bugs or problems do crop up.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Custom Error Pages
It is 100% certain that some people will type URLs incorrectly some of the time. Since
it is inevitable that users, at least occasionally, make mistakes, Web sites should plan
for these situations and provide useful error pages. This chapter explains how to build
custom error responses into 4D systems.

■

Preventing and Handling Errors
Users hate bugs. Given the poor quality of many Web sites and Web-based applications, users are particularly quick to mistrust Web systems with errors. This chapter describes some habits and techniques to reduce or eliminate bugs from 4D Web systems.

■

Debugging Network Problems
When a Web system isn’t working, it can be difficult to determine where the problem
is coming from. With the help of a few easily obtained network tools, problems are
simpler to diagnose and resolve. This chapter describes basic network diagnostic software including ping, traceroute, and name lookups.

■

Debugging HTTP
Debugging Web applications can become difficult and frustrating because the HTTP
request and response, including status codes, cookies, special header fields, POST
form data, and other information, are sent in the HTTP header. HTTP headers are not
normally visible in a Web browser. Trying to program Web systems without a packet
or stream capture utility is like trying to program 4D without the debugger. A stream
or packet capture tool can save hours of frustration by showing exactly what information is passing between two programs. This chapter describes some stream and packet
capture and analysis tools and explains how to use them during Web system development and debugging.
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Introduction
It is 100% certain that some people will type URLs incorrectly some of the time. Since it is
inevitable that users, at least occasionally, make mistakes, Web sites should plan for this
situation and provide useful error pages. A good error page system has all of these
features:
✓ Automatically corrects obvious errors.
✓ Automatically redirects users when pages have moved or been renamed.
✓ Maintains the site’s look and feel.
✓ Guides the user with help text, links, and alternatives.
This chapter explains how 4D handles unknown URLs and how to customize its default
behavior.

Background
By default Web servers respond to bad URLs with an HTTP 404 error and some descriptive
text, like this:

A familiar and useless error message.

This screen is less than useless. Users have no way of knowing if the URL is wrong, if they
made a typing mistake, if the site is not working, or if the page no longer exists. Users
should not be punished for taking the trouble to visit a Web site, even if they make a typing mistake. Here are some examples of effective error pages:
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These pages provide guidance and alternatives while maintaining the distinctive look and
feel of their respective sites. For more examples of good, bad, and just plain odd 404 messages, visit this site:
http://www.404lab.com/404/area404.asp.
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Handling Errors in On Web Connection
Introduction
When the 4D Web server receives a request for an unrecognized page, it runs the On Web
Connection database method in non-contextual mode, which gives the database an opportunity to handle the error and send a helpful response. When On Web Connection receives
a genuinely bad URL, you’ll need to correct the problem or send a helpful error page.
On Web Connection can also handle unknown URLs for special purposes, as described in the Virtual Paths

chapter, which starts on page 355, and in the Custom Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 359.

Automatically Correct Obvious Errors
Instead of returning an error, check if it’s possible to guess what the user wants. For example, if pages on the site all end with .htm, and the user specifies .html, you can check
for the document with the correct file extension.
Automatically Redirect
When users ask for out-of-date links, you can send them to the new location automatically
with the SEND HTTP REDIRECT command or send the current document directly with SEND
HTML FILE. Do not abandon old links. Someone who has gone to the trouble of linking to
a site should not be punished with broken links. For many commercial sites, inbound links
and search engines are the two main sources of traffic. I’ve worked with many, many managers who did not understand why it was important to maintain old links. The reason is
simple:
Breaking old links frustrates customers and potential customers who have already
demonstrated they’re interested in your products and services.

There is no rational business reason to irritate a site’s best possible potential customers.
Maintain the Site’s Look and Feel
If the site must return an error page, don’t give users the impression that the floor just fell
out from under them. Make the error page look like the other pages on the site.
Guide the User
If the user enters a bad URL, offer guidance. If the site has a search system, provide a
search dialog directly on the error page. Additionally, include links to the home page, any
site indexes, and the main navigation system. Ideally, include links to the most popular
pages on the site as well.
Log Errors for Analysis
It’s impossible to know which errors users make without examining them. Whenever On
Web Connection receives a genuinely bad URL, add the request to a custom error log. Periodically review the log looking for patterns. If, for example, you find that users commonly
misspell the name of a document, implement an alias system. Let’s look at how this works
in pseudo-code:
If (The URL is bad)
Look for the URL in the alias table
If (There is a match)
Redirect to the correct URL
End if
End if

All this system needs is a simple two-field table to hold the bad URL (alias) and the correct
URL.
The 4D Web Companion
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Customizing 4D’s Default Response
Introduction
Unknown URLs should be handled in On Web Connection. But what happens when On Web
Connection or another method sends a bad URL? For example, this code tells 4D to send a
document that does not exist (the file name ends in htn instead of htm):
SEND HTML FILE("news.htn")

Instead of running On Web Connection again, 4D responds to this error with its default 404
response:

4D’s default 404 error page.

This is exactly the sort of error page a user should never be subjected to. Fortunately, it is
possible to override this default response with an improved error page.
Replacing 4D’s Default Error Response
Unlike other Web servers, 4D doesn’t store the HTML for the error response in a modifiable
template document. Instead, 4D stores the HTML in a custom Mac OS resource of type
Html within 4D itself. Here is how the default error page appears in ResEdit viewed with
the TEXT template:
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Customizing 4D’s Default Response
To customize this text, follow these steps:
1) Create the HTML for the error page in any text or HTML editor.
2) Make a backup of the database structure.
3) Add an Html resource with the ID 45 to the database structure. On Mac OS, use a resource editor
like ResEdit, ResKnife, or Resorcerer. On Mac OS or Windows, you can use the 4D resource commands directly from the database.
4) Copy the HTML into the Html resource.
5) Save the database.

Here is an example of a modified error response:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<html>
<head>
<title>Page not found</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<h1>Sorry!</h1>
<p>Sorry, the page you asked for could not be found.
Please double-check the page address.</p>
<p>You may be able to find what you&#146;re looking for from the
<a href="http://www.example.com/">home page</a> or the
<a href="http://www.example.com/siteIndex.html">site index</a>.</p>
</body>
</html>

The Html resource should include a complete HTML page. Links, image references, and
regular text may all be included. Semi-dynamic tags stored in Html resources are ignored
when 4D sends the error result.
This resource modification is not documented by 4D and its behavior is not guaranteed to work in future versions.

Why this Works
Before sending a 404 error, 4D loads the HTML stored in the Html resource. Since a duplicate resource exists in the database structure, 4D uses it instead of the resource stored
inside of 4D itself. Since the customized HTML is stored in the database structure, it works
with any copy of 4D.
For more information about Mac OS resources and 4D, see Programming 4th Dimension and The 4D 6.5
Companion.
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Introduction
Users hate bugs. Given the poor quality of many Web sites and Web-based applications,
users are particularly quick to mistrust Web systems with errors. This chapter describes
some habits and techniques that help reduce or eliminate bugs from 4D Web systems:
✓ Handling errors gracefully.
✓ Reducing errors by using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION.
✓ Limiting direct object references.
✓ Tracking bad URLs with On Web Connection.
✓ Suppressing and logging errors with ON ERR CALL.
✓ Compiling defensively.
✓ Testing, testing, testing.
Many coding errors are avoidable through good habits. For more on writing error-free code, see The 4D 6.5
Companion by David Adams and Code Complete by Steve McConnell. For more recommend programming books,
visit http://www.4dcompanion.com/bookreviews/codebooks.html.

Handle Errors Gracefully
Web sites are not perfect. There is no question that there will be occasional errors when
the server is overloaded, a document is moved, a bad link is created, or the user accidentally requests a document by the wrong name. The question is: how does the Web system
respond to these errors? One approach is to display diagnostic information, as in this real
example:
Error Occurred While Processing Request
Error Diagnostic Information
ODBC Error Code = S1000 (General error)
[Oracle][ODBC][Ora]ORA-29902: error in executing ODCIIndexStart() routine
ORA-20000: interMedia Text error: DRG-50901: text query parser syntax error
on line 1, column 28
The error occurred while processing an element with a general identifier of
(CFQUERY), occupying document position (41:1) to (41:102).
Date/Time: 04/06/01 15:17:39
Browser: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
Remote Address: 24.161.136.247
Query String: SearchItem=%7Band%7D+%7Bnot%7D+or+best%7B+%7D%5B%5D%7D&bFind.x=33&bFind.y=7

This is a user-friendly error message, provided the user is the Oracle DBA for this Web site.
For every other user in the world, this message is worse than worthless. By comparison,
below is an example of a good error page from a site that was briefly overloaded due to
a favorable and widely publicized article:
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While humor is not appropriate on every site, clear explanations, guidance, and alternative
options are always welcome. When you build a 4D-based Web system, customize 4D’s
default messages and intercept errors whenever possible, as discussed in the Custom Error
Pages chapter, which starts on page 331.

Reduce Errors by Using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION
4D non-contextual Web systems can use 4DCGI or 4DACTION to call 4D. The primary difference between the two request keywords is that 4DCGI calls the On Web Connection
database method while 4DACTION calls a specific method. This difference can have an
enormous influence on the reliability of the system over time. Comparing equivalent URLs
helps to explain the difference. This URL prompts 4D to run the SearchCustomers method:
http://www.example.com/4daction/SearchCustomers/

If the SearchCustomers method doesn’t exist, 4D sends a default error page to the browser. No
error code runs in the database and no directly editable template is used. It is easy to break
4DACTION links by renaming methods, deleting methods, or accidentally typing the name of
a method incorrectly into a Web page. 4DCGI is a better alternative. The following URL tells
4D to run the On Web Connection database method and place /4DCGI/SearchCustomers/
in $1:
http://www.example.com/4dcgi/SearchCustomers/

4DCGI doesn’t expect a method called SearchCustomers to exist. The On Web Connection
method reads the request from the $1 parameter and calls any necessary code. The 4D
database is free to change method names internally without updating any Web pages.
The Web Core demonstration includes parsing code that simplifies working with 4DCGI.

Limit Direct Object References
Many of 4D’s semi-dynamic keywords, including—4DVAR, 4DHTMLVAR, 4DIF and
4DLOOP—can refer to 4D objects, like tables, directly by name. Once a 4D object reference is embedded in a Web page, the Web page needs to be modified whenever the
original object is renamed or deleted. If, for example, a table named [Customer] is renamed
[Customers], all Web pages with references to the original table name break. The same problem applies to fields, arrays, variables, and 4D functions embedded in semi-dynamic
pages. To reduce maintenance problems, consider adding an additional layer of abstraction into the system. Instead of reading values and calling functions directly from semidynamic pages, call custom project methods that use aliases instead. These methods compare the string passed in by the HTML keyword with a list of real object names to find the
correct array, variable, table, or field. This technique is explained in detail in the Referring
to 4D Objects Indirectly chapter, which starts on page 363.
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Track Errors with On Web Connection
When the 4D Web server receives an unknown URL, it runs the On Web Connection database method to handle the request. Besides attempting to correct the problem or sending
a helpful error message, On Web Connection should record the error in a log document or
record. Periodically studying these errors can offer ways to improve the site’s organization,
contents, and error handling system. If, for example, many requests ask for a page with
the wrong name, teach On Web Connection to automatically redirect the request to the correct page.
See the On Web Connection chapter, which starts on page 111, for more details on working with this database
method. See the Custom Error Pages chapter, which starts on page 331, for specific suggestions on working with
bad URLs.

Trap Errors with ON ERR CALL
Users should not be expected to report errors, or to report them correctly. The system
itself, whenever possible, should track and report errors for analysis. The ON ERR CALL
command installs a custom method that runs in response to most errors. Imagine a routine
which includes this flawed code:
C_LONGINT($value_l)
$value_l:=5+"a"

If this routine is called from a 4DSCRIPT callback, an error like this appears in the
browser:
<!--4dscript/WebGetGrandTotal--> :
This operation is not compatible with the two arguments.
( $value_l:=5+"a" )

This is indeed an error because the 4D language doesn’t support adding numbers and
strings together. The error handling method installed with ON ERR CALL can automatically
suppress this error and write a description of the problem to a record or document for the
developer to read later. With the necessary plug-ins and connections, errors can be sent
immediately using email, fax, instant messaging, or paging. I strongly recommend always
having an error method in place to trap and record errors.
Error handling is discussed in more detail in the “Error Handling” chapter of Programming 4th Dimension: The
Ultimate Guide and in The 4D 6.5 Companion.

Compile Defensively
Introduction
4D Compiler can improve the speed and quality of any 4D Web system. To get the greatest
benefit out of 4D Compiler, follow these suggestions:
❖ Compile with range checking on.
❖ Follow all requirements for Web methods.
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Compile with Range Checking On
If a 4D method tries to read or write an array element that doesn’t exist—like element 10
of a 5 element array—the value is said to be out-of-range. Common sources of range errors
include:
❖ Reading from or writing to array elements below zero; for example trying to read

array element -1. This error is particularly common in 4D.
❖ Reading from or writing to array elements greater than the current size of the array.
❖ Reading from or writing to characters beyond the length of a string or block of text.
❖ Reading from or writing to bytes beyond the length of a BLOB.
❖ Addressing parameters that don’t exist.
❖ Assigning too many characters to a fixed length string.

It is a good practice to prevent or check for range errors in your own code. As a fail-safe,
tell 4D Compiler to add range checking to the compiled application.

With the range checking option on, 4D Compiler adds code that double-checks the
compiled code for errors as it runs. When compiled applications read or write data that is
out of range, 4D can detect the problem. At times, having range checking on keeps 4D or
4D Server from crashing and allows it to continue to run.
Some developers worry that range checking may make their systems slower. In the past, 4D, Inc. contributed to this
mistaken impression. But now testing demonstrates that range checking has a negligible effect on real-world performance, so you can leave the range checking option turned on.

Follow All Compiler Requirements for Web Methods
4D requires special compiler declarations for project and database methods called from the
Web or through semi-dynamic tags. For example, methods called with 4DACTION must
have $0 or $1 declared as text, even if neither of these parameters are used. A method that
works perfectly in interpreted mode without these compiler declarations returns the following error to a browser in compiled mode:

If you ever see this cryptic message, immediately verify that all methods have the correct parameter declarations.

The Compiler Requirements Summary chapter, which starts on page 443, summarizes all the special Web
compiler requirements.
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Test Early, Test Often
The alternatives to testing are embarrassment, stress, and failure. It often feels like bugs in
untested code first appear at the worst possible time. Sometimes managers or customers
insist that testing is unnecessary or that there isn’t time for it. If you ever find yourself in
this position, carefully consider using these two words without delay:
I quit.

A project that doesn’t require regular, routine, and systematic testing is almost certainly
doomed. It is possible to get away with not testing, but it is enormously risky. (It’s also
possible to drive blindfolded down the freeway, but that doesn’t make it a good way to
commute to work every day.) Testing is even more important in 4D Web systems than simple 4D systems because there are several additional possible points of failure:
❖ Errors in the HTML or embedded scripts.
❖ Problems in the Web browser.
❖ Problems with proxies or other software on the network.

Make sure to conduct tests whenever code or Web pages change. Test with typical data,
typical equipment, and typical software. If, for example, the database is deployed under
4D Server, test using 4D Server. If the database is deployed compiled, test compiled.
Test with Different Browsers
Different browsers display the same HTML differently. Test your pages on the variety of
browsers that will be most likely used to access your site.
Test on Different Platforms
Browsers display the same HTML differently on different platforms. Colors and fonts differ
considerably between Mac OS and Windows browsers, for example. If you are attempting
to create a particular look, test your pages on the platforms that will be most likely used
to access your site.
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Introduction
Debugging Web applications is difficult because HTTP requests and responses are, by
default, invisible. When a system is not working, it can be difficult to determine where the
problem is coming from. Assuming that the network connection is functioning correctly,
there are still a few possible sources of difficulty:
✓ The 4D application and its Web page cache.
✓ Proxy servers and other Web servers on the network and their caches.
✓ The browser and its cache.
When something goes wrong, it can be hard to know where to look for the problem. With
the help of a few easily obtained network tools, it becomes easier to diagnose and resolve
problems. This chapter describes tools that perform basic network diagnostic tasks:
✓ Ping
✓ Domain name lookups
✓ Trace route
The Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on page 347, describes stream capture and
packet analysis tools that can also help diagnosis network problems.
There are free, shareware, and commercial programs available for Mac OS and Windows to perform all the
common network tasks you’ll need. To find and download inexpensive programs for your platform, visit
http://ww.tucows.com/.

Ping: Testing the Connection between Two Machines
When two programs aren’t communicating over the network, the first thing you’ll need to
check is if the machines can communicate at all. Ping is a simple program that sends packets from one computer to another and waits for a response. It quickly verifies that the
machines can communicate. If there is a physical break or routing problem, Ping won’t
work. (Ping may also fail because it is blocked by an intervening router.) Windows
includes a free console-based version of Ping. Free, shareware, and commercial versions
with graphical user interfaces are available for Windows and Mac OS.
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Using Ping as a console application under Windows NT.

Ping can be used directly from a 4D program with the NET_Ping command found in the 4D Internet Commands
plug-in suite included with 4D.

Trace Route: Testing the Connection Path
The Web uses TCP/IP to send information between computers. TCP/IP breaks each
exchange into a series of packets that are sent over the network separately. The packets
are numbered and reassembled by the destination computer. The exact path taken by each
packet is unpredictable. It is even possible for different packets in the same exchange to
travel over different paths to the same destination. When you’re having a problem with
faulty or slow communication, it can be helpful to check the route between computers.
Look for hops with unusual delays or clear failures. Since the path can change, it’s worth
testing the connection more than once.

Running Tracer as a console application under Windows NT.
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Running Trace Route in IP Net Monitor under Mac OS.

Name Lookup: Testing that DNS Is Working
Every machine on a TCP/IP network, like the Internet, has a unique number. Since numbers are meaningless and difficult to memorize, machines typically have names as well:
www.4D.com
216.33.0.198

The DNS (Domain Name Service) system translates machine names into their IP numbers.
DNS systems can often do a reverse lookup and translate an IP address into a name.
(Reverse lookups are not required in DNS and don’t work for every address.) A number of
DNS problems can keep your application from working:
❖ The DNS server address is configured incorrectly on the computer.
❖ The DNS server is not currently working.
❖ The DNS server has an out-of-date address for a machine.

If a program can’t communicate with a machine by name, you should verify that the DNS
system is correctly translating the name into an IP number.

Running NSLookup as a console application under Windows NT.
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Doing a name lookup in AG Net Tools under Mac OS.

If the name lookup program can convert a machine name, like www.4D.com into an IP
number, like 216.33.0.198, DNS translation is working on the current computer. If you
already know what the IP number should be, you can verify that the DNS server is returning the correct information.
Name resolution can be performed directly from a 4D program using commands found in the 4D Internet
Commands plug-in suite included with 4D. See the 4D Internet Commands documentation for NET_NameToAddr,
NET_AddrToName, and NET_Resolve.
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Introduction
Debugging Web applications can become difficult and frustrating because the HTTP
request and response, including status codes, cookies, special header fields, form data, and
other information, are sent in the HTTP header. HTTP headers are not normally visible in
a Web browser. Trying to program Web systems without a packet or stream capture utility
is like trying to program 4D without the debugger. A stream or packet capture tool can
save you hours of frustration by showing you exactly which information is passing
between two programs. Capturing the messages passed between the Web server and the
Web browser helps with these tasks:
✓ Verifying that the expected data is being sent and received.
✓ Learning how a remote Web server works.
✓ Debugging HTTP headers, like cookies.
✓ Researching how different commands and settings behave. The bulk of the
information in this book was developed using stream and packet capture tools.
This chapter describes several stream capture and packet analysis tools that simplify
debugging HTTP. Several of these can be used to help analyze any TCP/IP-based program,
like email or FTP. The Debugging Network Problems chapter, which starts on page 343,
describes network tools which help verify that machines are communicating correctly.
For more information about HTTP requests, responses, and headers, see the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which
starts on page 319, and the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377.

Stream Capture
Introduction
A stream capture program copies the contents of data passing over TCP/IP as text for
review. The easiest overall stream capture program I know is Interarchy (formerly OTSessionWatcher) for the Mac OS. On Windows, there are several useful tools specifically for
debugging HTTP, as well as several excellent packet analysis programs.
Interarchy (Mac OS)
Interarchy is a Mac OS-only Internet utility program available from this URL:
http://www.interarchy.com/

The TCP/IP stream capture feature is ideal for analyzing HTTP communications like the
sample request and response shown below:
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Send data (246 bytes) on stream 1.
<00000000< GET /tests/sample.txt HTTP/1.1
<00000020< Host: www.4dcompanion.com
<0000003B< Accept: */*
<00000048< Accept-Language: en
<0000005D< Connection: Keep-Alive
<00000075< User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
<000000B2< UA-OS: MacOS
<000000C0< UA-CPU: PPC
<000000CD< Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
<000000F4<
Receive data (384 bytes) on stream 1.
>00000000> HTTP/1.1 200 OK
>00000011> Date: Sun, 18 Feb 2001 02:42:08 GMT
>00000036> Server: Apache/1.3.12 (Unix) FrontPage/4.0.4.3 mod_ssl/2.6.2
>00000073> OpenSSL/0.9.5
>00000082> Last-Modified: Sun, 18 Feb 2001 00:36:17 GMT
>000000B0> ETag: "48c13f-35-3a8f1901"
>000000CC> Accept-Ranges: bytes
>000000E2> Content-Length: 53
>000000F6> Keep-Alive: timeout=15, max=256
>00000117> Connection: Keep-Alive
>0000012F> Content-Type: text/plain
>00000149>
>0000014B> This is a block of sample text stored in a text file.

All the HTTP headers are fully visible in the captured text, and often provide enough information to debug and resolve Web application problems. Viewing the HTTP headers is a
great way to learn about HTTP directly and to determine how remote servers work.
The stream capture feature of Interarchy was formerly found in a distinct product called OTSessionWatcher.
Interarchy performs stream capture more quickly and reliably.

To remove the hex from the left side of each line, use a search pattern like the one below
in a text editor that supports regular expressions:
[<>]+[A-F 0-9]+[<>]

Searching and replacing using a regular expression (grep) in BBEdit under the Mac OS.

The search and replace pictured above finds the hex at the start of each line and inserts a
tab instead, leaving the stream capture results looking like this:
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Stream Capture
Send data (246 bytes) on stream 1.
GET /tests/sample.txt HTTP/1.1
Host: www.4dcompanion.com
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Keep-Alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
UA-OS: MacOS
UA-CPU: PPC
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
Receive data (384 bytes) on stream 1.
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sun, 18 Feb 2001 02:42:08 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.12 (Unix) FrontPage/4.0.4.3 mod_ssl/2.6.2
OpenSSL/0.9.5
Last-Modified: Sun, 18 Feb 2001 00:36:17 GMT
ETag: "48c13f-35-3a8f1901"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Length: 53
Keep-Alive: timeout=15, max=256
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Type: text/plain
This is a block of sample text stored in a text file.

httpcmd (Windows)
The IIS Resource Kit includes a program called Httpcmd that runs as a console application to
display the complete contents of an HTTP response, including the headers. The output can
be sent to a text file instead of the console.

Displaying a full HTTP response in the console using httpcmd under Windows.

HttpTracer
HttpTracer is a Windows-only HTTP debugging tool available as a $25 shareware program
from Superior Software Tools:
http://www.concentric.net/~Sstmail/

It captures requests and responses as text that can be viewed on screen and copied to the
clipboard.
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A request-response series viewed in the HttpTracer program window.

Unlike the other tools discussed in this chapter, HttpTracer acts as a proxy server. A proxy
server is an extra piece of software between the Web browser and the Web server. With a
proxy in place, browsers don’t communicate directly with Web servers. Instead, browsers
ask the proxy server for Web pages, and the proxy server communicates with the Web
server. Network administrators commonly install proxies to shield internal machines from
outside access, to restrict access to non-business related Web sites, and to cache pages for
improved performance. HttpTracer functions as a proxy exclusively for the purpose of
copying and timing HTTP requests and responses. If the network already uses a proxy,
HttpTracer can be configured to pass requests through the standard proxy. This diagram
illustrates how HttpTracer works when there is no other proxy configured:
1
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Response

Browser

Request
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2

Response

HttpTracer

Forwarded
Request

3
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Because HttpTracer acts as a proxy, any machine on the network can be configured to
pass requests through HttpTracer, tracing multiple machines on different platforms simultaneously becomes much simpler. Each browser must be configured to use the HttpTracer
proxy instead of communicating with the Web server directly or through another proxy.

Confirming proxy settings in Internet Explorer for Windows.
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Packet Capture and Analysis
Introduction
Web communication assumes that communication happens over TCP/IP. This assumption
is fortunate because it makes HTTP easier to read and debug. It is possible to be a successful and effective Web developer without ever learning the details of the TCP/IP protocols.
TCP/IP itself runs on a specific platform over specific hardware. The full job of communicating between computers involves the operating system, the physical network
connection, and the application. A packet capture and analysis utility is indispensable
when diagnosing general network problems, and when doing low-level TCP/IP programming with a product like ITK. Packet capture programs are typically expensive and
sophisticated tools designed to help solve a wide variety of network administration and
troubleshooting problems, not just capture HTTP sessions.
Network Monitor
The server versions of Windows include the Network Monitor (Netmon) program. If this
program is not already installed, add it as a service through the Network Control Panel.
The Network Monitor performs packet capture and analysis on the current machine:

Packet capture and analysis with the Network Monitor under Windows.

Netmon is an excellent first choice for packet capture and analysis. It is free and its commercial alternatives are relatively expensive. Commercial tools offer several advantages,
however:
❖ Better and easier to use packet analysis translators.
❖ Better and easier to configure packet filters.
❖ Tech support and training.
❖ Mac OS support.
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EtherPeek
EtherPeek is a full-featured packet capture and analysis program available for Mac OS and
Windows from WildPackets:
http://www.wildpackets.com/

Depending on how the network is configured, this program may be able to capture packets passing over the network between other machines. Since this feature can behave like
a hacking intrusion, check with any local network administrators before running a packet
capture program.

Packet capture using EtherPeek under Windows.

Protocol summary using EtherPeek under Mac OS. Notice that HTTP and HTTPS (SSL) are distinguished.

Packet capture programs typically work by reading data from the network interface, like an Ethernet card.
Therefore, if the OS enables programs on the same machine to communicate over TCP/IP directly without passing
packets through the card, a packet capture may not see all the packets. This difference can be observed, for
example, on the Mac OS when comparing EtherPeek and Interarchy transfers.
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Section Summary
There is more to building a Web-database application than configuring 4D, writing scripts,
and building methods. The chapters in this section describe designs and techniques that
give 4D Web applications more control, add new features, or make them easier to
maintain.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Virtual Paths
The 4D Web server doesn’t run code in response to requests for pages nor does it provide password protection for pages. Fortunately, 4D supports a simple technique for
overriding the default Web serving system called virtual paths. Instead of using correct
URLs, all requests use fictitious URLs. When 4D receives an unknown URL, it runs the
On Web Connection method, which gives the database complete control over the response sent to the browser. The system can send a page, redirect the user to another
location, or ask for a user name and password.

■

Custom Magic URLs
Magic URLs invoke commands inside the 4D Web server or a 4D database. 4D includes
five magic URLs, described in the Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 139. This
chapter explains how to add custom magic URLs to a 4D Web application.

■

Referring to 4D Objects Indirectly
4D’s HTML request keywords and semi-dynamic tags directly include 4D expressions,
tables, fields, arrays, variables, and methods. Embedding object names directly in Web
pages is convenient at first but then limits the database developer’s flexibility. When a
4D object, like a table, is renamed, all the embedded references in Web pages break.
This chapter describes how to avoid many renaming problems entirely by referring to
objects indirectly.

■

Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization
4D’s capability to generate dynamic Web pages and Web sites is the main advantage
of 4D as a Web server. A dynamic Web page can retrieve data, perform calculations,
build pictures, or add records. To design dynamic 4D Web systems, it is necessary to
master the tasks of initializing and deinitializing the page handling process. While there
is no single technique that works correctly or easily with every 4D HTML tag, there are
several good techniques to choose from. This chapter explains and compares the options and recommends a strategy.
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■

Parsing Requests
4D Web systems can run code in response to browser requests or callbacks embedded
in semi-dynamic pages with 4DSCRIPT. Browser requests are sent using HTTP over
the network, while embedded callbacks are processed entirely within 4D on the 4D
Web server machine. While browser requests and embedded callbacks come from different sources, 4D uses many of the same methods to handle them. This chapter explains which code runs in response to browser requests and embedded callbacks, how
to distinguish the two, and how to parse embedded callback arguments and HTTP requests.

■

Regular Expressions
Web serving and Web-database integration involve parsing and transforming text, often according to patterns instead of exact string matches. Reading, parsing, and modifying strings based on patterns are awkward with 4D’s string commands and natural
with regular expressions. This chapter offers a brief introduction to using regular expressions in 4D.

■

Reusing Existing Code on the Web
When adding Web features to an existing 4D system, it makes sense to reuse existing
code. This practice avoids duplicating code, which inevitably introduces bugs and adds
to maintenance costs. Unfortunately, many of 4D’s HTML keywords can only pass one
text parameter reliably. This chapter compares different techniques for reusing existing
methods safely and without redundancy.

■

Rewriting DOCUMENT TO BLOB
The SEND HTML FILE command is the simplest way to send a document to a browser
from a 4D method. However, when the system needs to append or modify the document’s contents before sending the response, the document needs to be copied into
4D first. The DOCUMENT TO BLOB command is the obvious choice for this task. Unfortunately, this command locks the document as it is being loaded. Therefore, while one
process is loading the document, no other process can load the document. This chapter
describes a replacement for DOCUMENT TO BLOB that enables multiple processes to read
the same document simultaneously.

■

Reusing Page Elements
Well-designed Web sites maintain a consistent look and feel that reminds users where
they are. Many—or all—pages share common buttons, links, graphics and text. If the
HTML for common elements is placed directly in each page, updating the site becomes
a time-consuming and potentially error-ridden chore. Sites are easier to build, maintain,
and validate if items are stored centrally and included by reference. This chapter describes and compares different approaches to reusing HTML.

■

Managing State
Web servers are stupid by design. They don’t remember users from one request to the
next. The Web was designed with the assumption that users would follow links to servers all over the world, not spend a lot of time interacting with a single server. For this
reason, moving database applications to the Web is difficult. One of the tasks in developing a Web-database application is to build a state management system to create the
illusion that users are moving through a system, not just reading unconnected pages.
This chapter looks at various strategies for implementing state management in noncontextual mode.

■

Using 4D as an Internet Client
Using 4D Internet Commands or ITK, 4D code can act as an Internet client. This technique enables 4D systems to interact with remote Web servers, FTP servers, and custom services over TCP/IP. This chapter describes useful applications for these features.
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Introduction
The 4D Web server doesn’t run code in response to requests for pages and doesn’t provide
password protection. The built-in Web authentication system controls access to database
methods, not Web pages. Fortunately, 4D supports a simple technique for overriding the
default Web serving system called virtual paths. Instead of using correct URLs, all requests
use bad URLs. 4D runs the On Web Connection method in response to unrecognized URLs,
and gives the database complete control of the response. This technique provides many
advantages:
✓ Protects individual pages and directories.
✓ Sends an instruction page with password challenges.
✓ Initializes, logs, and deinitializes all Web connections from a single point.
✓ Uses static file extensions, like .htm and .html, for semi-dynamic content. This
improves a site’s chances of being indexed correctly by a search engine.
✓ Allows for custom caching schemes. Since every page request runs code, content
can be cached more flexibly than by the built-in 4D Web server.
✓ Simplifies integrating Active4D into the system. Active4D needs to be invoked by
code inside 4D. The virtual path technique provides a place to run Active4D.
The Web Core demonstration provides a working example of the technique explained in this chapter.

The Technique
The purpose of this technique is to force every request to run through the On Web Connection database method. For review, On Web Connection runs when:

1) A request is submitted with 4DCGI.
2) A bad URL is requested.
3) A new context starts automatically or because a request is submitted with
4DMETHOD.
In this chapter I only consider the first two, non-contextual, cases. To make the technique
work in non-contextual mode, the following conditions must be met:
❖ 4DCGI is used instead of 4DACTION.
❖ Each URL requested is bad.
❖ Forbidden keywords are filtered in On Web Authentication.
See the On Web Connection chapter, which starts on page 111, for a detailed discussion of On Web Connection.
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Using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION
4DCGI provides all the functionality of 4DACTION as a 4D request keyword. Either command may be used in non-contextual mode to request a picture, call 4D from a link, or
handle an HTML form submission. The difference between the two keywords is that
4DACTION runs a specific project method while 4DCGI runs the On Web Connection database method. In legacy 4D 6.5 databases, 4DACTION is also used to embed method
callbacks in semi-dynamic responses. This usage is replaced by 4DSCRIPT in 4D 6.7 and
later.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for a comparison.

Managing Bad URLS
Setting up bad URLs is simple. Instead of providing links to actual documents, remove a
hidden directory name from each URL. In this example directory structure, the site’s pages
are within a directory named HiddenWebRoot:

The default path is set to / in the Database Properties dialog so the 4D Web server looks
for documents in the same directory as the database structure:

Using the site structure shown above, given this URL:
http://www.example.com/index.htm
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Filtering Forbidden Keywords with On Web Authentication
the 4D Web server looks for this document:
c:\4D_Projects\VirtualPathDatabase\index.htm
As you can see from the directory structure shown above, there is no file at this path. The
full correct local path is:
c:\4D_Projects\VirtualPathDatabase\HiddenWebRoot\index.htm
Because this URL is bad, 4D runs the On Web Connection database method. This behavior
is the heart of the virtual path technique. Code in On Web Connection adjusts the requested
path to determine if it is located within the hidden directory, as illustrated in this pseudocode:
Recognize that this is a bad URL request
Extract the requested file name
Build a complete path to the requested file
If (The path is good)
Send the page
Else
The requested page really doesn’t exist
Send a helpful error page
End if

See the Web Core example database for complete code.

4D automatically handles the response as a semi-dynamic page. Therefore, it is possible to
use any file extension for semi-dynamic content, including .htm, .html, or even .asp!
See the Custom Error Pages chapter, which starts on page 331, for more information on handling genuinely bad
URLs.

Filtering Forbidden Keywords with On Web Authentication
The virtual paths system depends on using 4DCGI instead of 4D’s other request keywords.
The On Web Authentication always runs before On Web Connection and can be programmed
to reject requests that start with an unsupported keyword, as illustrated in this code
fragment:
$request_t:=$1
Case of
: ($request_t="@4DMETHOD@")
$0:=False
: ($request_t="@4DACTION@")
$0:=False

See the On Web Authentication chapter, which starts on page 235, for more information on working with this
database method.

Using Virtual Paths Selectively
It is not necessary to use the virtual paths system for all requests. If the site has sections
that don’t need password protection or other special features, they can be left with regular
URLs and handled by the 4D Web server directly. This improves performance since the virtual path system runs extra code with each database request. However, in compiled mode,
the virtual paths system can run thousands of lines of typical Web handling code in a tiny
fraction of a second.
On Web Connection only runs in response to a bad document request from a browser. If custom code tries to send
a file that doesn’t exist with SEND HTML FILE, or if a 4DACTION or 4DMETHOD link is incorrect, On Web Connection
doesn’t run. See “Customizing 4D’s Default Response”, starting on page 334 of the Custom Error Pages chapter,
for information on improving error responses generated by bad URLS sent from the database automatically.
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Introduction
The 4D Web server includes commands called from the Web through “magic URLs”. Magic
URLs don’t correspond to any document on the Web server but are short-cuts to features
and commands inside the 4D Web server. 4D includes five magic URLs, described in the
Magic URLs chapter, which starts on page 139. Using standard 4D Web server features, a
4D database can add custom magic URLs. Magic URLs are a convenient way to implement
administrative and diagnostic functions like these:
✓ Echoing connection information from the browser.
✓ Creating a document that lists the users currently connected to 4D Server.
✓ Stopping the Web server remotely.
✓ Starting a batch job.
Custom magic URLs have several advantages over 4D’s built-in magic URLs:
✓ They can be easily protected.
✓ They can be customized.
✓ They can run On Web Authentication without enabling the 4D password system.
✓ They can run On Web Connection or a specific method.
✓ They are secret.
Do not rely on secrecy alone to protect custom magic URLs. Always password-protect or otherwise secure access to
custom magic URLs that would be dangerous if compromised.

Implementing Magic URLs
Where to Run the Code
Imagine a custom magic URL that echoes information about the incoming request, like the
browser version and form fields. It is possible to implement magic URLs using 4DCGI,
4DMETHOD, 4DACTION, or bad URLs. Below are samples of calling the echo system with
each approach:
http://www.example.com/echo
http://www.example.com/4dcgi/echo
http://www.example.com/4daction/echo
http://www.example.com/4dmethod/echo

The first URL is the easiest to type and remember:
http://www.example.com/echo
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This kind of magic URL is implemented in the On Web Connection database method. For
review, On Web Connection runs in three cases:
❖ A request is sent with 4DMETHOD.
❖ A request is sent with 4DCGI.
❖ A bad URL is requested.
See the On Web Connection chapter, which starts on page 111, for a complete discussion of how and when On
Web Connection works.

A custom magic URL is nothing but a bad URL processed as a command instead of as an
error. Let’s look at how this approach looks in pseudo-code:
On Web Authentication
On Web Connection
Case of
: (This is a 4DMETHOD request)
Handle 4DMETHOD requests
: (This is a 4DCGI request)
Handle 4DCGI requests
: (This is a bad URL)
If (This is a magic URL)
Handle magic URL
Else
Handle bad URL
End if
End case

See the Web Core example database for a complete implementation.

Well-Designed Magic URLs
Custom magic URLs are easy to build because they don’t require elaborate interfaces or
customization. The URL is the user interface. They are comparable to a command-line
interface. This isn’t typically a good approach for end-users but can be ideal for system
administrators and programmers. Command line interfaces have a few well-known usability hazards:
❖ The system is unusable by anyone who has not memorized the commands

correctly. Memorization places an often unreasonable burden on users.
❖ It is easy to type commands incorrectly.
❖ When something doesn’t work, it’s difficult to know how to solve the problem.

Here are a few suggestions to address these problems:
❖ Implement a help system, which can be as simple as a text file sent in response to

a magic URL, like http://www.example.com/magic_help.
❖ Build magic URLs for system administrators and programmers, not end-users.
❖ Pick magic URL names that are short, easy to type, and memorable.

Passing Arguments to Magic URLs
Sometimes it is helpful to pass extra parameters to a magic URL to control how it functions
or what results it produces. For example, a special parameter can tell the system to produce results in different formats. This imaginary magic URL returns a list of users
connected to the server:
http://www.example.com/users
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An administrator might need to see this information on screen in a quick text dump, an
external application might need it as an XML document, and a manager might opt for a file
for import into a spreadsheet. Extra parameters can be added in any way the system can
parse correctly. Here are a few examples:
http://www.example.com/users/text
http://www.example.com/users/format=XML

Either of these approaches is easy to parse. The first format is easier to type, the second
format is more descriptive. If you are interested in these techniques, try the parsers in the
Web Core database.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter for a detailed
discussion of preparing and parsing strings like those discussed here.

Custom Magic URLs for System Administrators
Magic URLs are ideal for quick-and-dirty system administrator features. There is often no
need to create forms or other user interface elements. If a particular piece of functionality
first implemented in a magic URL becomes too complex or important for a simple command-line like interface, a more sophisticated interface can be added latter. For simple
tasks, however, there may never be a need to spend time polishing the interface. For
example, by default, 4D stores the Weblog.txt Web log in a location that can’t be
reached by Web users:
Structure Folder/Directory
Database structure
Database data
Weblog.txt
WebFolder
User accessible pages

Making the Weblog.txt document unreachable by ordinary users is a sensible practice
but inconvenient when an administrator needs to quickly review or copy the log. This
example magic URL takes care of the problem:
http://www.example.com/log

Viewing the log file’s contents in a browser.
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The complete code for this magic URL is found in the Web Core demonstration. This
pseudo-code fragment illustrates how the system works:
On Web Authentication runs, if used
On Web Connection runs in response to the unrecognized URL
Recognize the magic URL
Calculate the path to the structure file
Add the name of file to the path
Copy the log file into a BLOB
Send the BLOB to the browser as text

Custom Magic URLs for Other Applications
Introduction
People don’t talk on the Internet, applications do. People are nothing but slow and errorprone peripherals as far as the network is concerned. It is easy to think of Web sites as
serving users and forget that Web sites actually serve Web browsers. Search engine spiders
are a common example of automated browsers. When a Web server receives a request, it
can’t determine whether there is a person reading the results or not. (On the Internet, no
one knows you’re a robot.) Applications can take advantage of this principle deliberately
by constructing magic URLs specifically for use by other programs. This approach amounts
to creating a public API (Application Programmer’s Interface) for 4D databases that is
accessible through the Web.
Example: Monitoring Server Status
Imagine that a company has fifteen 4D Server databases they want to monitor. They would
like to make sure that the systems are running and get some sense of how many users are
connected to each system during the course of the day. Each of the fifteen applications
could be programmed to run a stored procedure that collects this data several times an
hour and pushes it to a central application. Another approach is to program this simple
magic URL into each of the applications:
http://www.example.com/users

A small program, written in virtually any language, can request this URL from each of the
fifteen databases on a regular basis and collate the results. There is no need to maintain a
stored procedure on each of the fifteen individual 4D Server systems.
Debug4D uses an approach similar to the one described in this section to collect system status and debugging
information from 4D databases remotely. The product uses the 4D Internet Commands and a 4D 6.7 component
to publish the data, and a small RealBASIC client to collect the results. See http://www.c4i.com/debug4d.shtml for
more details.

Example: Sharing Complex Logic
Another example is a centralized lookup server. Imagine that one database already has the
formulas and data necessary to perform a complex calculation. In the United States, for
example, there are over 8,000 unique tax districts. It is complex and expensive to determine sales tax accurately nationally. If one database on the network already implements
this functionality, others can reuse the logic through a simple Web interface:
http://www.example.com/tax_rate/zip_code=96734
See the Integrating 4D with Other Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79, for more
information on accessing 4D from a wide range of Web servers, application servers, and languages.
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Introduction
4D’s HTML request keywords and semi-dynamic tags may include the names of 4D tables,
fields, variables, arrays, methods, and functions. 4D Web system maintenance costs can
vary considerably, depending on how 4D object references are included in Web pages.
Embedding object names directly in Web pages is convenient but often increases maintenance costs. When a 4D object, like a table, is renamed, all of the embedded references in
Web pages break. This requires 4D programmers to remember to tell HTML authors when
objects are renamed. Unfortunately, there is no automatic way to spot broken object references in HTML. These errors can only be detected by reviewing or using each Web page.
This chapter describes how to avoid many renaming-related problems entirely by referring
to objects indirectly.
A good HTML or text editor can help fix broken pages with global search and replace features. See the Integrating
4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for information about integrating 4D
with two best-of-class HTML management tools.

Adding an Abstraction Layer
Introduction
Embedding references to 4D objects directly within HTML tightly binds the page and the
database structure together. While this tight integration is convenient, the rigidity makes
the system more brittle. Changing a single method or field name can break hundreds of
pages. Adding an extra layer of abstraction between the page and the database increases
flexibility and reduces maintenance costs. The extra level of abstraction can also be
described as a translation system. Instead of referring to objects by their real 4D names,
Web pages use aliases that are then translated into 4D object references. Let’s look at this
process conceptually:

Translation
Data

Alias
4D Reference

4D Method
Alias
Results

HTML Tag
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Translation Data
The key to the system is the translation data. In 4D, this data can be stored and manipulated using arrays, BLOBs, tables, documents, or any combination of locations. Tables are
convenient because records are easy to create, modify, and search. Arrays are convenient
during the translation process because they can hold pointers. Here are six rows from a
series of imaginary arrays used to translate aliases to fields into field pointers:
Alias

Table

Field

Pointer

LeadFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

LeadLastName

5

4

->[Customer]Last_Name

CustomerFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

CustomerLastName

5

4

->[Customer]Last_Name

CustomersFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

CustomersLastName

5

4

->[Customer]Last_Name

If a 4DSCRIPT callback includes a reference to LeadFirstName, the system looks in
the translation data and returns the pointer ->[Customer]First_Name. Here is how these steps
appear graphically:
AliasGetFieldPointer

WebGetFieldValue

Benefits of an Abstraction Layer
The preceding example illustrates the primary advantage of an abstraction layer: names
can change inside the database without breaking Web pages. This system provides several
other advantages:
❖ Several names can be defined for a single 4D object. For example, Customer and

Customers. 4D can’t tolerate this kind of common spelling difference when literal
names are used. A custom system that uses aliases can handle this difference easily.
❖ The structure can be made easier to understand for HTML authors. Cryptic table and

field names can be given clear aliases. Fields from related tables can be grouped
into virtual tables, from the HTML author’s point of view.
❖ The exact definition of the underlying database can be hidden. Indirection can help

keep the database structure more secure.
❖ The system doesn’t have to draw all data from 4D. The same alias system can be

extended to read data from several different 4D Server databases through 4D Open,
or from SQL databases using one of 4D’s connectivity plug-ins.
❖ Additional error checking can be performed. If a Web page uses a bad alias, the

system can return a descriptive error and log the problem for a database
administrator.
❖ The translation system can store additional information to control how data and

methods are used. We look at this idea in more detail next.
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Adding Additional Information to the Translation Data
If the system stores aliases and underlying object descriptions, it requires little extra effort
to add additional information. Here the example columns shown above have been
extended with three additional columns, View, Edit, and Delete:
Alias

Table

Field

View

Edit

LeadFirstName

5

3

Pointer
->[Customer]First_Name

Delete

✓

✓

LeadLastName

5

4

->[Customer]Last_Name

✓

✓

CustomerFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

✓

CustomersFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

✓

Admin_CustFirstName

5

3

->[Customer]First_Name

✓

✓

✓

Admin_CustLastName

5

4

->[Customer]Last_Name

✓

✓

✓

The values in these columns can be used as one way to add simple data access settings to
the system. The system can be extended to store other information, like default translation
filters or field labels.
The 4D Web Assistant doesn’t provide an alias system like the one discussed in this chapter but does support field
and table level access and display settings. Even if the 4D Web Assistant doesn’t match the needs of a particular
project, its user interface and design are worth studying. See The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on
page 37, for an overview of this component.

Disadvantages of an Abstraction Layer
Adding abstraction can increase complexity. With an abstraction layer, it is harder for a 4D
developer already familiar with the database to read and write 4D references in Web
pages. While this disadvantage is undeniable, the magnitude of the disadvantage depends
on the project, development team, and ongoing maintenance requirements. Consider, for
example, the complexity of fixing a Web page that includes an out-of-date field reference.
It is difficult to fix the problem since the old field name no longer exists.

Abstraction and 4D Tags
So far in this chapter I have used field references as examples. 4D’s tags, however, can
refer to a wider range of objects, as summarized in this table:
Database objects 4D HTML keywords can refer to
Tag
4DACTION

Method

Expression

Table

Field

Array

Variable

✓

4DCGI
4DHTMLVAR

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

4DIF

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

4DINCLUDE
4DLOOP

✓

4DMETHOD

✓

4DSCRIPT

✓

4DVAR

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

The remainder of this chapter looks at managing references to various object types.
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Methods
Use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION for Requests
4DCGI and 4DACTION support all the same tasks: calling 4D code from links, image
requests, and forms. The only difference between the two is that 4DACTION calls a specific method and 4DCGI calls the general On Web Connection database method. When On
Web Connection runs in response to a 4DCGI call, the $1 parameter includes a string from
4DCGI. On Web Connection can be programmed to use the request string to control how to
respond. If On Web Connection calls a method that is later renamed, the 4DCGI call doesn’t
need to be modified. 4DACTION, however, calls specific methods by their literal name. If
a method is renamed or deleted, the 4DACTION link breaks until it is updated. I recommend using 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION to reduce maintenance problems.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for an overview.

Use Methods in Semi-Dynamic Tags
It is impractical to avoid embedding method names completely within a semi-dynamic 4D
Web system. Overall, the best way to reduce the problems associated with direct object references is to increase the use of methods and decrease the use of other objects. For
example, instead of embedding field names directly, embed a 4DSCRIPT callback that
retrieves a field value. These two sample tags, based on the example aliases discussed earlier, perform the same action; namely, they retrieve the value from the [Customer]First_Name
field:
<!--4dvar [Customer]First_Name-->
<!--4dscript/WebGetFieldValue/CustomerFirstName-->

In the first approach, changing any table or field name risks breaking semi-dynamic pages.
In the second approach, table and field names may be changed freely, but the WebGetFieldValue method must not be renamed. The difficulty of maintaining the system has been
reduced from all tables and fields to a single method. A complete system will include a
series of similar methods to retrieve values and perform calculations. Here are some suggestions for making these methods easy to maintain:
❖ Use a naming convention. For example, use a prefix like WebScript, Web,
WebTranslator, WebAPI, or WebMethod.
❖ Use these methods consistently. Do not use translation methods in some pages and

direct references in others.
❖ Include a warning in the method itself:
` ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
` WARNING:
` ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
` This method is called directly from semi-dynamic pages.
` Do not rename or delete this method without updating
` the system's semi-dynamic pages as well.
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4D Functions in Expressions
4DHTMLVAR, 4DVAR, and 4DIF can embed 4D expressions that insert values or perform
logical tests. Expressions can include 4D functions, method calls, tables, fields, arrays, and
variables. For example, 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR can directly insert the current date or the
number of records in a selection:
<!--4dvar Current date+6-->
<!--4dvar Records in selection([Customers])-->

4DIF can perform logical tests, like this semi-dynamic fragment:
<!--4dif Secured Web connection-->
This page is secure.
<!--4delse-->
This page is insecure.
<!--4dendif-->

When 4D analyzes embedded expressions, it compares the command names with the
names of the commands currently stored in 4D. (This comparison is not case-sensitive.)
Command names occasionally change between versions of 4D and are localized in different language editions of 4D with the same version number. If a command name changes,
the script breaks. For example, if the database is running under the French version of 4D,
the 4DVAR examples shown above must be rewritten like this:
<!--4dvar Date du jour+6-->
<!--4dvar Enregistrements trouves([Customers])-->

If the database is not used with different language editions of 4D, the problem of changing
command names can often be ignored. However, be sure to check for modified command
names whenever updating to a new version of 4D. A more thorough solution is to call custom methods with 4DSCRIPT instead of embedding 4D functions directly.
4D’s command names are stored in STR# ID 8. This string list can be viewed on the Mac OS with a resource editor
like Resorcerer or by copying the values into an array with the STRING LIST TO ARRAY command on Mac OS or
Windows. (The STR# is too long for display in ResEdit.) Note that command name entries starting with @, like
@CLEAR TABLE, are experimental or disabled.
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Introduction
The main advantage of 4D as a Web server is its capability to generate dynamic Web pages
and Web sites. A dynamic Web page can ask 4D to retrieve data, perform calculations,
build pictures, add records, and anything else 4D is capable of. To design dynamic 4D Web
systems successfully, it is necessary to master the basic tasks of initializing and deinitializing the page handling process. While there is no single technique that works correctly or
easily with every 4D HTML tag, there are several good techniques to choose from. This
chapter explains and compares the options and recommends a strategy. The Parsing
Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, explains how to work with incoming request
data. The Web Core database includes code to read information from incoming requests.

Background Review
Request Handling Processes Are Reused
Web requests always provoke a response. The 4D Web server uses a single process to
receive the request and send the response. Therefore, variables, arrays, and selections are
available from the time the request arrives to the time the response is sent. This process is
100% reliable. However, when a response is sent, the Web-handling process is not immediately killed in case another request arrives shortly thereafter. 4D tries to reuse processes
because it is time-consuming to start and stop them. As a consequence of this sensible
optimization, when a request first arrives there may already be variables, arrays, and selections in the process that have nothing to do with the current request. It is up to the 4D
developer to establish the correct values for the current request and response.
See “Semi-Dynamic Pages and Web Processes”, starting on page 147 of the Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview
chapter, for more information on how 4D handles Web connections and processes.

Chain of Events
If a system performs initialization and deinitialization, it is necessary to determine where
the code for each task should run. With the 4D Web system, the best location depends on
which tags are used, what they are used to do, and how they are combined. Let’s review
the possible places to run initialization code: Compiler_Web, On Web Authentication, On Web
Connection, and specific methods. The table below summarizes which routines run in
response to different requests:
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Tag

Use

4DACTION

Link or image

Compiler_Web

Form

Form
Bad URL

Link or image

Good URL

Link or image

4DMETHOD

Link, image,
or form

On Web
Connection

✓
❉

Link or image

4DCGI

❉

On Web
Authentication

❉

Specific
Method

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

The Compiler_Web method runs when forms are submitted with the POST HTTP method or with GET in 4D 6.7 and
later. See “Compiler_Web”, starting on page 131 of the Handling HTML Forms chapter, for complete details.

Initialization Using Compiler_Web
Compiler_Web is an appealing place to put initialization code since it runs no more than
once for any request-response. Compiler_Web can be useful, but it is not a complete

solution:
❖ Compiler_Web only runs in response to form submissions.
❖ Compiler_Web initializes variables but doesn’t populate them. Incoming Web form
fields values are placed in 4D variables between the time Compiler_Web finishes and
On Web Authentication begins. Therefore, Compiler_Web can’t read incoming values

directly from the variables it declares.
Compiler_Web is suitable for its intended purpose, initializing process variables submitted

through Web forms, but it is not suitable as a general initialization system.
For more information, see “Compiler_Web”, starting on page 131 of the Handling HTML Forms chapter.

Initialization Using On Web Authentication
Introduction
On Web Authentication is the most obvious place to put initialization code since it runs in

every case except a valid URL. (4D never runs code in response to valid URLs.) In practice,
it suffers from two disadvantages:
❖ On Web Authentication runs in response to requests, so it can’t easily run process

deinitialization code.
❖ On Web Authentication may run several times during the processing of a single

request and response, creating confusion as to why the method is running.
This second point deserves emphasis. In non-contextual mode, On Web Authentication runs
once when a page or action is requested with 4DCGI or 4DACTION and then once again
for each 4DSCRIPT (4DACTION in 4D 6.5) callback embedded in a semi-dynamic
response. It also runs once in response to a 4DLOOP tag used with a 4D method. This
pseudo-code below illustrates the chain of events when a request is received and a
response is sent with semi-dynamic content that includes 4DSCRIPT callbacks:
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On Web Authentication
If (Submitted with 4DCGI)
Run On Web Connection
Else if submitted with 4DACTION
Run a Specific method
End if
For (Each embedded 4DSCRIPT callback)
Run On Web Authentication
Run a Specific method
End for

When On Web Authentication executes, it may be in response to the initial page request, in
a specific script embedded in the response, or at the start of a 4DLOOP method. Therefore,
it is not safe to run initialization code without first examining the current request. Otherwise, the initialization code may run several times during the processing of the page,
potentially clearing records or values the page needs.
Testing the Current Request
When On Web Authentication runs, $1 automatically contains the requested URL or script
arguments. On Web Authentication can use this value to determine if the process should be
initialized, as illustrated by this code fragment:
$request_t:=$1
Case of
: ($request_t="@4DSCRIPT@")
` Do _not_ run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DACTION@")
` Run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DCGI@")
` Run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DMETHOD@")
` Run process initialization code.
Else
` Some sort of programming error or a bad URL.
` Run process initialization code or handle this as an error.
End case

Note for 4D 6.5 Systems
Under 4D 6.5 the 4DACTION tag was used to embed callbacks as well as in links and
forms. If you are maintaining a legacy 4D 6.5 system and can’t immediately upgrade, use
a naming convention for callback methods to distinguish them from regular 4DACTION
requests. For example, this code fragment works in a 4D 6.5 database that starts each Web
callback routine with the word script:
$request_t:=$1
Case of
: ($request_t="@4DACTION/script@")
` Do _not_ run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DACTION@")
` Run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DCGI@")
` Run process initialization code.
: ($request_t="@4DMETHOD@")
` Run process initialization code.
Else
` Some sort of programming error or a bad URL.
` Run process initialization code or handle this as an error.
End case
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Recommended Strategy
Summary
On Web Authentication is a poor place to initialize and deinitialize Web requests and

responses since it may run any number of times within a single request-response process.
On Web Connection is a better place for initialization and deinitialization since it runs only
once for each request and response. On Web Connection doesn’t, however, run in response
to the 4DACTION tag or in response to good URLs. (4D never runs code in response to
valid URLs.) Each request can be forced to run through On Web Connection. Follow the strategy explained in the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355. Here are the
requirements for the complete initialization and deinitialization strategy:
❖ Use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION for links, images, and forms. There is nothing that

4DACTION can do as an HTML request keyword that 4DCGI can’t do.
❖ Use bad URLs instead of valid page requests to force requests through On Web
Connection.
❖ Initialize Web processes from On Web Connection.
❖ Initialize individual 4DSCRIPT callbacks from the specific method called.
❖ Deinitialize Web processes from a callback appended by On Web Connection.

Advantages
The recommend steps force On Web Authentication and On Web Connection to run for each
page request. The advantages of this approach are:
❖ On Web Authentication needs no code and runs quickly.
❖ Process initialization happens once and exactly once for each request.
❖ Script initialization happens once and exactly once for each embedded script.
❖ The system can control access to every page, while the default 4D Web server

security system doesn’t.
❖ On Web Connection is a centralized, unambiguous, and easy-to-use point for

initializing all requests.
❖ Specific methods are the unambiguous location for initializing individual script

requests embedded in the page.
❖ The system can disguise semi-dynamic pages as static pages. This is an advantage

if the site is indexed by Web search engines. This feature works because pages sent
with SEND HTML FILE, SEND HTML BLOB, or SEND HTML TEXT are automatically
processed for semi-dynamic content, regardless of the file extension of the original
request.
❖ On Web Connection can handle process deinitialization automatically. See

“Deinitialization Strategy”, starting on page 373 of this chapter, for complete details.
See the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, for complete details on reading incoming request
data.
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Initialization Locations Highlighted
Let’s review what can cause 4D to run code in response to a Web request or tag:

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific Method

Some form submissions.

4DACTION

4DCGI

4DACTION

4DCGI

Bad URL

4DSCRIPT

4DSCRIPT

The table below shows where initialization code runs following the recommended
strategy:

Compiler_Web

On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific Method

Some form submissions.

4DACTION

4DCGI

4DACTION

4DCGI

Bad URL

4DSCRIPT

4DACTION

Deinitialization Strategy
Introduction
Many programmers deinitialize process data explicitly. Common deinitialization tasks
include:
❖ Clearing arrays, variables, sets, named selections, and semaphores.
❖ Unloading records and clearing selections.
❖ Closing remote connections created with 4D Open, ITK, or a SQL plug-in.
❖ Updating logs.

Since semi-dynamic responses may include any number of callbacks, how can the system
know that the page is really complete? There is a simple technique, which builds on the
virtual page strategy recommended earlier, that works correctly in all circumstances:
❖ Send pages with SEND HTML BLOB or SEND HTML TEXT instead of SEND HTML FILE.
❖ Append a 4DSCRIPT callback to the end of the document before sending it. This

callback is guaranteed to be the last code run for the response, so it may safely
deinitialize variables, selections, and other data used earlier in the page.
This strategy works best in combination with the virtual path and On Web Connection system just discussed.
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Implementation
The deinitialization system requires only a little code, outlined here, to be implemented
correctly. Imagine that a user requests this semi-dynamic page:
<html>
<head>
<title>Automatic Deinitialization</title>
</head>
<!--4dscript/WebLoadAllKindsOfStuff-->
<body bgcolor="white">
The system automatically runs deinitialization code even though
there is no explicit callback included in this page.
</body>
</html>

The WebLoadAllKindsOfStuff method near the top of the page may load records, populate
variables, and resize arrays. Nothing in the page prompts the system to clear these objects
after the page is sent. Before sending the page, the system appends a callback like this:
<!--4dscript/WebDeinitialize-->

This callback is processed by 4D before the page reaches the user. Since the routine
doesn’t insert any text, there is no trace of the routine in the result page. The WebDeinitialize method can run any deinitialization code needed.
Appending the Callback
Since there is no way to append a callback to a response sent with SEND HTML FILE, use
SEND HTML BLOB or SEND HTML TEXT instead. The following example shows how to append
a callback to a response sent with SEND HTML BLOB:
` WebSendHTMLFile
C_TEXT($1;$path_t)
C_TEXT($callback_t)
$path_t:=$1
` Load the document into a BLOB:
C_BLOB(WebPageContents_x)
SET BLOB SIZE(WebPageContents_x;0)
DOCUMENT TO BLOB($path_t;WebPageContents_x)
` Build the callback statement:
$callback_t:=Char(Carriage return)
$callback_t:=$callback_t+"<!--4dscript/WebDeinitialize/-->"
` Append the callback to the BLOB with the document:
TEXT TO BLOB($callback_t;WebPageContents_x;Text without length;*)
` Send the document with the appended callback:
SEND HTML BLOB(WebPageContents_x;"text/html")

This technique works because 4D automatically checks text sent with SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML FILE and SEND HTML TEXT for semi-dynamic tags.
A more detailed version of the code discussed in this section is implemented in the WebResponseSendFile method
found in the Web Core demonstration.
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Special Note: DOCUMENT TO BLOB
The code shown above uses DOCUMENT TO BLOB to load a document. If the site receives
multiple requests for the same document simultaneously, DOCUMENT TO BLOB is not the
right approach. Only one process can load a document at a time with DOCUMENT TO BLOB.
If another process is working with a document, DOCUMENT TO BLOB fails with a locked file
error. The work around for this problem is to use Open document in read-only mode.
See the Rewriting DOCUMENT TO BLOB chapter, which starts on page 397, for complete details.

Controlling Initialization and Deinitialization from the Web Page
All of the strategies discussed so far in this chapter put the burden on the Web handling
system to determine when it is time to initialize and deinitialize the process. An alternative
is to let the Web pages alert the system when to run initialization and deinitialization code
through 4DSCRIPT callbacks.
<html>
<head>
<title>Manual Deinitialization</title>
</head>
<!--4dscript/WebLoadAllKindsOfStuff-->
<body bgcolor="white">
The system runs the deinitialization code
requested in the following callback.
<!--4dscript/WebDeinitialize-->
</body>
</html>

The advantage of this approach is that it is not hard to understand and implement. The disadvantage is that it is easy to forget to include a deinitialization callback in each page. A
smart way to implement this strategy is to use a 4DINCLUDE file to close every page:
<html>
<head>
<title>Manual Deinitialization With 4DINCLUDE</title>
</head>
<!--4dscript/WebLoadAllKindsOfStuff-->
<body bgcolor="white">
The system runs the deinitialization code
found in the following included file.
<!--4dinclude footer.txt-->

The included file contains the deinitialization callback and the tags needed to close the
page:
<!--4dscript/WebDeinitialize-->
</body>
</html>

Using a standard footer, or a collection of standard footers, is a sensible strategy in any
case. Apart from being a good location for the deinitialization callback, an included file is
an efficient place to put notices and links needed at the bottom of each page.
See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for information on strategies to avoid
redundant HTML.
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Parsing Requests

56

Introduction
4D Web systems can run code in response to browser requests or callbacks embedded in
semi-dynamic pages with 4DSCRIPT. Browser requests are sent using HTTP over the network, but embedded callbacks are processed entirely within 4D on the 4D Web server
machine. While browser requests and embedded callbacks come from different sources,
4D uses many of the same methods to handle them. This chapter explains which code runs
in response to browser requests and embedded callbacks, and how to distinguish the two.
It also describes how to parse embedded callback arguments and the following HTTP
request items:
✓ Request line
✓ Header fields
✓ Cookies
✓ User Name and Password
✓ Form Data
✓ 4DSCRIPT Callbacks
✓ URLs
While 4D parses most of these items automatically, understanding how to parse them
directly helps with debugging, handling 4DSCRIPT callbacks, and other special tasks, like
extracting passwords and multiple cookies. The Web Core database parses each of the
items listed above.
The HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, provides a step-by-step explanation of how HTTP
requests and responses work. This chapter, however, offers more detail on how requests are formatted.

Data Provided with Requests
The 4D Web server automatically provides methods with information about the current
request. This information depends on the method and how 4D was called, as summarized
in this table:
Data provided by 4D with incoming requests
On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Specific
Method

Tag

Use

$1

$2

$1

$2

$1

$2

4DCGI

Link, image, or form

URL

HTTP

URL

HTTP

URL

N/A

4DACTION

Link, image, or form

URL

HTTP

URL

HTTP

URL

N/A

Callback

Script

HTTP

N/A

N/A

Script

N/A

Callback

Script

HTTP

N/A

N/A

Script

N/A

4DSCRIPT

If the information in the table shown here seems confusing, there is a good reason: the mixture of requests from
Web browsers and 4DSCRIPT callbacks is confusing!
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The main points to draw from this table are:
❖ Code runs in response to HTTP requests and embedded callbacks.
❖ On Web Authentication and On Web Connection receive the same parameters.
❖ On Web Authentication may run because of a browser request or an embedded script.
❖ A specific method may run because of 4DACTION or 4DSCRIPT.
❖ On Web Authentication and On Web Connection receive the full HTTP request in $2.
❖ Specific methods don’t receive the full HTTP request as a parameter.
❖ A callback method doesn’t use HTTP or change the HTTP header. The HTTP header

data remains unchanged during the entire process of receiving a request and
sending a semi-dynamic response.

Running Parsing Code
Introduction
As a first step in handling and parsing incoming requests, it is necessary to decide where
to run the parsing code. As explained in the 4D Web Server Chain of Events chapter, which
starts on page 91, the methods run by the 4D Web server depend on the request. The possibilities are: the On Web Authentication database method, the On Web Connection database
method, and specific methods called by 4DACTION or 4DSCRIPT. This table reviews the
alternatives:
On Web
Authentication

On Web
Connection

Link, image, or form

✓

✓

Link, image, or form

✓

✓

Callback

✓

✓

Callback

✓

✓

Request

Use

4DCGI
4DACTION

4DSCRIPT

Specific
Method

There are several implications to draw from the information in this table:
❖ Only On Web Authentication runs in every case.
❖ On Web Authentication runs in response to incoming browser requests and

embedded method callbacks; making it ambiguous why the method is running.
❖ When 4DACTION is used as a semi-dynamic tag and as a request keyword, it is

ambiguous why a specific method is running.
Recommended Parsing Strategy
It is confusing that 4D uses different chains of events for similar keywords and reuses some
methods for different keywords. 4D Web systems are easier to build and maintain when
they use a parsing strategy that avoids or resolves the confusion and ambiguities inherent
in 4D’s keywords. Instead of using all of the 4D keywords in any combination, I recommend using a subset:
❖ Use 4DCGI instead of 4DACTION for non-contextual actions.
❖ Use 4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION for semi-dynamic callbacks.
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❖ Force page requests through On Web Connection using the technique explained in

the Virtual Paths chapter, which starts on page 355.
❖ Initialize page requests from On Web Connection.
❖ Initialize script callbacks from the specific method called by 4DSCRIPT.

By following these steps, you will avoid the ambiguities that can lead to not initializing the
parsers, or to initializing them redundantly.
The differences between 4D’s HTML request keywords confuse many developers. See the 4D Request Keywords
Compared chapter, which starts on page 107, for an overview.
See the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization chapter, which starts on page 369, for another
discussion on organizing code to handle Web requests.

Chain of Events
Two diagrams help explain the recommended parsing strategy. The first diagram shows
the flow of events of a request submitted with 4DCGI that sends a semi-dynamic response
with an embedded 4DSCRIPT callback. The browser request and response is indicated by
solid lines, the callback is indicated by dashed lines:
Request

Request

On Web Authentication

Script Arguments

Request

On Web Connection

Script Arguments

Specific Method

Send response with
SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML FILE, or
SEND HTML TEXT

Script Results

Process

Send completed page

This table lists the methods that run in sequence and what their parameters contain:
Method

$1

$2

On Web Authentication

4DCGI request URL.

Full HTTP request.

On Web Connection

4DCGI request URL.

Full HTTP request.

On Web Authentication

4DSCRIPT callback script arguments.

Full HTTP request.

Specific Method

4DSCRIPT callback script arguments.

N/A

The recommended parsing strategy deliberately avoids On Web Authentication since it runs
for HTTP requests as well as callbacks. Conceptually, restricting parsing to On Web Connection and specific methods called by 4DSCRIPT reduces the complexity of the system, as
illustrated in the second diagram:
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Request

On Web Authentication

Request

On Web Connection

Request

Specific Method
Script Arguments

Send response with
SEND HTML BLOB,
SEND HTML FILE, or
SEND HTML TEXT

Script Results

Process

Send completed page

Conceptually, the recommended parsing strategy reduces the chain of events to these
steps:
Method

$1

$2

On Web Connection

4DCGI request URL.

Full HTTP request.

Specific Method

4DSCRIPT callback script arguments.

N/A

Other Parsing Strategies
The parsing strategy just recommend is only one of several possible approaches. Other
strategies include moving all the parsing code to On Web Authentication and testing the
request name to distinguish amongst requests, or using 4DACTION for all requests and
performing all parsing directly from each method. This second strategy is possible in
4D 6.7 and later because the GET WEB FORM VARIABLES and GET HTTP HEADER parsing commands may be run from any method. The HTTP and Web form values are set by the initial
request from the browser and are not changed by callbacks in a semi-dynamic response
page. Although semi-dynamic callbacks look like URLs, they don’t use HTTP. The following suggestions apply to any parsing strategy:
❖ Pick a single approach and following it consistently.
❖ Document, even briefly, the strategy and why it was selected.
❖ Verify through testing that the strategy works as expected and meets the system’s

needs. Perform this test as early as possible during system development to avoid
having to rework the system.
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Introduction
The Web Core database provides complete custom parsing code. The remainder of this
chapter describes what is involved in parsing specific kinds of requests, and how to ask
the Web Core database to handle the task.
Calling the Parsers
The Web Core database requires one line of code in the On Web Connection method:
WebRequestParseAll

To parse incoming script arguments, one or both of the following lines of code must be
added to each method called through a script:
WebScriptParseParameters ($1)
WebScriptParseItems ($1)

This example database includes demonstrations that illustrate the purpose of each of these
routines.
Reading the Parsed Data
This example database includes a series of routines for working with the parsed data.
These are the most commonly used:
WebRequestGetFormField
WebRequestGetHTTPField
WebRequestGetCookie
WebScriptGetItem
WebScriptGetParameter

The following discussion of each part of the incoming request specifies which routine to
use for reading different pieces of information.
Core Modules
The parsing system database parses incoming request data into a series of arrays, which
are protected and managed through specific methods. Code that needs information from
a request should always ask a routine for the data rather than reading the parsing system’s
arrays directly. For example, this code reads a cookie value through a method call:
$userID_t:=WebRequestGetCookie("UserID")

This wrapper method simplifies working with requests. In fact, there is no need to understand how the parsers work or how they store data to use the data they prepare. This
technique works correctly as long the core modules are called correctly to parse the data
and later to retrieve the data. This conceptual illustration shows the core modules, the
inputs they parse, and the data they provide:

HTTP Request Message
Request URL
Posted Form Data

WebRequest

HTTP Headers
Cookies
User Name and Password
Form Fields
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The WebRequest module handles HTTP requests from a browser. The data held in this module remains unchanged from the time a Web request is first received to the time the semidynamic response page is processed and sent to the browser.
See “Semi-Dynamic Pages and Web Processes”, starting on page 147 of the Semi-Dynamic Pages Overview
chapter, for more information about Web requests and 4D Web connection processes.

WebScript

4DSCRIPT Arguments

Script Request Items
Script Request Parameters

The WebScript module handles 4DSCRIPT requests from a semi-dynamic response. The
data held in this module may change several times during the processing of a single semidynamic response, once for each 4DSCRIPT callback.
Protecting data access through a series of specific methods is also known as “data hiding” or “encapsulation”. This
is arguably the single most important technique invented for writing bug-free and maintainable code in any
language. For more information, see Code Complete by Steve McConnell. For reviews of this and other useful
programming books, visit http://www.4dcompanion.com/bookreviews/codebooks.html.

Use 4D 6.7 and Later
Use 4D 6.7 or later, not 4D 6.5, for native 4D Web systems. 4D 6.7 and later offer improved
contextual object translation, better internal parsing, new and enhanced semi-dynamic
tags, and better Web commands. This book mentions 4D 6.5 for the benefit of developers
maintaining historical systems. The simplest advice I can offer for anyone in this situation
is to upgrade.

Parsing Example
It’s easier to explain parsers with examples of the text going in and coming out. The following HTTP request is used in several of the examples in the remainder of this chapter:
GET /pages/new.html HTTP/1.1
Host: 150.100.192.137
Accept: */*
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC)
Cookie: UserLoginName=ExpertUser5; UserSessionID=AQ5245
Extension: Security/Remote-Passphrase
Authorization: Basic RGVzaWduZXI6cG9wcHk=

Request Line
All HTTP requests start with a request line, like this:
GET /pages/new.html HTTP/1.1

The request line includes three pieces of information:
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Item

Name

Note

GET

Request type

This item informs the server how to process the request.

/pages/new.html

URL

This item specifies what the browser wants.

HTTP/1.1

HTTP version

This item identifies the latest version of HTTP the browser supports.
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After calling WebRequestParseAll from On Web Connection, this data is available in the Web
Core database through calls to WebRequestGetHTTPField, as illustrated here:
$method_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("X-METHOD")
$request_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("X-URL")
$httpVersion_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("X-VERSION")

See “HTTP Requests”, starting on page 323 of the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, for background information on
the HTTP request line.

Header Fields
The HTTP request may have any number of HTTP header fields. Header fields follow this
format:
Name+Colon+Space+Value+Carriage Return+Line Feed

For example:
Host: 150.100.192.137

After WebRequestParseAll is called from On Web Connection, this data is available in the Web
Core database through calls to WebRequestGetHTTPField, as illustrated here:
$host_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("host")

Cookies
Single cookies are sent by the browser in the Cookie HTTP header field using the regular
HTTP header field format:
Cookie=Value

Multiple cookies are packed into a single HTTP header field with a semi-colon between
the name-value pairs, as in this example:
Cookie: UserLoginName=ExpertUser5; UserSessionID=AQ5245

Additional parsing is needed to unpack multiple cookies from the single cookie field. The
WebRequestParseAll method calls the WebRequestParseCookies to perform this extra parsing.
Cookies can be retrieved with the WebRequestGetCookie method, as illustrated here:
$sessionIDCookie_t:=WebRequestGetCookie ("UserSessionID")

Using cookies is discussed in “Storing State Information in Cookies”, starting on page 407 of the Managing State
chapter.
Some modern browsers support the original cookie system defined by Netscape and the Cookie2 system defined in
RFC 2965. The Web Core database supports both cookie formats.

User Name and Password
Basic HTTP passwords are sent by the browser in the Authorization HTTP header
field. The user name and password are combined and converted to base 64 by the
browser. A user name and password look like this when they reach 4D:
Authorization: Basic RGVzaWduZXI6cG9wcHk=

The string appears like this with the header description removed and the data converted
back to ASCII:
Designer:poppy
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The user name is “Designer” and the password is “poppy”. Extra parsing is required to
unpack this information. Depending on the 4D version and database Web server security
settings, 4D may—or may not—parse the user name and password automatically, and
place the results in $5 and $6 of On Web Authentication and On Web Connection. The Web
Core database calls the WebRequestParsePassword method to extract the user name and
password, regardless of the 4D version or database configuration. The values can be
retrieved through WebRequestGetHTTPField as illustrated here:
$userName_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("X-USER-NAME")
$password_t:=WebRequestGetHTTPField ("X-USER-PASSWORD")

See “About HTTP Basic Challenge-Response Authentication”, starting on page 239 of the On Web Authentication
chapter, for background information on HTTP passwords.

Form Data
HTML forms can be submitted using either the GET or POST methods. The HTTP method
determines how the browser packages and submits the form data. Forms submitted with
GET combine the form fields into one long URL, whereas ones submitted with POST
include the form data as a separate part of the HTTP request header. In either case, the
browser prepares the form data by following these steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Replace spaces in field data with the + symbol.
Encode special characters like spaces and line breaks into hexadecimal.
Combine field names and values with an = symbol.
Combine multiple field name-value pairs with an & symbol.

In the Web Core database, the WebRequestParseAll method calls the WebRequestParseForm
method to convert and unpack the form data correctly. Form fields can then be retrieved
by name through the WebRequestGetFormField method, as illustrated here:
$searchValue_t:=WebRequestGetFormField ("Web_SearchValue")

There is no need to understand how HTML forms are encoded and decoded to use the
WebRequestGetFormField function. This HTML defines a simple form with two fields: one
entry area and one button. The form method is POST.
<form
action="/4dcgi/Web_SearchForm"
method="post">
<input type="text" name="Web_SearchValue" value="" size="30">
<p>
<input type="submit" name="submitForm" value="Search">
</form>

A simple search form in a browser.
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Below is the form data as the browser sends it:
Web_SearchValue=Aardvarks+hunt+with+%E9lan&submitForm=Search

Special characters in the field data are encoded in hexadecimal format. The % symbol precedes the two character hexadecimal code. Data submitted in this format is called URLencoded. The é in élan is URL-encoded as %E9 in this example. Here is the same form
data after the field data has been URL-decoded:
Web_SearchValue=Aardvarks+hunt+with+élansubmitForm=Search

Spaces are converted to the + symbol by the browser. Let’s look at the data with the spaces
restored:
Web_SearchValue=Aardvarks hunt with élansubmitForm=Search

The field names and values can now be split:
Field Name
Web_SearchValue
submitForm

Field Value
Aardvarks hunt with élan
Search

This is the format in which the WebRequest system stores the incoming form data. Individual fields can be retrieved with the WebRequestGetFormField function:
$searchValue_t:=WebRequestGetFormField ("Web_SearchValue")

See the HTML Form Tricks and Traps chapter, which starts on page 301, for notes on the behavior of specific
HTML field types.

4DSCRIPT Callbacks
Introduction
4DSCRIPT callbacks (4DACTION callbacks in 4D 6.5) pass a URL-formatted argument to
4D for processing. While 4DSCRIPT does not use HTTP, 4D handles these callbacks
almost identically to methods called over HTTP from a Web browser. However, 4D’s builtin Web parsing commands, GET HTTP HEADER and GET WEB FORM VARIABLES, can’t be
applied to 4DSCRIPT arguments. Those commands read the values from the initial
browser request during the processing of the entire semi-dynamic response. The WebScript
module in the Web Core database includes code to parse 4DSCRIPT arguments into items
or name-value pairs.
Parsing Arguments into Items
This imaginary semi-dynamic callback invokes a method called WebScriptGetNewStories to
retrieve the five most recent sports stories in a news archive:
<!--4dscript/WebScriptGetNewStories/Sports/5/-->

When WebScriptGetNewStories runs, 4D copies the arguments after the method name into
$1:
/Sports/5/

The WebScriptParseItems method parses the arguments into individual items. This code fragment shows how the method can read the first item to determine the subject area and the
second item for the number of stories to retrieve:
WebScriptParseItems ($1)
$subject_t:=WebScriptGetItem (1)
$storiesToGet_count:=Num(WebScriptGetItem (2))
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Passing information to a 4DSCRIPT callback this way works, but I do not recommend it:
❖ It is very difficult to see from the semi-dynamic tag what the method should do or

how to call it correctly.
❖ It is difficult to change the order in which items are passed into the method.
❖ It is awkward, at best, to pass different parameter lists to the method in different

situations.
A better solution is to pass in arguments as name-value pairs.
Parsing Arguments as Name-Value Pairs
Following is a semi-dynamic callback, passing information as name-value pairs:
<!--4dscript/WebScriptGetTopCustomers/region=West&minimum=10,000-->

The WebScriptParseParameters method parses the name-value pairs into individual items:
WebScriptParseParameters ($1)
$region_t:=WebScriptGetParameter ("Region")
$sales_min:=Num(WebScriptGetParameter ("Minimum"))

This approach is highly flexible and maintainable:
❖ Arguments are labeled, and the semi-dynamic code is easier to read and modify.
❖ Arguments may be passed in any order. For example, the following callbacks

behave identically:
<!--4dscript/WebScriptGetTopCustomers/minimum=10,000&region=West-->
<!--4dscript/WebScriptGetTopCustomers/region=West&minimum=10,000-->

❖ Routines may be written to look for an argument under different names. For

example, the Region argument might also be available as Territory:
If (WebScriptParameterExists ("Region"))
$region_t:=WebScriptGetParameter ("Region")
Else
$region_t:=WebScriptGetParameter ("Territory")
End if

❖ Different arguments may be passed in different situations.

The way name-value pairs are used here can also be called “labeled parameters.” Unlike
4D, many languages require parameters to be declared with labels. When the method is
called, the arguments are automatically copied into local variables with descriptive names.
The code is easier to read, debug, and work with than 4D’s native system of assigning values to numbered parameters $1, $2, and so on. Because labeled parameters are not a
native 4D language feature, some developers don’t automatically adopt this approach in
their 4DSCRIPT code. Labeled parameters are easier to work with, extend, modify, and
maintain than unlabeled parameters. Since the necessary parsing code is provided with
this book, there is no reason not to use this strategy with 4DSCRIPT. When working with
4DACTION, 4DCGI, 4DMETHOD, and bad URLs, it may be better to use a regular URL format instead of the name-value pairs format. The URLs then look like regular document
requests to users and search engine spiders. Both approaches are supported for URLs by
the Web Core database, as discussed next.
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URLs
Introduction
Several of 4D’s HTML keywords can pass a single text parameter into 4D through a URL.
Sometimes, one parameter value is not enough. To pass multiple values through a 4D
HTML keyword, combine the values into a single piece of text that can be parsed back into
individual items. This technique can be used with 4D’s single text parameter limit because
it works around its restrictiveness. The WebScript module in the Web Core database
includes routines to parse arguments passed to a method through 4DSCRIPT. The WebRequest module includes similar routines to parse incoming URLs. There are several reasons
why the two modules include seemingly redundant functionality:
❖ WebRequest runs only once for each Web request while WebScript may run once for

each 4DSCRIPT callback. The two modules keep URLs and 4DSCRIPT arguments
separate. The URL items can be used during the entire handling of a request and
response while the 4DSCRIPT arguments change with each semi-dynamic callback.
❖ 4DSCRIPT arguments should either be formatted like URLs or as name-value pairs.

Regular URLs may combine the two formats simultaneously.
Example
An example URL helps to illustrate how the WebRequest URL-parsing system works.
http://150.100.192.137/customers/list?format=simple&first=30&perpage=15&session=A0EF43F

This URL divides regular URL items and special arguments with a question mark. The
WebRequestParseURLItems command parses and stores only the regular URL items while the
WebRequestParseURLParameters command parses and stores only the name-value pairs. Here
are the values stored by the WebRequestURLItem system:
Customers
List

Items can be retrieved by position with the WebRequestGetURLItem function, as illustrated
here:
$tableName_t:=WebRequestGetURLItem (1)

Below are the names and values stored by the WebRequestURLParameters system:
format
first
perpage
session

simple
30
15
A0EF4SF

Parameters can be retrieved by name with the WebRequestGetURLParameter function, as illustrated here:
$format_t:=WebRequestGetURLParameter ("format")
$firstRecord_l:=Num(WebRequestGetURLParameter ("first"))
$recordsPerPage_max:=Num(WebRequestGetURLParameter ("perpage"))
$sessionID_t:=WebRequestGetURLParameter ("session")
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URL Encoding and Decoding
Introduction
Web browsers and Web servers run on many different platforms and often use wildly different character sets. Browsers encode special characters in form data and filenames as
hexadecimal before sending them to a Web server. The 4D Web server automatically
decodes these characters in some situations and not in others. The Web Core database
includes custom URL encoding and decoding routines and uses them when necessary.
This section explains URL encoding, and documents when 4D URL-decodes request data.
URL Encoded Characters
Any character can be URL-encoded by converting it to a % followed by a two-character
hexadecimal value. There is no reason to encode ordinary characters like letters and numbers. This table lists the characters that are typically URL-encoded:
URL character encoding table
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Character

Encoded

Tab

%09

Space

%20

“

%22

<

%3C

>

%3E

[

%5B

]

%5D

\

%5C

^

%5E

`

%60

{

%7B

}

%7D

|

%7C

~

%7E

%

%25

/

%2F

#

%23

$

%24

?

%3F

=

%3D

&

%26
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String Commands and Regular Expressions
4D and URL Decoding
4D always URL-decodes form data when it has been parsed with GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
or Compiler_Web. The raw HTTP header value placed in $2 of On Web Authentication and On
Web Connection is not URL-decoded, as detailed here:
4D automatic URL decoding in non-contextual mode

On Web
Authentication

On Web Connection

Specific
Method

Tag

Use

Method

$1

$2

$1

$2

$1

4DACTION

Form

GET

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

N/A

Decoded

Form

POST

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

N/A

Decoded

Callback

N/A

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

N/A

Decoded

Form

GET

Decoded

Encoded

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

Form

POST

Decoded

Encoded

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

Callback

N/A

Decoded

Encoded

N/A

N/A

Decoded

4DCGI

4DSCRIPT

The Web Core Database and URL Decoding
The Web Core database includes a pair of routines for URL-encoding and decoding named
WebUtilityURLEncode and WebUtilityURLDecode. These routines automatically call a dedicated
support routine, WebUtilityInitializeURLEncoder, to define the character translations.

String Commands and Regular Expressions
It is easier to parse text with regular expressions than with 4D’s string commands because
regular expressions match patterns as well as exact characters. For example, instead of
finding a string like this:
<TITLE>4D Dialog</TITLE>

a regular expression can find any <TITLE> tag, regardless of contents, by using this
pattern:
<TITLE>*.</TITLE>

Regular expressions are like compact programs that analyze text. A free plug-in called
QFree from Escape Information Systems remedies 4D’s lack of native regular expression
support. See the Regular Expressions chapter, which starts on page 391, for example code
and more details.
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Introduction
4D’s string commands are not ideally suited for manipulating and transforming HTML.
Many times it is necessary to replace HTML according to a string pattern rather than an
exact match. For example, 4D’s contextual mode automatically generates a title for each
Web page, similar to this:
<TITLE>4D Dialog</TITLE>

Writing code to replace the contents of the title is awkward with 4D’s string commands.
While the target always starts with <TITLE> and always ends with </TITLE>, the string
in between changes. Regular expressions match patterns as well as exact characters. Since
Web serving and integration involve parsing text, regular expressions are a major part of
Web-oriented languages like Perl and PHP.
The phrase regular expressions is often abbreviated as regex. Regular expressions are also called grep or grep
patterns because of the name of a popular UNIX regular expression tool.

Regular Expressions in 4D
The 4D language doesn’t include native support for regular expressions. Escape Information Systems, well known for their 4D image manipulation plug-ins, provide a free plug-in
called QFree that includes regular expression commands. These plug-ins work with
BLOBs instead of text blocks and are ideally suited to working with AP SET WEB FILTERS
methods and custom Web client code written with ITK or 4D Internet Commands. There
is no need to write complex BLOB manipulation code in 4D or to inefficiently copy BLOB
data into text to apply 4D’s string commands. The QFree plug-in requires QuickTime and
can be found at the Escape site:
http://www.escape.gr/

Tips for Working with Regular Expressions
Work with Sample Text
Regular expressions are dense and cryptic by nature. Instead of developing regular expression patterns on live Web requests, follow these steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Capture some sample HTML in a BLOB.
Save the BLOB into a record in a utility table or a document.
Experiment on the stored BLOB until the regex code works correctly.
Add the working code to the desired method.
Test the modified code with a live connection.

Not All Regular Expression Syntaxes Are the Same
Regular expressions are implemented in a wide variety of languages but don’t always use
identical syntax. When you adapt a regular expression from another language, you should
confirm that the syntax matches the Perl-Compatible Regular Expressions syntax used by
QFree.
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Regular Expression Example
This sample code shows how to use QFree to find and replace a page title in an HTML
BLOB:
C_BLOB($0) ` Resulting HTML.
C_BLOB($1) ` Incoming HTML.
C_TEXT($findThis_t)
C_TEXT($replaceWith_t)
C_LONGINT($errorCode_l)
` Copy $1 into a process variable for QFree to work with.
` In a production system, pass pointers to BLOBs instead of passing BLOBs
` directly as parameters to avoid wasting memory.
C_BLOB(htmlBLOB_x)
SET BLOB SIZE(htmlBLOB_x;0)
COPY BLOB($1;htmlBLOB_x;0;0;BLOB size($1))
SET BLOB SIZE($1;0) ` We don't need $1 any longer.
` Find <title></title> with any number and combination
` of letters in the middle.
$findThis_t:="<TITLE>.*</TITLE>"
` Replace with a fixed string in this case.
` Regex patterns can be used for substitution, as well.
` Use the UserName variable already populated in the system.
` The final title reads like this:
` <title>Welcome Tom Jones</title>
$replaceWith_t:=""
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"<title>Welcome "
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+UserName
$replaceWith_t:=$replaceWith_t+"</title>"
$errorCode_l:=QF_RESubstitute ($findThis_t;$replaceWith_t;htmlBLOB_x;qf_RECaseless)
` Copy the results into $0 to pass to the browser.
COPY BLOB(htmlBLOB_x;$0;0;0;BLOB size(htmlBLOB_x))
SET BLOB SIZE(htmlBLOB_x;0) ` We don't need this BLOB any longer.

If you are learning regular expressions, get a copy of Mastering Regular Expressions, edited by Jeffrey E. Friedl and
Andy Oram.
For more information about regex in 4D, including sample code, visit http://www.mitchenall.com/regex_in_4d/.

More Regex Ideas
The heart of the routine shown above is this simple pattern:
<TITLE>*.</TITLE>

This pattern matches any string starting with <TITLE> and ending with </TITLE>,
regardless of what comes in between. More complicated regex patterns can perform
common Web and HTML editing tasks like these:
❖ Find all six-character color codes.
❖ Find all <font> tags and remove them.
❖ Extract the <meta> tags from a remote Web server for cataloging.
❖ Extract every link from a page.
❖ Extract the <body></body> section of a page downloaded with the

4D Internet Commands or ITK or read through the local file system.
❖ Verify that an email address is properly formatted.
❖ Convert numbers into phone numbers, currency, and other standard formats.
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Introduction
If you are working with an existing database, many of the custom methods probably
already accept multiple parameters of different data types. It makes sense to reuse existing
code to avoid redundant code and needless extra work. Unfortunately, the following 4D
HTML keywords can only pass one text parameter:
✓ 4DACTION
✓ 4DCGI
✓ 4DMETHOD
✓ 4DSCRIPT
This chapter compares different techniques for reusing existing methods with the 4D
HTML keywords.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for details on how
to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web.

Possible Solutions
There are several native ways to reuse existing methods which don’t have a parameter list
that works with many of 4D’s Web tags:
❖ Write a redundant routine

Implement the original routine’s functionality in a new method. This approach
should be avoided at all costs. Redundant code requires extra maintenance and is
almost guaranteed to lead to inconsistencies in the systems features, behaviors, and
bugs.
❖ Change the existing routine’s parameter list

Convert the routine to use one text parameter within the database. Rewrite all
existing calls to the method in the database to work correctly with the modified
parameter list. This approach is time-consuming, sometimes impractical, and is
likely to break existing code.
❖ Use 4DVAR instead of 4DSCRIPT

4DVAR can call existing methods without modification as long as the parameter list
doesn’t include an unsupported type like pointer. Unfortunately, this feature
behaves inconsistently in interpreted and compiled databases. See “Passing
Parameters to Custom Methods”, starting on page 170 of the 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR chapter, for more details.
❖ Write a wrapper routine

Write a simple routine that receives the Web request and passes the call to the
existing routine. The wrapper routine handles translating parameters as needed.
This approach avoids redundancy without breaking old code. This is the native 4D
solution I recommend. 4DCGI-based systems use this approach almost by default
as On Web Connection calls different code depending on the incoming request.
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Active4D
If the system uses Active4D, there is usually no need to write wrapper routines. Existing
methods can be called without modification from Active4D scripts as long as the parameter
list doesn’t include unsupported data types. See the Active4D chapter, which starts on
page 43, for more information about Active4D.
ITK
If the system embeds a Web server directly with ITK, there is no need to write wrapper
routines. Existing methods can be called without modification or any extra work since ITK
code is executed in regular 4D methods and processes. See “A Web Server Built with ITK”,
starting on page 28 of the 4D Web Tools chapter, for more information.

Writing Wrapper Routines
Example
In a native 4D Web system, wrapper routines are the most straightforward and reliable
method for reusing existing code. This example shows how to write a wrapper for an
imaginary routine that calculates a due date based on another date and the number of days
to loan an item out:
` CalculateDueDate
`
` Calculates the date an item is due.
` The starting loan date defaults to today.
` A different start date may be passed in $2.
C_DATE($0;$dueDate_d)
C_LONGINT($1;$daysToLoanItem_l)
C_DATE($2;$startDate_d)
$daysToLoanItem_l:=$1 ` How long is the item checked out for?
If (Count parameters>1)
$startDate_d:=$2 ` Extend the loan from this date.
Else
$startDate_d:=Current date ` Start the loan today.
End if
` Calculate the due date.
$dueDate_d:=$startDate_d+$daysToLoanItem_l
$0:=$dueDate_d

The wrapper routine show below enables Web authors to reuse some of the logic in the
CalculateDueDate method:
` WebCalculateDueDate
` Translation (wrapper) routine that enables Web pages
` to use the existing CalculateDueDate routine.
C_TEXT($0) ` New due date as a string to insert in semi-dynamic page.
C_TEXT($1) ` Days to add as a string from the semi-dynamic page.
C_LONGINT($daysToAdd_l) ` Days to add as a number to pass to CalculateDueDate.
C_DATE($dueDate_d) ` Result of call to CalculateDueDate as a date.
$daysToAdd_l:=Num($1)
$dueDate_d:=CalculateDueDate ($daysToAdd_l)
$0:=String($dueDate_d)
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Schematically, here is how this solution looks:
CalculateDueDate

WebCalculateDueDate

Advantages of Wrapper Routines
Wrapper routines provide several advantages:
❖ Existing code can be reused without modification.
❖ Incoming parameters can be validated, converted, and adjusted as needed.
❖ Web authors can be given a customized view of the methods in the database.

Typically, only a fraction of the routines in a system should be callable from the
Web. The internal groupings and names of the routine may be confusing to a Web
author. Instead of using the original method names, new wrapper routines can
supply names designed to make sense to Web authors.
❖ Existing routines may be renamed without breaking Web pages. Without wrapper

routines, once a method name is embedded in an HTML document, changing the
method name breaks the page. 4D Insider and 4D’s other tools have no way of
knowing that the old method name is in use outside the database. If the wrapper
routine names are left unchanged, the original routine names may be renamed
within the database without breaking any Web pages.
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Introduction
The SEND HTML FILE command is the simplest way to send a document to a browser from
a 4D method. However, when the system needs to append or modify the document’s contents before sending the response, the document needs to be copied into 4D first. The
DOCUMENT TO BLOB command is the obvious choice for this task. Unfortunately, this command locks the document as it is being loaded. Therefore, while one process is loading
the document, no other process can load the document. The chance of two users asking
for the same document at nearly the same time ranges from unlikely to almost certain,
depending on the system. This chapter explains how to write a replacement for DOCUMENT
TO BLOB that enables multiple processes to read the same document simultaneously.
See “Deinitialization Strategy”, starting on page 373 of the Web Process Initialization and Deinitialization
chapter, for an example of when it is necessary to modify documents before returning them to the Web browser.

Open Document’s Read-Only Mode
The Open document command can read the contents of a document in read-only mode.
This often-overlooked feature was introduced in 4D 6.5. Unlike with DOCUMENT TO BLOB,
opening a document in read only mode does not prevent other processes from reading the
document at the same time. Of course, only one process can ever write to a document at
any one time. Here is the code to replace DOCUMENT TO BLOB:
C_TEXT($1;$pathToDocument_t)
C_POINTER($2;$blob_pointer)
C_TIME($docref)
C_TEXT($chunkOfTheDocumentsContents_t)
$pathToDocument_t:=$1
$blob_pointer:=$2
` Open the document in read-only mode. This step leaves the document
` unlocked for other processes to read at the same time.
$docref:=†00:00:00†
$docref:=Open document($pathToDocument_t;Read Mode)
Error:=0
OK:=1
$chunkOfTheDocumentsContents_t:=""
SET BLOB SIZE($blob_pointer->;0)
` Read the document's contents in 32,000 character chunks.
` Assemble the results in the destination BLOB.
Repeat ` Until (OK=0)
RECEIVE PACKET($docref;$chunkOfTheDocumentsContents_t;32000)
If (OK=1)
TEXT TO BLOB($chunkOfTheDocumentsContents_t;$blob_pointer->;Text without length;*) ` Append text.
End if
Until (OK=0)
CLOSE DOCUMENT($docref)

The FileDocumentToBlob method in the Web Core demonstration includes this functionality with additional error
checking.
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Introduction
Well designed Web sites maintain a consistent look and feel that reminds users where they
are. Many—or all—pages share common buttons, links, graphics and text. If the HTML for
common elements is placed directly in each page, updating the site becomes a time consuming and potentially error-filled chore. Sites are easier to build, maintain, and validate if
items are stored centrally and included by reference. There are several strategies for reusing common HTML in 4D based Web systems. You can:
✓ Manage the shared text through HTML editor templates, components, or libraries.
✓ Insert documents dynamically with the 4DINCLUDE semi-dynamic tag.
✓ Insert or export common text from 4D itself.
This chapter describes and compares the different approaches to reusing HTML.
See the Integrating 4D with Dreamweaver and GoLive chapter, which starts on page 287, for more information
on combining 4D with these HTML editors.

Alternatives for Inserting Text
Commercial Editors
The obvious appeal of commercial HTML editors—particularly graphical editors—is that
they reduce the HTML hand coding involved in producing a site. In practice, this is a minor
benefit compared with the gains achieved from using a good template and file include system. HTML editors and site management tools all support reusing common page elements
but don’t always support exactly the same behavior or use exactly the same terminology.
For example, GoLive uses templates, snippets, and components; Dreamweaver uses templates, libraries and SSI include; and BBEdit supports templates, includes, and persistent
includes. Here, for example, is a BBEdit persistent include:
<!-- #bbinclude "copyright.text" -->
<!-- end bbinclude -->

This command automatically inserts the document copyright.text in the current document. When the contents of the copyright.text document change, the modification
can automatically flow through to each page that includes it. Visual editors simplify this
process by previewing the contents of the included file as though it had been copied
directly into the document. It is well worth taking the time to master an HTML editor’s document and text reuse features.
Traditional Web Servers
Traditional Web servers, including WebSTAR, IIS, and Apache, support a feature called
Server Side Include (SSI). SSI tags can insert documents, environmental variables, and the
results of some CGI calls. Here, for example, is how to insert a document using Apache:
<!--#include file="copyright.text"-->
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SSI behaves like 4D’s semi-dynamic page system. Before a page is served, it is scanned for
embedded tags. These tags are resolved by the Web server and results are inserted into the
page. When the page reaches the browser, it doesn’t include any special instructions or
tags. It is pure HTML. 4D’s 4DINCLUDE is similar to the <!--#include file--> tag
supported by Apache and other Web servers.
4DINCLUDE
4DINCLUDE inserts documents on the fly, and is an excellent way to reuse documents,
and fragments of documents, stored on the 4D Web server machine. 4DINCLUDE documents may include semi-dynamic tags with the exception of additional calls to
4DINCLUDE. See the 4DINCLUDE chapter, which starts on page 187, for complete details
on this tag.
4DSCRIPT and 4DVAR
4DSCRIPT and 4DVAR offer another way to insert common text into semi-dynamic pages.
There are several advantages to using these tags instead of 4DINCLUDE:
❖ 4DINCLUDE documents cannot nest calls to additional 4DINCLUDE documents.

This limitation can be avoided with 4DSCRIPT, as explained in “Replacing
4DINCLUDE”, starting on page 189 of the 4DINCLUDE chapter.
❖ The application can manage a custom caching system to improve performance.
❖ The HTML can be stored anywhere, including documents, records, variables, arrays,

or even remote Web servers.
See “Acting as a Web Client”, starting on page 418 of the Using 4D as an Internet Client chapter, for more
information on using HTML from remote Web servers.

Deciding How to Reuse HTML
Introduction
The previous section outlined different ways of inserting shared text. All of these techniques avoid redundant text and minimize site maintenance costs. Which approach is best?
In practice, a single system may use all of these techniques in different situations. We’ll
examine some examples that highlight effective uses of an HTML editor’s include feature
and 4DINCLUDE.
Using an Editor for Static Content and 4D for Dynamic Content
While most sites include a combination of static and dynamic pages, even a dynamic page
usually includes static and repetitive components, like copyright notices and standard
links. This simple example page combines a static title, a dynamic 4D callback, and an
HTML editor library item. Below is an illustration of how the page appears in a browser
and in Dreamweaver:
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The page in Internet Explorer.

The page in Dreamweaver.

This diagram illustrates where each section of the page is drawn from:

Static HTML in Dreamweaver
Dynamic 4D Callback
Included library item in Dreamweaver

With this approach, the editor is used to compose, manage, and combine static elements,
and 4D is used to insert dynamic content. In this example, 4D doesn’t store or manage any
static content.
Using 4D for Dynamic Includes
Sometimes it is impossible to predict which of several documents should be inserted
within a page. For example, imagine a Web-based database system that helps several
departments work with customers. The Sales, Technical Support, Accounting, and Shipping departments look at customers through different Web pages. In each case, the page
should display the same information about the customer’s credit status. Instead of reproducing this text in each department’s page, the common text is moved into two shared
documents: is_on_hold.text and not_on_hold_text. Each page inserts the correct
document on the fly with a few lines of semi-dynamic code:
<!--4dif ([Customer]Is_On_Credit_Hold)-->
<!--4dinclude is_on_hold.text-->
<!--4delse-->
<!--4dinclude not_on_hold.text-->
<!--4dendif-->

While it is still easier to edit the pages and text documents using an HTML editor, 4D is the
right tool to combine the pages and shared text documents dynamically.
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Storing HTML in 4D
Introduction
Many 4D developers naturally think of storing HTML in 4D for reuse. After all, 4D is a relational database, a natural tool for managing and storing shared data. The disadvantage of
storing HTML in 4D is in the difficulty of editing pages and sites. It takes a relatively
sophisticated custom 4D database to match the site management features of today’s best
site management tools. There are several benefits to storing HTML in 4D that are worth
considering all the same:
❖ The same data, text, or HTML can be shared with any copy of 4D Client.
❖ The same data, text, or HTML can be reused for other purposes, or shared by

several sites.
❖ Since it is a custom program, the system has complete control over how the text is

stored, edited, and viewed.
❖ If the overall site structure is also defined in 4D records, 4D can act as a site

management tool. Sites consisting of hundreds or thousands of interconnected
pages can be generated or served perfectly.
This section offers some suggestions on how to approach storing HTML in 4D for reuse.
Do not Store HTML in 4D Methods
Many 4D databases embed HTML directly in 4D code. This approach is almost always a
painful mistake. The following code fragment builds a link included at the bottom of many
pages:
$html_t:="<p>"
$html_t:=$html_t+"<table border=0>"
$html_t:=$html_t+"<tr><td bgcolor="+Char(Double quote )+"#ffffe0"+Char(Double quote )+">"
$html_t:=$html_t+"<a href="+Char(Double quote )+"/index.shtm"+Char(Double quote )+">Home</a>"
$html_t:=$html_t+"</td></tr></table>"

Below is the HTML produced by the 4D code above:
<p>
<table border=0>
<tr><td bgcolor="#ffffe0">
<a href="/index.shtm">Home</a>
</td></tr></table>

The 4D Method Editor is a terrible place to build and store HTML. As this short example
should illustrate, it is awkward to type HTML in the Method Editor because HTML and 4D
rely on quotation marks for different purposes. There are several other reasons to avoid
placing HTML directly in methods:
❖ It is impossible to update the HTML without opening the design environment. If the

system is compiled, the entire program needs to be recompiled and restarted to
modify the HTML. For example, if the site needs to be changed to support CSS or
XHTML, the method shown above must be rewritten.
❖ HTML buried in code is difficult to localize.
❖ Only 4D programmers are able to modify the HTML.
❖ There is no easy way to take advantage of the benefits of visual editors, like simple

editing, spell checking, and automatic validation.
While it is tempting to build HTML directly in 4D methods, this is a path that leads to tears. Use a good HTML editor
instead of embedding HTML in 4D methods.
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Exception: HTML Generators
There is a difference between storing HTML content and embedding HTML language elements in 4D code. It can makes sense to embed HTML directly within 4D methods that
build formal HTML objects, like links, as in this small example:
$location_t:=$1
$label_t:=$2
$url_t:=""
$url_t:=$url_t+"<a href="
$url_t:=$url_t+Char(Double quote )
$url_t:=$url_t+$location_t
$url_t:=$url_t+Char(Double quote )
$url_t:=$url_t+">"
$url_t:=$url_t+$label_t
$url_t:=$url_t+"</a>"

The embedded HTML creates a legal HTML link. The contents of the link must be supplied
from outside the routine:
` Here the link data is embedded in code. Not so good.
BuildLink("http://www.4D.com/";"4D Home Page")
` Here the link data is drawn from a record. Better!
BuildLink([Links]Location;[Links]Label)

The fictitious BuildLink method is an HTML generator, and it embeds specific rules of the
HTML language. The only time you need to update this code is when the HTML language
changes.
The code shown above is only one approach to an HTML generator method. Another approach is to store a basic
template for a URL in a resource or record which the method reads and modifies internally.

Storing Common HTML in Records
One of the fundamental purposes of a relational database is to eliminate or reduce data
redundancy. Therefore, with this in mind, records are an obvious location to store shared
HTML. Records can store HTML pages, pages templates, JavaScripts, links, and HTML fragments for reuse in static pages generated by 4D or semi-dynamic pages served by 4D.
Use 4D as a Site Generator
This chapter and the bulk of this book discuss using 4D as a Web server. If a customer
doesn’t already have a permanent network connection to the Internet, adding one to run
a 4D Web system may be too inconvenient or too expensive. In this case, 4D can still be
used to generate static pages that are periodically copied to a Web server on the Internet.
There are several advantages to this strategy:
❖ An inexpensive hosting service can serve static pages on faster machines with better

network connections than most companies can otherwise afford.
❖ A 4D database can be programmed to build hundreds of pages in a few minutes.
❖ Links between pages can be 100% accurate all the time because they are built

through code. Once the code is properly debugged, the internal links on a site are
always correct.
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Introduction
The Web was not designed with database applications in mind. Instead, it was designed
with the assumption that users would follow links to servers all over the world, not spend
a lot of time interacting with a single server. This assumption creates several inconveniences for developers needing to move database applications to the Web. Imagine a
typical database task:
The user performs a search.
The program shows the user the list of records matching the search.
The user selects a record to look at in detail.
The program shows the user the requested record.
The user edits the record and asks the program to save it.
The program saves the user’s changes.
This chain of events is easy to implement in 4D because the program remembers who the
users are and which records they are working with. Users, current selections, locked
records, and variable values are all examples of state information. With a traditional Web
server—or a traditional database integrated with a Web server—no information is retained
between actions. For example, once the results of a search are sent to the browser, they
are not saved anywhere on the server. When a user requests a specific record, the process
of finding and loading the data starts over.
Since Web servers don’t save the state information that database developers take for
granted, building a state-management system is one of the first tasks a Web-database
developer faces. This chapter looks at state-management and describes various strategies
for implementing it in non-contextual mode.
Contextual mode is 4D’s attempt to automate state-management. See “Problems with Contextual Mode”, starting
on page 197 of the Contextual Mode Overview chapter, for more information about the limits of this system.

Elements of State-Management
Introduction
A state-management system design addresses four questions:
❖ In what state data should be stored?
❖ Where should the data be stored?
❖ How should the browser and server coordinate state data?
❖ When should the state data expire?

After discussing each of these questions, this chapter looks at different ways to answer
each one.
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State Data
Retaining data is the whole purpose of a state-management system. The other elements of
the system exist to manage and protect the data. Because 4D is a database environment, it
is easy to store state data. This feature provides 4D developers with a huge advantage over
developers limited to traditional Web tools. The following are examples of typical state
data:
✓ User names, passwords, and access rights.
✓ Recent search conditions.
✓ Sets and named selections.
✓ Log information about how users navigate through the site.
✓ User preferences, like language, date format, and font sizes.
✓ User information, like email address and time zone.
The necessary data depends on the system and the specific features being implemented.
Storing the Data
State data can be stored in cookies on the browser machine, in the Web pages themselves
in hidden fields and smart URLs, or in the database on the server machine. These
approaches can be combined.
Coordinating State Data
The Web-database system and the Web browser need to coordinate access to the stored
state data, using a name which can be built and shared in many ways. The only requirement is that a browser and server use the same name to identify the same collection of
state information. A system should not, for example, show to one user a different user’s
shopping cart on an ecommerce site. To avoid this problem, sites often use URLs that
embed state data and a state identifier, as in this example:
http://shop.barnesandnoble.com/Shop/cart.asp?userid=48SBFU8VOB&mscssid=LBQBAELFURSH2PQM00JP42CB5R889C2E&srefer=&xt=Y&direct_to_summary=false

4D’s contextual Web server uses context and subcontext IDs as a name to coordinate
behavior between the browser and 4D:
http://www.example.com/%23%231596484872.2/4Ddisprec/0

State Data Expiration
By default Web servers don’t retain information about past requests. The Web server
receives the request, responds to it, and then forgets about it. The request information has
zero persistence beyond the fulfillment of the request. The purpose of building a statemanagement system into a Web-database application is to make the data persistent. The
state system maintains information about users’ requests to tie various actions together into
one session. Examples of this feature include shopping cart systems that remember a user’s
account information and purchases, or a search system that lets the user ask for different
pages of search results without entering the search conditions again. When you design a
state-management system, you must decide what will persist and for how long.
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Storing State Data
Introduction
The most interesting Web applications keep track of what the user does over time. The
user can add items to a shopping basket, review an order, or go back to an earlier search.
Since this information is not stored by traditional Web servers, it has to be stored somewhere else. State information can be stored on the client’s machine in cookies or hidden
fields, or on the server machine in the database.
Storing State Information in Cookies
Cookies are similar to records or variables. A cookie has a name and a value. Here are two
examples:
CookieName=CookieValue
AV_USERKEY=SAV0000003896785FD834FB0AKTZYXHM

A Web server can send cookies to the browser machine. JavaScript code can read and
write cookies directly on the client machine. Cookies can store state information like a
user’s account number or the items in a shopping basket. In a pure cookie-based statemanagement system, the state information is all maintained on the client machine. The
state data is sent to the Web server with each request, reprocessed, and returned to the
browser with the response.

Server
Name

Name

Browser
Name
State
Data

Storing the state information on the client machine in cookies.

Cookies are a natural approach to storing information for developers who don’t have
access to a database application on the server machine. 4D Web applications always have
access to a database on the server machine because the server is a database. Put another
way, cookies solve a problem 4D developers don’t have: where to store data without control of the server. When the data can be stored on the server, a pure cookie-based solution
is not that appealing because of these disadvantages:
❖ Users can disable or reject cookies in their browser.
❖ Some browsers don’t support cookies.
❖ Netscape’s original cookie definition was not introduced as a standard.

Subsequently, a modified cookie standard has been introduced. There are now at
least two different kinds of cookies in use on the Web. The new cookie specification
is better than Netscape’s original proposal, but having two formats at work is likely
to increase compatibility problems.
The 4D Web Companion
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❖ The same cookie may or may not work with different browsers. “Different

browsers” means any two browsers that differ in any way: developer, platform, and
version. Identically named and numbered browsers on different platforms, for
example, sometimes handle cookies quite differently.
❖ Cookies are associated with a specific browser on a specific machine, not with a

user. This behavior is a security risk if the machine is unprotected and an
inconvenience if the user doesn’t always use the same machine.
See “Cookies”, starting on page 383 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for more information about the mechanics
of working with cookies.
The WebRequestGetCookie, WebResponseBuildCookieNetscape, and WebResponseBuildCookieRFCBased methods, in the Web
Core database, read and write cookies.

Storing State Information in Hidden Fields
HTML forms include a kind of field called “hidden”. Hidden field data is sent to the
browser but not displayed. If users view the source of the page, they can see the hidden
field listed in the HTML, as in the example below:
<input
type="hidden"
name="AV_USERKEY"
value="SAV0000003896785FD834FB0AKTZYXHM">

Hidden fields offer many advantages:
❖ They work in any browser that supports forms.
❖ They simplify debugging the system because state values can be read from the

HTML source code.
❖ They place no burden on the server to store the data over time.

The disadvantage of hidden fields is that they only work with forms, not links. (This limitation can be overcome with custom JavaScript.) It is difficult to construct a Web system
without links.
Storing State Information in Smart URLs
State data can also be embedded directly in the Web page with dynamically generated
URLs, a technique sometimes called “smart URLs.” This strategy avoids the problems of
cookies and works with links as well as forms. We look at this technique in more detail in
“Smart URLs”, starting on page 411 of this chapter. This is probably the best approach to
coordinating the state data between the browser and the server.
Storing State Information in a Database
State information can be stored in a database on the server machine. For example, search
results can be stored in a set, in case users want to view different sections of the search
results on different pages.
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State
Data
Name

Server
Name

Name

Browser
Storing the state information on the server machine.

The state information can be stored anywhere 4D has access to:
❖ Variables
❖ Arrays
❖ Records
❖ Lists
❖ BLOBs
❖ Documents
❖ Remote ODBC data sources
❖ Remote 4D Server databases reached through 4D Open
Different locations can, of course, be combined in a single system. Storing information on
the server gives the Web application complete control and can reduce the volume of information sent back and forth over the network. The disadvantage of storing state information
on the server is that server resources, like RAM and hard disk space, are used up.
ObjectTools
The ObjectTools plug-in provides an easy and flexible approach to storing state data on
the server. ObjectTools is available from Aparajita Fishman:
http://www.aparajitaworld.com/

ObjectTools lets a 4D application store virtually anything inside an object, including pointers, pictures, BLOBs, arrays, strings, dates, and all of 4D’s other data types. The advantages
of using ObjectTools to store state-management data are:
❖ Data is read and written by names stored as strings. Since the Web is based on

strings, the ObjectTools approach is a natural fit.
❖ ObjectTools is easier to work with than 4D BLOBs. There is no need to calculate

offsets or remember the order in which items were added to the ObjectTools object.
❖ ObjectTools objects can be stored in records to pass between workstations.
❖ Generic handlers can work with all sorts of objects although each object may

contain completely different state data.
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The example code fragment below creates an ObjectTools object and then adds a date and
a string to the object:
` Create object to store state information.
C_LONGINT($object_l)
$object_l:=OT New
` Store the current date.
OT PutDate ($object_l;"Last updated data";Current date(*))
OT PutString ($object_l;"Search conditions";$userSearchConditions_s)

This code fragment reads the string and the date from the ObjectTools object:
$lastUpdated_d:=OT GetDate ($object_l;"Last updated data")
$searchCondtions_s:=OT GetString ($object_l;"Search conditions";$userSearchConditions_s)

Working with arrays, BLOBs, pictures, and 4D’s other data types is no harder. The key to
making ObjectTools work in a Web-database application is passing the ObjectTools reference—effectively the object’s name—back and forth between 4D and the browser.
The next section discusses strategies for managing the exchange of names.
ObjectTools references are longints. These need to be converted to strings when sent to the browser and converted
back to longints when received from the browser.

Coordinating State Data
Introduction
Storing state information in cookies or database data on the server machine doesn’t change
the nature of the Web. The Web is still stateless. A Web system may track many users and
sessions at once. It doesn’t do much good to store the state information if it can’t be associated with the correct user later. There needs to be a reliable way for the browser and the
Web system to know which state collection information to use with each request. Three
common strategies for addressing this requirement are discussed below:
❖ Cookies
❖ Hidden fields
❖ Smart URLs

Cookies
Cookies can invisibly pass a session or user ID between the server and the browser. In an
ObjectTools based system, for example, a cookie might contain a reference to state data
stored in an ObjectTools object:
StateTrackingObjectID=65684640

A cookie with the current session object ID reference can be included with each page or
document from 4D. A cookie-enabled browser sends the cookie value back to 4D with
each new request. As discussed in “Storing State Information in Cookies” above, starting
on page 407 of this chapter, cookies are not always supported, enabled, or implemented
correctly in many browsers.
See “Storing State Information in Cookies”, starting on page 407 of this chapter, for comments on the disadvantages
of cookies.
The WebRequestGetCookie, WebResponseBuildCookieNetscape, and WebResponseBuildCookieRFCBased methods, in the Web
Core database, read and write cookies.
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Hidden Fields
Another way to pass the state data name or reference between the server machine and the
browser is with a hidden field:
<input
type="hidden"
name="StateTrackingObjectID"
value="65684640">

This approach has the same advantages and disadvantages as when hidden fields are used
to store the state data: this strategy works on a wide variety of browsers, but only when
the user submits a form.
Smart URLs
Ecommerce and other dynamic Web sites often use URLs that include code numbers and
other information:
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/subst/home/home.html/002-3116371-0877045

There are two common strategies for embedding a state data name in a URL: embedding
a list of arguments and embedding a reference to stored data. This first example stores a
list of arguments:
http://www.google.com/search?q=4d+companion&hl=en&lr=lang_en&safe=off&start=10&sa=N

This approach is convenient when there are a number of arguments—like search strings
and preferences—to include. If the state data is simple enough, it can be stored completely
in the URL itself. When the data is stored separately on the server, the smart URL can store
a reference:
http://www.example.com/Products?StateTrackingObjectID=65684640

Smart URLs work with all browsers, are easy to build with 4D’s semi-dynamic tags, and
support all site designs and navigation styles. The limit of this technique is that some
browsers may not support URLs past a certain length, like 600 or 1,024 characters.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for details on how
to prepare and parse strings like those discussed here.

State Data Expiration
Introduction
The purpose of a Web state-management system is to make state information persist
instead of disappearing after each Web request is satisfied. There are several questions
about persistence that need to be answered:
❖ How long does the information need to persist?
❖ Is the information going to be shared by multiple processes?
❖ Is the information going to be shared by multiple machines?
❖ How are requests for expired information recognized?
❖ How are requests for expired information handled?
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Length of Time
How long does the state information need to persist? In a 4D process, the variables, named
selections, sets, and other process objects persist as long as the process is running. Once
the process finishes, the objects are lost. When data is stored in a 4D record, it persists
indefinitely. It is likely that different pieces of state data may need to persist for different
lengths of time. For example, if the system works with customers, it is likely to store the
customers’ names and addresses permanently but may only want to store their recent
search history temporarily. Data can be stored in different locations, depending on how
long the information needs to persist. Permanent data must be stored in records or documents; temporary data may be stored in variables and arrays.
Multiple Processes
Is the Web system going to handle each request from a specific session in a specific 4D
process, or will there be multiple processes handling requests in whatever order they are
received? The 4D contextual Web server dedicates a specific process to each Web session,
so it can store state information in 4D process objects, like the current selection, variables,
and arrays. Most Web servers maintain a pool of Web-handling processes that handle
requests as they arrive. During a Web session, a browser may end up working with ten different processes on the server machine.
Dedicated processes and generic process solutions are designed and implemented differently. Generic process solutions are ultimately more flexible but require the state data to
be stored in a location that different processes can reach over time, such as records, interprocess named selections, interprocess sets, interprocess variables, and interprocess
arrays. Some or all of this data may be stored temporarily in process or local data while a
request is handled, but the state data needs to be kept in an interprocess location between
requests.
Multiple Machines
Is the Web-handling system running on one machine or on multiple machines? The builtin 4D Web server runs on one machine. There can be multiple machines involved if the
system is based on:
❖ A Web server written with ITK that runs on 4D Client.
❖ A future version of 4D that runs the native Web services on 4D Client.
❖ An external Web server, like WebSTAR or IIS.
❖ Multiple copies of 4D or 4D Client communicating with 4D Server through

4D Open.
If the system uses multiple machines, it can either be configured to route requests to the
machine that handled the session’s original request or to handle the requests on any
machine. To route the requests to the machine that handled the original request, the easiest technique is to embed the machine name into a smart URL:
http://www3.example.com/Products?65684640

To handle requests on any available machine, the state information must be stored in a
location that the machines can reach. Database records are the obvious location. With
ObjectTools, it is easy to store a complete collection of state information in a BLOB field
that can be transferred among machines.
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Expired Data
How should expired data be recognized and handled? What should happen if the user
bookmarks a page that requires state information that no longer exists? For example, what
if the user bookmarks an old search results page? The system should always verify that
state data references are current. If the state data no longer exists:
❖ If possible, rebuild the state or as much of the state as possible. For example, if part

of the state was an initial search, the search parameters can be stored in the
bookmarked URL. Even if other state data has been discarded, the search can be
executed again.
❖ Send the closest matching page possible. For example, if the saved state information

contained search results, send a new search page.
❖ Send an error page.
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Introduction
People use Web browsers, email, FTP, and other programs to read news, book travel,
check stock quotes, find prices, exchange files, track shipments, and hundreds of other
tasks. Anything users can do through a browser or other program, 4D applications can do
through code. Nearly every 4D database can benefit from exchanging information with
other servers over the Internet. Common applications of custom Internet client code
include:
✓ Tracking urgent packet delivery.
✓ Sending instant messages or pages.
✓ Downloading and extracting recent news articles.
✓ Retrieving data from other 4D systems.
✓ Reading and responding to email automatically.
✓ Sending reports, reminders, and urgent notices over email.
This chapter provides the conceptual information needed to build Internet client capabilities using the 4D Internet Commands or ITK plug-ins. The Integrating 4D with Other
Systems through HTTP chapter, which starts on page 79, discusses how to build an API into
4D databases that is open to all HTTP clients, including custom clients written in 4D.

4D Internet Commands and ITK
Overview
There are two different 4D plug-ins available for building custom Internet client code,
4D Internet Commands and ITK. These plug-ins can also be used to build custom server
code, like a Web server. Overall, ITK is a more powerful and flexible tool, and
4D Internet Commands is more convenient for writing email and FTP manipulation code.
ITK is necessary in these situations:
❖ The code runs on the 4D Server machine

4D Internet Commands executes synchronously, stopping 4D from giving time to
any other process. ITK executes asynchronously, allowing other processes to
continue working.
❖ SSL is required

Currently, only ITK 2.5 supports writing client code with SSL. (The native 4D Web
server supports serving in SSL mode, but it doesn’t protect requests made to other
servers from 4D.) ITK also includes support for a variety of encryption schemes.
❖ UDP is required

UDP is an alternative to TCP used by some protocols, like DNS. UDP can be faster
because it doesn’t build a connection, sends smaller messages, and spends no time
waiting for packets to arrive or be acknowledged.
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Feature Comparison
The table below compares many of the key features of 4D Internet Commands and ITK.
4D Internet Commands and ITK compared

Feature

4D Internet Commands

ITK

Licensing

Included with developer editions of 4D and
4D Server.

Development and deployment licensing.

Execution

Synchronous.

Asynchronous.

TCP/IP

Basic low-level commands.

Basic and advanced low-level commands.

UDP

Not supported.

Full support.

FTP Client

Supported with high-level commands.

Must be written with low-level commands.

SMTP Client

Supported with high-level commands.

Must be written with low-level commands.

POP3 Client

Supported with high-level commands.

Must be written with low-level commands.

IMAP Client

Must be written with low-level commands.

Must be written with low-level commands.

Web Client

Must be written with low-level commands.

Must be written with low-level commands.

SSL

Not supported.

Supported in ITK 2.5 and later.

Encryption

Not supported.

Several methods are supported with specific
commands.

Conversions

Minimal.

Extensive conversion routines for text, files,
and dates.

Hiding Calls to Plug-Ins
4D Internet Commands and ITK each support the low-level TCP/IP necessary to program
client applications in 4D. While they differ in many respects, higher-level protocols can be
built on top of either plug-in. Deep Sky Technologies produces a series of 4D components
that, once installed, support various high-level TCP/IP protocols, including HTTP, FTP,
SMTP, IMAP, and POP3. This diagram shows how the components, plug-ins, and custom
code are organized:
Custom Code
High-Level Protocol
TCP Deux
TCP Plug-In
4DIC

ITK 2.0

ITK 2.5

BASh
4D

With the necessary components, a database can integrate FTP, email and other protocols
with either plug-in package. The components hide the underlying details of interaction
with the plug-ins, so the plug-in package can be replaced at any time. For more information, visit www.deepskytech.com.
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TCP/IP and Higher Level Protocols
The usual way to diagram the relationship between TCP/IP and other protocols and programs is as multiple layers that pass messages. Here, for example, is the relationship
between a Web browser or server, HTTP, and TCP/IP:
Application
HTTP
TCP/IP

These layers are important conceptually and practically. The programmers who build the
TCP/IP layer need no knowledge of higher-level protocols. The same TCP/IP layer code
can be used for any higher-level protocol, including FTP, SMTP, POP3, Telnet, 4D Client,
or another custom protocol. Programmers working with higher level protocols, like HTTP,
often need little or no detailed knowledge of the underlying TCP/IP layer. Writing custom
Web client code, however, is easier with a slightly deeper understanding of the relationship between TCP/IP and HTTP. Instead of thinking of layers, think of TCP/IP as a pipe
between two programs for the exchange of messages and data:
Web Server

TCP/IP Stream
HTTP

HTTP

Web Browser

In this case, the messages are HTTP requests and responses, and the data are Web pages,
images, and other documents. The TCP/IP connection between the two programs is called
a TCP/IP stream. Streams have a variety of properties, including:
ID
State
Server address
Server port
Client address
Client port

4D’s built-in Web server hides most of these properties for incoming Web connections.
When programmers build custom Internet client code, all of these properties are dealt with
directly. Stream management is at the heart of programming custom Internet client code.
Here are the steps involved in exchanging data with a remote Internet server in pseudocode:
Open TCP stream
If (The stream is okay)
Send request
Repeat
Receive response
Check the state of the stream
Until(The connection is established) or (There is an error) or (The exchanged is finished)
Close the stream
End if
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Telephones: A Helpful Analogy
Some 4D developers find TCP/IP streams confusing or intimidating at first, unnecessarily
so. Managing TCP/IP streams is conceptually no more difficult than using a telephone.
This is more than an analogy; telephones are devices communicating through a network,
just as computers communicate on the Internet. Consider this comparison of the two
processes:
Phone Call

TCP/IP Connection

Pick up phone and dial number and extension.

Open connection using a server address and application port number.

Wait for someone to answer.

Wait for acknowledgment.

Once someone answers, say hello.

Once server responds, send message.

Wait for reply.

Wait for reply.

Continue talking until conversation is completed or is
interrupted. (The other person hangs up, you drive
through a tunnel and lose the call, someone cuts the
phone lines to the building while repairing the cable
line.)

Continue exchange data until transaction is complete
or there is some kind of problem. (The server drops
the connection, there is a network error, someone cuts
the network lines to the building while repairing the
phone lines.)

Hang up.

Close the stream.

The telephone analogy applies to the relationship between TCP/IP and higher level protocols, as well. A telephone system built by English speaking technicians can carry
conversations in Italian. The underlying system and the contents of messages passing
through the system are unrelated. The system works correctly as long as the two people
(or computers) communicating speak the same language. Most of the work involved in
writing custom client code is spent building requests and parsing responses. We’ll look at
this process in more detail using custom Web client code as an example.

Acting as a Web Client
Introduction
HTTP request and response messages are mostly in plain text, so they are easy to read and
write. The HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319, and the Parsing
Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, include detailed discussions of the contents of
HTTP messages, so this section only offers a summary of how HTTP requests and
responses work.
Learning How to Build HTTP Requests
The easiest way to learn how to build HTTP requests is to watch how regular Web browsers do it. Use the tools described in the Debugging HTTP chapter, which starts on
page 347, to capture and analyze working HTTP requests. These should serve as a basis
for creating working 4D code. See the HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on
page 319, and the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, for more details and
background information on specific request types. For reference, the diagram below illustrates the parts of an HTTP message:

HTTP Request
Header

Request line
Header Fields

Body
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HTTP Requests Can Be Simple
HTTP requests can ask a Web server for a document or a document description, or to run
code. The request can include special values, like form fields or documents, for the server
to store or process. Here, for example, is a simple GET request:
GET /index.htm HTTP/1.0

This 4D Internet Commands code fragment shows a request hard-coded into a method:
$errorCode_l:=TCP_Send (WebStreamID_l;"GET /index.htm HTTP/1.0")

Writing the line of code above is not much harder than typing a URL into a browser. Of
course, it’s better to store URLs and other data in records than directly in methods. Hardcoding is only used in this example to show how the command works.
HTTP Request Types
HTTP supports different types of requests for different purposes:
Type

Use

GET

Request a document or submit a simple form.

HEAD

Request a document and receive only its description.

POST

Request a document or submit a complex form.

Notes
Not supported by the 4D Web server.

The syntax for building GET and HEAD requests is identical. The only difference between
the two is how the server responds. When a server processes a GET request, it sends a
response header that includes a description of the document and then sends the document
itself. When a server processes a HEAD request, it uses the same response header it would
for a GET response but doesn’t send the document. This feature enables proxy servers and
other software to test if a document has been updated without downloading the entire
document needlessly. Unfortunately, the 4D Web server doesn’t support the HEAD method.
Keep this method in mind, however, when working with other Web servers. POST is the
most powerful and flexible method. It enables the client to send the server complex form
data, including documents, along with the request.
Besides its regular expression commands, the QFree plug-in supports QuickTime commands for submitting Web
requests and retrieving results. Visit http://www.escape.gr/ for more information.

4DSSI: A Special Request Type
4D includes a special magic request keyword called 4DSSI, which enables a custom client
to send a request that includes form data and a semi-dynamic page for processing. This
special system is used by the 4D Connect WebSTAR plug-in but can be exploited by custom 4D Internet Command or ITK code too. 4DSSI messages have three parts, illustrated
below:
4DSSI header
Request and POST Data
Semi-dynamic page

See “4D Connect and 4DSSI”, starting on page 61 of the Integrating 4D with WebSTAR chapter, for more
information on the format of 4DSSI requests.
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Special Note: There Are no Addresses in the Request
Notice that HTTP requests don’t specify the server or port of the client or the browser.
These are properties of the TCP/IP stream itself, not the HTTP messages. Requests should
include the server name or address in the HTTP Host header tag. See “The Host Header
Tag”, starting on page 312 of the Working with Paths chapter, for more information about
this tag.
HTTP Responses
Every Web request should receive a response. The response always starts with a code that
indicates if the request was successful or not. The HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which
starts on page 319, and the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, include
complete details on HTTP responses. For reference, this diagram illustrates the parts of an
HTTP response:

HTTP Response
Header

Status line
Header Fields

Body

Web page or
other document

Here is an example of a simple response:
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: 4D_WebStar_D/6.71
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 04:58:21 GMT
Last-Modified: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 04:58:21 GMT
Content-type: text/html;Charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Length: 102
<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<b>Hello world!</b>
</body>
</html>

As even the simple example shown here illustrates, HTTP responses include an HTTP message as well as some kind of data. It’s typically necessary to parse the results into a more
usable format. This can be done using 4D’s built-in string manipulation commands, or the
regular expression commands available in the QFree plug-in available for free from Escape
Information Systems.
See the Regular Expressions chapter, which starts on page 391, for an introduction to regular expressions in 4D.
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Sending and Receiving Email
Overview
Integrated email gives a 4D database a way to “speak” and “listen”. With integrated email,
4D methods can automatically read and reply to structured messages, automatically generate messages at set intervals, or send messages immediately when important events occur
in the database. Here are some examples of integrated email features:
✓ Running reports at night and sending out results by email. Code can check data integrity, build sales summaries, or do anything else users need.
✓ Managing a mailbot that scans one or more email accounts regularly. The mailbot
can send back static or dynamic responses based on the subject, sender, or message
body. For example, a mailbot could respond to email sent to info@mycompany.com
with a company description or links to a Web page.
✓ Automatically responding to service requests and questions.
✓ Mass-emailing a message to the contacts in a database.
✓ Sending a status message to a customer as a job or order moves through the system.
There is no need to spend time building a complex user interface for these tasks. In the
examples listed above, the email user is 4D code, not a real person.
4D Internet Commands and the Email Process
4D Internet Commands includes three different command themes for different parts of the
email process:
IT Send Mail

This theme includes commands for sending email.
IT Review Mail

This theme includes commands for downloading message
descriptions and message enclosures.
IT Download Mail

This theme includes commands for extracting information and
enclosures from large messages downloaded directly to disk.
These command themes reflect the steps used in sending, checking, and downloading
email. This section describes the overall process of sending and receiving email and then
reviews the 4D Internet Commands email commands. Email client features can also be
added to a database using ITK and custom code. The SMTP Deux and POP3 Deux components from Deep Sky Technologies implement the necessary custom code for use in
combination with either plug-in. Visit www.deepskytech.com/products.html for more
information.
Getting Email from Here to There
Email messages pass through several machines and pieces of software before reaching the
recipient. This overly simplified diagram shows the protocols used by a sender and a
recipient:
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Email
Exchange
System
Sender’s
email server

Recipient’s
email server

SMTP

POP3

Sender

Recipient

The email client connects to an email server and transfers the message to the mail server
machine. SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol) is the most commonly used protocol for
this step. Any client application that includes SMTP support can send messages to any
SMTP email server. Once the email server receives a message, it forwards it to the recipient’s email server. The message remains on the recipient’s server until the recipient
retrieves the message. POP3 is the most common protocol used for retrieving email. Note
that the recipient is responsible for pulling the email off of the mail server. The email
server does not push email down to the client.
Neither ITK nor 4D Internet Commands currently includes direct support for the increasingly popular IMAP email
protocol. Deep Sky Technology provides an IMAP component compatible with either plug-in. For more information,
visit http://www.deepskytech.com/products.html.

Think of SMTP Email Messages as Records
Email messages are similar to 4D records. Each message has a series of fields, typically
including from, to, and subject. Let’s imagine an email table in a denormalized 4D table:

Imaginary email table.

The email commands in 4D Internet Commands can create, read, and send email records
through a few high-level commands or a series of more specific commands. For example,
this code fragment uses the SMTP_QuickSend command to send a message:
C_LONGINT($errorCode_l)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_QuickSend (Mail_host_name;From;To;Subject;Body)
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Alternatively, more specific commands provide more control and flexibility. This routine
builds and sends an email message with data from the imaginary table pictured above:
C_LONGINT($errorCode_l)
C_LONGINT($messageID_l)
` Create the message.
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_New ($message_id)
` Add data to the message.
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Host ($message_id;[Email_Message]Mail_host_name)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_From ($message_id;[Email_Message]From)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_To ($message_id;[Email_Message]To)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Subject ($message_id;[Email_Message]Subject)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Body ($message_id;[Email_Message]Body)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Date ($message_id;[Email_Message]Current date;Current time;1)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Sender ($message_id;[Email_Message]Sender) ` 1 address only.
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Cc ($message_id;[Email_Message]Carbon_copy)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Bcc ($message_id;[Email_Message]Blind_carbon_copy)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_InReplyTo ($message_id;[Email_Message]In_reply_to_message_references)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_References ($message_id;[Email_Message]References)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Comments ($message_id;[Email_Message]Comments)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Keywords ($message_id;[Email_Message]Keywords)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_AddHeader ($message_id;"User-Agent";"4D Email Sender.";1)
` Send and clear the message.
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Send ($message_id)
$errorCode_l:=SMTP_Clear ($message_id)

The code shown above ignores error results returned by the plug-ins. The example is written this way so that it will
be simpler to read. Always check for errors in production code.

Reviewing and Downloading Incoming Email with POP3
The commands in the IT Review Mail theme check the messages waiting in an account without downloading their complete contents. This feature is convenient when the account has
a lot of messages, or when messages have large enclosures. Instead of downloading all the
waiting messages—and possibly running out of memory—4D can download a list of the
messages and their sizes. Once an end user—or the code—has reviewed the message list,
the system can download the full messages. The IT Review Mail theme includes a special
command called POP3_Download that downloads large messages—like messages with
enclosures—directly to a document on the current machine, preventing 4D from running
out of memory while processing large enclosures. The MSG_Extract command extracts
enclosures and decodes files compressed using Binhex, AppleSingle, AppleDouble, or
Base64 encoding.
The Most Common Email Client Programming Problem
A common problem when first programming email is not entering the server and user
account information correctly. If the code is not sending email correctly, try sending the
email with a regular email client. If another client can send email, so can 4D. If a regular
client can send the email, the problem in the 4D code is probably the server address or
email account.
If an email problem persists, try the debugging tools and techniques described in Debugging Network Problems
chapter, which starts on page 343, and the stream and packet capture utilities described in the Debugging HTTP
chapter, which starts on page 347.
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Uploading and Downloading Files with FTP
4D Internet Commands includes a suite of commands for uploading and downloading files
through FTP. These features can also be added to a database using ITK and custom code.
The FTP Deux component from Deep Sky Technologies implements FTP client code for
use with either plug-in. Note that these 4D Internet Commands routines perform FTP client tasks. The FTP commands let 4D log into an FTP server, retrieve the list of files and
directories on the server, upload and download files, encode and decode files in several
formats, and perform other common FTP client tasks. All the commands work within the
limits of the FTP account used by the code. This table describes each command briefly:
4D Internet Commands FTP theme

Command

Description

FTP_Append

Appends a document sent by 4D to a document stored on the FTP server. An optional
progress indicator window configured with FTP_Progress may be displayed.

FTP_ChangeDir

Changes the current working directory.

FTP_Delete

Deletes a document.

FTP_GetDirList

Returns a listing of the documents and directories located on the FTP server. To look inside
of a subdirectory, call FTP_GetDirList again with the subdirectory name.

FTP_GetFileInfo

Returns a document’s size and last modification date.

FTP_GetPassive

Get transfer mode for current stream.

FTP_GetType

Returns a code describing the current transfer mode type.

FTP_Login

Logs into an FTP server and, optionally, returns the server’s welcome message.

FTP_Logout

Closes an open FTP connection and clears the memory used by the connection.

FTP_MacBinary

Changes the MacBinary mode setting for sending and receiving files in the current connection.

FTP_MakeDir

Makes a directory in the current directory.

FTP_PrintDir

Returns the current working directory.

FTP_Progress

Configures the contents and coordinates of the progress indicator window optionally displayed by FTP_Send, FTP_Append, and FTP_Receive.

FTP_Receive

Receives a document from the FTP server. An optional progress indicator window configured
with FTP_Progress may be displayed.

FTP_RemoveDir

Removes a directory.

FTP_Rename

Renames a document.

FTP_Send

Sends a document from 4D to the FTP server. An optional progress indicator window configured with FTP_Progress may be displayed.

FTP_SetPassive

Set transfer mode for current stream.

FTP_SetType

Changes the FTP mode transfer type.

FTP_System

Returns descriptive information about the FTP server.

FTP_VerifyID

Notifies FTP server that the session is still active.

The Most Common FTP Client Programming Problem
A common problem when writing custom FTP code is entering the user name, password,
or server address incorrectly. If the code is not connecting or working properly, try connecting with a regular FTP client. If another client works, so can 4D. If a regular client
works properly, the problem in the 4D code is probably the server address or account
information.
If an FTP problem persists, try the debugging tools and techniques described in Debugging Network Problems
chapter, which starts on page 343, and the stream and packet capture utilities described in the Debugging HTTP
chapter, which starts on page 347.
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Ping, Name Lookup, and Other Internet Utilities
The 4D Internet Commands plug-in includes a theme called IT Internet. The commands in
this theme implement several helpful Internet utilities, described in this table.
4D Internet Commands Internet theme

Command

Description

NET_AddrToName

Converts a longint address into a machine name and IP address.

NET_Finger

Finger returns information about a user. This service is usually installed on *nix hosts, and
less commonly on other platforms.

NET_NameToAddr

Converts an IP address or machine name into a longint.

NET_Ping

Ping sends a packet to another machine and checks for a response. Ping verifies that two
machines can see each other on the network.

NET_Resolve

Converts an IP address into a machine name or a machine name into an IP address.

NET_Time

Returns the time from an Internet Time server.

ITK includes native DNS routines similar to 4D Internet Commands. All of the other features can be implemented with custom code.
The 4D Internet Commands Internet utilities are convenient when 4D methods need these features internally. For
general trouble-shooting, try the tools described in the Debugging Network Problems chapter, which starts on
page 343.
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Feature Reference
Section Summary
The chapters in this section summarize 4D Web server’s settings, custom Web code compiler requirements, and improvements introduced in 4D 6.7.

Chapters at a Glance
■

Web Settings
Many of the 4D Web server’s default settings can be modified from the Database Properties dialog, with Customizer Plus, or with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command.
This chapter discusses the purpose of each setting and describes how they can be modified.

■

Compiler Requirements Summary
Many of 4D’s built-in Web features require specific compiler declarations in specific
locations. For example, any method called with the 4DACTION request keyword must
declare the $0 and $1 parameters as text even if the method doesn’t use either parameter. This chapter summarizes all of 4D’s Web feature compiler requirements.

■

4D 6.7 Web Feature Changes Summary
4D 6.7 introduced several major enhancements to the 4D Web serving system, including support for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections, new commands, and a greatly
enhanced collection of semi-dynamic tags. This chapter summarizes the changes for
the benefit of developers maintaining legacy 4D 6.5 databases.
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63

Introduction
Many of the 4D Web server’s default settings can be modified from the Database Properties
dialog, with Customizer Plus, and by the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command. This chapter
organizes the settings along the lines of the Database Property dialog:
✓ Connections
✓ Web Server Publishing
✓ Default HTML Path
✓ Mode Settings
✓ Security
✓ Conversions
✓ Cache
✓ Memory
Not all setting modifications take effect immediately. If a change seems to be ignored, reopen the database.

In legacy 4D 6.5 databases, the settings dialogs look slightly different, and not all of the options are available.

Summary
Almost every setting is available from the Database Properties dialog, a few can be set only
with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command, and the default stack size can be set only
with Customizer Plus. This table summarizes the ways in which each setting can be modified, and if the settings affect contextual mode, non-contextual mode, or both.
Feature support for contextual and non-contextual modes

Parameter

Non-Contextual

Dialog

Connections

Web server connection timeout

6.5

✓

❉

Minimum Web processes

6.5

✓

✓

Maximum Web processes

6.5

✓

✓

Maximum concurrent Web connections

6.7

✓

Publish database at startup

6.5

✓

TCP Port

6.5

✓

★

IP Address

6.5

✓

★

Web Server Publishing

Contextual

Setting

Introduced

Customizer

Theme

✓

★
✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Feature support for contextual and non-contextual modes (continued)

Parameter

Non-Contextual

Dialog

Default HTML Path

Default HTML root

6.5

✓

❉

✓

Default Home page

6.5

✓

❉

✓

Use new context referencing system

6.5

✓

✓

Start without context

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Use passwords

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Include 4D passwords

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Generic Web user

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Log request

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Allow SSL for Web server

6.7

✓

✓

✓

Send extended characters directly

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Use 4DVAR comments instead of
brackets

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Use JavaScript for entry control

6.5

✓

✓

Character set

6.5

✓

★

✓

Contextual Web conversion mode

6.5

✓

✓

✓

Cache

Cache page size

6.5

✓

Memory

Default stack size

6.5

Mode Settings

Security

Conversions

✓

Contextual

Setting

Introduced

Customizer

Theme

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

★

This item can be set with SET DATABASE PARAMETER in 4D 6.7 and later.

❉

This item can’t be set with SET DATABASE PARAMETER, but with another command, as discussed below.

Connections
Introduction
The settings in this theme control the number of processes devoted to Web connections
and the maximum idle time for contextual Web connections.
Web Server Connections Timeout
The Connections page of the Database Properties dialog can configure how long contextual
Web connections remain alive without user activity.

The Web section of the Connections page of the Database Properties dialog.

This value can also be reset globally or for the current contextual Web process with the SET
WEB TIMEOUT command.
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Minimum Web Processes
The minimum number of non-contextual processes listening for Web requests can be
controlled with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command and the Minimum Web Process
selector.
Property

Value

Constant Name

Minimum Web Process

Parameter Code

6

Minimum Value

0

Maximum Value

32,767

Default Value

0

Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

Notes

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($nonContextualWebProcesses_min)
` Get the current minimum.
$nonContextualWebProcesses_min:=Get database parameter(Minimum Web Process)
` Set the minimum to 5:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Minimum Web Process;5)

Maximum Web Processes
The maximum number of non-contextual processes listing for Web requests can be
controlled with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command’s Maximum Web Process selector.
Property

Value

Constant Name

Maximum Web Process

Parameter Code

7

Minimum Value

0

Maximum Value

32,767

Default Value

10

Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

Notes

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($nonContextualWebProcesses_max)
` Get the current maximum.
$nonContextualWebProcesses_max:=Get database parameter(Maximum Web Process)
` Set the maximum to 10:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Maximum Web Process;10)

Maximum Concurrent Web Processes
The maximum combined total of simultaneous contextual and non-contextual Web processes can be set in the Connections page of the Database Properties dialog, or with the SET
DATABASE PARAMETER command’s Max Concurrent Web Processes selector.

Setting the maximum in the Database Properties window.
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You can set this property with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command.
Property

Value

Constant Name

Max Concurrent Web Processes

Parameter Code

18

Minimum Value

10

Maximum Value

32,000

Default Value

32,000

Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

Notes

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($concurrentWebProcesses_max)
` Get the current maximum.
$concurrentWebProcesses_max:=Get database parameter(Max Concurrent Web Processes)
` Set the maximum to 50:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Max Concurrent Web Processes;50)
Max Concurrent Web Processes overrides Minimum Web Processes and Maximum Web Processes in case of a conflict.

Web Server Publishing
Introduction
The settings in this theme control the default operation of the 4D Web server. The options
are available in the Web Server I page of the Database Properties dialog.

Publish Database at Startup
Turn this check-box on to instruct 4D to start listening to Web requests as soon as the database launches. The Web server can be started or stopped at any time in several other ways:
Start Web Server

Stop Web Server

START WEB SERVER command

STOP WEB SERVER command

The Start Web Server item in the Web Server menu in
the User environment.

The Stop Web Server item in the Web Server menu in
the 4D User environment.

The Start Web Server item in the Web Server menu in
the 4D Server status window.

The Stop Web Server item in the Web Server menu in
the 4D Server status window.

TCP Port
The port is an element of a TCP/IP server’s address. By default Web servers, including 4D,
run on port 80. The 4D Web server port can be reconfigured in the Database Properties
dialog, with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER Port ID selector, or with Customizer Plus. This
example URL shows how to specify a custom port address as part of a URL:
http://www.example.com:8080/index.htm
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Common reasons to change the port include:
❖ Setting up a test server that users are unlikely to find accidentally.
❖ Running 4D on a machine that is already running another Web server,

for example, IIS or WebSTAR.
Here is a summary of how to set this parameter with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER
command.
Property

Value

Constant Name

Port ID

Parameter Code

15

Minimum Value

0

Maximum Value

65,536

Default Value

80

Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

Notes

Standard HTTP port.

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($webServerPortID_l)
` Get the current port.
$webServerPortID_l:=Get database parameter(Port ID)
` Change to an alternative port:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Port ID;8080)

IP Address
If the machine on which 4D is running is configured with multiple IP addresses, 4D can
be configured to respond to all addresses or only to one address through the Database
Properties dialog or the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command. Here is a summary of how to
set this parameter with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command.
Property

Value

Constant Name

IP Address to listen

Parameter Code

16

Notes

Minimum Value

0.0.0.0

See conversion method below.

Maximum Value

255.255.255.255

See conversion method below.

Default Value
Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($ipAddress_l)
` Get the current address as a longint.
$ipAddress_l:=Get database parameter(IP Address to listen)
` Convert into string format, like 150.100.192.137:
$ipAddress_s:=WebUtilityIPLongToString($ipAddress_l)
Get database parameter returns 0 if the default address is set to “All.” Select a specific IP address in the Database
Properties window if the system needs to read this setting through code.
` Change to a different address.
` Convert from string format, like 150.100.192.137, into numeric format,
` like -1771782007:
$ipAddress_l:=WebUtilityIPStringToLong ("150.100.192.137")
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(IP Address to listen;$ipAddress_l)
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IP addresses are 32-bit numbers. You can create a single longint out of the four 8-bit parts
of the IP address with a method like the one shown below:
C_LONGINT($0;$address_l)
C_INTEGER($1;$partOne_l)
C_INTEGER($2;$partTwo_l)
C_INTEGER($3;$partThree_l)
C_INTEGER($4;$partFour_l)
$partOne_l:=$1
$partTwo_l:=$2
$partThree_l:=$3
$partFour_l:=$4
$address_l:=0
$address_l:=($partOne_l << 24) | ($partTwo_l << 16) | ($partThree_l << 8) | $partFour_l
$0:=$address_l

The WebUtilityIPLongToString and WebUtilityIPStringToLong methods are included in the Web Core database.

For example, here are some sample conversions:
Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Result

Result in Hex

192

92

9

200

-1,073,100,619

0xC009C8B5

192

193

194

195

-1,044,200,508

0xC1C2C3C4

50

100

150

100

845,453,000

0x326496C8

Default HTML Path
Introduction
The settings discussed in this section control how 4D interprets URLs and sets the default
home page for new connections.
Default HTML Root
The 4D Web server automatically looks inside the database structure folder for documents.
The default location can be reset using the Database Properties dialog. In the Database
Properties dialog, follow these rules to specify the desired folder/directory:
❖ 4D restricts this setting to the database structure folder/directory and its

subdirectories to prevent accidental exposure of the rest of the computer to the
Web.
❖ Enter paths using a / to distinguish folders or directories, just like in a URL. 4D

expects this symbol and interprets it correctly on Mac OS and Windows.
❖ Complete the path with a / symbol.
❖ To restrict the user to the database folder and its subfolders, set the path to start

with /.
This setting affects contextual and non-contextual Web serving. In contextual mode only,
the SET HTML ROOT command can reset the default HTML root value for the current Web
connection process.
For more information about managing paths, see the Working with Paths chapter, which starts on page 307.
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Default Home Page
The Default Home Page setting specifies the default page for new Web connections. The
page’s address is relative to the current default HTML root. This example sets the default
home page to index.shtm:

This setting affects contextual and non-contextual Web serving. In contextual mode only,
the SET HOME PAGE command can reset the default home page for the current Web connection process.

Mode Settings
Introduction
The settings discussed in this section control the 4D Web server’s default connection mode
and how the contextual mode Web server translates objects. All settings in this theme must
be set through the Database Properties dialog. None of them are configurable with the SET
DATABASE PARAMETER command or Customizer Plus.
Use New Context Referencing System
In contextual mode, 4D keeps track of each user session by adding session IDs to URLs
and links:
http://24.161.140.34/4DMETHOD/showCustomers/%23%231776465399.0

The %23%231776465399 value is the context ID. The old context referencing system
includes this context ID with nearly every object in the page. Unfortunately, the pages
become larger without increasing in value. The new context referencing system sets the
context ID once with the HTML base tag to reduce the size of each page. Below is an
example of the context mode base tag:
<BASE HREF="http://www.example.com/%23%231776465399.0/">

There is no disadvantage to the new context referencing system, so it should always be
turned on in a contextual Web system.
See “The Base Tag”, starting on page 310 of the Working with Paths chapter, for more information on the base
tag and how it is used in non-contextual mode.

Start without Context
By default, 4D handles new Web connections in contextual mode. If you prefer to start
new Web connections in non-contextual mode, turn the Start without Context checkbox on
in the Database Properties dialog. New contexts can be started later, as needed using
4DMETHOD.
For a comparison of contextual and non-contextual modes, see the The Native 4D Web Server chapter, which
starts on page 33.
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Security
Introduction
The settings in the passwords theme of the Database Properties dialog are part of 4D’s
overall Web security system. The password settings, and their interaction with the On Web
Authentication database method, are explained in detail in the 4D Web Security Options
chapter, which starts on page 227. This section includes a brief summary of each setting.
None of the password settings are configurable with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command or Customizer Plus.

All the security settings affect both contextual and non-contextual Web serving.
Use Passwords
This setting has no effect on how 4D handles passwords or database requests. The On Web
Authentication and On Web Connection database methods receive up to six parameters. When
the Use Passwords option is selected, the password supplied by the user is automatically
translated and placed in parameter $6, unless Include 4D Passwords is also selected.
Include 4D Passwords
The Include 4D Passwords option can be enabled only if the Use Passwords option is enabled.
Activating the Include 4D Passwords option has two effects:
❖ 4D automatically compares the user name and password the user submits with the

user names and passwords defined in the 4D structure.
❖ The user’s password is no longer placed in $6 of On Web Authentication and On Web
Connection.

Generic Web User
Within 4D, access to objects including tables, records, menu items, methods, and forms
can be controlled by the 4D users and groups system. The Generic Web User extends this
control to Web clients. Every Web connection shares the object access privileges of the
generic Web user. A more descriptive name for this option would be Object access privileges
for all Web connections. The Generic Web User is not a default or guest Web user.
Log Request
When this option is selected, 4D logs all Web requests in a standard Web log format. Contextual and non-contextual requests are both logged. The log file can be viewed with a text
editor and analyzed by any standard log analysis tool.
Analog is a fast, free, cross-platform Web log analysis tool. Visit the Analog home page for details and downloads
http://www.analog.cx/.
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Allow SSL for Web Server
The 4D Web server can be configured to use SSL in 4D 6.7 and later. This security setting
is found on the Connections page of the Database Properties dialog:

For complete details on SSL, see the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245.

Conversions
Introduction
The settings in the conversions theme control some aspects of how 4D sends and interprets HTML. These settings are found on the Web Server II page of the Database Properties
dialog.

All the conversion settings, except Use JavaScript for Entry Control, affect contextual and noncontextual Web serving. None of the settings, except for the character set, can be modified
with SET DATABASE PARAMETER.
Use 4DVAR Comments instead of Brackets
This option specifies which syntax to use for semi-dynamic keywords embedded in HTML.
The old syntax should not be used in new systems. It is included to support legacy 4D V6
systems. See “Avoiding the Outdated 4DVAR Syntax Setting”, starting on page 164 of the
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, for more details.
About Character Sets
The Web connects computers running many different operating systems and users writing
in many different human languages. By default, most Web pages use a set of characters
called Latin-1. This character set is also known by the name of the standard that defines it:
ISO-8859-1. Mac OS and Windows computers, however, use character sets that don’t
match the standard exactly. 4D automatically stores text in Mac format and automatically
converts it into Latin-1 for the Web by default. Several options in the Web conversions
theme can modify this default behavior.
Send Extended Characters Directly
The Send Extended Characters Directly setting can improve performance in versions of 4D
working with double-byte characters, like Japanese.
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Character Set
The character set pop-up in the Database Properties dialog specifies in which character set
4D should send HTML, and by default this value is set to Latin-1. This option can also be
set with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command, as summarized here:
Property

Value

Constant Name

Character set

Parameter Code

17

Minimum Value

0

Maximum Value

12

Default Value

0

Scope of Parameter

Entire database.

Notes

Western European.

Localized versions of 4D may
use different defaults.

This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($characterSet_l)
` Get the current character set.
$characterSet_l:=Get database parameter(Character set )
` Set character set to Japanese:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Character set ;1)

These are the supported character set codes:
Code

Description

Name in
Database Properties

0

Western European languages

ISO-8859-1 (Western)

1

Japanese

Shift_JIS (Japanese)

2

Chinese

Big5 (Chinese)

3

Korean

euc-kr (Korean)

4

User-defined

x-user-defined (Customized)

Define the character set with the
Web Input and Web Output filter
editors in the Database Properties
dialog.

5

Reserved by 4D

-

Do not use this setting.

6

Central European languages

Windows-1250 (Central Europe)

7

Cyrillic

Windows-1251 (Cyrillic)

8

Arabic

Windows-1256 (Arabic)

9

Greek

Windows-1253 (Greek)

10

Hebrew

Windows-1255 (Hebrew)

11

Turkish

ISO-8859-9 (Turkish)

12

Baltic

ISO-8859-10 (Nordic)

Notes

Use JavaScript for Entry Control
The Use JavaScript for Entry Control setting affects input forms translated by 4D’s contextual
Web system. This setting has no effect in non-contextual mode. When this setting is turned
on, and a form is translated, 4D inserts JavaScript code to enforce these object properties:
❖ Minimum values in numeric entry areas.
❖ Maximum values in numeric entry areas.
❖ Default values in numeric and alphanumeric entry areas.
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This is an example of the JavaScript that 4D produces:
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JAVASCRIPT">
function check_min_num(obj,min)
{
if (parseFloat(obj.value) < min)
{
alert("The number must not be less than " + String(min));
}
}
</SCRIPT>

JavaScript makes pages slightly larger but keeps the user from submitting a form with
errors. If you are using 4D’s contextual mode, turn on this helpful feature.
4D doesn’t provide any tools for modifying the JavaScript it automatically creates. You can embed custom
JavaScript like any other HTML. For more information, see “Embedding Custom HTML and JavaScript”, starting on
page 208 of the Working with Contextual Mode chapter.

Contextual Web Conversion Mode
In contextual mode, 4D automatically translates forms, dialogs, and menu bars into HTML.
4D V6, 4D 6.5, and 4D 6.7 and later translate the same objects into different HTML. The
translation mode can be set with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command. There is no way
to change this setting with the Database Properties dialog or with Customizer Plus.
Property

Value

Constant Name

Web Conversion Mode

Parameter Code

8

Minimum Value

0

Maximum Value

3

Default Value

4D 6.0.X defaults to mode 1

Notes

4D 6.5.X defaults to mode 2
4D 6.7.0 defaults to mode 2
4D 6.7.1 defaults to mode 0
Scope of Parameter

Current process.

Here is a description of the available translation modes:
0
1
2
3

Convert to HTML 4.0 if supported by browser, otherwise convert to HTML 3.2.
Convert to HTML 2.0.
Convert to HTML 3.2 and Cascading Style Sheets.
Convert to HTML 4.0 and Cascading Style Sheets.

Test the different modes in the browsers the system supports to find the best translation
mode. This code shows how to read or set this database parameter:
C_LONGINT($method_l)
` Get the current mode.
$method_l:=Get database parameter(Web Conversion Mode )
` Set to 4D 6.7 mode translation:
SET DATABASE PARAMETER(Web Conversion Mode;0)

The table listed above agrees with the 4D documentation but doesn’t always match 4D’s behavior. The HTML
produced in contextual mode depends on the platform, browser, conversion mode, and exact version of 4D.
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Cache
Cache Page Size
4D maintains a cache for static Web pages and images. The cache can improve performance because 4D doesn’t have to read cached documents from disk. Adjust the size of
the cache to tune system performance. This setting is configured on the Web Server II page
of the Database Properties dialog. There is no way to modify this value with the SET DATABASE PARAMETER command or Customizer Plus.

Clearing the Cache
Press the Clear Cache button to empty the cache. This procedure is helpful during system
development when an old copy of a page or image is still in the cache. The cache can be
cleared at any time from a Web browser using a 4D magic URL, as discussed in
“4DCACHECLEAR”, starting on page 140 of the Magic URLs chapter.

Memory
Default Web Process Stack Space
Each 4D process has a stack, a portion of memory for current methods, and other objects.
Depending on the complexity of the code running in the process, the default stack size
may not be adequate, but it is modifiable with Customizer Plus. Unfortunately, this setting
is stored in 4D or 4D Server, not in the database. This section explains how to reset the
default stack size, and offers a trick for moving this setting into the database structure.
Database Preferences: It Doesn’t Work
Customizer Plus can set the default stack size for a database as a database preference.
Unfortunately, this setting has no effect on the stack space allocated to Web processes for
this database.

This setting has no effect on the Web stack size.
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Stack Size: It Works!
Customizer Plus can adjust the default Web stack size setting in 4D or 4D Server. Adjusting
this setting affects any database using the modified copy of 4D or 4D Server. The same
database used with an uncustomized copy of 4D or 4D Server, however, reverts to the
default stack size.

The Stack preferences are a property of 4D or 4D Server.

Moving the Stack Size Setting into the Database Structure
If a 4D database needs a larger Web stack size, it is less than convenient that the setting is
a property of 4D or 4D Server and not of the database itself. It is sometimes inconvenient
or impractical to adjust the setting each time there is a new version of 4D or each time the
Web application is installed at a new client. Fortunately, there is an undocumented
workaround to this problem:
1) Customize the Web Server processes stack size in 4D or 4D Server with Customizer Plus.
2) Make a backup of the database structure.
3) Copy the 4STK resource with the ID 8 to the database structure. This is where the Web stack size
value is stored internally. On Mac OS, use a resource editor like ResEdit, ResKnife, or Resorcerer.
On Mac OS or Windows, use the 4D resource commands directly from the database.
4) Save the database.

The stack size is now adjusted for the database regardless of the setting in the current copy
of 4D or 4D Server.
This resource modification is not documented by 4D and its behavior is not guaranteed to work in future versions.
However, it is more likely that 4D will add this feature to Customizer Plus than break this workaround.

Why this Resource Modification Works
The stack size setting is stored in a Mac OS-style resource, even under Windows. By
default, resources are read from the most recently opened file first. (A 4D structure is
opened by 4D, so the structure is always more recently opened than the 4D program.)
When 4D searches for the Web stack size resource, it finds the copy in the database structure and doesn’t load the copy from 4D or 4D Server. 4D doesn’t always handle resources
stored in the structure in this way but currently supports overwriting the Web stack size.
For more information about Mac OS resources and 4D, see Programming 4th Dimension and The 4D 6.5
Companion.
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Introduction
Many of 4D’s built-in Web features require specific compiler declarations in specific locations. For example, any method called with the 4DACTION keyword must declare the $0
and $1 parameters as text even if the method doesn’t use either parameter. This chapter
summarizes the compiler requirements for all of the 4D Web server’s native tags and
features.
For complete information on compiling 4D code, see the following chapters in Programming 4th Dimension: The
Ultimate Guide: “Compile Your Database”, “Compiler Methods”, and “Compiler Declarations.”

On Web Authentication
The On Web Authentication database method executes whenever 4D receives a request to
run code from a Web browser or a semi-dynamic page. 4D supplies from two to six text
values that must be declared as parameters of type text. These parameters and their values
are identical to the corresponding parameters in On Web Connection. On Web Authentication
can tell the browser to ask for a user name and password by returning False in $0, which
must be declared as a Boolean. If the database is running compiled, these declarations are
required even if the parameters are unused. This is a summary of the parameters:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$0

Boolean

Return True to accept the request.
Return False to reject the request, and tell the browser to ask for a user
name and password.

$1

Text

Incoming URL, excluding host name.

$2

Text

Incoming HTTP header.

$3

Text

IP address or name of the Web client making the request.

$4

Text

IP address of the server receiving the request.

$5

Text

User name as entered in Web browser.

$6

Text

Password as entered in Web browser.

Here is an example of how to declare these parameters:
C_BOOLEAN($0) ` Reject or accept connection.
C_TEXT($1)
C_TEXT($2)
C_TEXT($3)
C_TEXT($4)
C_TEXT($5)
C_TEXT($6)

` URL after the server name.
` HTTP header.
` Client IP address.
` Server IP address.
` User name.
` Password.

Parameters $3 through $6 may or may not include values, depending on the version of 4D and the database’s
security settings.
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On Web Connection
The On Web Connection database method runs whenever 4D starts a new contextual Web
process, or receives a bad URL or a request with 4DCGI or 4DMETHOD. 4D supplies from
two to six text values that must be declared as text parameters. These parameters and their
values are identical to the corresponding parameters in On Web Authentication. If the database is running compiled, these declarations are required even if the parameters are
unused. This is a summary of the parameters:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$1

Text

Incoming URL, excluding host name.

$2

Text

Incoming HTTP header.

$3

Text

IP address or name of the Web client making the request.

$4

Text

IP address of the server receiving the request.

$5

Text

User name as entered in Web browser.

$6

Text

Password as entered in Web browser.

Here is an example of how to declare these parameters:
C_TEXT($1)
C_TEXT($2)
C_TEXT($3)
C_TEXT($4)
C_TEXT($5)
C_TEXT($6)

` URL after the server name.
` HTTP header.
` Client IP address.
` Server IP address.
` User name.
` Password.

See the On Web Connection chapter, which starts on page 111, for a complete discussion of On Web Connection.
Parameters $3 through $6 may or may not include values, depending on the version of 4D and the database’s
security settings.

Methods Called by 4DMETHOD
The 4DMETHOD HTML keyword calls a specific 4D method from a Web browser.
4DMETHOD starts a new contextual Web process to run the method. For example, this
address starts a new contextual process and runs the 4D method ShowCustomers:
http://www.example.com/4DMETHOD/ShowCustomers

4DMETHOD allows you to pass in a single text parameter, like this:
http://www.example.com/4DMETHOD/ShowCustomers/All

In this case, when ShowCustomers runs, $1 is equal to “/All”. Because of this feature, $1 must
be declared as a text parameter in each method that is called by 4DMETHOD. If the database is running compiled, this declaration is required even if the method doesn’t use the
parameter. This is a summary of the parameter:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$1

Text

Incoming parameter from URL.

Here is an example of how to declare this parameter:
C_TEXT($1)

See the 4DMETHOD chapter, which starts on page 213, for a complete discussion of 4DMETHOD.
See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter for details on how
to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web.
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Methods Called by 4DSCRIPT
The 4DSCRIPT HTML keyword, added in 4D 6.7, calls a specific 4D method from a semidynamic page. 4DACTION is used for the same purpose in 4D 6.5. 4DSCRIPT can pass a
text parameter and can accept a text result. $0 and $1 must be declared as text parameters
in each method that is called by 4DSCRIPT. If the database is running compiled, these
declarations are required even if the method doesn’t use the parameters. This is a summary
of the parameters:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$0

Text

Result text to insert in semi-dynamic page.

$1

Text

Incoming parameter from URL.

Here is an example of how to declare these parameters:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)

See the 4DSCRIPT chapter, which starts on page 159, for a complete discussion of 4DSCRIPT.

See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for details on how
to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web.

Methods Called by 4DACTION
Method Parameters
The 4DACTION HTML keyword calls a specific 4D method in non-contextual mode. In
4D 6.5, 4DACTION was also used to embed method calls into semi-dynamic pages. This
use is still supported in 4D 6.7 for compatibility reasons, but the 4DSCRIPT HTML keyword should be used instead for embedded callbacks in semi-dynamic pages. 4DACTION
is still used for form submissions, links, and image requests in 4D 6.7. 4DACTION can pass
a text parameter and can accept a text result. $0 and $1 must be declared as text parameters in each method that is called by 4DACTION. If the database is running compiled, these
declarations are required even if the method doesn’t use the parameters. This is a summary
of the parameters:
Parameter

4D Data Type

Description

$0

Text

Result text to insert in semi-dynamic page. (Under 4D 6.7 and later, use
4DSCRIPT instead of 4DACTION for this purpose.)

$1

Text

Incoming parameter from URL.

Here is an example of how to declare these parameters:
C_TEXT($0)
C_TEXT($1)

See the 4DACTION chapter, which starts on page 117, for a complete discussion of 4DACTION.

See “URLs” and “4DSCRIPT Callbacks”, starting on page 385 of the Parsing Requests chapter for details on how
to pass multiple values into a routine from the Web.
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Compiler_Web
Each button and entry area in an HTML form has a field name. The following HTML fragment defines a 20-character input field named Customer_name:
<input
type="text"
name="Customer_name"
value=""
size="20"
length="20">

When the form is submitted to 4D using 4DACTION or 4DCGI, 4D parses the incoming
request and assigns the field value to a matching process variable in 4D, if one exists. In
the example shown above, a process variable named Customer_name is assigned the contents of the HTML form field Customer_name. This illustration shows the field in a Web
browser and in the 4D debugger after the form is submitted:

The search string in a Web browser.

The search string in the 4D Debugger.

In order for this automatic assignment to work correctly, process variables with names that
correspond to the HTML fields must be declared in a method named Compiler_Web. If the
Web form includes fields that don’t have matching 4D process variables, 4D doesn’t create
new variables in a compiled database. Under 4D 6.5, undefined variables could crash a
compiled database. Under 4D 6.7, absent variables are ignored and cause no harm.
Compiler_Web is a source of confusion for 4D developers. Many developers are unsure when Compiler_Web executes
and when it is required. The only time that Compiler_Web is required is when a form is submitted using 4DACTION
and the POST HTTP method in 4D 6.5. Variables included in semi-dynamic pages with 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
don’t need to be declared in Compiler_Web.

See the Handling HTML Forms chapter, which starts on page 127, for a complete discussion of handling forms
and working with Compiler_Web.

4DCGI
4DCGI runs the general On Web Connection database method instead of a custom project
method. There are no special compiler requirements for 4DCGI requests.
See the 4DCGI chapter, which starts on page 123, for a complete discussion of 4DCGI.

4DIF
All expressions must respect the standard rules for 4D syntax and data types. There are no
other special compiler requirements for expressions within 4DIF.
See the 4DIF, 4DELSE, and 4DENDIF chapter, which starts on page 173, for a complete discussion of 4DIF.
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Variables Used with 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
Semi-dynamic pages can embed 4D process variables. There are no special compiler
requirements for these variables. You may declare them in whichever method you wish.
These variables don’t need to be declared in Compiler_Web unless they are used as fields
in a form submitted by POST with 4DACTION in 4D 6.5.
See the 4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR chapter, which starts on page 163, for a complete discussion of 4DVAR and
4DHTMLVAR.

4DLOOP
4DLOOP supports three different loop control methods. The compiler requirements
depend on the type of loop used.
Type of Loop

Requirements

Array

The array must be declared and initialized before the loop begins.

Selection

There are no special compiler requirements in this case.

Method

The loop control method must declare $1 as a longint and declare $0 as a Boolean, like this:
C_BOOLEAN($0)
C_LONGINT($1)

See the 4DLOOP and 4DENDLOOP chapter, which starts on page 179, for a complete discussion of 4DLOOP.

4DINCLUDE
4DINCLUDE is processed entirely by 4D code internally. There are no special compiler
requirements for 4DINCLUDE since it doesn’t run any of the custom code in the database.
If semi-dynamic keywords, like 4DSCRIPT, are embedded in an included file, the usual
compiler requirements for the embedded keywords must be respected.
See the 4DINCLUDE chapter, which starts on page 187, for a complete discussion of 4DINCLUDE.
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4D 6.7 Web Feature Changes Summary
Introduction

This chapter summarizes the major Web features introduced in 4D 6.7 for readers who are
still using earlier versions of 4D. 4D 6.7 introduced several major enhancements to the 4D
Web serving system, including support for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections, new
commands, and a greatly improved collection of semi-dynamic tags. If you are developing
4D Web systems with the native 4D Web server, I strongly recommend using 4D 6.7 or
later.

4D Web Assistant
The 4D Web Assistant is a 4D component that automatically publishes data as HTML in
non-contextual mode. Because the 4D Web Assistant is a component, it requires 4D 6.7 or
later. Based on a product previously named DataWave, the 4D Web Assistant enables an
existing 4D database to add Web support for adding, editing, deleting, searching, and sorting records. The 4D Web Assistant can be installed automatically when you create a new
database or added to an existing database with 4D Insider. It is possible to install the
4D Web Assistant, compile, and configure a database for Web publishing in a few minutes.
The 4D Web Assistant provides limited support for customizing the appearance and behavior of the resulting Web system, but the default results are more than adequate for many
databases.
See The 4D Web Assistant chapter, which starts on page 37, for a detailed discussion of this component.
Components may contain methods, tables, forms, and other objects. They may also hide and protect their contents
or portions of their contents.

Picture Commands
4D 6.7 adds support for more graphic formats through QuickTime integration and includes
additional picture commands to simplify managing pictures for the Web. Many of the same
features are available in earlier versions of 4D, without QuickTime integration, through the
4D Pack (formerly ACI Pack) plug-in suite. This table summarizes the commands. The
Converting Pictures chapter, which starts on page 265, explains each command in detail.
Command Purpose

6.5 Command

6.7 Command

Create a picture with data stored in a BLOB. This feature
is useful when non-PICT images are stored in their
native format in a BLOB.

AP Read Picture BLOB

BLOB TO PICTURE

Scale an image and/or change its pixel depth.

Not available

CREATE THUMBNAIL

Save an image in a BLOB.

DOCUMENT TO BLOB

PICTURE TO BLOB

Convert a 4D PICT image into GIF format.

PICT TO GIF

PICTURE TO GIF

Return an array of image formats supported on the current machine through QuickTime.

Not available

PICTURE TYPE LIST

Read a picture file.

AP Read Picture File

READ PICTURE FILE

Write a picture file.

AP Save BMP 8 Bit

WRITE PICTURE FILE
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New and Improved Semi-Dynamic Tags
The 4D 6.7 semi-dynamic tags are an impressive balance of power and simplicity. Using
only a handful of simple tags, it is possible to leave the program logic and data in the database and move the HTML and presentation logic completely into the Web page. Web
authors with little or no knowledge of 4D can build dynamic 4D Web sites using HTML
editors like Dreamweaver and GoLive. Here is a summary of the new and improved tags,
and suggestions of where to look for more details:
Chapter
Starts On

Tag

Description

4DHTMLVAR

Places the value of a 4D variable, array, field, or expression in a Web
page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are inserted
directly.

163

4DIF/
4DELSE/
4DENDIF

Includes different text depending on the results of a logical test.

173

4DINCLUDE

Inserts a document.

187

4DLOOP/
4DENDLOOP

Loops through an array, or selection, or until a method returns False.

179

4DSCRIPT

Calls a project method. Any text returned in $0 from the project
method is inserted into the Web page. (4DACTION served this role in
4D 6.5.)

159

4DVAR

Places the value of a 4D variable, array, field, or expression in a Web
page. Special characters, including HTML markup, are automatically
converted. This tag only supported 4D process variables in 4D 6.5.

163

Encryption and Security Commands
Key Pairs and Certificate Requests
4D 6.7 adds new commands to support Secure Socket Layer (SSL) communication and
encrypting data. This table summarizes the new commands:
Command

Description

ENCRYPT BLOB

Encrypts a BLOB.

DECRYPT BLOB

Decrypts a BLOB.

GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR

Generates public and private key pair.

GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST

Generates an SSL certificate request.

The GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR and GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST commands are
explained in more detail in the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245.
Secured Web connection
The Secured Web connection function enables methods to determine if they are running
within the context of an SSL connection. Using this function, a 4D Web application can, for
example, refuse to run particular methods unless the user is connecting with SSL. See the
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) chapter, which starts on page 245, for complete details on configuring the 4D Web server to work with SSL.
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Web-Specific Commands
Introduction
4D 6.7 adds several Web-specific commands and enhances several existing Web
commands.
GET HTTP HEADER
This command parses the incoming HTTP header into a pair of arrays. This information is
convenient when the system works with cookies, responds differently to different types of
browsers, or needs to capture statistics about connections. Here is an example of the
arrays this command builds based on a typical HTTP request:
Name

Value

X-METHOD

GET

X-URL

/4daction/TryGetHTTPHeader

X-VERSION

HTTP/1.0

Connection

Keep-Alive

User-Agent

Mozilla/4.72 (Macintosh; U; PPC)

Host

127.0.0.1

Accept

image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/png, */*

Accept-Encoding

gzip

Accept-Language

en

Accept-Charset

iso-8859-1

For more information about HTTP headers, see the Parsing Requests chapter, which starts on page 377, and the
HTTP Fundamentals chapter, which starts on page 319.

SET HTTP HEADER
This 4D 6.5 command is enhanced in 4D 6.7 with an alternative syntax. In 4D 6.5, header
fields must be combined in code and passed to SET HTTP HEADER in a single text block;
many developers find this approach inconvenient. 4D 6.7 introduces an easier-to-use system. In 4D 6.7 and later, SET HTTP HEADER can accept a pair of arrays with the desired
header fields and values. The 4D 6.5 syntax is still supported for backwards compatibility.
GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
When a user submits a Web form, the browser converts special values, combines the field
names and values, and sends the result to the Web server. The GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
command converts the values and parses the fields into a pair of arrays. These arrays provide 4D methods with the complete contents of the form.
See “Form Data”, starting on page 384 of the Parsing Requests chapter, for more information about incoming
fields. See the Handling HTML Forms chapter, which starts on page 127, for a detailed discussion of form
processing.

SEND HTML TEXT
The SEND HTML TEXT command sends a block of HTML to a browser and closes the connection. The text should include a complete and valid HTML response. This new
command is a convenience for developers who build HTML responses in text. In 4D 6.5,
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it is necessary to copy the text into a BLOB and then send the BLOB with SEND HTML BLOB.
SEND HTML TEXT skips the extra step of copying the text into the BLOB, saving time and
memory. These code samples compare the two approaches:
` 4D 6.5 approach:

` 4D 6.7 approach:

C_TEXT($html_text)
$html_text:=""

C_TEXT($html_text)
$html_text:=""

$html_text:=$html_text+"<html>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"<head>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"<title>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"Home Page"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</title>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</head>"

$html_text:=$html_text+"<html>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"<head>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"<title>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"Home Page"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</title>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</head>"

$html_text:=$html_text+"<body>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"Welcome to our site!"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</body>"

$html_text:=$html_text+"<body>"
$html_text:=$html_text+"Welcome to our site!"
$html_text:=$html_text+"</body>"

$html_text:=$html_text+"</html>"

$html_text:=$html_text+"</html>"

C_BLOB($html_blob)
TEXT TO BLOB($html_text;$html_blob;Text without length )

SEND HTML TEXT($html_text")

SEND HTML BLOB($html_blob;"text/html")

Writing HTML in the Method Editor, like in this imaginary example, is a dangerous practice. It is used in this
example to illustrate the difference between SEND HTML BLOB and SEND HTML TEXT. HTML does not belong in
4D methods! See the Reusing Page Elements chapter, which starts on page 399, for a detailed discussion about
storing HTML.
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100, 105, 106, 208, 219–223

Apache
4D integration
Perl
PHP
disguising SSI pages
architecture
see system architecture
ASP
4D integration
AutoDoc

82–84
82–83
84
83

85–87
291–293

B
bad URLs
see also virtual URLs
versus 4DCGI
base tag
and contextual mode
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BASh
BLOB TO PICTURE

Booch, Grady

416
265, 269, 449
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C
callbacks
see semi-dynamic callbacks
Capture AE
Cascading Style Sheets
books
Cascading Style Sheets
CFHTTP

CGI
and 4DCGI
calling 4D as a CGI
calling from 4D
chain of events
4DACTION
4DCGI
4DMETHOD
4DSCRIPT

forms
links
magic URLs
pictures
semi-dynamic tags
standard URLs
Code Complete

code reuse
and Active4D
and ITK
ColdFusion
4D integration
commands
see also individual commands

69
295–296
279–281
280
85
49–53
50
52–53, 58
50–52
120–122
124–125
214
161
95–96, 130–131
93–94
93
94–95
97
93
7, 337, 382
393–395
394
394
85

AP Read Picture BLOB
265, 449
AP Read Picture File
265, 449
AP Save BMP 8 Bit
265, 449
AP Save GIF
265, 266
AP SET WEB FILTERS
100, 105, 106, 208, 219–223
BLOB TO PICTURE
265, 269, 449
CREATE THUMBNAIL
269, 273–274, 449
DECRYPT BLOB
450
DOCUMENT TO BLOB
375, 397, 449
ENCRYPT BLOB
450
GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST
248–249, 450
GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR
248, 450
GET HTTP HEADER
99, 105, 324, 380, 382, 451
GET WEB FORM VARIABLES 99, 105, 133, 324, 380, 382, 451
MAP FILE TYPES
315
Open document
397
PICT TO GIF
266, 449
PICTURE TO BLOB
269, 449
PICTURE TO GIF
265, 266, 449
PICTURE TYPE LIST
267, 449
READ PICTURE FILE
265, 267, 449
Secured Web connection
99, 247, 450
SEND HTML BLOB
99, 105, 106, 112, 328, 451
SEND HTML FILE
99, 105, 106, 112, 328
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SEND HTML TEXT
SEND HTTP REDIRECT
SET DATABASE PARAMETER

D
99, 105, 106, 112, 328, 451
99, 105, 106, 112, 328
58, 74, 101, 205, 431, 432, 433,

434, 438, 439
SET HOME PAGE
SET HTML ROOT
SET HTTP HEADER
SET WEB DISPLAY LIMITS
SET WEB TIMEOUT
START WEB SERVER
STOP WEB SERVER
WEB CACHE STATISTICS
Web Context
WRITE PICTURE FILE

99, 435
99, 434
99, 105, 106, 328, 451
100
100, 202, 203, 430
100, 432
100, 432
100
100, 203
265, 266, 268–269, 449

compiler declarations
4DACTION
4DMETHOD
4DSCRIPT
4DVAR and 4DHTMLVAR
Compiler_Web
On Web Authentication
On Web Connection

summary
Compiler_Web

118, 445
213, 444
160, 445
447
121, 125, 446
229, 236–239, 443
111–112, 444
443–447
104, 131–133, 446
107

and 4D keywords
compiling
defensively
339–340
connection process
and semi-dynamic pages
147–149
contextual mode
195
deinitialization
369–375
initialization
369–375
contextual mode
23–24, 33–34, 195–199
and 4DACTION
203
and On Web Connection
114
and SEND HTML BLOB
203
and SEND HTTP REDIRECT
203
and SET VISIBLE
205
appropriate uses
34, 199
automatic object translation
203–205
command restrictions and cautions
210–211
connection process
195
context defined
201
conversion mode
205
embedding HTML
208–210
embedding JavaScript
208–210
form translation
196
image maps
215–217
mixing with non-contextual mode
198
preparing forms
205–208
problems
34
problems with
197
starting a context
202
stopping a context
203
testing for context
203
timeout
202
cookies
parsing
383
storing state
407–408

269, 273–274, 449
284

CREATE THUMBNAIL

Creating Killer Web Sites

CSS
see Cascading Style Sheets
custom magic URLs

359–362

D
database methods
see also individual methods
On Web Authentication

and 4D keywords
and magic URLs
On Web Connection

and 4D keywords

100, 104, 105, 235–243, 328
107, 112
139
100, 104, 111–114
107

database parameters
Debug4D
debugging
4D systems remotely
4DISAPI and NPH-CGI4D
AppleEvents
HTTP
network problems
WebSTAR
Windows file access
Windows named pipes
Windows threads
with the log file

101
362
362
75–77
69
347–352
343–346
68–69
76–77
76–77
76–77
233
450
369–375
374
374
373–375

DECRYPT BLOB

deinitialization
and SEND HTML BLOB
and SEND HTML FILE
recommended strategy
demonstrations
Contextual Mode

embedding custom HTML
field type translation
image maps
stopping contexts
Web Core
base tag

converting TCP/IP numbers
cookies
custom magic URLs
deinitialization
file upload
initialization
initialization setup
On Web Connection

parsing
parsing URLs
password challenges
replacing 4DINCLUDE
rewriting DOCUMENT TO BLOB
testing for HTTP fields
URL decoding
URL encoding
virtual paths

6
205
204
215
203
6
312
434
383
361
369
135
369
381
113
111, 133, 377
338
240, 242
189
397
325
388
388
355
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Designing Web Usability

DNS
DOCUMENT TO BLOB

replacing

281
345–346
449
375, 397

E
email
custom client code
ENCRYPT BLOB

error pages
customizing 4D’s default text
customizing with On Web Connection
errors
handling gracefully
reducing by restricting object references
reducing by using 4DCGI
tracking with On Web Connection
trapping with ON ERR CALL
EtherPeek

421–423
450
331–335
334–335
333
337–338
338
338
339
339
352

F
fictitious URLs
see virtual URLs
file upload
chain of events
example HTML form
limits and risks
MIME types
Filemon
Flanagan, David
forms
chain of events
Compiler_Web

handling
POST versus GET
frames
FTP
custom client code

H
host

and 4D Connect
and HTTP requests
and uniqueness
and Windows Web server integration
example Welcome rules
HTML
animation
books
colors
comments
embedding in 4D methods
embedding in records
frames
learning
paths
pictures
formats
storing and managing
tables
tips
HTML and XHTML:The Definitive Guide

135–138, 305
137–138
135–137
138
136, 316, 317
76–77
281
95–96, 130–131
131–133
127–133
129
297

HTML forms
field submission order
file upload
hidden fields
multiple SELECT values
multiple submit buttons
password fields
unselected objects
HTML request keywords
4DACTION
4DCGI
4DMETHOD
4DSSI

compared
HTML tags
base

424

and contextual mode
host

G

HTML:The Complete Reference

248
GENERATE CERTIFICATE REQUEST
248–249, 450
GENERATE ENCRYPTION KEYPAIR
450
generic Web user
230–232
GET HTTP HEADER
99, 105, 324, 380, 382, 451
and 4DSCRIPT
385
and semi-dynamic responses
157
GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
99, 105, 133, 324, 380, 382, 451
and 4DSCRIPT
385
and semi-dynamic responses
157
Goodman, Danny
281
Greenspun, Alex
281
grep
see regular expressions

HTTP
and TCP/IP
Basic Authentication
cookies
parsing
storing state
form data
parsing
header fields
hidden fields
storing state
Keep-Alive
method
parsing
cookies
form data
header fields
passwords
request line

GENERATE CERTIFICATE KEYPAIR
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57
420
312–314
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65–67
300
279–281
298–299
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402–403
403
297
279–281
307–314
257–261, 299
266
399–403
300
295–300
280
302
305
301
303–304
303
302
304
100
100, 117–122
100, 123–126
100, 213–214
59, 61–63, 81
107–110

310–312
435
57, 65–67, 72, 312–314, 420
280
319–328
320, 417–418
239–240, 242
383
407–408
384–385
324–325
408
261
92
377–389
383
384–385
383
383–384
382–383

Index
requests
and 4D features
in detail
request line
types
responses
and 4D commands
in detail
status codes
status line
state
defined
managing
name
ObjectTools
storing in a database
storing in cookies
storing in hidden fields
URL encoding
viewing
HTTP Deux
HTTP integration
HTTP requests
analyzing
and 4D keywords
and 4D processes
and 4D’s Web server layers
HTTP responses
setting
httpcmd
HTTPS
see SSL
HttpTracer
Human perceptual constants
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321–328
323–324
323–325
323–324
323
321–328
324, 328
326
326–327
326–327
320
405–413
410–411
409–410
408–410
407–408
408
388–389
322
28–29
31, 79–88, 418–420

105
349

349–350
285

85–87

Information Architecture for the World Wide Web

initialization
recommended strategy
using Compiler_Web
using On Web Authentication
integration tools
Interarchy

369–375
372–373
370
370–371
23–31
347–349

Internet ToolKit
see ITK

JavaScript Bible

281
281

JavaScript: The Definitive Guide

L
Lasso
links
chain of events
log request setting

29–30
93–94
232–233

M
magic URLs
4DBLANK
4DCACHECLEAR
4DHTMLSTATS
4DSTATS
4DWEBTEST

and On Web Authentication
and security
chain of events
custom

101, 139–142
101, 139
101, 140
101, 140
101, 141
101, 142
139
142
93
359–362

MAP FILE TYPES

and MIME types
McConnell, Steve
memory settings
method callbacks
see semi-dynamic callbacks
MIME
and SENT HTML BLOB
file upload
types
Morville, Peter

315
7, 337, 382
440–441

315–317
315
136
317
281

N
215–217
230
281

Internet Information Server
see IIS

16, 21, 28–29, 415–416
394
247, 415
52, 418–420
28–29
29, 415–416

J

105
103
147–149, 369
51, 58–60, 104

I
IIS
4D integration
IIS integration
see Windows Web servers
image maps
include 4D passwords setting

ITK
and code reuse
and SSL
custom Web client code
custom Web server
versus 4D Internet Commands

N AT
Network Address Translation
see NAT
Network Monitor
network utilities
4D Internet Commands
DNS
Ping
Trace route
Nielsen, Jakob
non-contextual mode
appropriate uses
mixing with contextual mode
starting in

313

351
425
345–346
343–344
344–345
197, 280, 281, 285, 300
35
35
198
35
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NPH-CGI4D

71–74

O

Philip and Alex’s Guide to Web Publishing

object references
managing

363–367
100, 104, 105, 235–243, 328
and 4D keywords
107, 112
and 4DSSI
63, 242–243
and parsing
378
and passwords settings
227–228
and request data
377–378
and SEND HTML BLOB
238
and SEND HTML FILE
238
and SEND HTML TEXT
238
and SEND HTTP REDIRECT
238
and the 4D Web server’s request layers
51, 59
and the host tag
313
and the include 4D passwords setting
436
and the use Passwords setting
436
and URL decoding
389
compiler declarations
229, 236–239, 443
effect of returning False
237
filtering method calls
242–243, 357
running more than once per page
112
security
229
validating requests
242
when it runs
236
On Web Connection
100, 104, 111–114
4DCGI requests
114
and 4D keywords
107
and 4DCGI
126
and Active4D
44
and bad CGI calls
51
and contextual mode
114
and parsing
378
and request data
377–378
and the 4D Web server’s request layers
51, 59
and the host tag
313
and the include 4D passwords setting
436
and the use Passwords setting
436
and URL decoding
389
and virtual paths
355–357
code structure
113
compiler declarations
111–112, 444
handling errors
333
parameters
111–113
tracking errors
339
unknown URLs
114
validating requests
242
On Web Authentication

Open document

using to replace DOCUMENT TO BLOB

397
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parsing
4DSCRIPT callbacks

HTTP
URLs
paths
root
virtual
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PEM
Perl

385–386
377–389
387
307–314
307–308
355–357

PHP
PICT TO GIF
PICTURE TO BLOB
PICTURE TO GIF
PICTURE TYPE LIST

pictures
and 4D picture path
and passing information between servers
and QPix
chain of events
commands
BLOB TO PICTURE
CREATE THUMBNAIL
PICTURE TO BLOB
PICTURE TYPE LIST
READ PICTURE FILE
WRITE PICTURE FILE

converting
formats
converting
preventing caching problems
QuickTime
reducing size
serving from a dedicated server
serving with 4D
serving with 4DACTION
serving with 4DCGI
serving with 4DVAR
syntax
Ping
PMon
preferences
see settings
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)
processing forms
chain of events
Compiler_Web

POST versus GET
products
4D Connect
4D ExtendScript
4D Link
4D Object Link
4D Open
4D Internet Commands
4DISAPI
Active4D
AETracker
Analog
ASPTear
AutoDoc
BASh
Capture AE
Debug4D
Dreamweaver
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82–83
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266, 449
269, 449
265, 266, 449
267, 449
257–264, 299
275–276
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269–270
94–95
269
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268–269
265–270
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274–275
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272–274
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257–264
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343–344
76–77
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69
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416
69
362
287–294
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EtherPeek
Filemon
GoLive
HTTP Deux
httpcmd
HttpTracer
Interarchy
ITK
Lasso
MSXML
Network Monitor
NPH-CGI4D
PMon
QFree
QPix
TCP Deux
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WebSTAR
Welcome

352
76–77
287–294
28–29
349
349–350
347–349
16, 21, 28–29, 415–416
29–30
86
351
71–74
76–77
389, 391, 419, 420
269–270
28–29
298
55–69
57, 65–67
Programming 4th Dimension 97, 148, 168, 172, 335, 339, 441, 443
proxy server
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419
and HttpTracer
350
and sensitive data
301
and Welcome
66–67
described
350
public key encryption
253
Q
QFree
see also regular expressions
QPix
QuickTime

389, 391, 419, 420
269–270
265
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range checking
benefits
READ PICTURE FILE

339–340
265, 267, 449

regex
see regular expressions
regular expressions
and AP SET WEB FILTERS
and BBEdit
and cleaning HTTP streams
and Welcome rules
versus 4D’s string commands
relative paths
see paths
RFCs
RFC 1631:The IP Network Address Translator (NAT)
RFC 2616:HTTP 1.1
RFC 2617:HTTP Authentication
RFC 2965:HTTP State Management System
RFC 931:Authenication Server

root
Rosenfeld, Louis

391–392
222
348
348
65, 67
389

S
Secure Sockets Layer
see SSL
Secured Web connection

security
and 4DSSI
generic Web user
HTTP Basic Authentication
include 4D passwords
log request
log-on strategies
magic URLs
On Web Authentication

password options
use passwords
semi-dynamic callbacks
restrictions
rules
semi-dynamic pages
and SEND HTML BLOB
and SEND HTML FILE
and SEND HTML TEXT
development tips
embedded logic
embedded values
function calls
overview
serving
using
semi-dynamic responses
and GET HTTP HEADER
and GET WEB FORM VARIABLES
and SEND HTML BLOB
and SEND HTML FILE
and SEND HTML TEXT
and SEND HTTP REDIRECT
and SET HTTP HEADER
command restrictions
semi-dynamic tags
4DACTION
4DHTMLVAR
4DIF
4DINCLUDE
4DLOOP
4DSCRIPT
4DVAR

categories
chain of events
syntax summary
SEND HTML BLOB
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239
383
233
307–308
281

and 4DACTION
and 4DCGI
and Active4D
and contextual mode
and deinitialization
and MIME types
and On Web Authentication
and semi-dynamic pages
and semi-dynamic responses
versus SEND HTML TEXT

99, 247, 450
227–233
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230–232
239–240
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232–233
240–241
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229
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145–149
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and 4DACTION
and 4DCGI
and deinitialization
and errors
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and semi-dynamic pages
and semi-dynamic responses
SEND HTML TEXT

and 4DACTION
and 4DCGI
and On Web Authentication
and semi-dynamic pages
and semi-dynamic responses
versus SEND HTML BLOB
SEND HTTP REDIRECT

and 4DACTION
and 4DCGI
and contextual mode
and errors
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and picture serving
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438
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431–432
and maximum Web processes
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and minimum Web processes
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and the TCP port
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and the TCP/IP address
433–434
SET HOME PAGE
99, 435
SET HTML ROOT
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SET HTTP HEADER
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and contextual mode
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100
SET WEB TIMEOUT
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settings
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timeout
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437–439
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438
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437
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437
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default home page
default HTML root
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Security
include 4D passwords
use passwords
security
allow SSL for Web server
and On Web Authentication
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log request
use passwords
Siegel, David
smart URLs
storing state
SSL
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and 4D WebSTAR integration
and 4DISAPI
and ASPTear
and ITK
and NPH-CGI4D
and On Web Authentication
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certificate
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public key encryption
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name
ObjectTools
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storing in cookies
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